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Abstract 
 

The intricacies and exceptions of high vowel deletion in Old English have been the 

subject of much debate in recent historical phonology. Traditional philological 

handbooks such as Campbell (1959) describe the process within the assumptions of 

the Neogrammarian tradition. As such, high vowel deletion has been described as a 

phonological process that removes historically high and synchronically unstressed 

vowels after a heavy syllable, or two light syllables. However, the descriptions in 

these handbooks also reveal that exceptions are common, and as per the 

Neogrammarian tradition, these are usually assumed to be the result of analogy. In 

contrast, recent studies have sought to account for the exceptions in a way that lends 

more explanatory power (e.g. Stratal Optimality accounts including Bermúdez-Otero 

2005). Such accounts have shown that there is more to the exceptions than analogy, 

and that phonological rules, as their synchronic activity declines, can become 

entangled with other morphological and phonological conditioning, due to the high 

levels of surface opacity that causes them to become unlearnable. 

Many of the accounts of high vowel deletion have focused on the West Saxon 

of Alfred (Early WS) and Ælfric (late WS), and recent descriptions of high vowel 

deletion have largely focused upon the noun declensions (e.g. Bermúdez-Otero in 

prep) and the weak verb preterites (Minkova 2012). In this study, I focus in particular 

upon the behaviour of high vowel deletion in the strong and weak verbs; including 

the past participles and both the present and preterites. The selected data represent 

the Early West Saxon dialect and also the Late Northumbrian dialect found in the 

Lindisfarne Gospel gloss. Discussion of the process as found in nouns and adjectives 

will also be incorporated. The study has two larger aims: 1. To provide an analysis of 

syncope for newly collected data sets from Early West Saxon and Lindisfarne verbs, 

and 2. To contribute to the debate surrounding how to account for 

morphophonological interaction within inflexional paradigms. 

The data reveal evidence to show that high vowel deletion is indeed suffering 

from the demise of its original phonological conditions in the verbs. It is not argued 

however that full lexicalization has yet taken place throughout the verbs. Instead, the 

data present a range of degrees of morphologization, within which the original 

phonological conditions have become supplemented by additional morphological 
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conditions. Additional phonological conditioning is also in evidence. The 

Lindisfarne strong past participles, it is argued, represent a morphological category 

within which weight-based syncope is synchronically blocked. 

The wider question of how and why morphological and phonological conditions 

come to be added to existing phonological processes is addressed, and I argue that 

such phenomena result from unsustainable levels of opacity in the grammar 

(Anderson 1989), and that a theoretical framework that allows for the interaction of 

phonology and morphology within the grammar is necessary. The Optimality 

Theoretic analyses proposed in this study have the benefit of accounting for instances 

of phonologization through constraint interaction. It is also argued that the ways in 

which morphological category determines a) the way in which a phonological 

condition applies, and b) whether it applies at all, is best analysed using 

cophonological analyses (Anttila 2002a etc.). 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
 
The focus of this thesis is the behaviour of the deletion of vowels in unstressed 

syllables in Old English. Deletion of unstressed vowels is of interest for phonology, 

as it follows from prosodic motivation. However, the behaviour of such deletion in 

Old English is not that of a straightforward prosodic process, and I will argue, shines 

light upon the life cycle of phonological processes (Kiparsky 2003, Bermúdez-Otero 

2005). The two types of vowel deletion that are examined in this thesis are non-high 

vowel deletion (N-HVD) and high vowel deletion (HVD), the former being non-

weight conditioned, and the latter being sensitive to the weight of the preceding 

syllable. The majority of the discussion is focussed upon HVD, as it will be argued 

that this process retains its active phonological conditioning, while displaying the 

results of morphological conditioning. The treatment of N-HVD is somewhat 

different, and it will be argued that the original phonological conditions for the 

process are not in evidence, and that the process has been subject to rule death. 

The intricacies and exceptions of HVD in Old English have been the subject 

of much debate in recent historical phonology. Traditional philological handbooks 

such as Wright & Wright (1925) and Campbell (1959) describe the process within 

the assumptions of the Neogrammarian tradition. As such, HVD has been described 

as a phonological process that in Prim. Old English removed historically high and 

synchronically unstressed vowels after a heavy syllable, or two light syllables. 

However, the descriptions in these handbooks also reveal that exceptions are 

common, and as per the Neogrammarian tradition, these are usually assumed to be 

the result of later analogy, which results in increased morphological regularity. In 

contrast, recent studies have sought to account for the exceptions in a way that lends 

more explanatory power (e.g. Optimality Theoretic (OT) accounts such as Hogg 

2000, Stratal Optimality accounts including Bermúdez-Otero 2005). Such accounts 

have shown that there is more to the exceptions than analogy. They have argued that 

phonological rules, as their synchronic activity declines, can become entangled with 

other morphological and phonological conditioning. This entanglement has been 

claimed to be due to the high levels of surface opacity that causes the phonological 
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process to become unlearnable. 

Many of the accounts of high vowel deletion have focused on the West Saxon 

of Alfred (Early WS1) and Ælfric (Late WS), and recent descriptions of HVD have 

largely focused upon the noun declensions (though see Minkova 2012 for an account 

of syncope in the Early West Saxon weak preterites). In this study, I focus upon the 

behaviour of HVD in the verbs of Early West Saxon (EWS) and of the Late 

Northumbrian Lindisfarne Gospels (Li.). The study has two larger aims: 1. To 

provide an analysis of syncope for newly collected data sets from Early West Saxon 

and Lindisfarne verbs, and 2. To contribute to the debate surrounding how to account 

for morphophonological interaction within inflexional paradigms.  

 

1.1. ORGANISATION 
 

The thesis is divided into two parts, the first of which deals with the necessary 

background information relating to high vowel deletion, from both a philological 

perspective and also with reference to more recent accounts. Part 1 also discusses the 

theoretical morphophonological issues that are raised by inflexional phonology, and 

finally, the selection of the data is discussed. Part 2 provides the data results, 

analyses and implications.  

In Chapter 2 I provide the background information on high vowel deletion 

and its interaction with verb paradigms, from a traditional philological perspective. 

Information in relation to the history of forms, where relevant, and their synchronic 

behaviour will also be given. Throughout the chapter, there will be inevitable 

references to analogy, since that is one of the major assumptions implicit in the 

Neogrammarian descriptions.  

Chapter 3 delves further into the issue of analogy, and aims to define firstly, 

what exactly is meant by philologists when they refer to an exception as ‘analogical’, 

and the methods that have been employed in order to constrain analogy in order to 

maximise its explanatory power. In the second part of the chapter, I look at some 

more recent definitions of analogy, before defining my use of the term in this study.  

                                                
1 Following Hogg (1988) I use capitalisation in the labels ʻEarly West Saxonʼ and ʻLate West 
Saxonʼ in order to highlight that the two dialects cannot be taken merely to represent 
diachronic stages of West Saxon. See Chapter 5 of this thesis for further discussion. 
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Chapter 4 looks at the issue of how originally robust phonological processes 

can become conditioned by morphology. Recent descriptions of such phenomena, 

including Anttila’s (2002a) discussion of Finnish vowel alternations, and also the 

competing morphophonological frameworks that have been proposed in describing 

such phenomena will be discussed. 

Chapter 5 provides information relating to the manuscripts and editions from 

which the data have been extracted.  

Chapter 6 begins with the results from the data for the 2nd and 3rd singular 

present indicative verbs in Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon. The extent to which 

weight-conditioned syncope is in evidence will be revealed, in addition to any 

evidence of additional phonological conditioning.  

Chapter 7 investigates the behaviour of syncope in the weak preterites in 

Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon. After the data have been presented, an account 

will be provided, arguing that the weight-based phonological conditions are still in 

place, but that additional conditions have been added. In this chapter, I also discuss a 

recent account of high vowel deletion in weak preterites in Early West Saxon, in 

which it is argued that the system has become fully lexicalised (Minkova 2012). 

Chapter 8 looks at the last relevant part of the verbal paradigm; the past 

participle. The strong past participles, which are assumed typically to be affected by 

N-HVD are shown to allow the effects of different phonological conditions in both 

Lindisfarne and EWS.  

In Chapter 9 I provide an overview of the analyses and descriptions in 

Chapters 6–8, and discuss the implications for Old English morphophonology. This 

chapter also looks at the wider issues of rule decline, and why morphophonological 

information may become entangled with phonological conditioning.  

Chapter 10 concludes the thesis, and is followed by appendices containing the 

data from Lindisfarne and West Saxon verbs. 
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CHAPTER 2  
Old English unstressed vowel deletion: background  
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION2 
 

Historical Linguistics is a multidisciplinary subject area, relying upon insights from 

theoretical linguistics, and also philology. The first few chapters will therefore 

devote some time to the background assumptions upon which later analyses will rely. 

In this chapter I will discuss the insights provided by the traditional Old English 

handbooks, providing an overview of their descriptions of Old English verb, noun 

and adjective phonology, as well as their assumptions regarding Old English 

phonology. The discussion focuses primarily upon HVD and N-HVD. Within 

historical phonology and Old English philology there are numerous debates relating 

to the status of Old English prosody, the behaviour of inflectional morphophonology 

and particularly within historical linguistics, the status of its phonological processes. 

Although it is not possible to delve fully into these issues, the goal of this chapter is 

to discuss these debates, and outline my background assumptions, upon which the 

later analysis will depend. In relation to inflectional OE morphophonology, this 

chapter focusses particularly upon the traditional handbook accounts, in the hope to 

ascertain which sound changes are of interest, and how they would be accounted for 

in a traditional Neogrammarian analysis. I will go on to discuss the implications of 

such analyses, though more detailed theoretical discussions are to be found in 

Chapters 3 and 4. Before giving an overview of the handbook treatment of verb 

morphophonology, it is necessary to provide the prosodic backdrop upon which these 

accounts are built. The prosodic discussion in Section 2.4 will consider both the 

observations of the traditional handbooks (Campbell 1959, Hogg 1992 etc.) and also 

more recent treatments. The analyses in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 will use a Stratal OT 

(Kiparsky 2000) framework, due to the benefits that can be brought by this 

                                                
2 In the linguistic analyses in later sections, I follow the labeling conventions found in 
Bermúdez-Otero (2005): Where unlabeled square brackets are used, they represent foot 
boundaries, e.g. nerede ʻsaveʼ [ω[.ne.re.].de.]. In this case, the outer brackets are labeled to 
indicate that they depict a prosodic word, while the internal unmarked brackets represent a 
metrical foot. The dots represent syllable boundaries, therefore, in a case of consonant 
extrametricality, the form will be represented as such follows: [ω[.deː.]m] ʻjudgeʼ. 
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framework when analysing complex morphophonological interaction. More 

discussion of this theoretical position, in addition to discussions of alternative 

accounts will be given in Chapter 4. The descriptions of the basic phonological 

principles in this chapter will therefore be accompanied by a basic OT description, in 

order to maintain some continuity with the later analyses in Chapters 6–8. I will 

begin by outlining the processes of high vowel deletion and non-high vowel deletion. 

The discussion will proceed by firstly presenting the handbook descriptions of high 

vowel deletion and non-high vowel deletion, which will be followed by an OT 

account of these processes, as they are defined in the handbooks (e.g. Campbell 

1959, Wright & Wright 1925). I then move beyond this basic description of the 

phonological processes, and examine how they are accounted for in philological 

handbooks, across the range of lexical classes under investigation in this study. 
 

2.2. HIGH VOWEL DELETION 
 

High vowel deletion, which is the process central to this study, targets originally 

high, unstressed vowels that follow either a heavy syllable or two light syllables. 

Both medial vowels, as in the pret. verb h!er+ede ! h!erde, and also final vowels, as 

in the Anglian 1st sg.pres.ind. sing+u ! sing, may be affected. In addition to verbs, 

the environments for high vowel deletion are created in nouns, e.g. a-stem dat.pl. 

h"afod+um ! h"afdum ‘heads’ (syncope), and nom/acc.pl.neut. word+u ‘words’ ! 

word (apocope), and adjectives, e.g. a-stem dat. h#lig+um ‘holy’ ! h#lgum, and 

nom/acc.pl.neut. blind+u ‘blind’. Whether apocope and syncope require division into 

two distinct processes for the purposes of phonological analysis has been the subject 

of debate (see e.g. Campbell 1959, Hogg 1992, Bermúdez-Otero 2005). Following 

Bermúdez-Otero (2005), I assume that high vowel apocope and high vowel syncope 

are distinct processes. High vowel apocope, though, will not be the main focus of 

this thesis, as the data provide the richest alternations in terms of syncope. The 

handbook descriptions of apocope and syncope are as follows: 
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(2.1)  High Vowel Apocope 

‘u and i, whether originally short, or due to Gmc reduction of older long 
vowels, were lost in Prim. OE, in final unaccented syllables after a long 
accented syllable or a short accented syllable and another syllable…’  
       Campbell (1959: §345) 

(2.2)  High Vowel Syncope 

‘Short u and i [...] as well as the u and i, which arose from the shortening of $ 
and !, disappeared [...] in disyllabic forms when the first syllable was long, 
but remained when the first syllable was short.’ 
      (Wright & Wright 1925: §215) 

 

Apocope and syncope are therefore expected to leave unstressed short vowels 

unaffected if they follow a short root syllable. Additionally, Campbell (1959: §347) 

states that when i or u of a second syllable is followed by a consonant it will not be 

deleted, i.e. high vowel syncope only affects the vowels of open syllables. The 

typical alternations are as follows:  

 

(2.3) Apocope 

singan   ‘sing’  beran ‘bear’ 

1st sg.pres.ind. -u3  sing+u   ber+u 

    !   ! 

Apocope:   sing ∅   "" 

!   ! 

Output:   Ic sing ‘I sing’  Ic beru ‘I bear’ 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
3 This suffix is found in non-West Saxon dialects. The West Saxon 1st sg.pres.ind -e is not 
subject to apocope.  
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(2.4) Syncope 

h!eran ‘hear’  herian ‘praise’ 

pret.sg. -ede:   h#er+ede  her+ede 

    !   ! 

Syncope:   h#er∅de  "" 

    !   ! 

Output:   h!erde ‘heard’  herede ‘praised’ 

 

Since HVD is expected only to apply to historically high vowels, the relevant lexical 

classes are as follows: 

 

(2.5) Syncope: 

(a) Verbs: 

Weak preterites of Class 1:   h!er+ede → h!erde  

Weak inflected past participles of Class 1: Dat. h!er +ede+um → h!erdum 

Strong and weak 2nd/3rd.pres.ind.sg.:  sing+est/-e% → singst/sing% 

 

(b) Nouns: 

Strong inflected a-stem disyllabic nouns:  Dat.pl. h"afod+um " h"afdum 

 

(c) Adjectives: 

Strong inflected a/$ -stem disyllabic adjectives: Dat. h#lig+um " h#lgum 

 

(2.6) Apocope: 

(a) Verbs: 

Strong Class I, II, III, VII 

verbs in the 1st sg.pres.ind.:4  sing+u " sing 

 

(b) Nouns: 

Strong a-stem nom/acc.pl.neut.: word+u " word 

Strong $-stem nom.sg.fem.:  l#r+u ‘learning’ " l#r 
                                                
4 West Saxon, however, is not expected to be affected due to the -e suffix. 
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(c) Adjectives: 

Strong a-stem nom/acc.pl.neut. blind+u " blind 

Strong $-stem nom.sg.fem.:  blind+u " blind 

 

In Sections (2.2.1–2.2.4.3) we will see that the outcome of regular HVD, as outlined 

above, is not attested in the dialects under consideration. 

 

 

2.2.1. HVD in strong verbs 

 

In this section I will present the model paradigms for the strong verbs as found in the 

handbooks and focus on the parts of the paradigms in which HVD is expected, 

before moving onto discussion of the exceptions noted in the traditional grammars 

and their treatment of them. When referring to the strong verb classes, I follow the 

convention of using Roman numerals, e.g. Class III etc.  

The model paradigms shown throughout this section are adapted from those 

presented in Campbell (1959) and Wright & Wright (1925), and focus upon the 

outcome of HVD. The Old English strong verbs are divided into seven classes, each 

with their own ablaut gradation series. The seven strong verb classes stem from the 

primary Indo European ablaut, including the e-grade present, o-grade perfect, and 

zero-grade aorist (Lass 1994: 153). The vowel ablaut in the preterite and past 

participle is not relevant to HVD, as the root vowels are unchanged from that found 

in the infinitive in the two cases in which HVD applies: the 1st sg.pres.ind. (apocope) 

and the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. (syncope). Therefore, the seven classes need only be 

divided into two groups for our purposes: those with heavy root syllables containing 

either a coda cluster or a long vowel, and those in which the root syllable is light: 
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(2.7) Strong verbs and HVD 
(a) 

                                       
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(b) 

 

 

Since the individual classes are not found to influence the outcome of deletion, I will 

use the Class I sc!nan to represent heavy strong forms throughout this chapter, and 

will use Class IV beran for the lights.  

 

(2.8) Model strong paradigm 
Inf.    beran   sc!nan 

    ‘bear’   ‘shine’ 

1st sg. Pres. ind. (NWS) -u beru/bero   sc!n * sc!nu (WS sc!ne) 

2nd sg.pres.ind.  bir(e)st   sc!nst 

3rd sg.pres.ind.   bir(e)%   sc!n% 

Heavy classes 
 

         Inf. 

Class I  
‘shine’ 

sc!nan 

Class II  
‘creep’ 
‘use’ 

cr"opan, 
br&can 

Class III  
‘sing’ 

singan 

Class VII  
‘hold’ 
‘command’ 
‘grow’ 

healdan 
h#tan 
gr$wan 

Light classes          Inf. 

Class IV 
‘bear’ 

beran 

Class V 
‘tread’ 

tredan 

Class VI 
 ‘journey’ 

faran 

Apocope expected in the 
Li. 1st sg.pres.ind.  
 
Syncope ‘expected’ in 
the WS and Li. 2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 
 

No apocope expected in 
the Li. 1st sg.pres.ind.  
 
No syncope ‘expected’ 
in the WS and Li. 2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 
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The handbooks note, however, that many exceptions to these model paradigms exist. 

Wright & Wright (1925: §475) indicate, for example, that the light strong forms are 

liable to undergo syncope variably, as indicated in bir(e)st. Additionally, they note 

that in Anglian syncope is rarely attested. In terms of apocope in the 1st sg.pres.ind., 

the West Saxon forms are immune due to the -e non-apocopating suffix, but in 

Anglian dialects, Wright & Wright (1925: §476), and Campbell (1959: §731.1)  

assume that although the -u/-o was regularly lost after heavy syllables, by the time of 

Prehistoric OE the verbs with long roots regained the -u suffix e.g. Li. dr!fo ‘drive’, 

delfo ‘delve’, drinco ‘drink’. This, they assume, is due to analogy with the short 

forms. The attested paradigms are therefore as follows: 

 

(2.9) West Saxon attested paradigm 
Inf.    beran   sc!nan 

    ‘bear’   ‘shine’ 

1st sg.pres.ind.   bere   sc#ne 

2nd sg.pres.ind.  birst   sc#nst 

3rd sg.pres.ind.   bir$   sc#n$ 

 

(2.10) Northumbrian attested paradigm 

Inf.    beran   sc!nan 

    ‘bear’   ‘shine’ 

1st sg.pres.ind. (NWS) -u beru/bero   sc#nu/sc#no  

2nd sg.pres.ind.  birest   sc#nest 

3rd sg.pres.ind.   bire$   sc#ne$ 

 

Two problems require further discussion. The first of these is the lack of apocope 

even in Northumbrian in the 1st sg.pres.ind.. Secondly, the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. 

inflexion itself does not truly present the conditions for syncope as outlined in the 

handbooks, since the syllable within which the historical -i- falls is closed: 

[ω[.%i&.].n'(.]. These problems will be discussed further in Section 2.2.1.1. 
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2.2.1.1. Problems related to HVD in the strong verbs 
 
2.2.1.1.1. Apocope and the 1st sg.pres.ind. 
 

The 1st sg.pres.ind. appears in two forms: -e/æ found in West Saxon, and o/u, which 

is found in non-West Saxon. The non-West Saxon 1st sg.pres.ind. -u (-o) creates the 

conditions for apocope to apply when it is attached to certain forms. On the other 

hand, the mainly West Saxon -e must be from non-high Prim. OE -æ (Campbell 

1959: §735).  The -e suffix is prevalent in West Saxon, with the only early exception 

being in the Cura Pastoralis: cwe'o ‘say’. For this reason, the West Saxon verbs are 

not relevant as far as apocope is concerned. This suffix has a different source from 

the one facing HVD, and I will argue in later sections that it is not the synchronic 

vowel height that protects the vowel from deletion, but a morphological condition, 

i.e. the 1st sg.pres.ind. is not at the domain of apocope in WS.  

In late Northumbrian, -o is the most common 1st sg.pres.ind. suffix with -a 

being frequent, and also -u and -e occurring. Campbell states this agrees fairly well 

with the state of unaccented vowels in Northumbrian (see Campbell 1959: fn §379). 

Ross (1937: 33) lists the statistical distribution of these suffix variations in the 

Lindisfarne Gospels: 

 

(2.11)  Statistical distribution of suffixes in Li. 
1st sg.pres.ind.:   total %a %e %o 

(weak and strong) 360 2.5 2.2 95.3 

       Ross (1937: 33) 

 

The 1st sg.pres.ind. and its relationship with apocope has been discussed in Suzuki 

(1988). His study focusses upon the Vespasian Psalter (henceforth VP) and also 

considers West Saxon. The Mercian dialect of the VP exhibits some similarities to 

the Lindisfarne Gospels in terms of the apocope in the 1st sg.pres.ind., in that failure 

to delete is the norm, whether the root syllable is light or heavy. In a study by Keyser 

& O’Neil (1983), the failure of -u to delete in VP has been argued not to represent 
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the weakness of HVD, but instead the immunity of the -u suffix, which, they argue, 

was -o at the time of HVD, and therefore should never have been deleted in the first 

place. In contrast, they argue, the -u of the nom/acc.pl.neut. in nouns was u- at the 

time of apocope, and therefore, it is deleted as expected. Suzuki argues against this 

account with evidence suggesting that the Mercian 1st sg.pres.ind. -u was unlikely to 

be -o at the time of HVD. The source of the debate surrounding the historical status 

of VP 1st sg.pres.ind. -u comes from the orthographic variation between -u and -o 

within the text. On the other hand, this variation does not exist in relation to the 

apocope-sensitive nom/acc.pl.neut. -u. The argument put forward by Keyser & 

O’Neil (1983) is exemplified in the following diagram: 

 
 (2.12) 
  Verb   Noun 
  haldan ‘hold’  word ‘word’ 
 
Inflexion:  hald+o   word+u 

!   ! 
Apocope: ""   word∅ 

!   ! 
Raising: haldu   "" 

!   ! 
Output: haldu   word 
     

Adapted from Keyser & O’Neil (1983: 152) 
 

This account logically implies that the 1st sg.pres.ind. suffix in -o is the older form, 

and that raising is a variable process, hence the orthographic variation within the VP. 

Suzuki suggests, therefore, that the raised variant, -u, may be expected to be to be 

more common in later texts. However, Suzuki (1988: 213) claims that evidence from 

the later Rushworth Gospels (RG) suggests that this is not the case: 
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(2.13) Distribution of -o and -u in the 1st sg.pres.ind.  

9th Century 10th Century 

 

    
       
 
 
 
     Numbers from Suzuki (1988: 213) 
 
Suzuki argues that these data suggest that -o is the innovative variant. Thus, it is 

likely that -u was in place at the time of HVD. Also problematic for the Keyser & 

O’Neil (1983) analysis is that other grammatical endings such as the nom.sg.fem. are 

involved in the u/o discrepancy, but are also subject to HVD (Suzuki 1988: 14). In 

contrast to the raising account presented by Keyser & O’Neil (1983), Suzuki 

assumes that a lowering process similar to that which affected the noun h"afod (older 

h"afud), which itself still undergoes HVD, has caused the -o variant to exist in the 

Mercian 1st sg.pres.ind.. However, the fact that the inflexional nom/acc.pl.neut. -u 

was not affected while the verbal affix was, leads Suzuki to suggest that 

morphological factors must be taken into consideration, and that a purely 

phonological account is unsatisfactory (Suzuki 1988: 215). Suzuki also considers the 

state of affairs in other West Germanic languages and also in other dialects of OE. 

Interestingly, the varieties broadly fit into the following two categories: 

 

(2.14) 
  Group A    Group B   

 

 

 

 

Suzuki (1988: 217) is concerned with the following questions:  

a) Why was -u was lost and replaced with the subjunctive marker -e in the varieties 

of Group B? 

b) Why did the verbs in Group A exhibit underapplication of apocope, rather than 

overapplication? 

VP 
-o x274 
-u x48 

RG 
-o x120 
-u x3 
 

1st sg.pres.ind. -e  
No apocope: 
West Saxon  
Old Frisian 

1st sg.pres.ind. -u  
Resistant to apocope: 
Anglian OE 
Old High German 
Old Saxon 
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c) Why is exceptionality of apocope limited to the verbs, and not, for example, the 

nom/acc.pl.neut. nouns? 

d) What is the explanation for the cross-dialectal nature of this exceptionality? 

 
In answer to a), Suzuki claims that the addition of the subjunctive -e followed 

actually from overapplication, rather than underapplication of HVD. The hypothesis 

is that the original -u exhibited deletion whether the root syllable was light or heavy. 

This then left the opening for the novel suffix to attach. There are many benefits to 

this account of the rise of -e. For example, as Suzuki points out, West Saxon exhibits 

almost obligatory syncopation in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. of the strong verbs. This, he 

claims. is an analogical relationship, which can be exemplified using the following 

light example, which should not be expected to undergo either apocope or syncope: 

 

(2.15) 
beran ‘to bear’ 

 bir+est  : birst = bir+u : X 

  X = bir 

 

This analogical explanation does, however, leave some questions unanswered, such 

as why the overapplication in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind., which is the basis for analogy 

in this explanation occurs. An alternative explanation may have the benefit of 

bringing together the account for Group A and Group B. The alternative account, 

similarly to Suzuki’s, has a morphological basis with the main point being the 

assumption that the strong verb paradigm itself is not subject to the weight 

conditions for HVD (see Chapter 9).  We will see, in Chapter 6, that the strong verb 

paradigm exhibits no statistically significant weight condition for syncope in the 

2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. in either Lindisfarne or West Saxon. While the former has 

underapplication of syncope, and the latter has overapplication, they have in 

common that HVD is not phonologically motivated. Therefore, not only does 

apocope in strong verbs fail to show normal application in both dialects, but also 

syncope. Therefore, I assume that the strong paradigm has become immune to HVD, 

mainly due to the poverty of information from which a learner could construct the 
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phonological process. In other words, the strong paradigm presents far fewer 

possible environments for HVD than the weak paradigm or the nouns, since a) the 

strong past participles are not subject to HVD due to the historically non-high suffix, 

-en, b) unlike the weak verbs, the ablaut system does not present the conditions for 

HVD in the preterite. This account also goes some way towards answering questions 

(b–c) above, as the immunity to HVD in the strong paradigm would naturally cause 

underapplication (see Section 2.2.1.1.2 of this chapter for discussion of the 

overapplication of 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. syncope, and also Chapter 9 for discussion of 

and any light that it may shine on apocope in the 1st sg.pres.ind. in West Saxon). The 

lack of possible HVD environments in the strong paradigm also explains resistance 

to the process cross-dialectally (question d), and also why this is not the case in 

nouns and adjectives (question c).  

 Suzuki’s claim, in contrast, is that the -u ending was analogically restored in 

Anglian after a long syllable on the morpho-syntactic generalisation that verbal 

endings lost their final vowels only when followed by vowel initiating enclitics. 

Otherwise they surfaced as fully spelled. Suzuki’s (1988) study shines light on the 

problem of the 1st sg.pres.ind., and makes a compelling argument, based on data 

from Ru1 and VP, that it is unlikely that the suffix in question historically failed to 

fulfil the requirements for HVD, later undergoing raising. The analogical nature of 

Suzuki’s account follows but expands upon that found in the handbooks, and he 

rightly notes that the handbook description in terms of analogy is too vague. 

However, I argue that the immunity to weight-conditioned HVD in the strong 

paradigm is wider; affecting all dialects, and that it can be explained in greater detail 

once we compare it to the weak paradigm, and consider both high vowel syncope 

and high vowel apocope. I will now move onto syncope in the strong 2nd/3rd 

sg.pres.ind. 
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2.2.1.1.2. Strong verbs and their relationship with syncope 
 

The strong verb paradigm presents only one environment for high vowel syncope; 

the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind., though this itself is controversial.5 As stated above, syncope is 

expected to remove short high vowels that are in unstressed light syllables preceded 

by a stressed heavy syllable. The 2nd and 3rd sg.pres.ind. endings are derived from 

Gmc -isi, -i(i (Campbell 1959: §732), and are therefore target vowels for HVD due 

to their historic height. However, as noted above, whether heavy or light, any verb 

taking the 2nd/3rd.sg.pres.ind, such as sc!n+e% [ω[.%i&.].n'(.], presents a target vowel 

that is within a closed syllable, and as stated in Campbell (1959: §347), the vowels of 

closed syllables are not expected to be targeted by syncope. As raised in the previous 

section, the evidence for HVD in the strong paradigm is scant, since in addition to 

one apocopating suffix, the only other environment does not truly fulfil the 

conditions in the first place. Although the data from this thesis show the strong 

paradigm to be devoid of weight conditioning, it is the case that in WS, it is prolific 

overapplication that is attested. Thus, light and heavy syllables lose the medial 

vowel, which is itself within a closed syllable.  

 According to the handbooks, in West Saxon there is generally syncope of -i- 

and consequent assimilation of consonants and simplification of double consonants. 

Wright & Wright (1925: §476) state that syncope applies regularly after long stems 

like hilpst, hilp% ‘helps’, ritst ‘rides’ etc. and fails, as expected, after short stems such 

as birets (birst) ‘bears’, færest ‘journeys’. However, they note that numerous 

exceptions exist, particularly in West Saxon and Kentish, due to ‘new formations in 

both directions’ e.g. syncopated short stems such as birst, bir%, faerst, faere% and 

unsyncopated long stems like bindest, hilpest. In West Saxon and Kentish syncope is 

almost general, especially after voiceless consonants and after [d], [f] and [g], but 

usually not after a single liquid or a nasal (Campbell 1959: §751). The effect that 

sonority has upon syncope will be considered.  In Anglian the forms without syncope 

were generalised. There is therefore virtually never syncope in Northumbrian, and 

the mutation of the vowel is ‘levelled away’ e.g. falle%, ete% (Campbell 1959: §752). 

                                                
5 The syncope seen in the strong past participles in -en is not HVD, but a separate process 
of Non-High Vowel Deletion. This will be discussed in its own right in Section (2.3). 
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In contrast to Northumbrian, the rate of syncope failure in EWS is very low; 

averaging at approximately ten per cent, whether heavy or light (see Appendix A).  

The problem of why syncope proceeds at all has been discussed in recent 

handbooks. For example, Hogg and Fulk (2011: §6.14) propose that syncope may 

have originally only applied in phrases in which a pronoun followed the 2nd/3rd 

sg.pres.ind. verb, e.g. bindi% h" ‘he binds’. In the second person, such forms could 

become lexicalised, as in cuoe%estu ‘you say’, br&cis %u ‘you enjoy’  (Hogg & Fulk 

2011: §6.14). The simplification of the onset + -est coda into /stu/ would, by onset 

maximisation, cause the target vowel to be in an open syllable: [)[.kwœ.$e.].stu.], 

though in cuoe%estu the form is light, and so deletion should not be expected despite 

the open syllable. According to Luick (1922: 196–7), bindi% h" would have been 

pronounced as bindi%", which would provide a target unfooted medial vowel in an 

open syllable.  

 

2.2.2. HVD in nouns 
 

The nouns have not been examined in this study, though since much of the literature 

on HVD focusses upon nouns, it is necessary to provide the background on how the 

process affects the nominal paradigms. The a- and $-stem nouns present the 

conditions for high vowel deletion. The model paradigms presented in Campbell 

(1959: §570) are as follows: 

 

(2.16) Monosyllabic forms (apocope) 
(a) a-stem: 

  Neuter 

scip ‘ship’   word ‘word’ 

Sg. 

Nom.  scip   word 

Acc.  scip   word 

Gen.  scipes   wordes 

Dat.  scipe   worde 
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Pl.  

Nom.  scipu   word 

Acc.  scipu   word 

Gen.  scipa   worda 

Dat.  scipum   wordum 

 

 (b) $- stem 

Feminine    

giefu ‘gift’  l#r ‘learning’   

Sg. 

Nom.  giefu   l*r 

Acc.  giefe   l*re 

Gen.  giefe   l*re 

Dat.  giefe   l*re 

 

Pl. 

Nom.  giefa (-e NWS) l*ra (-e NWS)   

Acc.  giefa, -e  l*ra, -e  

Gen.  giefa, -ena  l*ra  

Dat.  giefum   l*rum 

 

For the monosyllabic forms, it is only the nom.sg.fem. and the nom/acc.pl.neut. that 

present an apocope-sensitive ending. The model paradigm is built on the assumption 

that heavy forms will face apocope, with light forms remaining unaffected, as per the 

traditional description of HVD. The following paradigms are more complex, and 

present the conditions for apocope and syncope. The neuter forms with stems ending 

in obstruant+sonorant clusters, such as tungol ‘star’ and wæter ‘water’, are assumed 

in Campbell (1959: §574.3) to show a parasite vowel that breaks up the cluster in 

uninflected forms: tungol. They are not underlyingly disyllabic, and so are not 

subject to syncope: the inflected forms such as tungles simply show the lack of the 

parasite vowel, which is not required to break up the cluster since it can be split 

between two syllables. The fact that this is not syncope is demonstrated by the fact 
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that the vowel is absent from inflected forms whether heavy, as in tungles, or light, 

as in wætres. For the purposes of apocope, both types are heavy since they contain a 

consonant cluster. Therefore apocope is expected in the nom/acc.pl.neut in wæter 

and in tungol. In contrast, h"afod and werod are originally polysyllabic, and have a 

historically high medial vowel that may be subject to deletion, depending on syllable 

weight. For example, h"afod comes from Gmc. **hau)u'; the medial vowel having 

since undergone lowering. Since werod contains two light syllables, it counts as 

heavy as far as apocope is concerned: werodu ! werod. However, since the first 

syllable is light, syncope is not triggered, since the medial vowel does not follow a 

heavy syllable: werodum *werdum.  

 

(2.17) Polysyllabic neuter forms (syncope & apocope) 
 

   Neuter a-stem  

 

tungol ‘star’ wæter ‘water’ h"afod ‘head’ werod ‘troop’ 

Sg. 

Nom.  tungol   wæter  h+afod  werod 

Acc.  tungol  wæter  h+afod  werod 

Gen.  tungles  wætres  h+afdes werodes 

Dat.  tungle  wætre  h+afde  werode 

 

Pl.  

Nom.  tungol  wæter  h+afdu  werod 

Acc.  tungol  wæter  h+afdu  werod 

Gen.  tungla  wætra  h+afda  weroda 

Dat.  tunglum wætrum h+afdum werodum 

 

These paradigms assume that HVD applies in the nouns in a regular manner, though 

Campbell (1959) goes on to describe numerous exceptions, many of which have 

been examined in the literature (e.g. Hogg 2000, Bermúdez-Otero 2005 etc.). 

Notable exceptions include: 
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a) The failure of apocope in tungol and wæter types, which Campbell (1959: 

§574.3) assumes show the results of analogical restoration. In the tungol 

types, the parasite vowel will usually be absent in such forms: tunglu, while 

in the wæter types, the parasite vowel is frequently retained: e.g. wæteru. The 

retention of this parasite has been examined in Bermúdez-Otero (2005), in 

which it is argued that it is in fact a process of syllable contact repair, in 

which syllable boundaries with a rising sonority contour are penalised 

(Venneman 1988). 

b) The overapplication of apocope in h"afod, together with lack of syncope: 

nom/acc.pl.neut. h"afod, and the underapplication of apocope in werod types: 

werodu. Overapplication of syncope in werod types is not attested, however.  

c) Additionally, trisyllabic forms such as h"afodu are attested, in which both 

types of HVD fail. Although both types can fail, both forms of deletion never 

apply at the same time: *h"afd. The phonological reasons behind the choice 

between syncope and apocope, and the reasons for their exclusivity will be 

examined within an OT framework in Section 2.5 of this chapter.  

 

All of these forms of exceptional behaviour are described in Campbell (1959) within 

a traditional Neogrammarian framework, and analogy is held responsible for 

exceptions to the phonological rule. As raised in the above discussion of Suzuki 

(1988), the analogy explanation pursued in traditional handbooks is of a vague 

nature, without much discussion of the exact nature of the analogical relationship. 

One final noun type has a feature that will become relevant in the following 

discussion of Old English weak verbs, that is, disyllabic nouns in which the medial 

vowel is part of a derivational affix and was historically high, but accented. Such 

forms are immune to apocope and syncope (Campbell 1959: §574.6), e.g. n!eten 

‘beast’ nom/acc.pl.neut. n!etenu, dat.pl. n!etenum *n!etnum, n!etnu. The historically 

accented vowel is protected from deletion regularly in West Saxon, though in 

Lindisfarne, syncopated forms can also be found.  
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2.2.3. HVD in adjectives 
 

The adjectives share many of the features of the nouns described above, and also 

present some of their own complications. Adjectives decline as strong when 

determiners are absent from the noun phrase, and as weak when following a 

determiner. Also, they follow the gender and case of the noun that they modify. As 

with the nouns, the adjectives have not been examined extensively as part of this 

study, though Appendix D contains some adjectival data relevant to the processes 

found in the weak and strong verbs (see Chapter 9, and Appendix D for more 

details). This section will examine the problems presented by adjectives, and provide 

an overview of the adjectival inflexions. Although the past participles also take 

adjectival inflexions, they will be discussed separately in Section 2.3.1 for the strong 

past participles, and in Section 2.2.4 for the weak participles. Though both weak and 

strong past participles take these adjectival inflexions, it is only the weak past 

participle that contains a thematic vowel that is subject to HVD. The strong past 

participle, in -en is from a different source, and will be discussed in Section 2.3, 

which focusses on non-high vowel deletion. Since N-HVD is not weight conditioned, 

inflected strong past participles do not behave like their adjectival counterparts. 

 Similarly to the scip and word classes, the light and heavy monosyllabic 

adjectives alternate according to the apocope of the nom/acc.pl.neut. vowel: e.g. 

nom/acc.pl.neut. tilu ‘good’, blind ‘blind’. The wæter types are comparable to 

adjectives like fæger ‘fair’. Campbell uses the form h#lig ‘holy’ to exemplify the 

adjectival equivalent to the h"afod nouns, as it is underlyingly disyllabic. The model 

paradigms are as follows (Campbell 1959: §639–§643): 

 

(2.18)     Neuter 

hl&tor ‘pure’ fæger ‘fair’ h#lig ‘holy’ arod ‘bold’ 

Sg. 

Nom.  hl,tor  fæger  h*lig  arod 

Acc.  hl,tor  fæger  h*lig  arod 

Gen.  hl,tres  fægres  h*lges  arodes 

Dat.  hl,trum fægrum h*lgum arodum 
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Pl.  

Nom.  hl,tor  fæger  h*ligu  arod 

Acc.  hl,tor  fæger  h*ligu  arod 

Gen.  hl,torra fægerra h*ligra  arodra 

Dat.  hl,trum fægrum h*lgum arodum 

 

As with the nouns, Campbell describes the failure of syncope that occurs in h#lig  

types as analogical ‘restoration’ (Campbell 1959: §643.5). Campbell (1959: §352) 

comments that syncopation is uncommon before consonant groups, citing examples 

such as nouns and adjectives ending in -isc, -iht, and -est. However, a purely 

phonological account for this lack of syncopation may not be sufficient. There are 

counterexamples to this phonological generalisation in West Saxon, including 

superlatives (Campbell 1959: §352) e.g. gingsta, strengsta etc. Also, in addition to 

the phonological properties of the consonant clusters, these examples of non-

syncopation have in common that they contain derivational affixes. This feature of 

non-syncopation is also shared by certain derivational affixes that do not contain 

such a cluster, such as -en in the nouns and adjectives. Thus, although gylden ‘gold’ 

is listed as a h#lig type in Campbell (1959: §644.b), it corresponds to the n!eten type 

in nouns, rejecting HVD in West Saxon.   

 In the h#lig model paradigm, Campbell (1959) shows failure of apocope and 

syncope in the nom/acc.pl.neut. which, although occurring in the nouns in the 

corresponding h"afod type, would be ‘unexpected’ in the nouns. For more discussion 

of the failure of syncope in adjectives see Section 2.6. There are additional problems 

with h#lig, since it contains a derivational affix: -ig. This affix has two historical 

roots, one was long, high, and accented, while the other was short. To add further 

complications, the short affix was non-high. It is certainly the case that h#lig types 

undergo HVD synchronically in OE, though the process is highly irregular, and the 

historical basis for the deletion is complex, due to the derivational affix.  
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2.2.4. HVD in weak verbs 
 

In this section I will introduce the main weak verb classes in Old English, 

considering their historical origins and the effect this has had upon the sound 

changes and misapplications of sound changes that provide problems for the analyst.   

In Old English the thematic/athematic distinction of Class 1 verbs, according 

to Lass (1994: 165) was determined by syllable weight in the root, with high vowel 

syncope deleting high vowels after heavy syllables. In weak verbs, the weak root + 

thematic vowel forms the stem, with inflectional endings being added on top. In the 

case of Class 1, the thematic vowel was -i-, which would therefore be subject to 

syncope after heavy syllables. The model Class 1 weak paradigm is shown in (2.19) 

(Campbell 1959: §748). The dative past participle has been used to represent past 

participles taking vowel-initial inflexions, in order to show where syncope is 

expected. Forms relevant to HVD have been indicated in the paradigm using boxes: 

 

(2.19) Class 1 West Saxon paradigm 

    do  praise  hear 

    fremman herian  h#eran 

 Pres ind. 

Sg.  

 1st   fremme herie  h#ere 

 2nd    frem(e)st  herest  h#erst 

 3rd    frem(e)- here-  h#er- 

 Pl.       fremma- heria-  h#era- 
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do  praise  hear 

fremman herian  h#eran 

 Past ind. 

 Sg.  

 1st     fremede    herede  h#erde 

 2nd    fremedest heredestt h#erdest 

 3rd    fremede herede  h#erde 

 Pl.      fremedon heredon h#erdon 

 Past Part.  fremed  hered  h#ered 

 Dat. Past Part.  fremedum heredum h#erdum 

 

Historically, the -i- that appeared before the endings was vocalic after long syllables 

ending with a consonant, and was the consonantal -j- after short syllables. This -j- 

caused consonant doubling, affecting all consonants except /r/ (Campbell 1959: 

§407). The effects of West Germanic Gemination (WGG) can be seen in the 

fremman type, and the thematic vowel in the preterite and past participle appears in 

place of the geminate that appears in the infinitive, the 1st sg.pres.ind., and the 

pres.pl.. Therefore, following Campbell (1959) I assume that for the purposes of 

deletion in the weak preterite, the fremman type is synchronically light, in contrast to 

forms in which an original geminate exists. In the present system, the -i-/-j- is subject 

to high vowel deletion in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. after both old long closed syllables, 

and also variably after short syllables made long by WGG, but remains undeleted 

after short syllables. In the weak preterite, the stem formative -e- is expected to be 

deleted according to the weight conditions for HVD: h!erde *h!erede. The stem 

formative for the past participle is also subject to HVD, and is only expected to show 

syncope when taking the adjectival inflexions. The situation shown in the model 

paradigm is over simplified, and as with the previous lexical classes discussed, the 

handbooks note many ‘analogical’ exceptions. I will now deal with these in turn. 
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2.2.4.1. The effect of dentals upon HVS 
 

The behavior of syncope in the past.part. is potentially of great interest. The past 

participle should have syncope of -i- in open syllables after long root syllables in 

trisyllabic forms:  e.g. gesende ‘sent’. This is the case in, for example, the Vespasian 

Psalter and in Lindisfarne, but in West Saxon, in addition to forms such as gesende 

showing ‘normal’ application of deletion, syncope is extended to uninflected forms 

which end in a dental e.g. geh*d ‘hide’ next to geh*ded, and to closed medial 

syllables in inflected forms e.g. acc.sg.masc. gesende ‘send’ Inf. sendan. In addition 

to this overapplication, there is a similarly phonologically conditioned tendency to 

underapply: participles which do not end in dentals often level out the unsyncopated 

form to inflected cases e.g. gel!efede ‘believed’ (Campbell 1959: §752, Hogg 1992: 

§624.2). Campbell assumes this to be an analogical process. However, it is worth 

asking the question of why the morphological process of analogy would be behaving 

in an apparently phonologically conditioned manner, resulting in both under- and 

overapplication within the same paradigm. This problem with analogy as an 

explanation will be examined in more detail in Chapter 3. It may be the case that the 

weak Class 1 past.parts. provide evidence for a change in the phonological 

conditions of syncope, with the features [+anterior], [+coronal], [-continuant] (i.e. 

dental) becoming associated with deletion, rather than simply the original prosodic 

conditions. This results in a greater instance of syncope failure in stems lacking the 

dental. If this is the case, it may also be true that the prosodic conditions themselves 

are becoming weaker, or removed, as examples such as unsyncopated gel!efede have 

undergone no repair of the unfooted syllables which high vowel deletion seeks to 

remove.  

Ru+ usually follows the phonological rule according to Campbell (1959), 

distinguishing geh"red, Pl. geh"rde ‘heard’, sended, sende ‘send’, even after dentals, 

indicating that the prosodic conditions have not had segment-specific conditions 

added to them. In Northumbrian, the uninflected form always appears as -ed, 

remaining unsyncopated. Syncope often fails in inflected forms, particularly in the 

Lindisfarne Gospels e.g. gefylledo ‘fell’. In Chapter 7 and 8, the weak preterites and 
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weak past participles have been examined in order to assess the extent of syncope 

overapplication in the instance of dentals. 

 

2.2.4.2. HVD: The effect of sonorants upon deletion 
 

Across nouns, adjectives and verbs, there is a relationship between the sonority 

levels or final consonants and high vowel deletion. Sonority also appears to have an 

effect upon medial vowel epenthesis, which will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 4 in relation to Modern German. According to the handbooks (Campbell 

1959: §751), West Saxon exhibits syncope most of the time in the 2nd and 3rd 

sg.pres.ind., particularly after voiceless consonants, which are low on the sonority 

scale, and after [d], [f] and [g], but usually not after a single liquid or a nasal. 

Additionally, according to Campbell (1959: §753.2) this relationship carries into the 

past tense of West Saxon Class 1 weak verbs e.g. timbrede, with syncope being 

uncommon. In the case of timbrede, phonotactics may be responsible for this lack of 

syncope, as the resulting form would not be permitted: *timbrde (see Chapter 7, and 

also Minkova 2012 for  further discussion of timbran).  

 
2.2.4.3. Class 2 weak verbs 
 

The Class 2 verbs historically have a thematic */o&-/. In some dialects the endings 

attached directly to thematic /o&/ and in others there was a post-theme in */-j-/, e.g. 

OHG salb-$n ‘anoint’, OE sealf-ian */s.lß-o&j-.n/. In OE the infinitive is -ian. The 

endings are different from Class 1, reflecting the back vowel theme. The theme 

blocks i-umlaut even if /j/ follows (Lass 1994: 168). Verbs of this class, unlike those 

of Class 1, may therefore have a back root vowel. Below is the model paradigm for 

West Saxon weak Class 2 verbs as set out in Campbell (1959): 
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(2.20) Weak Class 2 verb model paradigm (West Saxon) 
 lufian ‘love’ 

Pres ind.  Past subjunctive  

Sg.    

 1st    lufige     lufige 

 2nd    lufast    lufige 

 3rd   lufa-   lufige 

 Pl.    lufia-   lufigen 

 

 lufian ‘love’ 

   Past ind.  Past subjunctive 

 Sg.  

 1st    lufode     lufode 

 2nd    lufodest  lufode 

 3rd    lufode   lufode 

 Pl.      lufodon  lufoden 

 

The pret. and part. show much less complexity than the verbs of Class 1, since they 

are not expected to undergo HVD. The normal West Saxon theme is -o-, which 

comes from an earlier form, -u-, which is found in early Glossaries including the 

Epinal gloss. This is to be expected as a shortening of */o&/, is also seen in the o-stem 

nouns nom.sg. resulting in -u. While WS usually has -o-, -a- is common in Anglian. 

Syncopation in the past of Class 2 verbs is very rare, and according to Campbell 

(1959: §762.3) is due to analogy of Classes 1 and 3.  There is generally no 

controversy in the handbooks regarding Class 2, and the lack of syncope is generally 

assumed to be due to the thematic vowel, which was historically long. How this can 

be accounted for within OT will be considered in Chapter 7. I will consider, for 

example, accounts in which HVD is assumed to be lexicalised, such as Minkova 

(2012), in which Class 2 is assumed to have an underlying thematic vowel, while 

many parts of the Class 1 paradigm are assumed to be consonantal. I will also 

consider alternative methods, such as preventing syncope in Class 2 on account of 

the historical length, thus following the essence of Campbell’s (1959) description. In 
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such a treatment, the Class 2 weak verbs could therefore be seen to exhibit a similar 

blocking effect to that seen in gylden in the adjectives, and n!eten in the nouns. 

 

2.3. NON-HIGH VOWEL SYNCOPE 
 
According to the handbook description, Non-High Vowel Deletion (henceforth N-

HVD) is responsible for the syncope of original unaccented a in prehistoric OE, 

whether fronted to æ or fronted and mutated to e (Campbell 1959: §341). Similarly 

to HVD, this process only occurs in open syllables, and to unstressed vowels. 

However, unlike HVD, the process does not have any weight conditioning, in that 

vowels may be removed following either a heavy or a light syllable. Of particular 

relevance to this study is the strong past participle in verbs, since the -en past 

participle affix contains an unaccented non-high vowel, and therefore should be 

subject not to weight-conditioned HVD, but to un-weight conditioned N-HVD. Since 

the vowels targeted by both processes are commonly reduced to schwa in the dialects 

under consideration, for the rest of this thesis, the terms N-HVD and HVD should be 

taken to mean ‘non weight conditioned syncope’ and ‘weight conditioned syncope’ 

respectively.  

 

2.3.1. Non-high vowel deletion and the strong past participle 
 
Campbell (1959: §644.c) discusses the syncopation of the inflected strong past 

participles alongside the other adjectives, dealing only with the uninflected, and 

therefore, unsyncopating forms such as bunden ‘bound’ within the chapter on verbs. 

As a result of this, the distinction between the HVD found in weak inflected past 

participles and the N-HVD expected in strong inflected past participles is not 

explicitly made, and he states that ‘syncope is less usual in W-S, e.g. gebundene 

bound, forcorfene cut […]. Syncope is frequent in VP, but less so in Ru.1 and North.’  

 The model paradigm for inflected strong past participles should include 

deletion in any inflected forms which allow the medial syllable to be open: 
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(2.21)     Masculine 

bindan Part. bunden ‘bound’  cwe%an Part. cweden ‘said’ 

Sg. 

Nom.  bunden     cweden 

Acc.  bunden ne    cwedenne 

Gen.  bundnes    cwednes 

Dat.  bundnum    cwednum 

 

Pl.  

Nom.  bundne     cwedne 

Acc.  bundne     cwedne 

Gen.  bundenra    cwedenra 

Dat.  bundnum    cwednum 

 

As Campbell (1959) notes, syncope often fails. However, as shown in Chapter 8 of 

this thesis, the situation is far more complex than shown in this model paradigm. The 

instances of syncope failure shown in the past participles, both weak and strong, 

have been put down to analogy to the highly salient uninflected, and thus, 

unsyncopated past participle. However, the failure of N-HVD in the strong past 

participle is of a completely different nature from the failure of HVD in the weak 

past participle, and shows additional phonological conditioning. Crucially, as will be 

shown in Chapter 8, syncope may fail in the instance of any root-final consonant, but 

may only apply in the instance of a root-final stop. The attested paradigms for Li. and 

EWS are therefore as follows: 

 

(2.22)      Masculine 

faran Part. faren ‘travelled’  cwe%an Part. cweden ‘said’ 

Sg. 

Nom.  faren     cweden 

Acc.  farenne    cwedenne 

Gen.  farenes     cwed(e)nes 

Dat.  farenum    cwed(e)num 
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Pl.  

Nom.  farene     cwed(e)ne 

Acc.  farene     cwed(e)ne 

Gen.  farenra     cwedenra 

Dat.  farenum    cwed(e)num 

 

We can see that in this paradigm, not only does N-HVD apply only sporadically, but 

that extra phonological conditioning is in place. The analogy explanation is clearly 

insufficient to capture the behaviour of the strong past participles.  

 

2.4. FOOT STRUCTURE AND STRESS IN OLD ENGLISH 
 

Many of the phonological processes that have been discussed so far in this chapter 

are heavily conditioned by prosody. For example, HVD targets high vowels that are 

in a certain prosodic environment. The result of HVD is that ‘high’ vowels that 

cannot be incorporated into a well-formed metric foot are removed, thus creating a 

better formed prosodic word. This description of HVD, as well as the later analysis, 

relies upon many assumptions about Old English prosody. This section, therefore, 

aims to provide an outline of my assumptions about Old English prosody. Since this 

study adopts an OT framework, I will introduce and refer to some of the relevant 

constraints here, thus providing an OT description of OE foot and syllable well-

formedness principles. 

 

2.4.1. The Old English Syllable 
 
2.4.1.1. Sonority and the OE syllable 
 

The following sections all make reference to sonority, which has an effect upon the 

types of syllable constructions that are permissible in OE. Following Clements 

(2006), I assume that sonority is related to the quality of resonance (Clements 2006: 

3). Resonant sounds are those with a low degree of acoustic resistance and loss, and 
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an undamped formant structure, vowels being the best example. This, Clements 

(2006: 3) argues, is superior to the loudness accounts (e.g. Ladefoged 1993), as 

certain sibilants such as [%] are louder than nasals, but are not treated as more 

sonorous typologically. The OT constraints that will be used in the analyses which 

make reference to sonority will therefore assume this definition. Many such 

constraints are based upon a long history of sonority-based explanation. In 

particular, the following sonority principles: 

 

(2.23) 
i. Sonority Sequencing: sonority increases from the syllable margin to the peak. 

ii.  Sonority-Syllabicity Alignment: sonority peaks correspond to syllable 

peaks. 

iii. Syllable Contact: sonority drops maximally across syllable boundaries  

(Clements 2006: 5, Vennemann 1988) 

 

Following the resonance definition of sonority, principle (i) relies upon the following 

scale:  

 

(2.24) Resonance-based sonority sequence (based on Clements 2006: 4) 
 

More Sonorous    Less Sonorous    

 vowels        semivowels        liquids     nasals obstruents 

 

Principle (ii) is defined in OT using the constraint SONPK/0: 

 

(2.25) 
SONPK/0 (Selkirk1984)6 

Any segment that constitutes a sonority peak must head a syllable. 

                                                
6 This OT constraint is based on insights found in Selkirk 1984, though it is not 
representative of the theoretical framework found in Selkirk (1984). 
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Ranked highly, this constraint would force an OE form such as /wætr/ ‘water’ to be 

syllabified as [ω[.wæ.tr1]]. The constraint that would override this is NUC/V: 

 

(2.26) 
NUC/V (Prince & Smolensky 1993) 

Every syllable must be headed by a vowel. 

 

If ranked above SONPK/0, NUC/V would prevent a syllabic sonorant due to the 

requirement that only vowels may constitute nuclei. Principle (iii) (Vennemann 

1988), will be defined using the following OT constraint: 

 

(2.27) 
CONTACT (Vennemann 1988; Clements 1990, 1992) 

If .0][02, then son (.) 3 son(2). 

 

This constraint has been argued to be highly ranked in Late West Saxon (Bermúdez-

Otero 2005). Chapter 8 will examine whether the principle is enforced in Li. and 

EWS. As stated in Clements (2006), these principles are not inviolable, and hence 

OT is well suited to dealing with sonority based syllable constraints. I will now 

move onto the constraints involved in OE syllable well-formedness. 

 

2.4.1.2. OE Onsets 
 

Old English allows any single consonant as an onset, excluding /4/ (G5siorowski 

1997: 14). Empty onsets are also allowed, and complex onsets are permitted, with 

clusters consisting of an obstruent + sonorant being very common, e.g. cwene 

‘queen’ blind ‘blind’ etc.  There are also cases of onset clusters which violate the 

Sonority Sequencing Principle and contain two obstruents: /sp/, /st/, /sk/. 

G5siorowski (1997: 15) points out that these three clusters are given special 

treatment in Old English, as they are the only onset clusters allowing two obstruents, 

and the /s/ and the stop appear to be treated as one segment by Old English poets 
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with respect to alliteration.  The three clusters are also able to be followed by /r/, and 

less commonly /l/ (although */stl/ is not possible) resulting in the only onset clusters 

containing three consonants found in Old English. Certain onset clusters are 

phonotactically banned in OE, which has implications for vowel deletion. This is due 

to the fact that coda clusters will, where possible, be attracted to the onset of a 

following syllable within a prosodic word. This will not be permitted when (a), it 

would leave behind a monomoraic foot, and (b), it would create a banned syllable 

onset. For example, consider the following forms, noting that vowel deletion only 

applies in open syllables: 

 

(2.28) 
(a) bunden+um  ‘bound DAT.’  

[ω[.bun.].de.num.] ! [ω[.bund.].num.] (open syllable targeted by deletion) 

 

(b) bunden+re ‘bound GEN.’ 

[ω[.bun.].den.re.] ! [ω[.bun.].den.re.] (closed syllable that cannot be targeted 

by deletion) 

 

In these examples, deletion relies upon the opening up of the medial syllable through 

inflexion. The -re inflexion, though, cannot attract the n, since *nr is not a possible 

onset. Deletion therefore cannot apply. Other syllable onsets that are not permitted 

are: *dl, *tl, *dn, *tn, *n(+cons) etc. 

 

2.4.1.3. The OE rhyme 
 

I will now move from the possible onsets to the rhyme, as the prosodically motivated 

processes that I will be examining are concerned only with the rhyme. Onsets are 

also irrelevant when it comes to incorporating syllables into feet. An Old English 

rhyme must contain a syllabic element, which must be a sonority peak. Later in this 

section I will discuss the possibilities of syllabic consonants. The nucleus may 

consist of one or two morae, e.g. stan /st6&n/ ‘stone’, scip /7ip/ ‘ship’. A syllable 

containing a long vowel is heavy, whether or not there is a coda. Unlike Present Day 
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English, Old English light syllables can be based upon a short diphthong. If present, 

a coda affects the weight of the syllable. As we have seen towards the beginning of 

this chapter, according to Campbell (1959), for the purposes of weight-driven 

deletion processes such as HVD a short vowel plus a single coda consonant is treated 

as light. A heavy syllable consists of either a long vowel, with an optional consonant, 

or a short vowel with at least two coda consonants. This is problematic, as it is not 

expected that a singleton coda consonant should fail to count towards the syllable 

weight. Although there are languages in which only vowels may count towards 

syllable weight (G5siorowski 1997: 65), Old English clearly does not fall into this 

category, as shown by the fact that two or more coda consonants result in a heavy 

syllable. This problem can be solved by assuming the final consonant of a word final 

syllable to be extrametrical (G5siorowski 1997: 78). These extrametrical consonants 

therefore do not count towards syllable weight. However, although this would 

account nicely for the distinction between scip and st#n, monomoraic feet are not 

permitted in Old English. The theory needs to be able to account for why HVD sees 

scip ‘ship’ and til ‘good’ as light, given that well-formedness constraints prevent the 

final consonant from being extrametrical. The final consonant, though it is not equal 

to a long vowel or a consonant cluster, makes a difference in that it allows the 

formation of a bimoraic monosyllabic foot, while *ti would be banned as a foot. 

G5siorowski (1997: 78) notes that since extrametrical consonants cannot be 

incorporated into feet, there is a problem regarding words containing only two 

moras, as in scip. He suggests that to solve this, the extrametrical mora needs to be 

metrical, and therefore parsed into a foot in bimoraic words: [)[.7ip.]], as opposed to 

[)[.7i.]p]. This is the analysis assumed in Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.3), in which it is 

assumed that FTBIN, ranked above NONFIN, requires that extrametricality is not 

allowed to prevent domain final feet if in doing so it compromises the foot: 

 

(2.29) 
FT-BIN: Feet are binary, either moraically or syllabically (Prince & 

Smolensky 1993: 47). 
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(2.30) 
NONFIN: No foot is final in ) (Kager 1999: 151; cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993: 

73). 

 

In the later analyses, I will assume that stem final segments may become 

extrasyllabic where the constraints on foot and syllable well-formedness demand it in 

order to satisfy NONFIN. However, where constraints create the need for a stem-final 

segment to become extrasyllabic, only one such segment may be affected 

(Bermúdez-Otero 2005: §7.3; McCully & Hogg 1990: 325). These well-formedness 

constraints also include the prevention of superheavy syllables and unbalanced 

disyllabic feet.  

As discussed above, sonority is one of the factors often used to explain the 

constraints upon possible syllables. However, the sonority hierarchy (Goldsmith 

1990) is fairly frequently violated in a number of languages. Old English clearly 

shows sensitivity to levels of sonority, with certain violations undergoing repair 

strategies such as parasiting (Campbell 1959: §574.3). For example, parasiting can 

be seen in certain codas containing an obstruent+sonorant cluster that violates the 

sonority principle in uninflected nouns and adjectives ending in such clusters, e.g. 

wæter ‘water’, fæger ‘fair’. Certain forms such as these do appear uninflected 

without the parasite, though these are rare, and confined to particular lexemes, for 

example, hrefn ‘raven’, sedl ‘seat’. The highly sonorous sonorant would be expected 

to form the peak of a syllable, according to the sonority principle. This leads to the 

question of whether these forms are really violations of the Sonority Sequencing 

Principle, or whether the final sonorant is syllabic. 

Peinovich (1979: 105), in his rule-based linear analysis of nouns, assumes a 

monosyllabic underlying representation, but presents a rule of sonorant 

syllabification to allow for a syllabified surface form: 

 

(2.31) Sonorant syllabification (Peinovich 1979: 105) 
 

[-obs] [+syll] / [+cons] ____ [+cons]  

  j[-syll] 
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Evidence for the non-syllabicity of these sonorants comes from poetic metre, 

according to Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.3, Fulk 1992: §76), in which it is argued 

that early OE poetic metre treats forms such as wæter ‘water’ as monosyllabic.  

In terms of OT, parsing obstruent+sonorant clusters as non-syllabic 

constitutes a violation of SONPK/0. The overriding constraint is NUC/V. Hence 

the following ranking applies: NUC/V>> SONPK/0, allowing the output /fægr/:  

 

(2.32) 

/fæ8r/ NUC/V SONPK/0 

[)[.fæ.8r1.]] *!  

[)[.fæ8.]r] ☜  * 
 

According to G5siorowski (1997: 20) an analysis that assumes that the final sonorant 

is not syllabic, as in the above, is backed up by certain repair processes in addition to 

parasiting in Old English. The examples he gives are variant forms such sedl ~ seld 

‘seat’ and hrefn ~ hremn ~ hrem ‘raven’. G5siorowski’s (1997: 20) assumption is 

that a disyllabic form with a syllabic sonorant would be less likely to motivate such a 

repair process.  

 

2.4.2. Old English feet 
 

As stated above, similarly to Present-Day English, Old English does not tolerate 

monomoraic feet. In Optimality Theoretic terms, this tendency can be enforced by 

ensuring that FT-BIN is ranked highly in the grammar (Bermúdez-Otero 2005). 

I assume the feet in Old English to be based on moraic trochees (Idsardi 

1994). Monosyllabic feet, however, are permitted, e.g. word ‘word’, scip ‘ship’. 

Pairs of light constituents can also be grouped together to form a metrical foot 

(Idsardi 1994): [)[.%i.pu.]] ‘ships’. A disyllabic foot must be headed by a light 
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syllable, however, as a foot cannot be comprised of a heavy syllable followed by a 

light syllable: 

 

(2.33) 
RHHRM:  *(HL)  

Greater length is not permitted at the beginning of trochees  

(Prince & Smolensky 1993: 59) 

 

(2.34) 
PARSE-0 (Smolensky 1993)  

All syllables must be parsed as feet. 

 

RHHRM is particularly important as regards HVD, as deletion only targets unfooted 

syllables. The creation of (HL) trochees would allow the vowels that are targeted by 

deletion to be incorporated into feet: h!eran, pret. h!er+ede *[)[.hi&e.re.].de.]. This is 

clearly not acceptable in OE, since it is only when a disyllabic foot of two light 

syllables can be built that the medial vowel escapes deletion: herian ‘praise’ herede 

[)[.he.re.].de.]. Therefore, the outcomes are h!erde (syncope) and herede (no 

syncope): 

 

(2.35)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  RHHRM FT-BIN PARSE-0 

[)[.hi&e.].re.de.]    **! 

[)[.hi&e.re.].de.] *!  * 

[)[.hiːe.].re.de.] 
‘heard’ 

[)[.hi&er.].de.] #    * 

[)[.he.re.].de.] #   * [)[.he.re.].de.] 
‘praised’ 

[)[.he.].re.de.]  *! ** 
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2.4.3. Stress in Old English 
 

In contrast to the stress assignment of Present-Day English, in which the primary 

stress operates from the right to the left, primary stress in Old English operates from 

left to right (McCully & Hogg 1990: 315) with most words having stress on the 

initial syllable e.g. lúfiende ‘loving’. This process has been described using the Old 

English Stress Rule (OESR) (Suphi 1988: 180): 

 

(2.36) 
 OE Stress Rule 

 

 

 S       W 

[0 ⟶  [0 

 

The above version is the revised, simpler rule given in Suphi (1988). It states that a 

morpheme initial syllable will become the stronger sister of a disyllabic stress foot 

(Suphi 1988, G5siorowski 1997: 47). In this framework the notion of a zero syllable 

(Giegerich 1983; 1985) comes into play in the instance of a monosyllabic foot: 

 

 

(2.37) 
 

 

 S       W 

          scip        Æ 

 

The prefix ge-, however, is always unstressed (Campbell 1959 §74).  In Suphi’s 

(1985) OESR, prefixes are classified separately from stems and suffixes, and are 

skipped over by the stress assigning process. However, Suphi (1988) revises the 

theory, favouring stratification over lexical labels:  
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(2.38) 

Level 1: Lexical items, nominal and adjectival prefixation, certain suffixes. 

Level 2: Verbal and adverbial prefixation, derivational suffixation. 

 

Under Suphi’s (1988) framework, the OESR therefore applies at Level 1, ignoring 

morphemes produced at Level 2. This is supported, for example, with the fact that 

verb prefixation is always unstressed, except in cases where a noun with an existing 

stressed prefix is formed as a verb, e.g. andswaran ‘to answer’. Bermúdez-Otero & 

Hogg (2003) argue that the behavior of HVD in West Saxon nouns provides separate 

evidence for a stratified grammar in Old English. In their example the 

nom/acc.pl.neut. –u (replaced by –a), which they claim is a level one suffix, 

undergoes deletion, while a phonologically identical Level 2 gen.pl. suffix, -a does 

not undergo deletion even in the same prosodic conditions (more details of 

Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg’s (2003) analysis will be provided in Section 2.6 of this 

chapter). Independent evidence in favour of the stratal split comes from Suphi 

(1988), in which it is claimed that Old English root final fricatives undergo voicing 

only when followed by Level 2 suffixes (Suphi 1988).   

Heavy syllables, and also initial syllables attract stress (Idsardi 1994), and 

begin metrical feet. As noted above, however, prefixes in verbs are unstressed in the 

majority of cases.  

 

 

2.5. AN OT ACCOUNT OF HIGH AND NON-HIGH VOWEL DELETION 
 
2.5.1. High vowel deletion 
 

A more comprehensive discussion of the theoretical framework used in this study 

will be presented in Chapter 4, and will involve discussion of how to model 

morphophonological interaction within OT. This is a subject that will not be 

investigated in this section, as the focus here is to provide a basic OT account of high 

vowel syncope and apocope, and non-high vowel syncope. 

Whether or not HVD applies, according to handbook accounts, is dependent 

on the weight of the preceding syllable, and also the stress of the target vowel. This 
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can be modelled successfully in OT using prosodic constraints. Following 

Bermúdez-Otero (2005), Hogg (2000) and Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg (2003), I 

assume that high vowel deletion is a repair process for unfooted unstressed syllables.  

Hogg (2000) analyses this using the constraint PARSE-0 (Smolensky 1993), which 

requires all syllables to be parsed as feet. On the other hand, Bermúdez-Otero (2005) 

argues that the active constraint must be PARSE-σ̆ (Smolensky 1993), which only 

requires light syllables to be parsed as feet. The importance of this distinction will be 

discussed shortly. 

 

(2.39) 

PARSE-σ̆ (Smolensky 1993)   

All light syllables must be parsed as feet. 

 

PARSE-σ̆ and PARSE-σ force repair of unfooted syllables by deletion when ranked 

above the faithfulness constraint MAX-V: 

 

(2.40) 

MAX-V 

No deletion of vowels 

 

An analysis using the first, and more general of these constraints should allow 

unstressed syllables to be deleted even if they are closed. On the other hand, PARSE-σ̆ 

will only cause light syllables to be deleted. I use the noun example discussed in 

Hogg (2000) in illustrating this distinction. When inflected, h"afod ‘head’ contains 

two unfooted syllables: [)[.hæ&6.].vo.du.]. However, both syllables do not undergo 

deletion at the same time. We are therefore left with the problem of why h"afd is not 

the result of deletion. Additionally, the uninflected form h"afod does have an 

unfooted syllable, though it is not light: [)[.hæ&6.].fod.]. Something in the constraint 

ranking is needed to prevent the deletion of closed syllables. The constraint above, 

employed in Bermúdez-Otero (2005): PARSE-σ̆, does not allow double deletion in 

h"afod, since the operation of apocope leaves a vowel that is in a closed syllable. 
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Another constraint, MAX-V2, requires that where deletion must apply, only one 

vowel may be lost: 

 

 (2.41) 

MAX-V2 

No more than one input vowel may be deleted 

 

(2.42) 

Input Candidates MAX-V2 PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V 

[)[.hæ&6.].fod.] ☜    /hæ&6fod/ 

[)[.hæ&6f.]d]   *! 

[)[.hæ&6.].fo.du.]  **!  

[)[.hæ&6.].fod.]☜   * 

/hæ&6fodu/ 

[)[.hæ&6f.]d] *!  ** 

  

The problem with this ranking is that the apocopated, but unsyncopated form, 

[)[.hæ&6.].fod.], is not the winning candidate in all dialects. The tableau correctly 

models the apocope seen in the nom.sg.fem. of disyllabic adjectives, and also the 

nom/acc.pl.neut. of disyllabic nouns in Mercian (See Bermúdez-Otero 2005: fn. 42, 

and Thompson 2005). However, the candidate h"afdu, showing syncope and no 

apocope is missing from the tableau, and is actually the successful form in West 

Saxon nouns. The ranking has no way at this point of forcing syncope, however, this 

issue will be addressed in tableau (2.43). I will first compare the success of the 

{MAX-V2  >> PARSE-σ̆} and the {*VVCC >> PARSE-0} rankings in modeling 

apocope, and most importantly, in preventing the unattested *h"afd. MAX-V2 

prevents deletion from removing both of the unfooted open syllables in 

[)[.hæ&6.].vo.du.], and the uninflected h"afod would not be subject to syncope, as it 

contains only an unfooted closed syllable. In Hogg’s (2000) account, in which the 

more general constraint, PARSE-0, is used to motivate deletion, the uninflected form 

h"afod would be penalized due to the unfooted closed syllable: [)[.hæ&6.].vod.] 
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Therefore, another constraint is required to prevent outputs such as h"afd. The 

constraint proposed in Hogg (2000) is *VVCC: 

 

(2.43) 

*VVCC  

No superheavy syllables 

 

Since double deletion within h"afodu, or deletion within uninflected h"afod would 

result in h"afd, *VVCC would be violated, and thus, the inclusion of this constraint 

successfully prevents that from happening: 

 

(2.44) 

Input Candidates *VVCC PARSE-σ MAX-V 

[)[.hæ&6.].vod.]  *  /hæ&6fod/ 

[)[.hæ&6f.]d] *!  *! 

[)[.hæ&6.].vo.du.]  **!  

[)[.hæ&6.].vod.]☜  * * 

/hæ&6fodu/ 

[)[.hæ&6f.]d] *!  ** 

 

The combination of MAX-V2 AND PARSE-σ̆, can successfully result in the correct 

output as can the combination of *VVCC and PARSE-σ. Therefore, in deciding which 

set of constraints accounts for the alternations best, it is necessary to consider the 

wider implications for the phonology of Old English. If we turn to the weak preterite, 

we can see that *VVCC in the past participles is violated when root-final dental 

forms trigger overapplication of syncope in uninflected past participles: l,dd ‘led’. 

This is a deletion process that is argued not to be caused by HVD, but by avoidance 

of [D'D] clusters (see Chapters 7 and 8 for more details). HVD, however, never 

deletes the vowels of closed syllables, and neither does N-HVD. Therefore, I argue 

that PARSE-σ̆ better describes HVD. Additionally, we are not left with the 
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problematic issue of *VVCC clusters being the only reason for the prevention of 

h"afd, within a dialect in which VVCC clusters are attested in other lexical classes.  

The use of PARSE-σ̆ to motivate deletion, and MAX-V2 to prevent double 

deletion allows forms such as [)[.hæ&6.].vo.du.] to surface as h"afdu, rather than 

h"afd. However, the one problem not yet discussed is which vowel should be 

deleted. Although MAX-V2 prevents [)[.hæ&6.].vo.du.] from undergoing HVD twice, 

we are left with the problem of why only the medial vowel is deleted.7 Following 

Bermúdez-Otero (2005), I assume that the medial syllable is targeted due to its 

position within a stress well. Bermúdez-Otero (2005: fig. 7.27) formulates a 

constraint based upon insights from Halle & Vergnaud (1987b: 238), who argue that 

stressed syllables create stress wells. Bermúdez-Otero proposes a more general principle, 

in which a stress well is created by any stronger prosodic unit. In terms of HVD, the 

stronger prosodic unit is the foot. The constraint is as follows: 

 

(2.45) 

STRESSWELL (Bermúdez-Otero 2005: fig. 7.27) 

If 

• . is a vowel in the input, 

• 2 is a correspondent in of . in the output, 

• at least one syllable intervenes between 2 and any strong prosodic unit 

(syllable or foot), 

then 2 9 Ø 

 

Note that the constraint does not motivate deletion in a stress well, but states that an 

output vowel should not be deleted if a syllable intervenes between it and the 

stronger prosodic unit, i.e., if deletion proceeds, it must be of the vowel in the stress 

well. It therefore prevents apocope in h"afodu. This constraint will also be of 
                                                
7 I continue to use the noun example here, since it provides two target vowels for HVD, the 
(historically) high medial o, and the high u. Synchronically, as stated above, I do not assume 
that the vowel quality is part of the conditions for HVD. Instead, the verbs, such as pret. 
[)[hiːe.].re.de.] simply do not provide two deletion sites since the preterite suffix is not 
attached at Level 1, in the domain of apocope.  
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importance when we come to discuss the traditional definition of N-HVD. Therefore, 

following Bermúdez-Otero (2005) I will assume that the ranking in (2.43) is in place 

in order to force high vowel deletion. Tableau (2.44) contains the candidate which 

was absent from (2.41) h"afdu: 

 

(2.46)  

MAX-V2 ›› STRESSWELL  ›› PARSE-σ̆ ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0 

 

(2.47)  

Input Candidates MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-
V 

[)[.hæ&6.].vo.du.]   **!  

[)[.hæ&6.].vod.]  *!  * 

[)[.hæ&6f.]d] *!   ** 

/hæ&6fodu/ 

[)[.hæ&6f.].du.] ☜   * * 

  

 

This ranking can also account for basic HVD in the verbs. For example, a form such 

as h!erede should emerge from this ranking as h!erde. The final -e is not an 

apocopating vowel, owing to the restricted domain of apocope. We can thus assume 

that STRESSWELL is ranked above PARSE-σ̆ in the domain of the weak preterite 

(Level 2).  

 

(2.48)  

hi&er+ede ‘heard’ MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.hi&e.].re.de.]   **!  ** 

[)[.hi&er.]. Ø de.] #   * * * 

[)[.hi&er.]d] *!   **  

[)[.hi&e.].red Ø.]  *!  * * 
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Note that the analysis itself does not actually address the ‘high’ element of high 

vowel deletion. This condition has long been the victim of opacity, which is shown 

in the fact that even in handbook accounts non-high /o/ from historical /u/ is assumed 

to be subject to deletion. As discussed above, Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg also provide 

further evidence from Late West Saxon indicating that the synchronic vowel length 

condition is no longer active, as the -a nom/acc.pl.neut. suffix undergoes apocope. 

As far as the analysis within this thesis is concerned, there is no longer a synchronic 

‘high’ condition in high vowel deletion. The fact that only historically high vowel 

suffixes undergo deletion is argued to be the result of morphological conditioning, 

i.e. high vowel deletion, which I consider to be actively weight conditioned, and has 

become restricted to the morphological categories that historically had a high 

unstressed vowel. The assumption that this rests on is that the opaque vowel height 

condition was more easily reinterpreted as being a morphological condition. In 

contrast, the historical length condition is argued, following Bermúdez-Otero (2005) 

to have synchronic phonological effects.8 

 

2.5.2. Non-high vowel deletion 
 
Non-high vowel deletion is assumed to apply to historically non-high vowels, 

yielding forms such as bunden+um ‘bound+dat.’ bundnum *bundenum (see e.g. 

Campbell 1959: §341). Note that like high vowel deletion, the relevant vowels are 

commonly reduced to schwa, as indicated by the orthographic <e> in the texts under 

investigation. According to Campbell (1959: §341) the change affected a, which is 

also affected when later mutated to æ, and e. In Campbell (1959) and Hogg (1992) 

etc. the change is described, similarly to HVD, as having happened in an earlier 

period of OE, entailing the Neogrammarian assumption that this operated as a sound 

law that did not allow for exceptions. Hogg & Fulk (2011) suggest that the variable 

failure of syncope in the past participle is due to analogy from the uninflected 

unsyncopated forms.  

 In this thesis, I aim to reveal whether either or both of these processes were 

active in the verbs of Li. and EWS. In order to do so, we must consider the 

                                                
8 This element of the account is discussed in full in Chapter 7. 
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synchronic situation that these phonological processes operate in, if they indeed do 

operate, as opposed to showing only their lexicalised traces. Synchronically, there is 

therefore no difference in the vowel quality of many of the vowels targeted by high 

vowel deletion and non-high vowel deletion. Instead, the handbooks categorise them 

on the basis of historical height. I will not, in the subsequent analyses, be explicitly 

referring to the vowel height, and therefore, my terms are used due to the highly 

recognisable nature of the terms as a result of their traditional use. N-HVD, like 

HVD, only applies in inflected forms according to the handbooks, due to the creation 

of an open syllable. So far, the two processes appear to be the same, with only 

historical vowel height as the distinction. There is, though, an important difference: 

non-high vowel deletion does not care whether the target vowel follows a heavy or 

light stem syllable. The handbook description, raised in 2.3.1, can be summarised as 

follows: 

 
(2.49) 

Non-high vowel deletion  
‘In all medial syllables the non-high vowels /6 e æ/ were subject to syncope 
in all environments except where the syllable was closed.’  
      (Hogg 1992: §6.14) 

 
Like HVD, N-HVD also had a final counterpart; non-high vowel apocope, though 

this processes is not evidenced in OE, and appears to have resulted in restructured 

inputs. Non-high vowel apocope will therefore not be discussed any further, and 

discussion of N-HVD will be limited to syncope. This process is clearly related to 

high vowel deletion, in that it deletes unstressed vowels in particularly weak 

positions within the prosodic word. I will now provide a basic OT analysis that can 

motivate non-high vowel deletion, as described in the handbooks. A note of caution, 

however, is required. Firstly, unlike HVD, I will not be arguing that the following 

rankings are actually evident in either of the dialects under consideration, but will 

instead argue that they form part of the pre-history of Old English. See Chapters 8 

and 9 for more details. Secondly, the following account does not take into account 

any other morphological conditioning or additional phonological conditioning.  

 Our ranking for HVD only enforces weight conditioned deletion, and is 

therefore incorrect for N-HVD as described in the handbooks: 
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 (2.50) 

(a) Uninflected heavy 

bunden ‘bound’ 
[)[.bund.].en.] 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.bun.].den.] #     * 

[)[.bun.]dØn]    *!  

 

(b) Uninflected light 

brocen ‘broken’ 
[)[.brok.].en.] 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.brok.].en.] #     * 

[)[.brok.]Øn]    *!  

 

(c) Inflected heavy 

bunden ‘bound’ 
[)[.bund.].en.]+um 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.bun.].de.num]   **!  ** 

[)[.bund.]Ø.num.] 
#   * * * 

 

(d) Inflected light 

brocenum ‘broken’ 
[)[.brok.].en.]+um 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.bro.ke].num] #     * 

[)[.bro.kØ.].num.]    *! * 

 

The ranking for HVD correctly rules out deletion in uninflected forms, but 

incorrectly prevents deletion in light inflected forms such as brocen+um. The aspect 

of the ranking that correctly prevents deletion in the uninflected forms is the [  ̆] 
element of PARSE-σ̆, since only open syllables are to be targeted. The other aspect to 
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the constraint, the penalising of unfooted syllables; PARSE-0, is not required in an 

analysis of N-HVD, since we need to be able to enforce deletion in footed syllables 

that are light and in a stress well. PARSE-σ̆ is a conflation of PARSE-0 and **σ̆̆ 
(Bermúdez-Otero 2005): 
 
(2.51) 

**σ̆̆ (Broselow 1992: 32, Kager 1999b: 217, Kiparsky forthcoming)  

A syllable must not be monomoraic. 

 

This is the constraint that is the motivation behind non-high vowel deletion, in 

conjunction with STRESSWELL, which demands that only light syllables that are 

adjacent to a stronger unit are to be deleted.9 I assume here, following Halle & 

Vergnaud (1987b: 238), that the stress well may be created by a stressed syllable in the 

period within which this process operates. 

 

(2.52) Max-V2 >> StressWell >> **σ̆̆ >> Max-V >> parse-σ̆ 
 

(2.53)  

(a) Heavy uninflected 

base + /-en/ 
bund+en 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

[)[.bun.].den.] #      * 

[)[.bund.]n]    *!   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
9 In order to prevent this analysis from causing the deletion of light final vowels after light 
feet, the constraint Anchor-R must outrank **σ̆̆, banning deletion or insertion at the right edge 
of the domain. For example, til+u ʻgoodʼ should not undergo deletion. The domain for this 
constraint is the prosodic word. 

Although this analysis is later argued not to actually be in place synchronically in OE, 
I make the assumption that it was at an earlier time, as indicated by fossilised forms. I do not 
intend, however, to assume that forms such as til+u underwent deletion. 
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(b) Heavy inflected 

base + /-en-/ + /e/ 
bund+en+e 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

[)[.bun.].de.ne.]    **!  ** ** 

[)[.bund.].ne.] #   * * * * 

[)[.bund.].en.]  *!  *  * 

[)[.bund.]n] *!   **   

 

(2.54)  

(a) Light uninflected 

base + /-en-/ 
broc+en 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-σ ̆ PARSE-0 

[)[.bro.ke.]n] #      * 

[)[.brok.]n.]    *!   

 

(b) Light inflected 

base + /-en-/ + /e/ 
broc+en+e 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

[)[.bro.ke.].ne.]    **!  * * 

[)[.bro.kne.]] #    *   

[)[.bro.ke.]n]  *!  *   

[)[.brok.]n] *!   **   

 

The ranking in (2.52) therefore correctly causes the deletion of medial light syllables 

following a stressed syllable, whether the stressed syllable in question is light or 

heavy. Thus, we have the basic constraint rankings needed to enforce N-HVD and 

HVD. Note that I will argue later that these processes did not operate at the same 

time, but that HVD is in effect a later development of the obsolete and more general 

N-HVD. It is of course the case, that if these two processes were in operation within 

the same domain synchronically the ranking for N-HVD would cause 
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overapplication in forms such as nerian ‘save’. A synchronic vowel height 

distinction is a possibility, but this is not the analysis that will be pursued in this 

thesis, since a) the vowels targeted by N-HVD and HVD are often identical 

synchronically, e.g. <e> in weak and strong past participles, and b) there is evidence 

from the adjectives in Li. (this study) and from the Late West Saxon nouns 

(Bermúdez-Otero 2005) to show that HVD certainly does not have a vowel height 

condition synchronically. The interaction of these two processes will become 

important in particular when discussing the past participles, since the strong 

participles are assumed to be affected by non-high vowel deletion in the handbook 

accounts, while the weak past participles are subject to high vowel deletion. I will 

assess whether the alternations found in the strong past participles are indeed the 

result of the ranking in (2.52), i.e., whether N-HVD still operates variably within this 

category.10  

 

2.6. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
 

Recent studies on nouns (Bermúdez-Otero 2005; Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg 2003) 

and on adjectives (Scott 2005) have found that the behaviour of high vowel deletion 

does not necessarily reflect the phonological assumptions laid out in the handbooks, 

and in fact can be seen changing in its phonological conditioning in many respects, 

with evidence of morphological conditioning.  I will here give a very brief overview 

of an example of this, which Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.5) and Bermúdez-Otero & 

Hogg (2003) found in the nouns, that is, the targeting of apocope to a particular 

morphological class. These studies looked at the behaviour of nominal inflectional 

morphophonology, revealing changes in progress from early Alfredian West Saxon, 

to late Ælfrician West Saxon. One example of this is the targeting by apocope of 

non-high suffixes in late West Saxon. The only inflectional endings that are expected 

to undergo apocope in nouns are the high vowel suffixes in the a-stem 

nom/acc.pl.neut and $-stem nom.sg.fem: -u. An analogical process replaces the 

                                                
10 Note that even this tentative analysis assumes that the constraint ranking would have to 
operate within a morphological category. I will discuss the issue of cophonologies in Chapter 
4. To allow the N-HVD ranking to operate at any stratum, unrestrained, would completely 
obscure the results of HVD, and is thus completely incorrect. 
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nom/acc.pl.neut -u with -a, yet this -a suffix continues to be targeted by apocope, in 

identical prosodic conditions as would affect the original high vowel suffix: 

 

(2.55) 

UR /%ip-/ /word-/ /werod-/ /wætr-/ 

nom/acc.sg. 

nom/acc.pl. 

gen.pl. 

scip 

scipu, -a 

scipa 

word 

word 

worda 

werod 

werod 

weroda 

wæter 

wætera, -u 

wætera 

Gloss ‘ship’ ‘word’ ‘troop’ ‘water’ 

     Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg (2003: Table 3) 

 

Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg (2003: 110) note that according to Pope (1967–8: 183) this 

new suffix is prevalent in Ælfrician texts. The problem raised by this is that the 

gen.pl. also ends in -a, producing forms with identical phonological form as the 

innovative nom/acc.pl.neut. forms. However, Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg (2003) and 

Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.5) found that the gen.pl. suffix never undergoes deletion, 

while the nom/acc.pl.neut. does, concluding therefore, that there cannot simply be a 

relaxation of the conditions of apocope. They argue instead, that this originally 

phonological process has had morphological conditions added to it, providing 

evidence for a stratal split in the grammar of West Saxon, with the nom/acc.pl.neut. 

being a stem level form, and oblique cases being at the word level; the domain of 

syncope: 

 

(2.56) Late West Saxon: Neuter derivations for Gen.pl and Nom/acc.pl. 
 Nom/acc.pl. Gen.pl Nom/acc.pl. Gen.pl. 

UR /%ip-/ /%ip-/ /word-/ /word-/ 

Level 1 morphology scip+a ── word+a ── 

Level 1 phonology: 

apocope 

── ── word∅ ── 

Level 2 morphology ── scip+a ── word+a 

Output scipa scipa word worda 
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In sum, it has been argued that the grammar in West Saxon at least, is stratified, with 

apocope operating at Level 1 and syncope operating at Level 2. Level 1 represents 

the domain at which less productive affixation takes place, namely, the nom.sg.fem. 

and the nom/acc.pl.neut. The lack of productivity of apocope in the nom.sg.fem., for 

example, can be seen by its increasing loss in Late Old English. More background on 

the nature of strata in Lexical Phonology and Morphology (LPM), and in Stratal OT 

will be given in Chapter 4.  

 In the adjectives (Scott 2005) there are also examples that illustrate the 

departure from the handbooks of the attested data. For example, according to 

Campbell (1959), syncope should affect the medial vowels in forms of adjectives 

like h#lig ‘holy’ containing vowel-initial suffixes. However, as stated in Section 

2.2.3 Campbell (1959: §643.5) notes many exceptions to this, where a medial vowel 

appears either due to ‘lack of syncope’, or due to ‘analogical restoration’. The data 

from the neuter West Saxon adjectives (Scott 2005), which are summarised in the 

following table, do not follow the model paradigm given in Campbell (1959: §643). 

Alfred (C 890–924) represents ‘Early’ West Saxon, Bald (mid 10th C) represents a 

transition between Early and Late West Saxon and Ælfric (between 990 and 1000) 

represents Late West Saxon: 

 

(2.57). Adjectival data for neuter hālig ʻholyʼ 
                         Alfred                           Bald              Ælfric  

 

Nom.sg. h*lig    h*lig   h*lig 

Nom/acc.pl. h*ligu, -e, -a, h*lig, h*lgu h*lig, h*ligu, h*lgu h*lig,h*lge, 

h*lige 

Gen.sg. h*lges, h*liges   h*lges   h*lges, h*liges 

    (Summarised data patterns reproduced from Scott 

2005) 

 

As we can see above, there is failure of syncope in the nom/acc.pl.neut. in all three 

periods, yielding trisyllabic forms such as h#ligu. Such forms are also found in the 

Gen.Sg. in Alfred and Ælfric. Alfred and Ælfric both show variable syncope 
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throughout the whole paradigm, while Bald shows consistent syncope in the oblique 

cases and variable in the nom/acc.pl.neut. Once again, we see a distinction between 

the behaviour of HVD in the nom.sg.fem and nom/acc.pl.neut. and the rest of the 

paradigm, reinforcing the claim that a morphological split exists between the 

categories. The distinction between the oblique cases and the nom/acc.pl.neut. relates 

to the same stratal distinction that is advanced in Bermúdez-Otero (2005). Although I 

will not be giving the full analysis here, I shall give a brief overview of the situation.  

In relation to the findings made by Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.6) in the nouns 

the following points were noted: i) The oblique inflectional affixes never failed to 

trigger syncope, ii) the stem level (nom/acc.pl.neut.) inflectional affixes may fail to 

trigger syncope in Alfred but by Ælfric, syncope applies in the expected conditions 

in words like h"afod ‘head’ (prosodically similar to h#lig). Therefore, in his study, 

Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.6) found two systems, which he refers to as the h"afdu 

and the h"afodu systems: 

 

(2.58) 

a) h"afdu system:  Obligatory syncope throughout both levels.  

(Ælfrician ‘Late’ West Saxon nouns) 

 

b) h"afodu system:  Obligatory syncope at the Level 2, variable syncope at Level 

1. (Alfredian ‘Early’ West Saxon nouns, Adjectives of Bald) 

 

In the adjectives, Bald’s Leechbook contains the equivalent of the h"afodu system, 

whereas the adjectives of Alfred and Ælfric exhibit a system not in place in the 

nouns. I refer to this as the h"afodum system, as it is a system within which syncope 

may fail in the instance of word level suffixes, including the dative: 

 

c) h"afodum system:  Variable failure of syncope throughout both levels   

   (adjectives of Alfred and Ælfric.) 

 

While the nouns can be seen to exhibit a stratified syncopation system in Alfred, the 

evidence for stratification in the adjectives relies upon Bald, with Alfred and Ælfric 
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providing no specific evidence for stratification in with respect to syncope. 

Grammatical divisions in the phonology of Alfred and Ælfric do exist, however, and 

will be discussed further in this and later chapters. In Bermúdez-Otero (2005 §7.4) it 

is argued that the unsyncopated forms in the stem level nouns represent a 

conservative metrical pattern whose last traces are confined to the stem level in the 

conservative dialect of Alfred, which has been completely lost in the advanced 

dialect of Ælfric. It has been claimed that this conservative metrical pattern may be 

traced back to an ancestral pattern in West Germanic, within which words consisting 

of a bimoraic foot followed by two light syllables could escape syncope. This 

conservative pattern can also be seen in Old Saxon e.g. managumu (Gallée 1993: 

§115 Cited in Bermúdez-Otero 2005: §7.6). It is also claimed (Bermúdez-Otero 

2005: §7.6) that evidence comes from the fact that many of the dialects showing such 

unsyncopated forms (including the Vespasian Psalter and Alfred) are older, with the 

consistently syncopating dialect of Ælfric being relatively late. Interestingly, if this is 

the case, the adjectives may provide an insight into a more conservative class than 

the nouns of Early West Saxon, where the traces of this conservative metrical pattern 

are not yet confined to Level 1, and can instead be seen in evidence throughout both 

levels. There is also a recent OT analysis of the Old English weak preterite 

(Minkova 2012). This will be examined in detail in Chapter 7, so will not be 

discussed in great detail in this section. Instead, I will provide a brief overview. 

Crucially, this account does not employ the use of deletion-motivating constraints 

such as PARSE-σ̆ or PARSE-σ, since it is assumed that in the weak preterite of EWS 

the process of HVD is no longer active, and is instead lexicalised. In this account, the 

weak preterites are assumed to have either gained the thematic vowel as part of their 

underlying representation (Type-V), or to lack the vowel (Type-C):  
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(2.59) 

Type-C (Consonantal): Type-V (Vocalic): 

Infinitive 1/3 sg.pret. Infinitive 1/3 sg.pret. 

h:l-an ‘heal’ 

gr+t-an ‘greet’ 

hredd-an ‘save’ 

lett-an ‘hinder’ 

cenn-an ‘give 

birth’ 

h:l-de 

gr+t-te 

hred-de 

let-te 

cen-de 

heri-an ‘praise’ 

l;ci-an ‘look’ 

losi-an ‘lose’ 

endi-an ‘end’ 

leorni-an ‘learn’ 

here-de 

l;co-de 

loso-de 

endo-de 

leorno-de 

(Minkova 2012: Fig. 13.2) 

 

The forms presented in this table by Minkova (2012: 201) include not only Class 1 

weak forms, but also those from Class 2. Class 2 verbs, which are assumed to be 

protected from deletion by their historically long vowel, simply fall under the Type-

V category in Minkova’s account. No HVD is assumed to exist in the grammar to 

disturb these lexicalised patterns; though it is assumed that certain other 

phonological factors influence the occurrence of the vowel. For example, the form 

timbran ‘build’, is assumed to be Type-C, but the inflected non-vocalic preterite 

form *timbrde is prevented since the resulting consonant cluster is unsyllabifiable. 

The vowel in timbrede is therefore assumed to be epenthetic. I will argue instead that 

the dialects under observation in this thesis do not show lexicalisation of HVD in the 

weak preterite or in the weak past participle, and will therefore pursue an account 

that assumes HVD to be a weight-conditioned active process that removes unfooted 

light syllables.  

 

2.7. CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
 

In this chapter I have introduced two processes: HVD and N-HVD, and have 

demonstrated that neither process behaves in the regular manner implied by model 

paradigms. In Section (2.4), the basic assumptions regarding foot structure and 

prosody in OE, upon which the later analyses rely, have been discussed, and a basic 

OT analysis to motivate the processes in question has been presented. We have seen, 
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in Section (2.6), that recent OT literature on HVD recognises the need for 

morphophonological interaction in accounting for HVD, and that the process is 

agreed to be in a state of delicacy. This ranges from the noun analysis in Bermúdez-

Otero 2005, and in Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg 2003, in which the grammar is argued 

to be stratified, with apocope becoming restricted to Level 1, to the analysis of the 

weak preterite in Minkova (2012), in which it is argued that all phonological 

robustness has gone, and that the alternations are lexicalised. In contrast, the 

traditional analyses, as found in Campbell (1959) assume that the process operated 

with Neogrammarian robustness, and that analogy later disturbed the paradigms. It 

has become clear that where forms do not fit the expected pattern, analogy is 

assumed to be responsible. For example, we saw that regarding syncope in the 

past.part., Campbell (1959: §751.3) states that an analogical process causes syncope 

to be extended to uninflected forms which end in a dental e.g. geh*d ‘hidden’, while 

also levelling out the unsyncopated form to past.parts which do not end in dentals:  

gel!efede ‘believed’. A concern that I began to raise above is that an ‘analogical’ 

process, in this case, appears to be causing both underapplication and overapplication 

of a phonological process, apparently causing less regularity in relation to the 

incidence of the medial vowel rather than more. It is therefore necessary to discuss 

the issue of analogy further in order to ascertain what exactly it is that Campbell 

(1959), Wright & Wright (1925) etc. mean when they refer to it, and the theoretical 

implications of such analyses. This will be the focus of Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The issue of analogy: implications for the analysis 
 
3.1. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF ANALOGY 
 

Many of the traditional grammars of Old English (e.g. Campbell 1959, Wright & 

Wright 1925 etc.) describe phonological processes such as high vowel deletion in a 

way that appears to presume that phonological rules are totally robust and 

productive, or are not in place at all. In this framework, the alternative forms are 

stored lexically, and new forms that follow this pattern are thought to be analogical. 

This chapter will be divided into two parts. Firstly, I will discuss exactly what it is 

that the Neogrammarian handbooks refer to when they talk of analogy. I will go on, 

still in part one of the chapter, to reflect on the debate (Sturtevant 1947, Vincent 

1974 etc.) that has continued throughout the later 20th Century regarding how 

analogy should be restricted. I will also consider how these differing views of 

analogy affect the analysis of Old English morphophonology. In the second part of 

the chapter, I will move onto the current status of the analogy debate, discussing the 

extent to which the restrictions suggested by Vincent (1974) etc. are employed in 

modern morphophonological theory. I will, in this section bring in insights from 

more recent phonological theory including OT. Finally, I will discuss and define my 

usage of the term and its implications for the later analyses.  

 
3.2. ANALOGY: THE HISTORICAL DEBATE 
 

In this section, I will be concerned primarily with the following three major issues 

with analogy: 

 

i) Definition of analogy: In defining analogy we can look a) from a 

symptomatic perspective, i.e. what behaviour suggests that a form is 

analogical, and also b), from a causal perspective, i.e. what is the motivation 

for analogy? 
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ii) Sturtevant’s paradox (Sturtevant 1947): Is all sound change regular, and 

all analogical change irregular and sporadic? 

iii) Directionality: Why are certain forms liable to be affected by analogy? 

Which forms are likely to be the model for analogy? 

 
To begin, I will consider the basic question of what analogy is, against a traditional 

backdrop. I will go on to discuss how the conflicting views of analogy sit in terms of 

attested morphophonological processes. This will provide a suitable backdrop for the 

analyses in Chapters 6–8, and will allow us to see whether and when it is indeed 

sensible to describe exceptions to processes such as HVD in Old English as 

analogical. 

 

3.3. WHAT IS ANALOGY? 
 

 In this section I will instead give an overview of what analogy means in a traditional 

sense (as used by the Neogrammarians), and the suggestions that have been made to 

constrain it. I will then move on to a discussion of the theoretical developments and 

competing hypotheses, which attempt to account for some of the problematic 

examples that appear troubling for the Neogrammarian definition.  

 Vincent (1974) sums up the way in which analogy is used by traditional 

historical linguists.  About sound laws, he states: 

 
“In situations where there were sets of residual exceptions for which no explanation 
could be found the Neogrammarians offered two types of factor: linguistic borrowing 
and analogy.” (Vincent 1974) 

 

In light of this evaluation, it seems to be the case that analogy is used very much as 

an ‘elsewhere’ description of exceptions. It is also clear that the Neogrammarians did 

not require a morphological process to fulfil any particular conditions to qualify as 

analogical. Analogy, if used in this way to describe exceptions to phonology, does 

not appear to be particularly interesting. However, in later sections I will argue that 
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analogy in fact is linguistically interesting, but must be constrained. The generality of 

this usage has been criticised in the literature (e.g. Lehmann 1962; Kiparsky 1965 

etc.). The risk is, as noted by King (1969) that if analogy is allowed to become a 

catchall for exceptions to sound change then important sound changes may be 

overlooked. For example, instances of morphologisation cannot be fully explored 

when analogy and phonology are kept separate.  

 Two types of analogy, both known as systematic processes (Hock 1991: §9.1) 

are relevant to Old English morphophonology; levelling and four-part analogy. 

Levelling refers to a type of analogy that operates within a morphological paradigm, 

resulting in a more level paradigm. In the event of a proposed case of levelling, we 

should look for a resulting morphological regularity, which does not consider 

phonological factors. On the other hand, four-part analogy represents analogical 

extension: 

 

(3.1) werod : werod = h"afod: X 

  X = h"afod : 

 
The above equation comes from Luick (1964: §307), and is criticised in Bermúdez-

Otero (2005: §7.1) for the way the forms taken to be the basis of analogy can be 

posited on an ad hoc basis. A four-part analogical process must operate upon forms 

that have a pre-existing relationship of synchronic derivation between a basic and 

derived form (Hock 1991: 172).  

 In sections 3.5–3.7 I will present some examples from Old English 

morphophonology, which show some of the issues that we are left with should we 

allow all such exceptions to be accounted for by analogy.  Vincent (1974) argues that 

it is necessary for traditional analogy to be constrained, but not dispensed with, and 

therefore posits three generalisations which are based upon the laws of Kury<owicz 

(1949) and the tendencies of Ma=czak (1980), which attempt to constrain the 

application of analogy: 
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 Vincentʼs (1974) three generalisations  
 

a) Basic categories are more likely to be the model for analogy than more 

marginal ones. Morphological markedness therefore affects the direction of 

change.  

 

b) Longer, more overt markers of morphological categories are favoured 

above weaker, shorter ones.  

 

c) Redundancy of information will tend to be eliminated, and also, within a 

paradigm, alternations are not favoured, so will be prone to levelling. 

 

Adapted from Vincent (1974) and McMahon (1994). 

 

These three points deal largely with predicting the direction of analogical change 

(point (c) above) including which forms are more likely to be prone to analogical 

change, and which forms are ‘salient’, and likely to be the model for analogy. Even 

the term salient is problematic; within a paradigm, are we referring to the most 

frequently occurring form, the most common form within the paradigm, or 

something else? Vincent’s point 3a) indicates that basic (for example, underived) 

forms are likely to be salient, though this is only a tendency. 

 Vincent’s point 3c) is of particular importance in the study of Old English 

inflectional morphophonology, which is often focussed upon the interaction of 

phonology with inflectional paradigms. We should therefore expect, though it is not 

a hard and fast rule, that analogical processes will be bringing forms within a 

paradigm in line with a salient (and likely basic, see point 3a)) form, creating a 

levelled paradigm. Analogy should therefore usually not produce irregularity. 
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3.4. ATTEMPTS TO REMODEL ANALOGY 
 

Analogy is a morphological change, which is not expected to be sensitive to 

phonological processes. Analogical change can be rather sporadic and irregular, and 

conversely, results in regularity. This relationship, particularly between sound 

change and analogical levelling, has been referred to as Sturtevant’s Paradox 

(Anttila 1972), based upon the following statements (Sturtevant 1947):  

 

Sturtevantʼs Paradox (Sturtevant 1947) 
Phonetic laws are regular but produce irregularities. 

Analogic creation is irregular but produces regularity. 

 

This traditional distinction between sound change and analogical change has been 

challenged with two arguments; one that claims that many sound changes show 

grammatical conditioning (Hermann 1931), and another that argues that sound 

change is in itself a form of analogy (e.g. Sturtevant 1885, 1917).  The sound change 

as analogy theory (Sturtevant 1885) claims that there are many parallels between 

analogical change and sound change, in that a sound change is spread through the 

lexicon, and the speech community by imitation. Under this framework, the imitation 

differs from analogical imitation only in the fact that sound change spreads on the 

basis of phonetic (rather than semantic) similarity. This theory does not account for 

the differences between morphological change and sound change. For example, 

many sound changes such as high vowel deletion do not create regularity, even of the 

phonological sort. This is due to the fact that sound changes are driven by many 

other factors, for example, prosodic constraints imposed within the grammar, rather 

than the need to be similar phonetically to any other form. 

 The grammatical conditioning hypothesis (Hermann 1931) allows for 

analogical conditioning of sound change as it is taking place, rather than only 

allowing for analogical repair after sound change has completed. Hock (2003) argues 

that this position cannot replace the Neogrammarian approach in which sound 

change operates regularly, allowing analogical repair to proceed after its completion, 

since there are examples which are better accounted for using the traditional 
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framework (e.g. Finnish apocope, Anttila 1972: 80), as well as examples which 

require the free interaction of phonology and morphology.   

Hock (2003) posits a hypothesis that attempts to reconcile the idea that sound 

change and analogy cannot be neatly separated with the fact that many sound 

changes do proceed with Neogrammarian regularity. His approach aims, therefore, to 

allow some sound changes to exhibit the morphological or semantic elements of 

analogy, while allowing some analogical changes to exhibit the regularity usually 

associated with sound change. Hock (2003: 455) assumes that such differences of 

behaviours can be connected to the domain in which the changes operate. Therefore, 

a sound change will proceed in a regular Neogrammarian fashion if it is in a large 

domain that is unconstrained by non-phonological information. Hock also predicts 

that dissimilation and metathesis, which are notoriously irregular, might be regular 

under this framework if they are conditioned within a phonetic or phonological 

domain. The phonological processes which show grammatical conditioning involve a 

sound change that is operating in a restricted domain. Hock therefore predicts that 

such changes will show a similar level of regularity to similarly restricted four-part 

analogical processes. This hypothesis is useful in accounting for apparent violations 

of Sturtevant’s Paradox, and allows for the possibility of analogical change 

interacting directly with the phonology. However, as Hock (2003) notes, it is not 

clear why certain sound changes appear not to allow morphological interaction and 

others do. Also, this position makes no mention of cases of morphophonological 

interaction that do not appear to involve analogy. As stated by King (1969), analogy 

has been used to simply describe anything that does not fit in with a regular sound 

law. The question of whether all morphophonological interaction should be called 

analogical is still relevant when we consider, for example, morphologisation; when a 

phonological process becomes restricted by morphological information. 

Morphologisation is a process which clearly contradicts the Neogrammarian position 

of absolute regularity of sound change + subsequent analogy. However, it cannot 

always be described as a phonological/analogical interaction. Morphologisation 

arises when unsustainable levels of opacity force morphological conditions to be 

added, or to replace the phonological conditions (as described in Anderson 1988). In 

certain cases, such processes of morphologisation show morphological conditioning 
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that does not match the usual tendencies of analogy. This is problematic if we are to 

hope that such tendencies will provide a method of constraining the use of analogy as 

a descriptive tool.  

 

3.5. ANALOGY IN OLD ENGLISH PARADIGMS 
 

As noted above, in Campbell’s (1959) Old English Grammar, the descriptions of 

inflectional paradigms assume a Neogrammarian framework, under which 

phonological processes are productive and cannot be affected by morphological 

information. Within this framework, examples that appear to be the result of a 

phonological process being conditioned, lexically or morphologically, are assumed 

to be analogical. In this section I will discuss some examples from the nouns and 

verbs which have been referred to, either explicitly or implicitly, as analogical in the 

Neogrammarian handbooks, but that do not sit well with some of the defining aspects 

of analogy discussed above. 

 

3.6. VERBS: DENTALS IN THE WEAK PAST PARTICIPLE 
 

In Chapter 2 I very briefly raised the issue that it is possible that an interesting 

phenomenon involving the behaviour of syncope in the past.part. in verbs may be 

being overlooked in the handbooks.  I will now go into slightly more detail about the 

situation, though a full account of the process is to be found in Chapter 8. According 

to Campbell (1959: §752), past participles should display the results of syncope of -i- 

in open syllables after long root syllables in inflected weak -ed forms, in line with the 

classic description of high vowel deletion: 

 

(3.2) 

 Uninflected  Plural (masc.) 

 getrymed   getrymede      short root syllable - no syncope 

[)[.try.me.]d]  [)[.try.me.].de.] 

 gel,ded  gel,dde long root syllable - syncope 

[)[.læ:.].ded.]  [)[.læ:d.].de.] 
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These forms represent a normal deletion pattern. The medial vowel cannot be 

syncopated in the uninflected form in getrymed because it is incorporated into a 

disyllabic foot, and is thus not a target. In gel,ded, the medial vowel is unfooted, but 

is part of an unfooted closed syllable, and therefore should not be targeted by 

syncope. In the plural form of gel,ded however, the unsyncopated form does contain 

an unfooted light syllable: [)[.læ&.].de.de.], so syncope proceeds. This is the pattern 

reflected in the Mercian dialect of the Vespasian Psalter (Campbell 1959: §752), and 

as we will see in Chapter 7, also in the Lindisfarne Gospels, though Campbell (1959: 

§752.3) notes that in Lindisfarne, syncope is often eliminated in the inflected forms. 

However, in West Saxon, forms such as uninflected gel,ded, which include a dental, 

may be targeted by syncope e.g. gel,dd. This is described by Campbell (1959: §752) 

as an ‘extension’, representing analogical change. Phonologically, this 

overapplication flouts many of the restrictions upon syncope, one being that syncope 

is not expected to repair unfooted syllables unless they are light; closed syllables are 

protected. This is a condition that is never broken in the nouns (see Bermúdez-Otero 

2005) or the adjectives (Scott 2005). Also, this deletion creates an unfavourable 

superheavy VVCC cluster.  Furthermore, parallel to this overapplication is a case of 

underapplication, also assumed to be analogical in Campbell (1959):  Participles that 

do not have a dental, according to Campbell (1959: §752) ‘level out’ the 

unsyncopated form to the inflected cases: 

 

(3.3) 

geh,lede  

 uninflected  plural 

 geh,led   geh,lede      long root syllable (syncope expected) 

[)[.hæ&.].led.]  [)[.hæ&.].le.de.]  

 

As shown above, the unsyncopated form fails to repair the unfooted light syllable. 

This may point to a case of lexicalisation, where syncope in the past participles in 

EWS has become associated with lexemes with the features [- continuant], 

[+coronal, [+ anterior], though this is not the argument that will be pursued in 
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Chapter 7, in which the dental conditioning will be argued to be phonological. In this 

section I will consider the validity of the analogical explanation. In order to do so, it 

is necessary to consider whether this, is if it a case of analogy, acts in accordance 

with the tendencies outlined earlier in this chapter. More specifically we must 

ascertain, i) what the source for this analogy is, ii) whether the change is irregular, 

and iii) whether it creates regularity. 

 Question i) is probably the most difficult to answer, particularly as even 

within just the weak past participle, both a syncopated and an unsyncopated form is 

produced by ‘analogy’. In answer to ii), in West Saxon, the targeting of dental forms 

is highly regular, with almost all dental forms being affected. This is perhaps one of 

the most problematic facts about this change with respect to analogy, and is one 

motivation for suggesting that it is the result of a reasonably robust phonological 

pressure. I would argue, in relation to question iii), that this process does not create 

regularity within the paradigm, as the past participle appears to be behaving 

differently with respect to its application of syncope to the rest of the paradigm. 

Instead, the similarity which binds the forms that are susceptible to the ‘extension’ or 

‘levelling out’ of syncope is the place of articulation of the stem final consonant. 

This is highly problematic; as Hock (1991: 172) states:  

  

"Proportions based on purely phonetic/phonological similarities such as the one 
between ring (verb) and king (noun)...do not normally give rise to analogical 
developments." 
 

It is also necessary to ask whether this is synchronically a case of high vowel 

deletion in any sense. The weight conditions remain unfulfilled, indicating that 

morphologically conditioned phonologisation has taken place. This will be discussed 

in Chapters 8 and 9. 

 

3.7. NOUNS: APOCOPE OF NON-HIGH VOWELS 
 

In an example from two recent studies (Bermúdez-Otero 2005, Bermúdez-Otero & 

Hogg 2003), there is a process of the apparent overapplication of apocope. The 

vowel that is targeted by apocope under normal circumstances, as is explained above, 
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is the nom/acc.pl.neut. -u. High vowel deletion removes high vowels which create an 

unfooted light syllable. A process of analogy, that is, one which is morphologically 

driven, replaces this -u with -a in Ælfrician Late West Saxon. The problem is that 

this new suffix is consistently deleted in Late West Saxon, under the same prosodic 

conditions as would affect -u (see Bermúdez-Otero 2005: §7.5).  Bermúdez-Otero 

(2005: §7.5) argues that it is not possible that the conditions for high vowel deletion 

have simply been relaxed to include non-high vowels, as the gen.pl. form is -a;, 

which is phonologically identical to the innovative nom/acc.pl.neut. and does not 

delete. Campbell (1959) does not refer specifically to the deletion of this innovative 

suffix as analogical, however, it is worth considering how this could be accounted 

for in a Neogrammarian framework. Why should deletion have certain conditions in 

one morphological case, and others in another case? It seems fair to assume that 

analogy would be held responsible under the traditional framework. Analogical 

overapplication of high vowel deletion as an explanation for this situation would 

raise some crucial questions. Very importantly, this process of deletion is 

phonologically conditioned, and still applies in the original prosodic environments. 

Under the traditional definition of analogy this is not allowed to happen, since the 

morphology and the phonology are treated as separate. Also, to assume the 

overapplication to be analogical would require an analogical process that results in a 

zero plural, which is contrary to Vincent’s (1974) generalisation (2) above. By 

allowing the explanation of a process as analogical to be so unconstrained, we risk a 

‘catch all’ account. When a process that appears to flout some of the most commonly 

agreed conditions of analogy is still labelled as analogical, we are left with a 

situation where either our understanding of analogy is greatly incomplete, or the 

process in question is being misplaced. Either outcome appears to be unhelpful to 

linguistic investigation.  

So far my discussion of the ways in which analogy has been used to describe 

Old English patterns has been limited to the Neogrammarian handbooks such as 

Campbell (1959). In the next section I will move onto a recent explanation dealing 

with analogy in Old English by Fulk (2010).  
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3.8. ANALOGY: ITS USE IN MODERN MORPHOPHONOLOGY 
 
In the last section we saw that there have been many beneficial developments in the 

description and constraining of analogy since the Neogrammarians. The problem has 

been, however, that attempts to posit universals (e.g. the laws of Kury<owicz 1949) 

have been unsuccessful, causing scholars to argue that such universals must be 

relaxed into tendencies (Ma=czak 1980).  Although these tendencies are of great 

interest linguistically, it is clear that in order to truly understand what analogy is, 

how it occurs, and ultimately, to predict when it will occur, more research is 

required. In our case, in the discussion of Old English morphophonology, the 

problem with leaving the debate at the tendency stage is firstly that it becomes very 

difficult to be sure whether it is fair to say that a given process is analogy. Although 

the tendencies do provide some level of restriction, their relative weakness means it 

would still be possible to some extent to suggest that ill-fitting forms are the product 

with analogy, following the Neogrammarian pattern. For example, if the ‘analogy’ 

producing a particular form contradicts the majority of the above tendencies, can it 

be analogy? How many tendencies is it permissible for analogy to break? Secondly, a 

more general issue; when it is argued that a phenomenon is the result of analogy, the 

account comes to rest on the definitions and assumptions regarding analogy, and is 

therefore weakened if these assumptions are too general.  

 In this section, therefore, I will build on the debates raised in the last section, 

and ask the following specific questions in the hope that analogy can be more 

precisely defined: 

 

i. Analogy might aim to eliminate a) irregularity within a paradigm, but it might also 

aim to eliminate b) redundant information, or c) non-overt morphological info. Either 

b) or c) could easily contradict a). Which one wins? 

 

ii. Are these differences due to the priorities of a language? Does analogy proceed in 

the same way cross linguistically? 

 

iii. How can analogy be modelled linguistically? Is analogy free to interact with 

phonology?  
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While investigating these questions, I will also discuss recent accounts of analogy, 

from two perspectives. The first perspective (Fulk 2010) is largely data-focussed and 

involves an account of Old English. In this account it is argued that a phonological 

process should be described in a way that is different from the consensus, and that 

many forms originally thought to be the result of phonology are actually analogy. 

The account is not specifically concerned with the definition of analogy, but does 

entail some specific assumptions of how analogy can proceed. The second recent 

account I will discuss, in contrast to Fulk, is concerned more with the remodelling of 

analogy itself (Albright 2008).  

 

3.9. RECENT USE OF ANALOGY IN OLD ENGLISH RESEARCH 
 

A recent analysis (Fulk 2010) of high vowel deletion in Old English claims analogy 

to be the cause of many of the outputs historically viewed as the results of high 

vowel deletion. Fulk suggests that anything other than h"afudu is analogical. Firstly, 

it is necessary to assess whether the phonological premise of this is correct, and 

secondly, is the analogy explanation satisfactory? 

Fulk (2010) discusses the extent to which the results of high vowel deletion 

can be assumed to represent a true phonological output for the process. Fulk notes 

that many scholars have required high vowel deletion to be divided into two separate 

rules; apocope and syncope. This is due to the fact that in forms with two 

consecutive syllables that would be targeted by high vowel deletion the correct result 

can be predicted only by ordering apocope before syncope. For example, in a ja- 

stem neuter plural noun such as r!cu, the application of syncope before apocope 

would result in the following development: *r!ciu > *r!cu > **r!c, with syncope 

creating the conditions for apocope to apply, whereas with apocope ordered before 

syncope, the correct outcome would occur: *r!ciu > r!cu.   Concerning the question 

of whether high vowel deletion must be analysed as two separate processes high 

vowel apocope (HVA) and high vowel syncope (HVS), Fulk does not claim that it is 

necessary to separate them, but does so to ensure clarity. Fulk discusses two views of 

high vowel deletion, which he goes on to claim are untenable. The first of the two 
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accounts is the received view as found in Campbell (1959), Luick (1914–40) Hogg 

(1992) etc. Traditionally, forms such as West Saxon r!cu and h"afdu ‘heads’ are 

assumed to be the phonological outputs of high vowel deletion. Exceptions to the 

rule, such as nom/acc.pl.neut. n!etenu ‘beasts’ *n!etnu, are assumed to be immune to 

syncope due to their medial syllable bearing secondary stress (e.g. Campbell 1977: 

§351). Fulk, following Sievers (1898) points out that the assumption that syncope 

was regular in Old English is surprising since the older texts, including the Vespasian 

Psalter do not show syncope in the nom/acc.pl.neut. and nom.sg.fem.. The second 

account that Fulk rejects is Ringe (2002), in which an alternative analysis is 

presented that assumes that when a word provides the environment to trigger both 

HVA and HVS, both processes apply, resulting in, for example, *h"afd, which is 

analogically reformed to h"afdu. Fulk rejects this on the basis that *h"afd never 

surfaces in any dialect. 

 Another complication investigated in Fulk (2010) is the effect of syncope 

upon disyllabic forms ending with a sonorant. These disyllabic forms can be 

distinguished from historically underlyingly monosyllabic forms which gain a 

syllable when unaffixed through Sonorant Syllabification, such as finger /fingr/ 

‘finger’.11 According to Fulk (2010: 131), this historical distinction is of little 

consequence, as syncope and sonorant syllabification interact to provide parallel 

alternations, resulting in identical underlying representations synchronically. 

However, Fulk observes another complication, which is that highly sonorous /r/ 

appears to be distinct from the other final sonorants in terms of its syllabicity, since it 

is written as <er> significantly more commonly than /l/ or /n/, to the extent that it 

seems to be the case that only /l/ and /n/ may have been non-syllabic. Therefore, Fulk 

states that West Saxon must have maintained a distinction between underlyingly 

monosyllabic and underlyingly disyllabic forms containing a final sonorant other 

than /r/. In Lindisfarne /n/ is also written with a vowel before in uninflected forms, 

indicating that, like /r/, it is underlyingly syllabic.  The Vespasian Psalter preserves 

the monosyllabic/disyllabic distinction in the nom/acc.pl.neut. and nom.sg.fem., but 

not in the other cases and numbers, within which the distinction is obscured, 

                                                
11 Fulk (2010: 131) assumes that the choice between Sonorant Syllabification and parasiting 
(as found in Campbell 1959) is of no consequence for the analysis. 
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potentially allowing for identical underlying representations. Fulk claims that there 

does exist evidence for the phonological output of HVS in the Vespasian Psalter and 

Lindisfarne Gospels12, while in West Saxon he assumes the outputs traditionally 

portrayed in the grammars to be heavily conditioned by analogy. Rather than 

assuming analogy from h"afd to h"afdu in West Saxon, as stipulated in Ringe 

(2002), Fulk assumes the result of HVS to be h"afodu in the nom/acc.pl.neut., as 

found in the Vespasian Psalter, and that analogy produces the form h"afdu in West 

Saxon, and variable h"afod in Mercian. 

 

3.10. THE RINGE (2002) ACCOUNT AND FULKʼS TREATMENT 
 

The behaviour of High Vowel Deletion in West Saxon depends crucially upon word 

class, raising the question of why deletion should behave differently in, for example, 

verbs and nouns, and also the question of which behaviour represents the ‘true’ 

phonological output of HVD, as opposed to showing morphologisation etc. This 

issue has led various studies towards significantly different treatments of HVD. For 

example, Fulk discusses a recent alternative explanation (Ringe 2002) in which it is 

assumed that the true phonological output of high vowel deletion when affecting 

h"afudu should be h"afd, and that h"afdu represents an analogical reformation. Fulk 

(2010) points out that Ringe’s analysis of West Saxon, assuming h"afudu - h"afd - 

h"afdu relies upon evidence from other word categories, including the 2nd and 3rd 

pres.sg.ind. verbs, within which prosodic formations such as h"afd may surface. 

Such evidence is problematic, as it leads to the assumption that the behaviour of a 

phonological process in one word class has implications for the analysis of the same 

phonological process within another word class. This is a relationship that must be 

investigated with great care, and it is necessary to ask how reliable evidence from the 

present indicative verbs is for basing the analysis of high vowel deletion upon. Also, 

why assume that verbs and forms such as milts ‘mercy’ are more relevant than the 

disyllabic forms found in a- stem nouns? The following sub-questions are useful in 

ascertaining whether this evidence if relevant: a) Is there evidence that High Vowel 

Deletion is active in the strong indicative verbs? If the answer is not clearly 

                                                
12 For the Lindisfarne Gospels, Fulk limits citation of evidence to the past participles.  
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affirmative, it is not clear that the verbs do indeed represent the phonological output 

of HVD. Other accounts of HVD, rather than assuming, as Ringe does, that verb 

syncope provides evidence for a h"afd output in nouns, including Hogg (1992) and 

Campbell (1959) assume that the syncope in West Saxon verbs ‘passes its usual 

limits’ (Campbell 1959: §347). This is on account of the fact that it is i) allowed to 

create superheavy syllables (Hogg 2000); something that is not permitted in the 

nouns, and ii), that it often applies after light stems. It is therefore clear that it is 

equally possible to view syncope as overapplying in the verbs, in which case it is 

dubious to assume that syncope in the verbs can be used to justify a treatment in 

nouns that involves the opacity of non-surfacing outputs such as h"afd. Fulk argues 

against Ringe’s treatment due to the fact that much of the evidence cited by Ringe, 

such as milts etc. have unclear etymologies, and may in fact not show the application 

of both HVS and HVA, as required for Ringe’s analysis. Although it is true that i), 

the ability for HVD to produce superheavy syllables in verbs may present evidence 

that the language does not contain the restrictions upon syncope seen in the nouns, 

allowing the h"afd analysis presented in Ringe (2002), the other verb-specific 

property of syncope, ii), the ability to apply after short syllables, presents problems 

for this analysis. This is due to the fact that it reflects a compromised phonological 

output in the verbs, with the original weight conditions failing to be satisfied. The 

verbs could just as easily, therefore, be used to justify a treatment in which short 

syllables such as werod undergo syncope followed ‘analogical restoration’, which is 

clearly not an ideal analysis, as syncopated forms such as *werdu are not attested in 

either West Saxon or Lindisfarne.13 

b) Secondly, although I will not investigate this question in more depth here, it may 

also be useful to ask whether there is any independent evidence to suggest that the 

lexical category in question is more likely within Old English to preserve 

phonological processes.  

I will now move onto the account that Fulk provides, which assumes that 

h"afdu in Late West Saxon is the product of analogy, rather than of HVS. 

 

 

                                                
13 Reanalysis as monosyllabic in Lindisfarne can occur when there is a final sonorant. 
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3.10.1. Analogy in Fulkʼs Treatment 
 

Fulk’s article makes a number of claims and observations regarding the behaviour of 

high vowel deletion, sonorant syllabification and analogy. The most salient of these 

are:  

1. The plural neuter ja- stem r#cu need not be, and most likely should not be seen to 

be the phonological output of HVD. This is due to the fact that the medial -i- is likely 

to have been lost due to factors other than high vowel syncope. 

2. The West Saxon form h"afdu is not the phonological result of HVD, but instead is 

an analogical formation. This is also the claim for the nom/acc.pl.neut. Mercian form 

h"afod.  

3. The Vespasian Psalter is phonologically conservative, reflecting HVD in its truly 

phonological form. 

4. The forms ending with an obstruent+sonorant cluster in the Vespasian Psalter can 

be classified as distinctly underlyingly mono- or disyllabic in line with their 

etymology on the basis of evidence from the nom/acc.pl.neut. However, this is only 

true of /l/ and /n, m/, as forms in /r/ are always underlyingly disyllabic.  

 

Point (1) is compelling; as there appear to be a number of reasons to view the idea 

that r#cu is the product of syncope as dubious. According to Sievers (1898: §177), *i 

in *r!kiu may have developed into *j relatively late and have been lost in the same 

way as the original *j in Proto Germanic *r!kij$, therefore being unrelated to HVD. 

Although Fulk points out that this analysis is only a possibility, he also suggests that 

even if it is not the case, the -iu- would have been likely to become a diphthong, 

which would have been likely to be reduced analogically to -u due to the fact that 

nom/acc.pl.neut. -iu would be highly unusual. Taking both of these possibilities into 

account, it certainly appears to be the case that evidence involving forms such as r#cu 

should be viewed with caution. 

 Points (2) and (3) are perhaps the most significant within the article. Fulk 

claims that when the Vespasian Psalter nom/acc.pl.neut. forms show no syncope or 

apocope, there is no need to analyse it as underapplication. This is because the target 

for apocope, -u, follows a heavy + light syllable rather than the single heavy or light 
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+ light combination. Syncope, on the other hand, applies regularly in all but the 

nom/acc.pl.neut. which is due, according to Fulk, to the etymological lightness of the 

-u suffix. It is significant that the Vespasian Psalter retains syncope in target 

environments within other cases, and also that the distinction between monosyllabic 

and disyllabic forms is left intact. However, assuming the normal application of 

HVD to be h"afodu leaves WS h"afdu and VP h"afod to be accounted for, and in 

both cases, the account given by Fulk (2010: 138–139) is analogy. In the case of the 

West Saxon form, the analogy brings the -u form in line with the rest of the paradigm 

(including, for example, h"afdes etc.). This is not too problematic, but the analogy in 

Mercian, which brings h"afodu in line with the apocopated light stems such as werod 

‘troops’ is more problematic. As pointed out in Hogg (2000: 370), analogy in the 

direction of h"afod would reduce the overt morphological distinction between the 

singular and plural. Additionally, this analogy does not affect n!eten, and since the 

analogy in question comes from outside of the h"afod category, from the werod 

category, it is unclear why it should not affect n!eten types.  

 Although in many ways HVD in Mercian appears to be robust, and according 

to Fulk, more robust phonologically than HVD in West Saxon, there is one way in 

which the deletion process in West Saxon appears potentially to be more robust. This 

is that according to Fulk (2010: 133) syncope is permitted to apply frequently after 

light stressed syllables. This is a significant relaxation of the original phonological 

conditioning. It is also worth noting that this has implications for Fulk’s claim that 

although HVA and HVS are divided for the sake of clarity, there is no phonological 

necessity in terms of the analysis for this division. It does not appear to be the case 

that HVA may apply after a single light stressed syllable. 

 Point (4) is a fascinating phenomenon, particularly in Lindisfarne within 

which it is assumed that the final sonorants which are underlyingly syllabic are the 

highly sonorous /r/ and the less sonorous /n/, with /l/ and /m/ behaving as ‘normal’ 

sonorants; being syllabic or non-syllabic on the basis of their etymology. This 

slightly skewed relationship with sonority is also seen in Modern German,14 in which 

in adjectives show syllabic /r/, /n/ but not /l/: 

 

                                                
14 The German phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
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(3.4) Adjective stems: 
 
   /N/  /l/   /r/   
Comparative -er  
   trocken+er edl+er              heiter+er 
   ‘drier’            ‘more noble’  heitrer 
             ‘more cheerful’ 
Plural -en         die trocken+en die edl+en          die    
        heiter+en 
                   heitr+en 
 

It will be of great interest to see whether there is in Lindisfarne, like German, word 

class conditioning regarding this alternation. One potential problem, however, is that 

in the light stems traditionally seen as underlyingly monosyllabic, the Lindisfarne 

data contradicts the assumption that underlying final /r/ in such forms is syllabic, as 

acc.pl.neut. acc.pl. wætra Mt. 14.28, wætro Mk. 9.22 can only come from an 

underlyingly monosyllabic representation. Further contradictions within Lindisfarne 

come from the strong past participles ending in -en, from which there is evidence 

that monosyllabic underlying representations are present. This will be explained in 

Chapter 8.  

 

3.10.2. Summary: implications for analogy 
 

Two claims of particular interest regarding analogy in Fulk (2010) are:  

a) The West Saxon form h"afdu is not the phonological result of HVD, but instead is 

an analogical formation. This is also the claim for the nom/acc.pl.neut. Mercian form 

h"afod.  

b) The Vespasian Psalter is phonologically conservative, reflecting HVD in its true 

phonological form. 

 

Fulk claims that when the Vespasian Psalter nom/acc.pl.neut. forms show no 

syncope or apocope, there is no need to analyse it as underapplication. This is 

because the target for apocope, -u, follows a heavy + light syllable rather than the 

single heavy or light + light combination. Syncope, on the other hand, applies 

regularly in all but the nom/acc.pl.neut. which is due, according to Fulk, to the 

etymological lightness of the -u suffix. It is significant that the Vespasian Psalter 
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retains syncope in target environments within other cases, and also that the 

distinction between monosyllabic and disyllabic forms is left intact. However, 

assuming the normal application of HVD to be h"afodu leaves WS h"afdu and VP 

h"afod to be accounted for, and in both cases, the account given by Fulk (2010: 138-

139) is analogy. In the case of the West Saxon form, the ‘analogical’ h"afdu brings 

the -u form in line with the rest of the paradigm (including, for example, h"afdes 

etc.). It also removes a phonological contrast that is morphologically redundant, 

while leaving intact the overt morphological distinction. In short, though h"afdu 

might not be analogical, and there is certainly no consensus in support of Fulk’s 

assertion, there is nothing wrong with an analogical explanation in this case, as 

analogical h"afdu satisfies even restrictive models of analogy. The problem is, as 

pointed out in Hogg (2000: 370), that this requires the Mercian form h"afod also to 

be analogical. Even if we assume that the phonological output of HVD is h"afudu, is 

it acceptable to describe h"afod an analogical? It does not create paradigm 

uniformity, it does not remove redundant phonological contrast and most 

importantly, it actually removes the overt phonological marking, as analogy in the 

direction of h"afod would reduce the overt morphological distinction between the 

singular and plural. Additionally, this analogy does not affect n!eten, and since the 

analogy in question comes from outside of the h"afod category, from the werod 

category, it is unclear why it should not affect n!eten types. To view this as 

analogical has serious implications for the concept of analogy, as it contradicts 

nearly all of the tendencies and restrictions imposed upon analogy by scholars 

aiming to describe analogical change.  

3.11. ALBRIGHTʼS (2008) APPROACH 

 
Albright (2008) addresses the issue of universality in analogy, noting that in the 

literature many tendencies of analogy have been described, but that not only is the 

direction of analogy unpredictable, but also, analogical change can be based upon 

marked forms (Albright 2008: 148). For example, Albright draws attention to a case 

of analogy in Yiddish, in which a paradigm is levelled on the basis of a marked 

plural form that is less frequent than the singular forms (Albright 2008: 148). 

According to Albright, the common reaction to examples like this in the literature 
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has been to stress that the tendencies proposed for analogy are not and cannot be 

universal laws. This approach, Albright notes, does not satisfy the aim of truly 

explaining language change. 

Albright discusses two approaches to analysing analogy. The first of these is 

the grammar-based approach. The idea, put forward by Paul (1920), Kiparsky (1968) 

and King (1969) is that the basic aim of analogy is to simplify the grammar. 

Therefore, various forms of analogy that might seem to contradict the tendencies 

described in section 3.3, such as the removal of redundant phonological information 

or the need to have overt morphological distinctions can be seen to be fulfilling this 

aim. Under this approach, Albright notes that even the Yiddish example in which the 

predictions and tendencies of analogy appear to be contradicted may prove less 

problematic. This is because although the base for analogy is marked, the outcome of 

analogy for the paradigm is in line with the prediction that the grammar will be 

simpler. Albright does not, however, adopt this position, and claims that there are 

some analogical changes that cannot be seen to result in grammatical simplification. 

In addition to this problem, there is also a lack of predictive power in this account. 

This is due to the fact that although it may usefully predict that analogy causes 

structural simplification, it does not predict how.  

On the one hand, this is beneficial, as this single motivation for analogy ties 

together the seemingly contrasting ways in which analogy might proceed. 

Additionally, accounts that do attempt to predict exact restrictions for analogy have 

been shown to be incorrect without some kind of weakening statement that the 

restrictions can only be tendencies. Despite this, it remains true that this approach 

does not provide much more insight into the explanation of analogy as a universal 

process. In order for this to be improved, it would be necessary to delve deeper into 

the question of what kinds of simplification are preserved, which opposing forces 

take priority over analogy and when, which forms are likely to be bases for analogy, 

and why, and finally, whether these questions are able only to be answered in a 

language-specific context.  

 So far, we have a contrast between a set of descriptive tendencies (Ma=czak: 

1980) of analogy, outlined above, and an approach in which a deeper overarching 

law of analogy is proposed. However, as stated above, Albright claims that 
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grammatical simplification itself is more of a tendency, as counterexamples exist. In 

relation to one of the tendencies posited by Ma=czak (1980); the tendency to retain 

morphological contrast, Albright (2002a) claims that rather than viewing this as one 

tendency (among many), determining the way in which analogy proceeds, it is 

instead the case that it is the basis of paradigm learning (Albright 2008: 151).  He 

states:  

 

“The proposal is that learners adopt a strategy of focusing on the part of the 
paradigm that contains the most contrastive information, and allows them to project 
the remaining forms as accurately or as confidently as possible — that is, the most 
informative or predictive part of the paradigm.” Albright (2008: 151) 
 

Under this approach, analogical change becomes the result of the learning process by 

which paradigms are constructed in the grammar. This predicts that the base of 

analogy will be the form from which the rest of the paradigm can most easily be 

predicted. Returning to the analogy-based analysis found in Fulk (2010), in which 

Mercian nom/acc.pl.neut. h"afudu is analogically reformed to h"afod, it is clear that 

there is a problem, as h"afod lacks the overt morphological distinctions that would be 

informative for a learner of the paradigm. It is not obvious whether this is a problem 

for the idea that bases for analogy must be maximally informative (Albright 2008) or 

whether it is an indication that Fulk’s (2010) analysis of this form as being the result 

of analogy is incorrect. The h"afod example, if it is indeed an example of analogy, is 

not the only example, however, in which analogy proceeds on the basis of an 

uncontrastive base. Albright (2008: 151) notes that counterexamples exist, including 

the famous example of Latin rhotacism, in which the contrast between /r/ and /s/ 

stem-finally is eliminated: [hono&s] ‘honour’ ~ [hono&ris] ⟶ [honor] ~ [hono&ris]. Do 

problematic counterexamples such as these make Albright’s confidence 

maximisation (Albright 2008: 150) merely another analogy tendency?  According to 

Albright, they do not, since many such examples, he argues, are not contradictions, 

as the base for analogy is the most predictive. This approach requires a particular 

understanding of the whole way in which morphophonological paradigms are learnt. 

In this sense, the resulting analogy follows naturally from this learning algorithm, 

with the result that this account of analogical change provides more linguistic 

descriptive information than many accounts before. Additionally, one of the most 
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interesting questions, which is: Why is a form chosen as the base for analogy? is 

addressed by Albright’s learning algorithm. The type of base that is selected in 

analogical change is predicted to be the one within the paradigm from which the rest 

of the paradigm can be most effectively built. There are two questions of great 

importance for his analysis that Albright (2008) addresses: 

 

i. Are there cases of analogy in which the base is not the most informative form? 

ii. Why is there a tendency for bases to be the most frequent of least marked forms? 

 

Since it is Albright’s aim to describe all analogical change in terms of confidence 

maximisation, and not to assume that this is only a tendency of the same level of 

importance as, for example, markedness, cases in which the base of analogy is a less 

informative form are highly problematic. Albright highlights two such examples, 

which threaten to undermine his position.  

 The first of these involves Maori, in which an alternation in the paradigm exists 

between the passive verbs and unsuffixed forms. A passive form such as awhitia 

‘embrace’ is formed by the addition of the suffix -ia to the basic form, awhit. 

However, a phonological process deleting word-final stops creates an unpredictable 

alternation: awhi - awhitia. Albright draws attention to a problematic case of analogy 

in which the lack of consonant seen in the unsuffixed form is spread to other parts of 

the paradigm. Since it is less predictive, this should not be allowed to happen. A 

second example presented by Albright involves a case from Korean in which analogy 

is based upon unsuffixed forms, even though the unsuffixed forms undergo coda 

consonant neutralisation, making them seemingly unpreferable base candidates given 

the lack of potential predictive power.  Albright argues that the unsuffixed and highly 

neutralised forms are in fact more informative than the suffixed forms (Albright 

2008:  169). This is due, he argues, to statistical asymmetries, with unmarked forms 

being far more common than suffixed forms, resulting in greater predictive power. 

According to Albright, a form that is most reliable in terms of allowing the learner to 

predict the rest of the paradigm will only become the base if there are enough tokens. 

In this case, frequency affects the extent to which a form can maximise confidence in 

the paradigm.  
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 How does Albright’s model fare with some of the Old English examples 

discussed above? As discussed above, Albright makes assumptions regarding how 

the base for analogy is selected, and that this follows naturally from a paradigm 

learning algorithm. A form from which it is most economic to learn the rest of the 

paradigm is more likely to influence other forms within the paradigm. There is an 

assumption here that analogy aims to level paradigms. This is of course intuitively 

correct, and borne out in many cases, however, how can we analyse the cases in 

which analogy does not create a level paradigm? For example, if we take the 

example of the past participle, and assume that it is analogical, we run into the 

problem that within the same paradigm, both overapplication and underapplication 

are produced by analogy. In this case, what is the base for analogy, and is the aim of 

paradigm levelling fulfilled? In answer to the second question, the paradigm is 

actually further divided, with more morphologically redundant alternations being 

created. This is only a case against Albright’s assumptions if one argues that analogy 

is the true cause. I argue, instead that it is a case of morphologically conditioned 

phonologisation. A phonological process, in this case high vowel deletion, has 

become reanalysed as a phonological rule with slightly altered conditions (i.e. 

*[D'D]: do not have [D'D] sequences, PARSE-0>: do not have unfooted syllables). In 

this case, it is unproblematic that the rule actually reduces paradigm uniformity.  

 Having looked at these examples of proposed analogical change within Old 

English, it is not clear that there is a strong contradiction to Albright’s approach, as 

the analogical element of these changes is questionable. The predictive aspect of 

analogy bases in Albright’s account is useful, and vastly increases the degree to 

which analogy can be explained, and also its relevance to language development. 

However, as noted in Albright, more testing is required, and there are certain 

questions that must be addressed. Firstly, although the account seems able to handle 

the highly problematic Latin rhotacism, cases in which a base form is analogically 

replaced on the basis of one of its derivatives are typologically rare. It appears to be 

the case that this approach predicts that analogy in this direction is just as likely as 

any other, which is typologically problematic. The idea of priority of the base 

(Benua 1997) will be discussed further in 3.13 and in Chapter 4. 
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3.12. WHERE DOES ANALOGY BELONG? 
 

Analogy, we have seen, is usually assumed to be governed by tendency, rather than 

law, and also appears to have potentially contradictory tendencies, for example, the 

need to eliminate irregularity within a paradigm, and also the aim to eliminate 

redundant information or non-overt morphological information. This idea of 

universal tendencies that may contradict echoes the constraint battles in Optimality 

Theory, leading to the question of whether analogy would in fact be best analyzed 

under an OT framework. Does one language prize, for example the elimination of 

irregularity over the reduction of redundant information? Are such pressures best 

formalised as constraints, free to contend with markedness and IO faithfulness? 

To allow analogy within the OT grammar would remove the problem of these 

sometimes unfilled tendencies, as it could simply be assumed that in the language in 

question, higher pressures from elsewhere (either markedness or IO faithfulness) are 

preventing analogy (See for example McCarthy’s (2005a) Optimal Paradigms). It 

would also allow for analogy to be more common in one language than another, 

depending on the pressures of the language. There are OT frameworks allowing for 

this (e.g. McCarthy 2005a, Kenstowicz 1996, Raffelsiefen 2000), so what are the 

implications of allowing this level of interaction between phonology and 

morphology? 

 As we have seen, analogy has traditionally been kept separate from 

phonological change (for example the Neogrammarian handbooks). I will establish, 

in Chapter 4, that in this study I will follow a form of Optimality Theory that allows 

for the interaction of phonology and morphology through strata (see for example 

Kiparsky 2010). These sub-phonologies allow morphology and phonology to interact 

in the sense that a morphological domain may have a distinct phonological grammar. 

However, they do not allow for morphologically specific constraints, or for 

constraints directly enforcing analogy. Therefore, in Stratal OT, constraints are 

limited to markedness and IO-Faithfulness. Other frameworks, though, do allow a 

kind of analogical pressure to form the basis of a third type of constraint: output-

output faithfulness (Benua 1997, McCarthy 2005a). Is it necessary, in analysing 

cases of analogy, to allow for output-output faithfulness, in addition to markedness 
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and (input-output) faithfulness? The question of whether output-output 

correspondence constraints are the best way of modelling morphophonological 

alternations in OT is not limited to the analysing of analogy, and represents one of 

the central debates within current phonological theory. I will discuss here its 

implications as far as analogy is concerned, but will also briefly discuss the wider 

implications of taking on such a framework.  

 

3.13. ANALOGY AND THE OO-CORRESPONDENCE DEBATE 
 

I will briefly return to one of the central questions surrounding analogy, which was 

presented at the beginning of this chapter: 

 

Directionality: Why are certain forms liable to be affected by analogy? Which forms 

are likely to be the model for analogy? 

 

Recall that the following generalisation (Vincent 1974) attempts to answer this 

question: 

 

a) Basic categories are more likely to be the model for analogy than more marginal 

ones. Morphological markedness therefore affects the direction of change. 

 

This issue is of particular interest when discussing the parallel symmetric theories of 

OT, as the predictions entailed by these approaches have implications for the 

choosing of the base of analogy. One of the predictions of parallel frameworks is that 

the base to which a candidate must be faithful can be any form within the paradigm, 

thus, there is no inherent assumption that analogical change will usually fail to alter 

underived forms on the basis of derived ones. The two central questions to be 

addressed are: 

1) Do instances of analogy support this the prediction that any form within the 

paradigm can be the base i.e. that the base is a surface form? The importance of 

the answer to this is somewhat dependent on the answer to the second question:  

2) Should analogy be represented within the grammar, in terms of OT 
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constraints? Beyond these questions, there is also a wider issue. Assuming that 

analogy is well represented by OO-Correspondence constraints, what is the 

effect upon other areas of morphophonology? Are the predictions troublesome 

or beneficial for morphophonological OT as a whole? It will of course not be 

possible to investigate this last question in much depth here, though I take into 

account this issue when committing to the theoretical perspective found in the 

analyses in Chapters 6–8. 

  

As regards question (1), paradigm levelling (e.g. Rafflesiefen 2000) constraints 

appear to make no such prediction, since any form within the paradigm might be 

proposed as the ‘base’ of analogy. It is, though, noteworthy that the selection of more 

simple morphological forms as analogical bases has only been shown to be a 

tendency, so it is perhaps questionable to what extent this is problematic for 

paradigm levelling constraints. However, it is shown to be a greater problem when 

taking into account question (2). The problem is, that when analogy is analysed using 

a third type of constraint, synchronically within the grammar, it opens up the 

possibility that the phonology of underived stems can be influenced by derived and 

inflected ones. This of course is contrary to the predictions made by LPM and Stratal 

OT, in which the base is a non-surfacing underived form, rather than an output form 

selected from the paradigm. Although analogical change can in many cases be 

accounted for successfully, we lose many of the predictions made by level ordering, 

which, I will argue, is too great a cost. Before that conclusion can be made, of 

course, I will consider the framework in light of a much discussed process, that has 

been argued to be best accounted for using OO-correspondence constraints. 

 Accounts such as Raffelsiefen (2000) and Kenstowicz (1996) rely upon the 

assumption that an OT grammar is symmetric, in that no forms or processes are 

prioritised within the grammar. Thus, these approaches do not predict priority of the 

base. Before discussing the notion of the base, it is necessary to define exactly what 

is meant by the term.  In serial theories, such as LPM and Stratal OT, the base is an 

abstract underlying representation that does not surface. Within a paradigm, the form 

that most closely represents the base will be the one that is unaffected by further 

morphological processes, i.e. the underived basic form. Therefore, if we recall the 
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laws of Kury<owicz (1949), it has been noted that analogy tends to preserve priority 

of the base. The priority of the base, which is naturally preserved in serial approaches 

is relevant not only in analogy, in which it might be a tendancy, but is claimed to be 

a necessary element of phonological theory (see for example Bermúdez-Otero 

forthcoming, Benua 1997, Collie 2007 etc.).  Analogy in fact represents many of the 

cited examples in which base priority is claimed to be contradicted. Of course, the 

question of whether analogy should be represented within the grammar is of great 

importance in ascertaining whether these examples constitute cases of base priority 

violations. Also, we must question why analogy, which is often claimed to prove 

incorrect the assumption that underived forms should not undergo the 

overapplication or underapplication of phonological processes on the basis of derived 

forms, has long also been assumed to preserve base priority in most instances.  

 Since cases that support the prediction that there should be no base priority are 

relatively rare, I will not adopt such an account here. To prevent this prediction in 

such analyses involves high amounts of stipulation, which can be seen in Benua’s 

(1997) Transderivational Correspondence Theory, which is asymmetric, but employs 

constraint hierarchy recurrence in order to enforce this asymmetry. This problem will 

be revisited in Chapter 4, in which I will discuss German schwa alternations. 

 

3.14. CONCLUSION: THE APPROACH THAT WILL BE ADOPTED IN THIS STUDY 
 

The preceding sections have shown that although the traditional Neogrammarian 

handbooks have clear ideas about what may constitute a phonological process, they 

do not apply such rigid constraints to analogy. The Old English examples given 

above show that many of the constraints upon analogy that have been debated within 

the field (e.g. Vincent 1974, Ma=czak 1980 etc.) are not fulfilled if we are to accept 

that the processes discussed in (3.1) and (3.2) are analogical. If the definition of 

analogical change remains too loose, there is a risk that the explanatory advantage of 

the term is reduced to something almost as general as ‘exception to sound change’, 

as was often the case for the Neogrammarians.  

 On the other hand, Albright’s (2010) model emphasises the necessity for a 

form upon which analogy is based to be predictive, and also for the most predictive 
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forms to be great enough in number. However, many aspects of analogy remain 

unaccounted for, including the question of why bases tend to be underived, which 

appears to follow simply by chance in Albright’s learning algorithm. It also remains 

unclear why and how analogy takes place, once the base has been selected.  

In the analyses and discussions in chapters 6–8, I will use the term ‘analogy’ 

to refer to cases of morphological levelling and extension, but reject the use of the 

term to refer to cases of morphologisation that appear to contradict some of the 

defining aspects of analogy, for example the past participle phenomenon discussed 

above. I will also reject the use of approaches in which analogical pressures are 

allowed to interact as constraints, since this entails a prediction that any form can 

affect any other form within a paradigm (See Bermúdez-Otero 2005aration, Collie 

2007 for discussion). Such a framework loses the benefits of inherent asymmetry 

through serialism, to the extent that serialism has to be stipulated in some versions of 

symmetric monostratal OT (e.g. TCT Benua 1997).  
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CHAPTER 4 
A problem for morphophonological modelling 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The behaviour of some of the Old English data has thrown up an interesting problem 

that has important theoretical implications for phonology in general. This will be the 

focus of the current section. Although I will return to the data, providing a full 

analysis in sections 6–8 of the thesis, I will look briefly at the problem in terms of its 

morphophonological implications in this section. This morphophonological problem 

is that phonological processes may behave distinctly according to the morphological 

categories of the words which they affect. Morphophonological effects such as this 

leave phonologists with the task of accounting for a grammar in which the successful 

application of a phonological rule, or the manner of application is determined by 

non-phonological information. Old English is not alone in exhibiting such affects. In 

the following sections I will also examine some cases of similar morphophonological 

effects in other languages and the phonological descriptions that linguists have used 

in relation to them. I will also consider generally the varying treatments which can 

describe such phenomena. 

This theoretical problem has a long history in linguistics. The philological 

texts which provide us with detailed information about Old English, such as 

Campbell’s (1959) Old English Grammar, come from a Neogrammarian perspective, 

assuming that phonological change is regular, and assuming exceptions to the rules 

to be the result of morphologically motivated analogical change. Traditional 

generative grammar, as found in Chomsky & Halle’s (1968) Sound Pattern of 

English is in stark contrast to this, presenting phonological rules that are able to refer 

directly and freely to morphological and lexical elements. The Neogrammarian 

model is unable to account for the intricacies of phonology and phonological change. 

On the other hand, the SPE model has been criticised for being over-powerful. A 

framework that makes no distinction between a fully productive rule and a highly 

mophologised one may also sacrifice the ability to fully account for rule demise. As 
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discussed in the previous chapter, LPM (Kiparsky 1982) has made many interesting 

developments regarding this problem. By assuming the grammar to be stratified, 

truly phonological rules are able to be restricted to certain types of morphology 

(depending on the number of levels in a given LPM framework) or to act totally 

independently of morphology at the postlexical level. Optimality Theory has 

numerous ways of dealing with morphophonological effects, including the Output-

Output (OO-) Correspondence Theoretic (e.g. Benua 1997) accounts, which posit a 

series of OO-Correspondence constraints requiring items within a paradigm to follow 

a particular existing output. Related to this is paradigm levelling, in which 

constraints can force inflectional paradigms to maintain their identity. Stratal 

Optimality Theory (Kiparsky 2009, Bermúdez-Otero forthcoming etc.) incorporates 

some of the insights gained in LPM with OT. In this framework, it is assumed that 

the grammar is stratified, with each stratum selecting differing constraint rankings. 

Interface constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1995) allow OT constraints to refer 

directly to morphological information. In contrast cophonological analyses allow no 

morphologically indexed constraints, but allow morphological categories to select 

differing sub-rankings when the master hierarchy leaves certain constraints 

unranked. Cophonologies are not limited only to strata, and it is assumed in the later 

analyses, that within strata morphological categories may select different sub 

grammars. These differing, and often conflicting positions within OT have two major 

divisions. Firstly, some theoretical positions allow constraints that have some level 

of concern with morphological information. On the other hand, other theoretical 

positions within OT maintain that constraints themselves are concerned only with 

phonological information, but allow rankings to target morphological categories by 

other means. Secondly, there are the frameworks that allow only Input-Output 

correspondence relationships (for example Stratal OT, Bermúdez-Otero 

forthcoming), and those that allow correspondence between outputs (i.e. OO-

Correspondence Theory, including paradigm levelling). 

 Section 4.2 discusses the life cycle of phonological processes, and the 

connections that have been drawn in the literature about morphological conditioning 

and its implications for language change in general. 
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Section 4.3 builds on the discussion started in Section 4.2, using an example 

from Finnish. Anttila (2002a) discusses the ways in which phonological and 

morphological conditioning interact in complex ways with respect to the choice 

between mutation and deletion in certain environments. 

 The example from West Saxon adjectives in Section 4.4, similarly to the 

Finnish example, shows that morphological category can determine not only whether 

a phonological process is active as in the Lindisfarne example, but also the precise 

way in which a phonological ‘problem’ is repaired. In this case, an unfooted syllable 

is repaired by apocope in feminine adjectives, and syncope in neuter ones.  

 In section 4.5 I examine an interesting example from German, which has 

many similarities to some of the Old English data. The process of schwa epenthesis, 

which is highly sensitive to sonority also displays morphological conditioning. I will 

discuss various (morpho)phonological accounts which have been used in describing 

the German data. In this section I will also consider benefits and otherwise of 

monostratal parallel OT accounts. 

 Section 4.6 considers in more detail the debate between cophonology and 

interface constraints supporters. I discuss a recent study that claims to shine some 

light on this issue. 

 Section 4.7 examines the wider problem of why morphophonology evolves in 

the ways outlined in Sections 4.2–4.6. The debates between different 

morphophonological models will be considered in an effort to lay the theoretical 

foundations for the rest of the thesis. 

 Section 4.8 moves away from morphological issues, and addresses a different 

issue that is thrown up by the data: how to model variation. 

 

4.2. THE LIFE CYCLE OF PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
 
4.2.1. Introduction 
 

The forthcoming sections of this chapter will discuss some of the different ways in 

which we can account for the interaction of phonology and morphology, and how we 

can account for variable phonological processes. However, in assessing the merits of 
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particular phonological frameworks, it is crucial to ask to the central question of why 

the phonology evolves in this way, which brings us to the life cycle of phonological 

processes (Kiparsky  2003, Bermúdez-Otero 2005). This section will discuss some 

examples of phonological change, and their implications for our understanding of 

language change.  

 Many frameworks have claimed to tell us something about the life cycle of 

phonology, and for the motivation for change. As alluded to throughout the first part 

of this thesis, it was assumed by the Neogrammarians that sound change should be 

regular and phonetically motivated. From this follows the assumption that all 

lexemes are to be affected at once, thus, phonological change is not expected to be 

morphology sensitive. Exceptions to this are put down to analogy, though we have 

discussed in the last chapter the risk of losing some of the explanatory power of 

analogy if it is used to describe all exceptions in an unconstrained manner. Despite 

these common criticisms, the Neogrammarians were successful in describing certain 

types of change, and their assumption that physical motivations relating to speech 

production and perception are of course useful with respect to changes such as 

assimilation.  

 A contrasting framework, in which Neogrammarian sound change is argued, 

at least in many cases, to be incorrect, is Lexical Diffusion. Lexical Diffusionists 

(e.g. Wang 1969), backed up by their evidence drawn from change in progress, 

claimed that sound change was not regular, and spread throughout the lexicon, 

affecting forms on a lexeme-by-lexeme basis. As such, change was assumed to be 

morphologically sensitive.  One framework that has been claimed to incorporate both 

types of change, or at least be able to account for them, is LPM (Kiparsky 1982). 

This framework, which is the precursor to the stratal OT framework pursued in the 

present thesis, assumes that the phonology is divided broadly into two domains: the 

lexicon and the postlexical level. Within the lexicon, two or more levels allowing for 

the interaction of phonology and morphology may be posited. 
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(4.1) Basic LPM Model 

The LPM model can account for phonological processes such as aspiration in PDE, 

in which initial voiceless plosives are aspirated. This process has the hallmarks of 

Neogrammarian sound laws, in that the phoneme is affected, not the lexeme, and 

thus, every word class is affected. Additionally, phonological processes subject to 

morphological restriction are accounted for through the interaction of phonology and 

morphology in the lexicon. Interestingly, it has also been claimed that processes 

might begin their phonologised life at the postlexical level, and then may percolate 

deeper into the lexicon, with Level 1 representing their least robust stage, before 

which they might become totally lexicalised, at which stage their results are stored 

lexically, and they cannot be claimed to have any activity as a rule (Kiparsky 2003, 

Zec 1993). This beings us closer to the discussion about the life cycle of 

phonological processes, for it is not merely a question of whether phonological 

processes can interact with morphology, or even how to account for such 

interactions, but also why morphophonological interactions occur in the first place.  
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4.2.2. Ash tensing 
 

A much discussed phenonemnon in present-day English, that demonstrates the way 

in which phonological processes might climb the levels, and exhibit morphological 

conditioning while doing so is æ tensing. Short unstressed æ has undergone 

unconditional tensing in some varieties, for example in the west of Scotland, and in 

northern US cities such as Detroit (Labov et al 1972). In other areas, the change is 

contextually determined. Within the generative rule-based tradition, the following 

rule has been proposed to describe æ tensing as a phonological process (Harris 1989: 

43): 

 

(4.2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rule states that tensing occurs when æ is in a stressed syllable that is closed by 

certain consonants (represented by [F] in the rule (Harris 1989: 43)). Interestingly, 

different varieties have subtly different environments: 

 

 

Philadelphia: [F] = anterior nasals, anterior voiceless fricatives 

New York: [F] = anterior nasals, anterior voiceless fricatives and voiced stops 

Belfast: [F] = all of the above + voiced fricatives 

 

It has been argued that the anterior nasals have lead the change, but as can be seen 

when we look at, for example, Belfast, some varieties have extended the 

environment to include other consonants. In Philadelphia, New York and Belfast the 

lax variety will occur the following examples (examples from Harris 1989): 
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(4.3) 

(a) tap, bat, match, back... 

(b) panel, ladder, wagon... 

 

The tense variety will occur in the examples in (c): 

 

(c) pass, path, laugh, man... 

 

This is a change that, at least in Detroit, might have the hallmarks of a 

Neogrammarian change, i.e. exceptionless change affecting all lexemes. This of 

course cannot be said for the change in Philadelphia and New York. In addition to 

the examples in (a), (b) and (c), in which the alternations are phonologically 

predictable, we also see morphologically conditioned exceptions:  

 

(d) Lax: manner, wagon, dagger 

(e) Tense: manning, wagging, dragger 

 

The examples in (d) and (e) show apparent overapplication of æ tensing in forms in 

which the relevant consonant does not close the syllable. These are forms with word-

internal morpheme boundaries. Additionally, Level 2 boundaries show tensing, but 

Level 1 boundaries have variation in Philadelphia. Thus, it can be concluded, within 

a LPM framework, that the rule is situated within the lexicon for Belfast, 

Philadelphia and New York, while being postlexical, (Neogrammarian) in western 

Scotland and northern US cities (with tensing across the board and no sensitivity to 

morphology). Harris (1989) argues that these represent different stages within the life 

cycle of the process. 

As a rule loses robustness, it climbs through the lexical levels, exhibiting 

sensitivity to morphological information (Kiparsky 2003, Zec 1993, Harris 1989). As 

a rule becomes less robust phonologically, it becomes less learnable, and hence, 

other conditions are likely to emerge. I will now move onto an example from Finnish 
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that has been argued (Anttila 2002a) to provide evidence for the emergence of 

morphology as a consequence of phonological weakness. 

 

4.2.3. Finnish vowel alternations 
  

Anttila (2002a) describes an example that is of great interest in terms of modeling the 

life-cycle of phonological processs, in which a phonological process comes to affect 

adjectives and nouns differently. This has important implications for phonological 

theory, as it is necessary to allow morphological category to be the deciding factor in 

an aspect of how a phonological process applies. A repair process in Finnish 

affecting stem-final low vowels before suffixal /i/ causes the low vowel either to 

mutate to a mid vowel or delete. Anttila (2002a: 4) provides some examples in which 

these alternations are purely phonologically conditioned: 

 

(4.4) 

(a) 

a/ o/{i, a, e}. __ -i- {pl, past} 

 

/kana-i-ssa/   kano-i-ssa   ‘hen-PL-INE’ 

 

(b) 

a/ Ø /{u, o} . __ -i- {pl, past} 

 

/muna-i-ssa/   mun-i-ssa  ‘egg-PL-INE’ 

 

The phonological conditioning causes the low vowel to mutate to o if the nucleus of 

the preceding syllable is unrounded, and to delete if it is rounded. The low vowel 

deletes if the nucleus of the preceding syllable is rounded. This is a regular and 

productive process, but it applies only in nonderived stems with an even number of 

syllables, showing that it is morphologically sensitive and that it counts syllables 

(Anttila 2002a: 5).  Anttila (2002a: 5) provides some examples showing failure of the 

rules in (4.4) a–b: 
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(4.5) 

 /tavara-i-ssa/  tavaro-i-ssa   ‘thing-PL-INE’  (mutation) 

 /jumala-i-ssa/  jumal-i-ssa   ‘God-PL-INE’ (deletion) 

 /itara-i-ssa/  itaroi-ssa / itar-i-ssa ‘stingy-PL-INE’ (variation) 

 

The above forms do not fulfil the phonological conditions set out in (4.4), as the 

nucleus of the preceding syllable is the same; /a/ in each of the examples. They 

would therefore be expected to undergo mutation. Anttila finds that the precise 

vowel that appears in the penultimate position affects the outcome. However, this 

effect is not total, as mutation and deletion can both follow any vowel. Anttila 

(2002a: 7) provides the following vowel hierarchy which shows the effect of vowels 

on the preference of mutation or deletion: 

 

(4.6) 

mutation /i/ > /a/ /e/ /u/ > /o/ deletion 

 

In trisyllabic stems, Anttila finds a further phonological condition: that the 

phonological qualities of the stem consonant are associated with higher rates of 

deletion or mutation. Stems with a labial consonant favour deletion while stems with 

a dorsal consonant favour mutation (Anttila 2002a: 9). Anttila provides the following 

hierarchy, which shows the order in which consonants fall in relation to 

deletion/mutation preference: 

 

(4.7) 

Mutation   Deletion 

/k,g/ > /t,d,s,n,r,l,j/ > /m,p,b,v,f/   (Anttila 2002a: 9) 

 

In addition to the phonological conditioning, Anttila (2002a: 13) also finds 

morphological conditions. The complex phonological conditions show that this 

phonological process is alive and active. It is therefore clear that the morphological 
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conditioning must be accounted for in a way that does not totally require the 

separation of morphology and phonology, as both are active in this example. 

To illustrate the morphological conditioning, Anttila (2002a: 13) points out 

that forms such as /tavara/ tavaro-i-ssa ‘thing’ (mutation) and /jumala/ jumal-i-ssa 

‘God’ (deletion) are problematic in that they both have a coronal consonant and a 

penultimate /a/, therefore providing the same phonological environment. Anttila 

(2002a: 13) also discusses a set of examples that are particularly interesting, as they 

can be formed as adjectives or nouns, and the stems for each category are 

homophonous: 

 

(4.8) 

/kihara/ ‘curl’ n. kiharo-i-ssa (M) 

/kihara/ ‘curly’ a. kihar-i-ssa (D) 

/korea/ ‘Korea’ n. Koreo-i-ssa (M) 

/korea/ ‘beautiful’ a. kore-i-ssa (D) 

 

Clearly, there is no phonological way in which we could predict an alternation 

between these forms. The only aspect dividing them is the word class. Therefore, the 

answer to this problem is that a morphological condition has been added, with 

adjectives favouring deletion and nouns favouring mutation (Karlsson 1978, Anttila 

2002a). The framework that Anttila (2002a) adopts for dealing with this complex 

issue is a cophonological one which assumes that ranking relations are partially 

ordered (Anttila 2002a: 21). Unlike a total order, in which every constraint is ranked 

in relation to every other constraint, in the instance of partial ordering the ranking 

may be incomplete.  

Anttila’s discussion of this phenomenon provides useful insights into the way 

in which morphophonological change progresses. It is argued that the morphological 

conditions reveal themselves when the phonological conditions are at their weakest 

i.e. the emergence of morphology (Anttila 2002a: 14). The learner therefore, faced 

with an opaque phonological process, finds that learning the pattern of outputs with 

respect to morphological categories is more straightforward. When a phonological 

process is highly robust and learnable, there is no need for learners to add 
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morphological conditions. The fact that additional phonological and morphpological 

conditions come into play is symptomatic of the high levels of opacity that affect the 

paradigm, thus weakening the original phonological conditions. In the case of 

Finnish, it is the fact that the phonological condition is only enforced in forms with 

an even number of syllables that causes the weakness of the process in the trisyllabic 

forms. Because the process does not apply regularly in trisyllabic stems, more fine 

tuned levels of phonological conditioning stem in, and also morphological 

conditioning. It is clear that to deal with phonology and inflectional paradigms, a 

sophisticated model for describing the interactions is required. Partially Ordered 

Constraints have the benefit of making relatively minor changes to the OT model, 

compared, for example to morphologically specific constraints. These will be 

described in more detail in the following section, where the question of whether it is 

necessary to allow constraints to be allowed to apply specifically to morphological 

categories will be addressed. A process found in the adjectives of West Saxon (Scott 

2005) throws up some of the same issues. I will now briefly describe the problem, 

and possible treatments. 

 

4.2.4. Feminine vs. neuter in West Saxon adjectives 
 

The final example I will discuss in this section focussing on the life cycle of 

phonological processes comes from Old English adjectives (Scott 2005). I will, in the 

next section move onto an example from Modern German, in which I will discuss 

how best to account for an example of a morphologically conditioned phonological 

process.  

As explained above, HVD can be assumed to be a process which removes 

unfooted light syllables. The crucial constraints involved in syncope are given above 

in 2a and b.  Therefore, a heavy stemmed disyllabic form such as h#lig ‘holy’, 

h"afod ‘head’ etc. will undergo syncope when a vowel initial suffix is added dative 

h"afdum, h#lgum etc. A problem that is well documented in the literature (Hogg 

2000, Bermúdez-Otero 2005 etc.) is that when the suffix is a closed syllable with a 

high vowel, as in the nom.acc.pl.neut. and nom.sg.fem. of nouns and adjectives, we 

are left with two unfooted light syllables. This problem can be solved by either 
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apocope or syncope: h"afdu, h"afod. In the adjectives and nouns, though not the 

verbs, deletion will never result in a VVCC cluster (Hogg 2000), meaning that 

syncope and apocope never apply together. Data from the West Saxon adjectives 

(Scott 2005) exhibit a problem in relation to the choosing of either syncope or 

apocope as a repair process for unfooted light syllables, in satisfaction of PARSE-0>. I 

will briefly recount the main details of this phenomenon, before discussing some of 

the merits of the cophonology analysis. 

 

(4.9) Relevant data from West Saxon adjectives 

(a) 

Nom.sg.fem. 

Alfred:  h#lig x8 (apocope) 

h#lgu x3 (syncope) 

Bald: h#lig x7 

h#lgu x1  

Ælfric : h#lig 100% 

 

 (b) 

Nom/acc.pl.neut. 

 

Alfred: h#lga x3 

 h#lgu x10 

Bald: h#lgu x2 

Ælfric: h#lge x3 

 h#lig x2     Data reproduced from Scott (2005) 

 

As the data show, there is a strong tendency for neuter adjectives to show syncope. 

The feminine $-stem adjectives, on the other hand, consistently favour apocope over 

syncope. This departure of the feminine adjectives from the neuter represents a 

change in progress, with the h#lig form showing greater prevalence in the Late West 

Saxon text of Ælfric than in Early West Saxon. Though, even in EWS, h#lig is 

preferred in the nom.sg.fem. to h#lgu. Once again, we have an example where a 
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phonological process had become split along the lines of morphological category, in 

this case, the gender. 

 The phonological conditions, in terms of OT, are the result of the constraints 

in (2.22) together with the STRESSWELL, which determines the site of deletion, 

causing syncope to proceed as opposed to apocope if ranked above PARSE-σ̆: 
  

Therefore, in the feminine $-stem adjectives, the following constraint ranking is in 

place:  

 

(4.10) 

MAX-V2 ›› PARSE-0> ›› STRESSWELL  ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0.  

 

This raises once again the issue of cophonologies. From a phonological perspective, 

the problem is that syncope and apocope cannot simply be phonologically 

conditioned phenomena, given that two contrasting outcomes depend on the 

morphological features of the item. This is despite the facts that the vowels are in 

identical prosodic conditions, and of the same historical origin, within lexical items 

of the same shape and within one dialect. Therefore, it is clear that we have a 

morphologically conditioned phonological alternation. The question is how to deal 

with such forms. The phonological process involved was once robust, but at this 

stage of the grammar, is becoming morphologised. This is seen to an even greater 

extent in relation to apocope in the nom/acc.pl.neut. and nom.sg.fem. below.  

Within Optimality Theory, as raised in the preceding section, there are two 

competing ways to deal with such phenomena: morphologically specific 

phonological constraints and cophonologies (Anttila 2002a: 1). How will each of 

these models fare with the Old English example? A cophonology analysis includes a 

master hierarchy (Bermúdez-Otero & McMahon 2006: §4) containing all the 

constraint rankings that are in effect across the board in the language. However, the 

master hierarchy may leave the relative ranking of some constraints unspecified. In 

this situation, different morphological constructions may select different total 

orderings compatible with the master hierarchy. In the Old English adjective case, 

the master hierarchy is MAX-V2 ›› PARSE-σ̆, STRESSWELL ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0, with 
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the relative ranking of PARSE-σ̆ and STRESSWELL unspecified. This is compatible 

with two total orderings: nom.sg.fem. adjectives select MAX-V2 ›› PARSE-σ̆ ›› 

STRESSWELL  ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0, yielding the output h#lig. The nom/acc.pl.neut. 

adjectives, in contrast, select MAX-V2 ›› STRESSWELL ›› PARSE-σ̆ ›› MAX-V ›› 

PARSE-0, giving the output h#lgu. 

The alternative approach, interface constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1995) 

could be used to analyse this problem in the following way, with just one constraint 

ranking for all morphological categories: 

 

 (4.11) 

MAX-V2 ›› PARSE-σ̆ fem ›› STRESSWELL, PARSE-σ̆ ›› MAX-V  

 

 (a) Feminine input h#ligu 

 

ha&liju MAX-V2 PARSE-σ̆ fem STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V 

[)[.ha&.].lij.] ☜            *          * 

[)[.ha&l.].ju.]          *!          *         * 

 

 (b) Neuter input h#ligu 

 

ha&liju MAX-V2 PARSE-σ̆ fem STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V 

[)[.ha&.].lij.]            *!          * 

[)[.ha&l.].ju.] ☜                    *         * 

 

       Tableaux from Scott (2005) 

 

The tableaux in (4.11) show that morphologically specific constraints can indeed be 

used to describe the West Saxon adjectival alternation. However, there are important 

conceptual differences between the two methods. Analysis (4.11) involves the use of 

highly stipulative constraints that are unlikely to be demonstrable in other language 
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systems. For example, they lead to the question of whether there is a universal 

tendency for feminine grammatical cases to favour apocope. Additionally, it would 

seem to be the case that any morphological category could have its own constraints, 

and even potentially lexemes. The main problem would be that it would be very 

difficult to demonstrate that there is any universality in these morphologically 

indexed constraints. Anttila (2002a: 5) points out many of the shortcomings of such 

analyses, including the fact that they are unable to account for synchronic cases of 

lexical diffusion. Looking specifically at the OE evidence, the interface constraint 

analysis implies that the ranking MAX-V2 ›› STRESSWELL ›› PARSE-σ̆›› MAX-V ›› 

PARSE-0 is in place in the language, but with the need for the stipulation of a 

feminine specific constraint. The master hierarchy in the cophonology analysis can 

be thought of as consisting of robustly cued, easily acquirable rankings; constraint 

rankings not included in the master hierarchy, in contrast, are more delicate and 

susceptible to emergence-of-morphology effects. Additionally, as we will see below 

in Section 4.9 there is evidence (Albright 2008) that suggests that cophonological 

analyses better reflect the ways in which grammar becomes morphologically divided, 

in that the tendency to split grammars is a ‘global’ decision, affecting the language in 

general, rather than being posited in light of a particular alternation. 

 

4.2.5. Section summary 
 

The example of æ tensing demonstrates two points of interest. Firstly, that by 

studying more than one variety of a language, the different paths taken by a 

phonological process can be revealed. In the case of æ tensing, we have seen that 

what may be a postlexical robust process in one text can be a morphologised Level 1 

process in another. This shines light on the life cycle of phonological processes, and 

it is my intention, through examining EWS and Li, to see whether the different 

varieties also show the progression of a sound change from robust to morphologised 

in different ways. Secondly, it demonstrates that when a phonological process 

becomes less predictable from the phonology alone, it may percolate deeper into the 

grammar. The Finnish example builds on this latter point, in that it is argued by 

Anttila (2002a) that when phonology is unable on its own to cause a particular 
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outcome, we should predict that the grammar could become drawn along a 

morphological line. The example from OE, as well as from Finnish, demonstrates 

that a model of phonology that allows for different grammars for different 

morphological categories is necessary. In this thesis, I adopt Stratal OT (SOT) 

framework, which allows for different constraint rankings to be selected for different 

morphological domains. Unlike LPM, SOT has the benefit of representing change in 

terms of universal constraints. For example, in the case of æ tensing, the rule 

outlined in (4.2) does not tell us anything about the nature of the process, therefore 

lacking explanatory power. Since rules are language specific, there is nothing in 

principle to prevent the positing of highly unnatural rules that are not backed up by 

typological evidence. Furthermore, even in cases in which such a rule might be of 

use, there is nothing to distinguish natural from unnatural rules. In OT, on the other 

hand, all constraints are assumed to be universal, which restricts the motivation for 

phonological processes to those which are widely attested. 

 

4.3. CASE STUDY: GERMAN SCHWA ALTERNATIONS 
 

A phenomenon in Modern German bears a striking similarity to certain Old English 

examples. The process is sensitive to phonology, and also to morphology. Schwa 

appears in a number of word-final consonant clusters ending in an obstruent and a 

sonorant, as in the following examples (taken from Wiese 1996: 243): 

 

(4.12) 

Segel ‘sail’ 

Filter ‘filter’ 

Segen ‘blessing’ 

Atem ‘breath N’ 

dunkel ‘dark’ 

 

The <e> here in German variably represents a syllabic consonant or a schwa + 

sonorant sequence (Giegerich 1999). It is forms such as the above, in which there is a 

stem-final obstruent+sonorant cluster which will be the focus of this discussion. It is 
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worth noting here that the schwa is the result of epenthesis, and does not represent a 

syncope alternation (Wiese 1996, Giegerich 1999). This is similar to a process of 

parasiting found in Old English uninflected forms ending in an obstruent+sonorant 

cluster, for example tacen ‘sign’. In a number of affixed forms, the schwa does not 

appear: 

 

(4.13) 

Segler ‘sailor’ 

filtrat ‘filtrate’ 

segnen ‘to bless’ 

atmung ‘respiration’ 

Dunkles ‘dark’ 

 

From the examples above it would appear that schwa is required phonotactically to 

break up certain consonant clusters that cannot appear in a coda, whereas derivation 

renders the epenthesis unnecessary by allowing the cluster to appear in the onset. 

Wiese (1996) provides a rule that can account for the above data: 

 

(4.14) 

a. 0 ! X / ___ X]) 

b. X ! V 

   | 

             [ә]      (Wiese 1996: 243) 

 

Wiese, in his rule-based LPM account, suggests that rule (4.13) is a postlexical rule, 

with the epenthesis caused by morphological and phonological conditioning within 

the lexical phonology. Wiese’s (1996) use of lexical phonology explains the 

distinction between the reliably predictable alternations in (4.13) (when applied to 

uninflected stems) and the morphologised epenthesis affecting derived forms. By 

allowing the latter type to be part of the lexicon, the morphological interaction can 

follow naturally. 
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Rule (4.14) can account for the examples above; however, alternative 

accounts exist. For example, it is possible to assume that the alternations rise from 

the principles of syllabification, rendering a specific schwa epenthesis rule 

unnecessary (Ito 1989, Noske 1993). Wiese (1996: 245) argues that this framework 

would not necessarily be favourable, as the effects of this rule occur only morpheme 

finally; a condition which does not follow from syllabication. This would require 

syllabification to be allowed to take into account subtle morphological information. 

The question of the extent to which phonological theory can take into account 

morphological information is central to this discussion, and will become more 

apparent when we discuss the ways in which the rule above is contradicted by other 

German evidence. 

In the examples so far, the behaviour of schwa is predictable and 

uncomplicated, however, the situation is far more complex than this and there are 

many examples that cannot be accounted for using the above rule. In cases where 

epenthesis is not phonotactically required, there are other phonological or 

morphological factors at play. Consider the following examples (Giegerich 1987)   

 

(4.15) Verb stems: 

    /N/   /l/   /r/ 

Infinitive -(e)n   atm+en  besiedel+n 

 erweiter+n 

    ordn+en  segel+n  erheiter+n 

 

Noun-forming -ung  Atm+ung  Verdunkel+ung       

Erweiter+ung 

 

The verb stems exhibit epenthesis in /l/ and /r/ forms but not in nasal forms. This is 

in line with the sonority sequencing principle. 
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(4.16) Noun stems: 

/N/   /l/   /r/ 

  

Standard German  kurzatm+ig  adl+ig   adr+ig 

 

Colloquial German   kurzatm+ig  adel+ig  ader+ig 

 

Standard German noun stems, in contrast to the other word classes, reject epenthesis 

in each of the target environments. 

 

(4.17) Adjective stems 

/N/   /l/   /r/ 

  

Comparative -er  trocken+er  edl+er   heiter+er 

          heitrer 

 

Plural -en   die trocken+en  die edl+em         die 

heiter+en 

          heitr+en 

 

Adjective stems show epenthesis in nasals, with non-epenthesis in /l/ environments 

and variation in the instance of /r/. 

The examples above show two things. Firstly, that sonority plays an 

important role in some morphological categories. The verbs display a strong 

connection between schwa and sonority, with the least sonorous stem final 

consonants, nasals, lacking epenthesis. In contrast, the adjective stems appear not to 

be sensitive to sonority. This brings us to our second point; that morphological 

category plays a role. In verb stems, affixed forms have epenthesis in /l/ and /r/ 

stems. Nasal forms reject epenthesis. Noun stems in colloquial German pattern like 

the verb stems. In Standard German, however, noun stems reject epenthesis in all 

environments. Adjective stems, interestingly, show epenthesis in nasal environments 

and in /r/ stems, with non-epenthesis in /l/ forms.  
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A successful account of the data above must allow the interaction of 

phonology and morphology. By examining the examples above, we can see that the 

German data shares certain similarities to some of the issues discussed in Old 

English, including the issue of phonological processes becoming morphologically 

sensitive. I will firstly discuss some phonological analyses that have been posited, 

and will then move onto the question of how morphological influence of this kind 

can be modeled. Wiese (1996: 248) suggests that schwa epenthesis and sonorant 

syllabification, which are both in evidence variably here must operate strictly 

cyclically. In a form such as bäurisch, syllabification and epenthesis must not be 

allowed to proceed before the morphological addition of -isch. If this were to 

happen, the resulting form would be *bäuerisch. The unaffixed form, however, must 

be allowed to gain the schwa: Bauer. Assuming that Strict Cyclicity is in place, and 

that schwa epenthesis in Bauer is the same process affecting bäurisch it is therefore 

necessary to have a stem category, meaning that a root entry will undergo 

morphological changes to become a stem. The form will therefore not be underived, 

and can be affected by schwa epenthesis unproblematically. It is clear that the data 

cannot be fully understood without considering the morphological conditioning that 

is present within the system. 

 

4.3.1. How to incorporate morphology into this account 
 
4.3.1.1. Stratal model 
 

In Wiese’s (1996) lexical phonology account it is recognised that this process is 

sensitive to morphological category.  For lexical phonology, this is not particularly 

problematic, as the interaction of phonology and morphology in the lexicon is 

allowed by the fact that phonology at a given level follows the morphology, and also 

by the provision of postlexical phonological rules.  

Another account within the LPM framework is presented in Giegerich 

(1999). Using stratal distinctions, it is possible to account for the varied ways in 

which epenthesis and sonorant syllabification behaves. I will provide some 

background to this account: It is claimed that three strata in German exist: the root 
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level, the stem level and the word level (as opposed to two, the root level and the 

word level in Present Day English). Roots are not assigned to a lexical category, 

while words are. The intermediate level, that of the stem, involves bases that are 

specified for lexical categories, but are subject to further affixation (Giegerich 1999: 

88). The reason for the two-level system in English, according to Giegerich (1999: 

88), is that English has lost its stem level. This is connected to the loss of the detailed 

inflectional systems in English, which has not happened in German. This is one way 

in which Modern German and Old English are connected, in contrast to Present-Day 

English.15 However, the analyses in Chapters 7–8 of the Old English weak verbs and 

past participles require the use of a stem level, but not necessarily a root level. This 

leaves the question of whether Old English, although it had distinct roots, stems and 

affixes, ever required a domain for interaction between phonology and morphology 

at the root level. 

Giegerich (1999: 266) claims that the syllabification situation in verbs would 

require the relevant forces behind it to operate at the stem level. Evidence for this 

comes from the fact that it is sensitive to morphological processes, which are stem-

based and located at Level 2 (Giegerich 1999: 266). Also, this process occurs in the 

instance of fully productive suffixes such as -ung, which are morphologically 

classifiable as Level 2. Giegerich (1999: 267) provides the following rhyme 

condition: 

 

(4.20) 

German Rhyme Condition: verbs (Level 2)  
          R  
           | 
          x  
                                    | 
[+ consonantal]  + consonant  
   + sonorant  
   – nasal   ]V 
     Modified from (Giegerich 1999: 267) 

 

                                                
15 Note however that although OE forms have distinct roots, stems and inflexional endings, 
only two strata are claimed to be necessary (in the present study and also in Bermúdez-
Otero 2005). 
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This would account for the situation in the verbs, where liquids become syllabic and 

nasals do not.  

 As shown above, adjectives do not follow the phonologically expected 

pattern of the verbs. Due to morphological conditioning, we have a situation where 

the least sonorous stems, ending with a nasal, show epenthesis.  Giegerich notes that 

there is a morphological distinction in terms of levels, between the adjectival 

inflexion and verbal inflexion. This is that verb inflection in German is stem based 

(Level 2) and that adjectival inflection is generally word based (which in German 

corresponds to Level 3). It does not automatically follow from this that adjectival 

inflexion is situated at Level 3, as words contain stems, meaning that it is also 

possible that it is situated at Level 2 (Giegerich 1999: 268).  

 

(4.21) 

German Rhyme Condition: adjectives (Level 2) 

  
R 
| 

           x  
           | 
[+ consonantal]  + consonantal  
   + sonorant  
   – lateral          ]Adj 
     Modified from (Giegerich 1999: 268) 

 

Given that we have the same phonological environment in dunklen (adj.) and 

dunkeln (verb), it follows that there must be a morphological distinction that is 

forcing adjectives away from the phonologically natural, sonority influenced process 

which is seen in the verbs.  Noun stems, on the other hand, (at least in Standard 

German) show no epenthesis in affixed forms. This, Giegerich (1999: 268) argues, is 

because root-final clusters are syllabified on Level 1. This is shown by the fact that 

the only alternations present in nouns are in the instance of Level 1 derivational 

morphology: Zylinder ~ zylindrisch. The nouns in Standard German, therefore 

behave the same as Present Day English Level 1 examples such as baptism - 

baptismal etc. 
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4.3.1.2 Parallel OT frameworks  
 

In this section I will consider the validity of OO-correspondence frameworks in 

analysing morphophonological phenomena such as the above. Although any serious 

comparison of these two frameworks is impossible in this space, I will also briefly 

attempt to discuss more generally whether the insights gained from parallel theories 

are beneficial, or whether there are problems arising from the loss of certain stratal 

insights, such as the priority of the base. I will begin by considering an account in 

which the German phenomenon above is described using a paradigm levelling 

analysis.  

Monostratal parallel frameworks allow constraints that clash with 

phonological markedness constraints on the basis of some kind of output-output 

uniformity. Paradigm levelling (used in Albright 2005, McCarthy 2005a etc.), for 

example, is a force in the constraint ranking producing uniformed paradigms. 

Traditionally, such levelling processes would be considered to be analogical, and 

totally outside of the phonology. An OT account, presented by Raffelsiefen (2000: 2) 

assumes that the German Schwa alternation is the result of a conflict between 

prosodic well-formedness and paradigm levelling. This can account for the adjectival 

paradigm below: 

 

(4.22) 

dunkles 

dunkle 

dunkler 

dunklem 

dunklen      Raffelsiefen (2000: 9) 

 

According to Raffelsiefen (2000: 9) uninflected forms, including the predicative, are 

not part of this paradigm, and are therefore not affected by paradigm levelling. The 

idea that these forms are not part of the paradigm appears to require stipulation. 

Raffelsiefen’s defines a paradigm, for the purposes of paradigm levelling, as “...the 

set of the inflected forms of a word whose distribution is determined solely by 
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agreement with another element within some grammatical configuration.”  

(Raffelsiefen 2000: 145). This may appear to be unproblematic, but note that this 

includes only inflected forms of a word. Raffelsiefen makes a stipulation that 

enforces the priority of the base in this German example. However, when put in the 

context of parallel theories of OT, this is not an uncontentious stipulation. Certain 

monostratal parallel OT frameworks have celebrated the fact that apparently base 

priority violating processes within paradigms are better analysed under a paradigm 

levelling framework (Albright 2005, Kenstowicz 1996, McCarthy 2005a etc.), due to 

the indication that a theory in which priority of the base is naturally enforced is 

contradicted by these examples.  

Paradigm levelling represents a symmetric correspondence relationship. 

Symmetric frameworks such as McCarthy’s (2005a) suggest that there should be no 

natural and unavoidable ‘base’ within a paradigm, as such forms of analogy, 

enshrined within the phonology itself, may flow from any other forms. It is worth 

noting that many OO-Correspondence frameworks do not suggest that the 

relationship between outputs is totally symmetric, for example, Benua’s (1997) 

Transderivational Correspondence Theory. However, such frameworks need to 

stipulate this asymmetry, which is done in Benua (1997) by means of recursive 

evaluation.  Examples such as the one above from Latin provide evidence for the 

paradigm levelling analyses, as it appears to violate the priority of the base. If such a 

violation of this principle does occur in the Latin example, a paradigm levelling 

account must include the uninflected form honor in the paradigm, as is it is precisely 

the form which is targeted without phonological motivation. Assuming that paradigm 

levelling is the best account for the German and Latin examples, Raffelsiefen’s 

suggestion regarding the German data that the uninflected form dunkel should not be 

considered part of the paradigm indicates that the definition of a paradigm is largely 

constrained by what happens to be targeted within the language under discussion. In 

this aspect there may be a degree of circularity to the argument.  
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4.4. EVIDENCE IN FAVOUR OF COPHONOLOGIES? 
 

The question of why morphology and phonology become entangled as exemplified 

in the previous four sections links into the question of which morphophonological 

frameworks are the most successful at describing phonological change. It is certainly 

true that a number of frameworks are possible, and that there is no consensus 

regarding which is the best. However, I will try to discover, in this section, which out 

of cophonological analyses and morphological indexed constraints analyses best 

reflect the reality of what is going on within the grammar.  

Recent work by Albright (2008) approaches this problem from a very 

interesting angle. I will briefly outline his work and the claims that follow. I will then 

consider its validity and the implications this approach may have for the examples I 

have been discussing. Albright’s (2008) claim is that speakers do not divide the 

grammar along the lines of morphology simply as a result of overt evidence of a 

particular set of rules or word classes. Instead, he claims that a decision is made 

based upon the evidence of morphophonological distinctions across the language as a 

whole.  

In a comparison to rule-based phonology, in which a process can easily be 

restricted to a particular class, Albright (2008: 1) draws attention to the various ways 

within Optimality Theory of dealing with class-specific phonology. These include, as 

discussed above, morpheme-specific constraints and cophonologies. An interesting 

problem that Albright focuses on is the problem of ascertaining when and why 

language learners determine that morpheme-specific grammars are required. This 

question is of great importance, as it links into the question of how 

morphophonology evolves.  

 Albright (2008) considers two approaches for describing why 

morphophonological patterns are learnt: 

 

i. Top-down approach 

Learners assume that patterns are general and reluctantly posit subdivided grammars 

only on the basis of overt evidence. 
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ii. Bottom-up approach 

Morphological classes are distinct and are only unified when necessary.  

 

Albright, unconvinced that either i) or ii) is entirely correct, examines two 

contrasting cases. The first example involves Spanish conjugation classes. In 

Spanish, three verb classes are distinct, with a theme vowel between the stem and the 

present indicative person and number endings.  The distribution of vowels in the 

final syllable of the stem shows significant class distinctions. In Class 1, high, mid 

and low vowels appear with approximately equal frequency. In classes 2 and 3 low 

vowels are less common. In Class 2, high vowel verbs are completely prohibited. 

Albright illustrates that these statistics are not accidental, and that native speakers are 

aware of the mid/high contrast. Many Class three verbs with mid vowels have 

undergone either raising or class change, showing that both phonological and 

morphological strategies have been employed to remove a phonological property 

which is at odds with a morphological category. Additionally, mid verbs remaining 

in Class three show synchronic alternations. Albright (2008: 3) suggests that this 

could indicate that there is a morphophonological division which is active in the 

grammar, and tentatively provides an interface analysis and a cophonological 

analysis for this problem: 

 

 (4.23) 

a) Interface: 

 

*[+high]/Class 2, *[+low]/Class 2, *[+low]/Class 3, ... 

    | 

    F 

    | 

  *[+high]/Class 1, *[+low]/Class 1, ... 
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b) Cophonological: 

 

Class 1: F � *[+high], *[-high, -low], *[+low] 

Class 2: *[+high] � *[+low] � F � *[-high, -low] 

Class 3: *[+low] � *[-high, -low] � F � *[+high] 

 

Alternations between diphthongisation and mid/high vowels also appear to be 

affected by these classes, with diphthongisation and raising being favoured in Class 

three, and with no alternation affecting the majority of classes one and two. Class 

three also shows very low numbers of verb stems with mid low /o/ vowels. In classes 

two and one, verb stems in /o/ typically do not alternate. According to Albright, it 

would be expected that, given the poverty of evidence for Class three /o/ verbs, 

speakers would assume that they do not alternate. Albright used verbs in /o/ from 

Class three which are not used in the present tense inflected forms to test how native 

speakers would generate a form which they would not have heard before. The 

speakers did not generalise the Class 1/2 pattern, but instead showed uncertainty 

about whether to diphthongise or leave the vowel unchanged. According to Albright 

(2008: 6), if we assume that morphologically based sub-grammars need to be posited 

based on overt evidence, these results are rather unexpected, and indicate that 

Spanish speakers tend towards splitting grammars along the lines of conjugation 

classes. This is a property that can arise in a language due to the fact that evidence 

for morphological splits is common within that language.  

One potential problem with this view is that it follows that there should also 

be languages in which morphological divisions are resisted; even when overt 

evidence for a particular case is present. Albright claims that such an example exists, 

which involves the differences between nouns and verbs in English.  

Albright (2008) claims that the large number of statistical verb/noun 

distinctions in English may be expected to provide enough overt evidence for native 

English speakers to have a morphophonological divide between nouns and verbs. 

Some examples of these overt differences are: 
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a). Stress. There are many examples in which verb stress and noun stress 

results in minimal noun-verb minimal pairs, e.g. récord-recórd.  

 

b). Final fricative voicing. Verbs are more likely to end in voiced fricatives 

than nouns e.g. advice-advise 

 

In order to test whether there is a grammatical division between the phonology of 

nouns and verbs in the minds of native English speakers, Albright used a series of 

nonce words presented as either nouns or verbs to ascertain whether this distinction 

affected the acceptability rating of the word. He claims that based on these tests, 

there is no clear link between phonotactic acceptability and word class. The 

implication for the grammar of English, according to Albright (2008: 13) is that it is 

a language that does not like to form morphological distinctions based on gradient 

statistical distinctions between word classes. If this assumption is correct, it leads to 

the question of why, given a certain amount of evidence, one language should resist 

morphological grammatical divisions and why others should not. The answer, 

according to Albright, is that the decision is made ‘globally’, i.e. that it is not 

necessarily the evidence of a particular process that is used in deciding whether to 

have a split grammar, but rather the evidence from the whole language. In terms of 

the approaches in i) and ii), this essentially means that some languages operate under 

framework i), and some under framework ii)  

This view, he claims, is more in line with a cophonological analysis than an 

interface constraint one. This makes sense in that a cophonological analysis reflects 

the distinct grammars that have been set up across the language, without implying 

that it is only with respect to specific phonological constraints that a morphological 

pattern has emerged. Another benefit of the cophonological account is that the 

master hierarchy shows that it is the weakness and delicacy of a ranking that causes 

morphologisation. In the case of the West Saxon example above, an interface 

constraint analysis could include something like PARSE-0>fem. We are put in a 

position where we have to suggest that one particular constraint is affected by 

morphologisation, and is referenced to a particular morphological category. 

Although, as explained above, this can predict the same outcome as a cophonology 
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analysis, it also makes some subtle inferences that should not go unnoticed. Since the 

effects of constraints can only be witnessed in the instance of their being ranked 

against one another, which constraint do we decide to attach morphological 

information to? We could, for example either use a STRESSWELLneut constraint or a 

PARSE-0>fem constraint to force exactly the same outcome. On the other hand, by 

using a cophonological analysis, we predict that it is the ranking that is unstable, 

rather than targeting one particular constraint and claiming, for example, that it can 

only become highly-ranked in the feminine. Consider the possibility of an interface 

constraint analysis for West Saxon. We have the following information to take into 

consideration (Scott 2005, Scott 2007): 

 

(4.24) 

(a) 

Morphology: 

feminine nouns  syncope 

neuter adjectives  syncope 

feminine adjectives  apocope 

neuter nouns   syncope 

(b) 

Phonological constraints: 

PARSE-0>  (apocope if ranked above STRESSWELL) 

STRESSWELL  (syncope if ranked above PARSE-0>) 

 

The feminine adjectives, in selecting apocope, appear to differ from the ‘norm’, 

simply in that syncope is the choice in other morphological environments. 

Additionally, independent morphological and morphophonological criteria can show 

that adjectives are more prone to morphologisation than nouns (as discussed briefly 

above). This point is not well represented in the interface constraint account, since 

only a specific constraint is indexed to this problematic morphological category. It is 

worth remembering that in order for the interface constraint analysis to work, we 

need something like a PARSE-0>adj as well as a constraint such as PARSE-0>fem in order 

to set apart the feminine adjectives in terms of apocope. The positing of two 
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morphologically specific constraints to deal with this morphological divide seems to 

be highly uneconomical,16 as well as being stipulative, and limitless. Additionally, as 

indicated in Albright (2008) they do not represent quite so effectively the global 

nature of morphologisation within a language.  

Albright’s (2008) study if of great interest, and the use of ‘wug’ tests is 

highly valuable. It is worth asking, however, whether the two phonological issues 

being examined in Spanish and English are totally comparable for this purpose. 

There is a possibility that phonotactic acceptability judgments are less likely to show 

evidence of morphological divides than processes of inflection (such as, in this case, 

retrieving the 3rd plural in verbs), due to the fact that the phonotactic acceptability of 

uninflected verb and noun forms represents arguably more robust phonology. 

Albright notes (2008: 4) that in Spanish Class 3 is unproductive, and it is small in 

number compared to Class 1. It is not surprising in this case that speakers find it 

difficult to be certain of what processes inflectional forms may trigger. The situation 

in English, however, shows that speakers do not display differing acceptability 

judgments for nouns and verbs, despite statistical differences. Albright’s (2008) 

experiment certainly indicates that statistical information alone does not cause 

morphophonological divides, and provides some interesting evidence in support of 

the ‘global’ grammatical division framework. In terms of the Old English paradigms, 

this study intends to reveal not only the behaviour of vowel deletion within a 

synchronic grammar, but also across two distinct dialects. If morphologization takes 

place in one, and not the other, given similar conditions, this would have 

implications for the idea of ‘global’ grammatical division. I will show, in Chapter 8, 

that such a distinction does exist between EWS and Li, in which HVD spreads to a 

new domain in EWS, but not in Li. The possible reasons for this will be considered. 

 

4.5. VARIATION IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY 
 

Many of the phonological processes that have been examined in this chapter, as well 

as those that will be discussed in later chapters, are variable. The Finnish example of 

                                                
16 It would be possible to use a constraint such as PARSE-σ̆femAdj. This would allow a 
constraint to be very specifically targeted, raising the question of how this framework can be 
constrained. 
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morphophonological conditioning, when it comes to trisyllabic forms, exhibits 

variation, with Anttila (2002a) only noting phonological tendencies, in addition to 

the morphological condition. HVD is another process that in many varieties of OE is 

variable, with the prosodic conditions motivating deletion, but not in every token. 

The analysis illustrated in (2.48), as demonstrated, forces weight-conditioned high 

vowel deletion in the appropriate forms. However, there is another significant issue 

relating to the analysis that has not yet been addressed; that of variation.17 The reader 

may at this point question whether high vowel deletion, when applying, is an 

obligatory process, as is implied by the OT tableau in (2.48). As the data in chapters 

6, 7 and 8 will reveal, it is not. The OT analysis presented in Section 2.5 would not 

allow for such variation, and therefore more complex theoretical machinery is 

required, which will be the focus of this section. I will begin by discussing how 

variation has been accounted for in rule-based accounts, before moving onto OT 

descriptions. Before the advent of OT, rule based accounts such as the Variable Rule 

model (VR) (Labov 1969, Cedergren & Sankoff 1974) were argued to be able to 

account for synchronic variation, and it has been claimed that such accounts are 

superior to OT (Guy 1997). The VR model, in contrast to standard generative 

phonology, assumes that rules may vary in strength. The variable rules describe a 

preferred phonological state. The output of the rule is then subject to constraints also 

describing preferred or unpreferred phonological states. Both the rules, and the 

constraints are assumed to be variable in a sense similar to that in OT, that is, they 

can be violated (Guy 1997: 335).  This variation can be probabilistically quantified, 

with some rules and constraints being more or less likely to apply than others. One 

difference between OT and VR that is important is that while OT assumes that all 

constraints come as a part of UG, VR assumes that some constraints are universal, 

while allowing some to be language specific. An example, given by Guy (1997: 338) 

is the constraint banning /tl/ onsets in English, which he argues cannot be assumed to 

be universal. Guy argues that the proposed universality of all constraints in OT is a 
                                                
17 This discussion of modelling variation in phonological theory will focus primarily on the kind 
of variation found within an individual. I therefore make the assumption that the variable 
processes in question may vary within a single grammar, which can be shown by the 
attested data within texts with a single scribe, such as the Lindisfarne Gospels. I will also 
discuss inter-speaker variation in Chapter 9, in which I will consider whether the differing 
ways in which two varieties behave in the face of opacity can shine any light upon 
phonological change. 
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problem, and that the lack of surface evidence in many languages for certain 

constraints cannot be put down to low ranking without a degree of unfalsifiability. I 

would argue, though, that the universality of constraints has been beneficial in 

phonological theory, as it has necessitated the seeking of typological backing 

wherever possible for proposed constraints. In contrast, a problem with the VR 

model is that in allowing for language-specific non-universal constraints, as well as 

universal ones, it imports some of the stipulation of standard generative phonology.  

 When talking about variation, we may refer to variation between speech 

communities, variation between members of a speech community and variation 

within a speaker. The latter is the main focus of the discussion here, but in relation to 

the first and second types, Guy (1997: 338) discusses a significant distinction 

between VR and OT, that is, that OT describes both types as being the result of 

different constraint rankings, while VR assumes that while constraint weights might 

differ between whole speech communities, they are fixed within a speech 

community. Thus, inter-speaker variation is assumed to be the result of input 

probability. To illustrate this, Guy provides the example of English coronal stop 

deletion. Throughout the speech community, preceding obstruents are more likely to 

trigger deletion than preceding sonorants. The deletion rates differ between speakers, 

but no speakers exhibit higher rates of deletion following sonorants than obstruents. 

Guy (1997) argues that OT cannot model a variation situation in which the deletion 

environment is fixed, and in which the variation only involves frequency. This 

assertion has since been shown to be incorrect, by such advances in the use of OT in 

modeling frequency variation as Boersma (1997), which I will discuss later in this 

chapter. Guy’s point does, however, correctly highlight the shortcomings of classic 

OT, including the problems faced when describing the increased probability of 

deletion in monomorphemic forms such as mist, compared to derived forms such as 

missed. In later sections, after the OT models dealing with variation have been 

discussed, I will briefly demonstrate that the variable stop deletion in mist and missed 

can be described in terms of OT, though the use of recent developments in OT is 

necessary. 

The issue of variation in phonology has been the subject of debate in recent 

Optimality Theory, and a number of modifications of the theory, as well as related 
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theories such as Harmonic Grammar (Coetzee 2009) have been posited with the aim 

of describing phonological processes that are successful in only a certain percentage 

of utterances. When we look at HVD, different rankings are required to cause the 

outcome with failed deletion and the outcome in which deletion proceeds. The 

example in this tableau is a weak preterite with a heavy stem: h!er+ede ‘heard’. This 

form would therefore be subject to HVD, according to the traditional definition of 

the process: 

 

(4.25) 

(a) 

MAX-V2 ›› STRESSWELL  ›› PARSE-σ̆  ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0  (Deletion applies) 

 

(b) 

h!er+ede ‘heard’ MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.hi&e.].re.de.]   **!  ** 

[)[.hi&er.].Ø de.] ☜   * * * 

[)[.hi&er.]d] *!   **  

[)[.hi&e.].red Ø.]  *!  * * 

 

(4.26) 

(a) 

MAX-V2 ›› STRESSWELL  ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0> ›› PARSE-0  (Deletion fails) 

 

 (b) 

h!er+ede ‘heard’ MAX-V2 STRESSWELL MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

[)[.hi&e.].re.de.] ☜    ** ** 

[)[.hi&er.]. Ø de.]   *! * * 

[)[.hi&er.]d] *!  **   

[)[.hi&e.].red Ø.]  *! *  * 
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The task is therefore to represent within OT a situation in which both forms surface. 

It is therefore necessary, according to Boersma (1997: 44), to allow for both 

grammars at the same time. One potential solution that Boersma (1997: 44) discusses 

is to have the relevant contrasting constraints ranked equally high. This relies, he 

notes, on the assumption that equal ranking operates on a probabilistic manner, that 

is, that if two constraints are ranked equally high, there will be a 50/50 chance of one 

outcome or the other. This is in contrast to the assumptions held in Tesar & 

Smolensky (1993), who assume that equal ranking would result in the violation 

marks of the two constraints cancelling each other out. This is a rather basic 

approach, in that it modifies OT as little as possible, though it seems that this comes 

at the expense of descriptive power. The problem that Boersma (1997) goes on to 

tackle is that it is commonly the case that two constraints that produce variable 

results commonly produce unbalanced rates of one or the other outcome, for 

example, with 80% of cases weighted in favour of one option. To have simply two 

constraints equally ranked implies an equal probabilistic chance of either outcome, 

and therefore, in order to represent cases in which this does not happen, more 

sophisticated machinery is required. We will see that this debate is relevant to the 

Old English data, as many of the phonological processes described in chapters 6 to 8 

do not reflect a 100% success rate. In this section I will not go into detail about the 

phonological processes showing variation in the Old English data: the analyses can 

be found in chapters 6–8. However, I will briefly outline some of the relevant points:  

 
• We see a 95.8% rate of syncope in heavy Class 1 preterite verbs within 

Lindisfarne. 
• There is a 55% rate of syncope in heavy inflected Class 1 weak past 

participles in Early West Saxon. 
 
The deletion processes within these morphological categories, as we will see in 

chapters 6 to 8, can be demonstrated to represent true weight-conditioned high vowel 

deletion. This point is verified by the weight condition that is shown to exist: 

deletion is significantly more likely to occur after heavy syllables than light ones. 

Given the varying success rates of syncope, it is clearly the case that a theory that 

assumes that a process with a variable success rate should exhibit a 50% failure rate 
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is not detailed enough to fully account for the data. Therefore, the modeling of 

variation, and in particular, the modeling of specific levels of variation will be the 

priority here. It has also been argued (Coetzee 2009: 272) that an account of 

linguistic variation must also be equipped to describe factors influencing variation 

that come from outside of the grammar. However, extra-linguistic factors, though 

interesting, are not of crucial importance here due to the limited registers of the texts 

and the absence of factors such as speech rate. This issue will therefore be put aside 

in the present discussion, as the data can shine no light on it. 

In comparing the abilities of various theoretical approaches to variation, I will 

discuss some of the examples of variation found throughout the literature. When 

using high vowel deletion as a case study, I will refer to ‘simple’ high vowel deletion 

as a case study. Simple here means high vowel deletion applying in a morphological 

category within which it is actively weight conditioned, in forms that do not present 

the environments for further phonological conditioning (i.e. no dental forms, no 

obstruent + sonorant clusters etc.). The account that will be provided for high vowel 

deletion, in all of its more complex forms as well as here, has already been discussed 

in Chapter 2. As such, the ranking, repeated from Section 2.5 is: 

 

(4.27) 

MAX-V2 ›› STRESSWELL  ›› PARSE-σ̆ ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0 

 
As discussed above, the problem with this ranking in its current form is that it 

implies that in 100% of cases, PARSE-σ̆ triggers deletion of unfooted, light vowels. 

This is of course not the case, as, for example, 45% of target forms in weak past 

participles in Lindisfarne remain undeleted.  

One method for dealing with variation that makes minimal amendments to 

OT assumes that variation stems from tied violations. I will provide a brief overview 

of the framework, before assessing whether it is adequate in accounting for the 

variation in HVD. 

 
4.5.1. Tied violations 
 
Within this framework, two or more candidates receive exactly the same violations 

with respect to all of the constraints in the grammar. An example that demonstrates 
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how tied violations can model variation is discussed in Anttila (2002b: 215–217), 

and also Hammond (1994). The data Anttila (2002b) refers to come from Hudson & 

Richards (1969). The example involves variable stress in Walmatjari. The stress 

patterns are as follows: 

 

• Two-syllable words: main stress falls on the first syllable. 

• Three-syllable words: main stress may fall on the first or second syllable, 

with most words showing variable pronunciation.  

• Four-syllable words: main stress can fall on the first or second syllable, with 

some words showing variable pronunciation. 

 
(4.28) 
a.  ?yapa ‘child’ 

 ?palma ‘creek’ 
 
b. ?manalu/ma?nalu ‘we’ (p. excl)-him 

 ?yutanti/ yu?tanti ‘sit’ 
 

c. ?paljmanana/ palj?manana ‘touching’ 
 ?@unmanana/@un?manana ‘burying’ 

     (Anttila 2002b: Fig 11, Pg. 216) 

 

Not only should an account of these alternations reflect the variability, but ideally it 

should answer some other questions. Anttila (2002b: 216) asks: why does it vary 

between the 1st and 2nd, rather than between any others? Why is there only variation 

in words longer than two syllables? 

 Anttila notes the benefits of using an OT account to explain the motivations 

behind the pattern, in terms of universals. Within the discussed tied violation 

account, the two or more relevant candidates cannot be distinguished by the 

grammar, resulting in the correct prediction that both will surface. The analysis 

(Hammond 1994, repeated in Anttila 2002b: 216–217) has the benefits of being able 

to correctly model the variation, while providing insight into the universal principles 

that cause the seemingly inconsistent patterns. These universal principles take the 

form of constraints on foot well-formedness constraints: 
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(4.29) 
TROCH Feet are left-headed (trochaic) 
FTBIN Feet are binary 
*LAPSE No sequences of two unfooted syllables 

 

These three constraints, ranked in any order, correctly predict that a disyllabic form 

such as /yapa/ will result in a trochaic output. This is non-variable. 

 
(4.30) 
 
(a) 
/yapa/ TROCH FTBIN *LAPSE 

ya.pa   *! 

[?ya.pa] ☜    

ya[?pa]  *!  

[?ya][?pa]  **!  

[ya.?pa] *!   

 
      Anttila (2002b: 216) 

 

The variable forms, which are the tri- and quadrasyllabic words exhibit primary 

stress on either the first or second syllable, which is predicted using the same 

constraints: 
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(b) 
/yutanti/ TROCH FTBIN *LAPSE 

yu.tan.ti   **! 

[?yu.tan.]ti ☜    

yu[?tan.ti] ☜    

yu.tan.[?ti]  *! * 

[?yu.][?tan.ti]  *!  

[?yu.]tan.[?ti]  **!  

yu.[?tan.][ti]  **!  

[?yu.][?tan][?ti]  ***!  

yu.[tan.?ti] *!   

 

Once again, whatever the ranking, these constraints will result in the same successful 

candidates. Note that the two variably produced candidates are exactly those that tie 

in terms of avoiding violation marks. It is of course the case that this model makes 

no prediction at all about the actual probability of the process, which is problematic. 

Despite its benefits in terms of the variable stress example, this is not the model that 

Anttila (2002) advocates, and he goes on to note a particularly serious problem: tied 

violations will only work when using a small selection of relevant constraints. Since 

all constraints are expected to exist universally, it is highly unlikely that some very 

low-ranked constraint would not be able to force a clear winner. Consider, for 

example, what would happen if [?yu.tan.]ti and yu[?tan.ti] were tying almost all the 

way down the constraint hierarchy, until reaching a problematic constraint. If 

NONFIN is included within the hierarchy, even at a low level, without competition, it 

would cause yu[‘tan.ti] to be ungrammatical.  

 Two problems with this framework have been discussed; firstly, that low-

ranked constraints are likely to force one winner, thus falsifying the approach. 

Secondly, the lack of ability to model different probabilities. A third problem is that 

there are surely instances of variation in which there simply are no tied violations. 

An example where a constraint is either violated by both candidates, or unviolated by 
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two candidates may work in some cases, but how would this work in the case of 

phonological repair processes?  If we look at high vowel deletion, the two competing 

candidates involve either the violating or observance of PARSE-0>, so tied violations 

would not work. As soon at the most relevant constraint is placed anywhere within 

the hierarchy, the method fails.  

 

4.5.2. The Multiple Grammars Model 
 

Another theory for modeling variation is the Multiple Grammars Model (MGM) 

(Anttila 2002b: 219, Kiparsky 1993b). Under this framework, it is assumed that 

variation is the result of different grammatical systems within the speaker’s 

grammar. In this thesis, the idea that competing grammatical systems can exist 

within an individual has also been defended with respect to cophonologies (Anttila 

2002b). The difference in that case is that the grammar itself has a master hierarchy 

leaving certain rankings unspecified, and speakers select one of the possible rankings 

for different morphological categories. It is assumed by MGM, on the other hand, 

that the speaker generates variable outputs based on distinct rankings. Unlike the 

cophonological analyses presented in later chapters, these distinct rankings need not 

be limited to morphological categories, and hence speakers have distinct grammars 

operating at the same time, and within the same domain, resulting in variation. For 

example, to return to the PDE coronal stop deletion example raised earlier in the 

chapter, it is possible to assume that variation stems from the following competing 

rankings:  

 

(4.31) 

ONSET  Syllables must have an onset. 

*CXCOD No coda clusters. 

MAX(C) No deletion of consonants 
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Input Tableau      Output 

a. /mAst/ ONSET >> *CXCOD >> MAX(C)   [mAs] 

b. /mAst/ ONSET >> MAX(C) >> *CXCOD    [mAst] 

c. /mAst/ MAX(C) >> ONSET >> *CXCOD     [mAst] 

     (Anttila 2002: Fig. 16, Pg. 219) 

 

According to Anttila (2002b: 219) this model assumes that for each speaker, any 

tableau is a possibility, and each time a speaker performs an utterance, they reach 

into the grammar pool to select a tableau. Variation is not free, however, because of 

the bias affecting the grammar pool. Anttila therefore assumes that frequency will be 

relative to the number of grammars in the grammar pool that would result in a 

possible output. In the example above, he claims, since two of the three grammars 

would produce [mAst], we should expect to see approximately two thirds of attested 

forms lacking deletion. Anttila (2002b: 220) refutes claims that this could potentially 

lead to too many grammars, on the basis that it has not yet been determined how 

many grammars would indeed be too many. Another criticism has been that any form 

of variation would be permitted (Liberman 1994). If variation is the result of any 

possible rankings competing against each other, why are some phonological 

processes non-variable? Secondly, out of those processes that are variable, why is 

variation so restrained? It appears to be the case that this model is in need of 

constraining in order to answer these questions. Anttila (2002b: 220) argues that 

constraints, both morphological and phonological, result in bias in the system that 

prevents it from predicting the free variation that would be so problematic. He also 

highlights the effect of non-linguistic factors, such as register and age etc. These 

non-grammatical factors will not be discussed here, as the present study does not 

assess such factors for the reasons outlined above. The grammatical morphological 

and phonological constraints, and the assertion by Anttila (2002b) that the MGM is 

constrained by inherent factors within the grammar will be discussed here.  
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4.5.2.1. Phonological constraining 
 

The first kind of variation that needs to be ruled out is that which leads to unnatural 

patterns. For example, in the case of t,d deletion, it would be highly worrying if the 

model predicted that attested forms would appear that show *CXCOD being satisfied 

by resyllabification such as [mis.t]. Also problematic would be the prediction that 

consonants would be more likely to be deleted before a vocalic onset than a 

consonantal onset (Anttila 2002b: 222). Anttila (2002b) determines a factorial 

typology for the set of constraints, which represents the total number of different 

ways in which they can be ranked.   

 Anttila (2002b) observes that there are nine logically possible grammars, some 

of which are highly unnatural. Fortunately, for the multiple grammars model, the 

most worrying potential patterns are shown to be excluded by the factorial typology 

of OT tableau for t,d deletion. For the five constraints in question, there are 120 

possible rankings. Only five potential grammars are predicted. None of these 

rankings will allow for a dialect that results in pre-vocalic deletion but pre-

consonantal resyllabification: (cos.Anna), (cos.tme) (Anttila 2002b: 223). This 

restriction stems from the universal nature of constraints. This result, Anttila (2002b: 

223) concedes, does not rule out all odd predictions, but in ruling out the worst, it 

makes the framework potentially workable. The problematic predictions are related 

to the vowel/consonant asymmetry that is attested in English. The model predicts 

that there will be dialects that show variable consonant deletion, resyllabification and 

final complex coda clusters, but with no reference to the status of the following 

segment; whether it is a vowel-initial word or a consonant-initial one. Anttila 

(2002b: 224) suggests that that this may be because constraints relevant to t,d 

deletion have not been included in the grammar. The question remaining is what 

would happen if all of the relevant constraints were included in the rankings. Three 

patterns in which no difference between consonant onsets and words beginning with 

vowels, e.g. cost me, cost Anna, were predicted. The patterns predicted were as 

follows: 
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(4.32) 

Anttila (2002b: 224) 

  Output #1 Output #2 Output #3 Output #4  Output 
#5 
 
/cost#an/: [cost.V] [cos.tV] [cos.tV] [cos.tV]  [cos.V] 
 
/cost#me/: [cost.C] [cost.C] [cos.tC] [cos.C]   [cos.C] 

 

A constraint such as COMPLEXONS, which penalises complex onsets is perhaps too 

general on its own, as the phonology of English treats [tr] and *[tm] onsets 

differently. Further examination of the corpora in question might reveal whether this 

distinction is relevant to /t,d/ deletion. What would happen if we introduced more 

specific phonotactic constraints into the ranking? By introducing further constraints 

that are likely to be relevant, the number of possible tableau naturally increases 

massively. I have analysed the extended set of constraints using OtSoft (Hayes, 

Tesar, and Zuraw 2003), following the same method as described in Anttila (2002b). 

The resulting patterns are shown in (4.34). Let us consider the effect of the following 

two constraints, which are tentatively posited here since their effects appear to be in 

evidence in the coronal stop deletion alternations. 

 

(4.33) 

(a) 

CONTACT No rising sonority across the syllable boundary 

 

(b) 

*[tm   No onsets with a tm cluster 

 

By adding two constraints, CONTACT and a phonotactic constraint banning [tm]18 

onsets, the number of possible rankings increases to 720. However, the number of 

expected patterns is reduced from five to four: 

                                                
18 Detailed corpus studies would be required to ascertain how many of the consonantal 
forms would create a forbidden syllable onset when combined with the /t,d/. Instances 
allowing them are likely to be low; limited to [tr], [dr] and [dw]. A variation on this phonotactic 
constraint is therefore relevant to the majority of combinations.  
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(4.34) 

CONTACT and *[tm 

  Output #1 Output #2 Output #3 Output #4 
/cost#an/:  [cos.tV] [cos.tV] [cos.tV] [cos.tV] 
/cost#me/:  [cost.C] [cos.tC] [cos.C]  [co.sC] 
 

As the reader will instantly see, this has been over-powerful. It has been successful in 

that it has enforced an asymmetry between vowels and consonants, but it has actually 

resulted in a factorial typology that allows for no deletion in vowel-initial forms. It is 

the effect of the *[tm constraint that has caused the factorial typology to be overly 

restricted. It is perhaps the case that this is a system what only works with a small 

subset of constraints, which may not include even the whole set of relevant 

constraints to a given process. Anttila (2002b) does note that constraints that are 

relevant may not have been included in his analysis, though he assumes that this is 

the cause for his under powerful result. It has, however, been shown in this section 

that the introduction of potentially relevant constraints has caused the multiple 

grammars theory to be instead over powerful. Anttila & Cho (1998: 32) observe that 

sonority is indeed a factor in determining the occurrences of deletion.19 As stated 

above, specific examination of the corpus would be required to confirm whether the 

additional constraints proposed here are indeed relevant, but if they are, it appears to 

be the case that the method is not too weak, but too powerful. The method does, 

however, benefit from an important element of Optimality Theory; it rules out 

unnatural grammars. 

 

4.5.2.2. Morphological constraining 
 

One of the earlier criticisms of classic OT, was that it could not account for the 

morphological conditioning upon the variation between deletion in mist and missed 

(Guy 1997). Later models of OT have addressed this problem. When Anttila (2002b) 

                                                
19 It must be noted here that the introduction of CONTACT, which incorporates sonority into 
the account does not render the account too powerful; in fact, when added to the constraint 
list on its own, it had no effect on the factorial typology, and yielded the same five grammars 
found in Anttila (2002b).  
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addresses the question of how morphological effects influence variation, the account 

presented is one that uses morpheme specific constraints (Kiparsky 1993b). This is in 

order to reflect the way in which deletion is more likely to affect monomorphemic 

forms (e.g. cost) than inflected forms (e.g. lost), with regularly inflected forms (such 

as tossed) being the least likely to undergo deletion. This system if of course able to 

represent a grammar in which deletion is less likely to target morphologically 

complex words, but it leads to the question of whether it is beneficial for OT to be 

able to include constraints that can apply directly to morphological categories. The 

ranking of the constraints *CXCODROOT >> *CXCODSTEM >> *CXCODWORD will result in 

the same pattern whatever the order, as there is inherent ordering within the relevant 

words (i.e. cost would incur violations for having a complex coda, and more for 

having a complex stem, and more again for having complexity at the root level).  

 

4.5.3. Partially Ordered Constraints 
 

A constrained version of MGM (Anttila 2002b) is Partially Ordered Constraints 

(e.g. Anttila & Cho 1998). The example provided in Anttila & Cho (1998) involves 

for r insertion/deletion in varieties of English. I will now briefly recount this 

example, and the way in which Partially Ordered Contstraints can be used to model 

variation. Certain varieties of English show no insertion or deletion, but others 

exhibit a phonologically conditioned process. Underlying coda /r/ is deleted, while 

intrusive r surfaces in similar conditions to which underlying r remains. The 

conditioning involves the nature of the following syllable; if the following syllable is 

consonantal, r is deleted and if the following syllable is vowel initial, the r is deleted 

(or not inserted, if not present underlyingly). Three non-variable systems are attested 

(Anttila & Cho 1998: 33): 
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(4.35)  

System Wanda left 

V+C (no underlying /r/) 

Homer left 

/r/+C 

Wanda arrived 

V+V  

(no underlying /r/) 

Homer 

arrived 

/r/+V 

A ∅ [r] ∅ [r] 

B ∅ ∅ (del.) ∅ [r] 

C ∅ ∅ (del.) [r] (insertion) [r] 

 

In terms of OT, the three constraints used in Anttila & Cho’s (1998: 34) analysis are 

ONSET, *CODA and FAITH: 

 

(4.36) 

*CODA  Syllables must not have codas. 

FAITH  No deletion or insertion. 

 

Since dialect A preserves the underlying forms at the detriment of *CODA and 

ONSET, it is clear that FAITH is ranked most highly (Anttila & Cho 1998: 34). Dialect 

B has a pattern of deletion before consonants, but no insertion, which means that 

*CODA is ranked above FAITH. FAITH is outranked by both of the relevant 

markedness constraints in Dialect C, resulting in insertion and deletion. According to 

Standard OT, all constraints within a grammar are ranked with respect to every other 

constraint. For Dialect C above, Anttila & Cho (1998: 36) illustrate this as follows: 

 
(4.37) 
Ranking: (a) *CODA >> ONSET, (b) *CODA >> FAITH, (c) ONSET >> FAITH 
 

Tableau: 
        Anttila & Cho (1998: 36) 
 

In contrast to this, Anttila & Cho (1998: 36) assume that not all of these ranking 

relations hold. In particular, for Dialect C, ONSET >> FAITH can be removed from the 

total order, with the result that *Coda still outranks both constraints, but that Onset 

*CODA ONSET FAITH 
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and Faith are not ranked with respect to one another. This entails two tableaux; one 

with ONSET >> FAITH, and one with FAITH >> ONSET. Removing another ranking, 

*CODA >> FAITH, will result in three total orders, rendering the ranking of *CODA 

totally free (Anttila & Cho 1998: 37), while removing the final ranking results in the 

total of six partial orders. This can be represented in the form of a grammar lattice 

(Anttila & Cho 1998: 38): 
 
 (4.38)    *CODA >> ONSET 
 
   FAITH >> ONSET  *CODA >> FAITH 
    *CODA >> ONSET  *CODA >> ONSET 
   (Dialect D – variable)  (Dialect E – variable) 
 

FAITH >> ONSET  FAITH >> ONSET  ONSET >> FAITH 
FAITH >> CODA  *CODA >> FAITH  *CODA >> FAITH 
*CODA >> ONSET  *CODA >> ONSET  *CODA >> ONSET 

 Dialect A   Dialect B   Dialect C 
     

Modified from Anttila & Cho (1998: Fig. 10, P.38) 

 

The three dialects discussed above are non-variable, and are represented by the lower 

nodes of the tree diagram. Recall that two variable dialects also exist. These are 

represented by the upper nodes of the tree, and labelled as Dialects D and E. Dialect 

D dominates Dialects A and B, and does not specify a ranking between FAITH and 

*CODA. As such, it exhibits variation between /r/-deletion before consonantal words, 

e.g. home(r) left, and /r/ retention in satisfaction of FAITH. Dialect E, on the other 

hand, dominates dialects B and C, and does not specify the ranking between ONSET 

and FAITH. This results in a variable process of /r/ insertion before vowel-initial 

words.  

Anttila & Cho (1998) argue that the degree of variation can be predicted by 

the number of tableaux in which a candidate wins, divided by the total number of 

tableaux. According to Anttila & Cho (1998: 39), this means that in the /r/-

insertion/deletion example, a dialect in which both processes are optional should be 

predicted to exhibit twice as many occurrences of deletion than insertion. This 
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contrasts with the unconstrained Multiple Grammars Theory, within which it is not 

possible to predict just how strong a variable process will be in terms of frequency. 

In order to put this framework in the context of the Old English data, we will 

now attempt to define the variation of syncope in terms of Partially Ordered 

Constraints. I will not present a detailed analysis of the OE data at this stage, but will 

instead present an analysis that can merely account for variation of HVD. This is 

therefore a progression of the basic account presented at the end of Chapter 2. The 

example used is a heavy inflected Class 1 weak past participle: d$eman ‘judge’ 

nom.pl.neut. d$emedo vs. d$emdo, [)[.do&e.].me.do.] ~ [)[.do&em.].do.]. The 

ranking that enforces high vowel deletion, repeated from Chapter 2 Section 2.5 is: 

 

(4.39) 
MAX-V2 >> STRESSWELL  >> PARSE-σ̆ >> MAX-V >> PARSE-0 

 
The sub ranking of importance is PARSE-σ̆ >> MAX-V, which, if reversed, would 

cause deletion to fail: 

 

(4.40) 
/do&em+ed+o/ MAX-V2 STRESSWELL MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

[)[.do&e.].me.do.] 
☜    ** ** 

[)[.do&em.].do.]    *! * * 

[)[.do&e].med.]  *! *  * 

[)[.do&em.]d] *!  **   
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(4.41) 
/do&em+ed+o/ MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.do&e.].me.do.]   **!  ** 

[)[.do&em.].do.] ☜   * * * 

[)[.do&e].med.]  *!  * * 

[)[.do&em.]d] *!   **  

 
 
For the sake of simplicity, I will remove some of the constraints not directly involved 

in the variable process, such as MAX-V2 and PARSE-0, focussing instead on 

STRESSWELL, PARSE-σ̆ and MAX-V. We will propose two invariant systems, one 

with high vowel deletion and one without, which we will label HVD+ and HVD-. 

The system with variation; the attested system in Lindisfarne past participles will be 

labelled HVDLi.20 Note that this is a simplified diagram, and that a third pattern, not 

relevant in the verbs, would also predict final rather than medial deletion. 

 

(4.42) 

 

STRESSWELL >> PARSE-σ̆  

(STRESSWELL >> MAX-V) 

(System HVDLi) 

 

STRESSWELL >> PARSE-σ̆    STRESSWELL >> PARSE-σ̆  

(STRESSWELL >> MAX-V)   (STRESSWELL >> MAX-V)21 

PARSE-σ̆ >> MAX-V    MAX-V >> PARSE-σ ̆
System HVD+     System HVD-   

 

In both invariant systems, STRESSWELL would remain above PARSE-σ̆, as syncope 

rather than apocope is the form of high vowel deletion that is relevant here, though 
                                                
20 Note here that Lindisfarne also has near-invariant systems of high vowel deletion. This 
labeling is therefore not intended to represent the behaviour of high vowel deletion in 
Lindisfarne in general. 
21 The brackets here signify that this ranking is of no consequence in our tableaux. 
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other word classes and dialects do indeed show such a competition. A third system 

that is predicted by the framework, with apocope rather than syncope, is therefore 

actually attested in other word classes. The unspecified ranking relating to our case 

of syncope variation is PARSE-σ̆ >> MAX-V.  

  

4.5.4. Stochastic OT 
 

The final variation model that will be discussed here is Stochastic OT (Boersma 

1997). In Stochastic OT, constraints are assumed to be ranked along a continuous 

ranking scale, rather than ranked strictly in relation to each other. Certain constraints 

can therefore be ranked more closely to each other than others. Boersma (1997: 46) 

argues that children learn that a constraint ranking is optional, and will learn not only 

that it is optional but also will copy and learn the degree of optionality. In order to do 

this without demoting constraints to the extent that they fall down the ranking, the 

adjustments must be small. Formally, small elements of ‘noise’ in the form of 

numerical figures are added to the continuously ranked constraints to influence the 

likelihood of one constraint outranking another.  

 

(4.43) 
    

   STRESSWELL  PARSE-σ̆   MAX-V.  
 
     
      a    b     c 
 

Our variable process, outlined above, would be represented in the following way 

within a continuous ranking scale. The selection point (Boersma & Hays 2001) is 

based upon the actual ranking value assigned, and is represented here as a, b and c.  

One benefit of this framework is that it has been shown to be learned 

successfully by a Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma 1997, Boersma & Hays 

2001). One criticism of this framework (e.g. Anttila 2002: 225) is that it has greater 

implications for OT than some of the other frameworks discussed, as it employs the 

use of numerical ranking values within the OT grammar. However, the numerical 
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aspect is successful in being able to describe instances of variation in which, for 

example, only 15% of forms are targeted by a form. Another benefit of Stochastic 

OT is also that the gradience of constraint rankings appears to be intuitively 

learnable. When a learner hears enough variable data, they assume that the distinct 

forms are permitted, and thus construct a grammar in which the constraints are on a 

gradient scale. We can assume that overlapping constraints can remain stable for 

many generations of learners. The fact that stochastic OT has not been shown to be 

over powerful in ruling out variants, that it can account for subtle degrees of 

preference for one variant over another, and that it has an associated learning 

algorithm will be taken as justification enough to proceed with a stochastic OT 

account for the present data. A stochastic model, in conjunction with stratal OT can 

model the problematic mist/missed variation by assuming that different strata show 

different degrees of overlap on the continuous ranking scale.  

 

(4.44) 

(a) 

  mist   missed 

Level 1  mist  [mist]  miss   [mis] 

Level 2 mist  [mist]  miss+ed  [mist] 

 

(b) 

Deletion: ONSET >> *CXCOD >> MAX(C)  

No deletion:  ONSET >> MAX(C) >> *CXCOD 

 

(C) 

Level 1 (higher likelihood of deletion) 

                                         ONSET        *CXCOD            MAX(C) 
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(d)  

Level 2 (lower likelihood of deletion) 

                                        ONSET               *CXCOD                          MAX(C) 

 

 

  

An analysis such as the one illustrated here allows for a higher likelihood of deletion 

in underived forms. It assumes that the process is active at both levels, but illustrates 

that the process is exhibiting morphological restriction. The increased likelihood at 

Level 1 reflects the assumption made in Zec (1993) that from a stratal perspective, 

phonological processes tend to climb the levels. Stochastic OT allows us to model 

such developments in progress, at the stages in which variation is in place. In the 

case of coronal stop deletion, the universal condition against complex codas is well 

suited to OT, in which the assumption of universality is important. The phonological 

motivation would be well suited to Neogrammarian analyses, however, a 

morphological condition is clearly emerging. The morphological restriction may be 

argued to follow from the learner’s primary linguistic data, in which the 

morphologically derived forms undergo deletion less. Just as there is a phonological 

reason for the deletion, there is also likely to be a morphological motivation for the 

failure of deletion in missed, in that morphological information is potentially wiped 

out when deletion applies in missed, which is not the case in the underived mist. 

Subsequently, this morphologically influenced failure of deletion causes a degree of 

opacity, and the process begins to climb the levels.  

 

4.6. CHAPTER SUMMARY: THE FRAMEWORK THAT WILL BE ADOPTED IN THIS THESIS 
 

In this chapter I have discussed a range of examples of morphologisation that are 

argued here to demonstrate that a) a phonological theory should allow for more than 

one grammar to operate at the same time, within distinct morphological categories, 

and that b), as phonological processes lost their robustness, they are more likely to 

percolate deeper into the grammar, and may show morphological conditioning and c) 

that by studying varieties of a language, different pathways might be revealed in 
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terms of the development of a phonological process. I intend to follow the 

framework which can not only describe the phenomena, but that also has something 

to say about why morphophonology evolves this way. Additionally, economy is 

something that must be taken into account, though not at the expense of revealing 

complex interactions. Finally, I have discussed variation in phonological theory, 

focussing in particular on how to model a phonological process with variable results 

within a single speaker. 

 Anderson’s (1988: 349) insights into the way in which morphological change 

progresses are of great interest. In his view, morphological change arises due to the 

introduction of unsustainable opacity. This fits intuitively with Anttila’s (2002) 

Emergence of morphology, in which morphological divides arise when phonological 

conditions are at their weakest. Morphologisation therefore occurs when a 

morphological distinction is included in the most easily learnable grammar. As 

discussed above, the cophonological analyses show certain advantages in 

representing this intuitively over the morphologically indexed constraints. 

On the theoretical question, we can consider two divides: Firstly, we have the 

frameworks which allow only Input-Output correspondence, as opposed to OO-

correspondence theories. The second divide is between morphologically indexed 

constraints and cophonologies. More broadly speaking, it is necessary to consider 

whether a framework should reject morphological information within phonological 

constraints, and also whether correspondence relationships between outputs are 

preferable. 

 As shown in the discussion about German Schwa alternations, paradigm 

levelling appears to require stipulation to prevent the uninflected forms from being 

affected. Recall that another feature of symmetrical versions of OO-correspondence 

and paradigm levelling is that these frameworks do not predict the priority of the 

base or cyclicity. I would argue that it is problematic that OO-correspondence 

frameworks require stipulative methods to enforce these principles.  

With respect to interface constraints, I have outlined the concern above 

(which is shared by Anttila 2002 etc.) that when morphological information is 

allowed to be referred to by constraints (and by the same token, lexical information) 

we are at risk of providing almost the same level of over-powerful freedom that was 
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objected to in SPE. It would be possible, for example, to have a constraint requiring 

an onset in a particular word form. In addition to these interface constraint concerns, 

the innovative study by Albright (2008) shows that there may be psycholinguistic 

evidence pointing to the fact that morphologically-based sub-grammars are a global 

phenomenon within a language, lending some weight to the argument that 

cophonologies (and to an extent also stratal models, which represent a globally 

divided grammar) are a better representation of morphophonological grammars. On 

the basis of these points, I will use a version of Stratal OT which does not refer to 

morphological information at the level of constraint, but that accepts sub-grammars 

and retains the predictions that there is priority of the base.  

In terms of variation, I will use Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997), in 

conjunction with Stratal OT (as seen in Bermúdez-Otero 2005), as modeled in a 

simplified form in 4.10.5. In the analyses, the Stratal Stochastic OT that I will adopt 

will be somewhat simplified, in that I will not explicitly include the numerical 

element in the ranking scale, instead illustrating the overlap as done in figure (4.44). 

The numerical information can be assumed to reflect the variation found in the data 

tables, but will not be made explicit. In the analysis sections, we will see that in 

addition to the variation within dialects, the inter-dialectal variation is also of 

interest. What we will see, similarly to the æ-tensing examples discussed earlier in 

this chapter, is that each dialect presents evidence of the same pressures behaving in 

different ways with respect to the same phonological processes. In terms of N-HVD, 

we will see that both Li. and EWS do not show evidence of the process being 

synchronically active, but the exact nature of its demise is distinct. 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Early West Saxon and Northumbrian data and methodology 
 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This study attempts to provide an analysis of the grammars within certain texts, with 

the assumption that, as far as possible, the texts represent the grammar of the author 

or scribe. This point, though, is not without controversy, and in this section I discuss 

the extent to which this ambition can be fulfilled. Additionally, inter-speaker 

variation is to be accounted for, and as such, distinct dialects have been selected, 

namely Northumbrian and West Saxon. Northumbrian and The Early West Saxon 

data cannot be taken, of course, to represent only geographical variants, since the 

Lindisfarne Gospel gloss is a late 10th Century text, while the Early West Saxon data 

are dated from the 9th Century. In the subsequent sections, I argue that it is indeed 

possible to propose a phonological analysis of the language of a text or a set of texts, 

but that this must be done with certain caveats. In the next section, for example, I 

discuss the potential problems with attempting to claim geographical or clear 

diachronic relationships between texts. In addition to the discussion of Old English 

Dialectology and some of the problems faced by historical sociolinguists, this 

chapter provides the essential background information about the data. This includes 

information about the date and provenance of the original manuscripts, for which 

Ker (1957) has been consulted. I also note in this chapter any important controversies 

regarding the manuscripts.  

 

5.2. OLD ENGLISH DIALECTOLOGY 
 

In this study, to represent the Northumbrian dialect I have examined the Lindisfarne 

Gospels (the English gloss having being added between 883 and 995) (London, 

British Library, MS Cotton Nero D.iv, Ker (1957: no. 165). For West Saxon, data 

have been extracted from a set of Early West Saxon texts. The texts used are the 

Parker Chronicle (dated up to 924) (Campbell 1959: §16), Alfred’s translation of 

Gregory’s Cura Pastoralis in the Hatton and Cotton manuscripts, which are dated as 
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late 9th C and the Lauderdale MS of Orosius, also late 9th/early 10th C. The linguistic 

analysis in Part 2 of the thesis focusses not only upon the synchronic phonological 

grammar of a single text, but also a dialectal (and where appropriate, a diachronic) 

comparison. The texts chosen represent various dialects within Old English, the 

traditional distribution of which is represented in the following diagram: 

 

(5.1) Old English dialects 
 
 
            Pre-Old English 
 
 
   West Saxon     Kentish         Anglian 
 
           
      Mercian Northumbrian 
   Early West Saxon     Late West Saxon 

           

   (Simplified from Hogg 1988: 185. Also presented in Scott 2005) 

 

However, the idea of Old English dialects representing geographical and/or 

diachronic varieties in the same way as might be assumed for later varieties such as 

Middle English is controversial, and has been the subject of much debate (e.g. Hogg 

1988, Toon 1992, Hogg 1998, Hogg 2004). There are many problems with such a 

division. Firstly, as noted in Hogg (1988), it implies that Wessex, Mercia, 

Northumbria etc. are autonomous nation states with definable boundaries, when it is 

instead the case that they are most likely to be poorly defined centers with highly 

fluctuating strength and influence. Also noted in Toon (1992: 415) is the fact that the 

degree of influence of the kingdoms upon each other also varied over the years, 

which would be expected to have an effect upon the dialectal boundaries. Another 

problem with the diagram is that it implies that the dialects all developed from one 

earlier dialect of OE; the reality if of course likely to be more complex, since the 

language was brought to the British Isles by a number of North Germanic tribes.  

Hogg (1988) goes into some detail about the methodological problems with 

Old English dialectology. Old English dialectology is approached from a different 
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angle from modern language dialectology. This is partly due to necessity, as the 

limited number of texts eliminates the possibility of taking into account issues such 

as gender and social class. It is also partly due to the philological reconstruction 

tradition, in which dialects and languages are traced to a common ancestor according 

to the stammbaum ‘family tree’ framework, dividing the dialects according to their 

similarities and differences. This method is unequipped to account for cases of 

dialect merging. One methodological problem with the stammbaum method that is 

highlighted by Hogg (1988: 187, 2006: §16.2) is that texts are assigned to one dialect 

or another on the basis of a limited set of isoglosses, for example in the case of the 

two parts of the Rushworth Gospels. Although they were likely both written at 

Harawuda (Hogg 1988: 186), they are assigned as ‘South Northumbrian’ and ‘North 

Mercian’, mostly due to the lack of peculiar features of Northumbrian in Ru1.   

Campbell (1959: §256) expresses his rejection of the Old English dialect 

labels as having any real geographical significance, stating, for example that 

Northumbrian is merely the agreement between the Lindisfarne Gospels, Durham 

Ritual, Rushworth Gospels (2) and early names and fragments. We cannot, therefore, 

assume that the language found, for example, in the above texts actually represents 

the speech of the region of England north of the Humber. This is partly due to the 

fact that the only language that is represented in these texts is that of a very limited 

literate social group, though as Hogg (1988: 188) points out, the study of Old English 

dialectology has rarely taken into consideration any of the political and social 

divisions.  Fortunately though, these issues are in no way fatal to the present study. 

Hogg suggests that it is necessary to an extent to take the collections of texts to be 

separate entities, noting that although ‘no text is an island’, we cannot hope to be 

able to locate them on a map in a meaningful way. In terms of this study, such an 

approach is unproblematic, since it is my intention to reveal how language change 

has developed within different varieties of the same language. This aim is partly with 

a view to asking the question: a) If morphologisation and/or rule death occurs due to 

opacity, and b) if two dialects share the conditions that lead to opacity, c) can we 

expect to see morphologisation in both dialects? We can of course not expect to 

answer (c) with much predictive power, but I argue that the answer to it does shine 

some light onto the nature of phonological developments. The answering of such 
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questions does not rely upon strong diachronic or geographical connections between 

the texts. Of course, the problem of Old English dialectology goes beyond the 

question of whether the diagram in (5.1) is a realistic way of defining the dialect 

‘boundaries’ in Anglo Saxon England. Additionally, the notion of texts as 

informants, as assumed in Toon (1983), has been criticised in Trousdale (2005: 65), 

since as noted by Fleischman (2000: 46) the language contained in the text may have 

been filtered through one or more textual copies. We also have the issue, in certain 

cases such as in the Parker Chronicle, of numerous scribes. Such information 

regarding the copying process, where applicable, and information regarding the 

scribes is provided in sections 5.4 below.  

With regard to West Saxon, I follow Hogg (1988) in referring to the 

traditional ‘early’ West Saxon using capitalisation, to highlight the fact that the 

differences between the Early and Late periods cannot be attributed entirely to the 

chronology.  Instead, many of the differences are due to the status of Ælfrician West 

Saxon as a schriftsprache. It therefore does not qualify as a standard dialect 

according to the criteria laid out by Haugen (1966), since it was not accepted 

throughout the country as a language, or extended beyond literary and religious 

contexts. Ælfric’s language is rather a focused language of religion with a small 

amount of internal variation (Hogg 2006: §16.3). Ælfrician West Saxon is not be the 

focus of the investigation here, though I at times refer to its behaviour as described in 

other work. Throughout this thesis, I refer to the language of the Lindisfarne Gospels 

as Late Northumbrian, but without making strong claims that it actually represents 

the language of Northumbria outside of a limited literate social group. Fortunately 

for the study of phonological change in OE, Hogg acknowledges the reliability of the 

Anglo Saxon scribes in representing phonology. 

 

5.3. METHODOLOGY 
 

The data for the linguistic analysis have been extracted from Cook’s Glossary in the 

case of Lindisfarne, and Cosijn’s Altwestsächsische Grammatik in the case of the 

Early West Saxon data. Where Cosijn does not give the full lists, and signifies this 

with ‘etc.’ I have provided counts based in searches from The Dictionary of Old 
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English corpus in electronic form (Healey et al 1998). In such instances, I have 

provided totals, but have not provided the references for every form. The data lists 

can be found in appendixes A, B and C. Appendix (A1) contains the counts for the 

2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. in EWS, and (A2) in Lindisfarne. Appendix (B1) contains the lists 

for the weak preterite in EWS, and (B2) the weak preterite in Lindisfarne. Appendix 

C contains the strong and weak past participles for EWS (C1) and for Lindisfarne 

(C2). Appendix D includes a adjectives ending in -ig in Lindisfarne. Within the data 

lists, macrons are supplied on the entry forms. Where forms have been of particular 

interest, they have been checked in either the corpus or in the printed edition. 

 The data counts have been provided in tables throughout Chapters 6–8, and 

chi square tests have been used to calculate statistical significance. Lowry’s (2010) 

online resource has been used for the chi square calculations, and the Pearson Chi-

Square value and P value has been provided in each case.  

 

5.4. EDITIONS USED IN THIS STUDY 
 

I will now move onto the issues that arise when using written texts as a data set for 

the examination of sound change. The printed editions that have been used in the 

corpus have been consulted in order to provide information about the way in which 

each edition has been compiled. This includes the number of manuscripts that exist, 

and which have been used by the editor, and also their policy regarding editorial 

corrections. The manuscript choice of the editors is of consequence for this linguistic 

study, as it is important that the manuscripts relied upon are those which most 

accurately represent of the language in use within a limited time span and localised 

scriptoria.  

It is useful here to consider the relation between orthography and phonology. 

Ross (1937: 26) explores some of the issues regarding variation in a manuscript and 

its connection to phonology in relation to the Lindisfarne Gospel gloss. He suggests a 

number of reasons that might explain variations in inflectional endings, which I 

repeat here in brief: 
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1. Phonological change. 

2. Scribal confusion, which may follow from (1) in some cases. For example, 

in cases where the vowels of endings may be reduced phonologically, the scribe may 

not perceive any difference between them. 

2. The variation may be due to the forms representing two or more primitive 

Germanic forms. 

3. Dialectal merging, which may follow from the scribe being from a 

different location from the scriptorium, or from influence from exemplars composed 

in a different dialect. 

4. A sound might exist in the scribe’s spoken language that cannot be clearly 

represented by a single grapheme. Therefore two or more graphemes which are 

closest to the sound may be used variably.  

 

Among these causes of variation, it is reason (1) that is of most interest in this study, 

and cases that can reasonably assumed to be sound changes are examined in the later 

analyses. However, the other four possibilities are also of interest. It is necessary 

therefore to be careful when analysing cases of possible sound change involving 

graphemes that are commonly in variation with each other, such as o and a (Ross 

1937: 28 fn. 26). This problem can be eliminated to an extent by examining the 

degree of variation of the sounds in question in environments that would not give rise 

to the anticipated sound change, for example, in roots, rather than in inflectional 

endings. The potential for cases of dialectal merging must also be kept in mind, as 

the reliability of the phonological analysis could be compromised by data which 

instead of revealing cases of phonological change motivated by internal factors, 

reveals the influence of a neighboring dialect, i.e. exogenous change. The choice of 

the texts will help to guard against this potential problem. The most reliable texts are 

those for which we can be as sure as possible of the provenance of the manuscripts 

and the scribes. I will now discuss these issues in relation to the chosen texts.  
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5.5. THE TEXTS UNDER INVESTIGATION 
 
5.5.1. The Lindisfarne Gospel Gloss. London, British Library, MS Cotton Nero 
D.iv, Ker (1957: no. 165) 
 

To gain insight into the language of Northumbrian Old English, I have examined the 

OE gloss to the Lindisfarne Gospels: London, British Library, MS Cotton Nero D.iv, 

Ker (1957: no. 165).  I relied upon Skeat’s (1871-87) edition, which is that found in 

the Dictionary of Old English in Electronic form (Healey et al). The data were 

collected from Cook’s (1894) glossary. Following Mitchell, Ball and Cameron 

(1975), I refer to the Lindisfarne gospel gloss as Li, with the four gospels being 

referred to as follows: Mt(Li) for the version of Matthew’s gospel found in the 

Lindisfarne manuscript, Mk(Li) for Mark’s gospel, Lk(Li) for Luke’s and Jn(Li) for 

John’s. 

 The Latin text was written by Eadfri$, bishop of Lindisfarne (698–721), and 

glossed in Old English by ‘Aldred presbyter’. This is revealed in an inscription 

which is in the same hand as the gloss. According to Ker (1957: 165) the gloss was 

likely to have been added at Chester-le-Street, the home of the congregation of St. 

Cuthbert between 883 and 995. We cannot be sure exactly where the scribe comes 

from, nor that he was not copying from an earlier source. Therefore, following Hogg 

(1988) it seems most sensible to assume that the language contained within a text 

represents a mix to some extent. As we will see in later sections, despite the variation 

within the Lindisfarne Gospels, linguistic developments that are distinct from the 

EWS data set can clearly be seen. 

 The Lindisfarne Gospels gloss differs from a translation in that rather than 

being a grammatically complete alternative to the original Latin text, it is glossed by 

the insertion of Old English words above the Latin originals. Due to this method of 

glossing, the Old English text often has a rather unnatural word order (Ross 1933:  

111). It is also common to find abnormal word forms, due to the dependence on the 

Latin original. An example of this is the artificial use of prefixes (Ross 1933: 112). 

However, this dependence upon the Latin text does not pose a problem for the 

reliability of the forms in terms of inflectional morphophonology.  
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 Interestingly, especially for the morphophonology, the scribe of the 

Lindisfarne gloss employs methods of representing variant forms (Ross 1930–7: 6). 

A letter is sometimes placed directly above, or next to a letterform. For example, 

directly over the e in lytle ‘little’ there is an o. This represents that the final e/o is 

variable, and is not a correction. 

The text for the Lindisfarne Gospels found in the corpus (Healey et al 1998) 

is that by Skeat (ed.) (1871–87): The holy gospels in Anglo-Saxon, Northumbrian, 

and Old Mercian versions. This is also the edition used by Cook (1894) in his 

glossary. It is from the glossary that the data have been extracted. The Skeat (1871–

87) edition has been consulted where forms are of particular interest in terms of the 

morphophonology, and also in order to determine which lexeme is present in cases of 

ambiguity. The original Latin is supplied in the edition. Cook indicates stress and 

vowel length in his entries, and these have been used, but have been supplemented 

by consultation of Bosworth and Toller (1898, 1921). Also, Cook indicates 

abbreviations with the use of apostrophes and macrons. Therefore, a form such as u, 

in the dative would be used to signify an abbreviation from -um, rather than 

phonological deletion. Skeat (1871–87) clearly states his editorial aims in the preface 

to Matthew’s gospel. This edition attempts to ‘represent the peculiarities of the MSS. 

in the most exact and accurate manner’. Crucially, Skeat (1871–87: viii) states that it 

is the duty of an editor not to make any corrections without giving due notice. An 

edition compiled along these lines is a reliable choice for the purpose of a linguistic 

investigation. Skeat (1871–87) preserves features such as the capitalisation, accents, 

punctuation and spelling that are found in the manuscripts. 

 

5.6. EARLY WEST SAXON 
 

5.6.1. Cura Pastoralis (Ker 1957 nos. 324, 195) 
 

Alfred’s translation of Gregory’s Regula Pastoralis, with Alfred’s preface is dated 

between 890 and 897, representing an Early West Saxon variety. It is in two 

Manuscripts: Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Hatton 20 (4113), Ker (1957: no.324), 

AD 890–897; and London, British Library, MS Cotton Tiberius B.xi, Ker (1957: 
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no.195), AD 890–897. Cosijn’s (1888) data include tokens drawn from both the 

Hatton and Cotton manuscripts, and in this study these are cited showing both H and 

C if a form is found in both manuscripts, with the reference referring to the Hatton, 

or just a single H or C when a form is found only in one manuscript: CP (H, C), CP 

(H), CP (C).  

 

5.6.1.1. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Hatton 20 (4113), Ker (1957: no.324) 
 

The Hatton manuscript contains an inscription: ‘BEOS BOC SCEAL TO WIOGOR 

CEASTRE’, which indicates that this is the copy that was mentioned in the Cotton 

manuscript as having been sent to Werfrith at Worcester by order of King Alfred. 

Like the Cotton manuscript, it can be dated between 890 and 897 (Ker 1957: no. 

324). This manuscript is in two hands, one of which is the main.  

 

5.6.1.2. London, British Library, MS Cotton Tiberius B.xi, Ker (1957: no.195) 
 

The Cotton manuscript was damaged in the fire of 1731 and was virtually completely 

destroyed in a later fire in 1864. A copy of the manuscript was made by Junius 

(Bodleian MS. Junius 53) which is printed in the Sweet (1871–2) edition, from 

which the Cosijn (1888) data in used this study were compiled. Where the Cotton 

manuscript was lacking, readings from the Hatton manuscript were used. The 

accuracy of the Junius copy has been verified by comparing the parts which are 

copied from Hatton to the original Hatton manuscript (Sweet 1871–2: xix). The 

Cotton manuscript is assumed to be of a similar date to Hatton. Evidence for this 

comes in the form of a note: ‘+Plegmunde arcebis. is agifen bis boc. 7 Swi$ulfe bisc 

7 Werfer$e bisc’. This inscription is on the first leaf of the manuscript, providing 

evidence that the copy was ordered by Alfred, and is hence of a similar date to the 

version sent to Werfith (the Hatton MS.), as it precedes the sending of the other 

manuscripts to their destinations (Sweet 1871–2). There are two hands, one 

appearing in the preface, and the other in the table of chapters and main text (Ker 

1957: no. 195).  According to Sweet (1871–2: xvii) the style of the handwriting 
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agreed closely with that of the Parker Chronicle, adding to the evidence that the Cura 

Pastoralis is an accurate representation of Alfred’s language.  

The Sweet (1871–2) edition, which is used in this study, is the edition used 

both by Cosijn (1888) and the corpus (Healey et al 1998). This edition contains both 

the Hatton and Cotton (as found in the Junius copy) texts, complete with notes. 

Sweet (1871–2: viii) makes clear that he intends to represent the original manuscript 

as closely as possible in the text, and as such, contemporary additions are shown 

above the line and enclosed in parenthesis. Alfred’s preface in the Hatton manuscript 

has many erasures and alterations, which have where possible been restored to the 

original in the Sweet edition. Late additions are rejected completely by Sweet. The 

principle adopted by Sweet in compiling the edition is very beneficial for this study, 

since it ensures that the language is consistent in date and provenance as far as 

possible. 

 

5.6.2. Orosius 
 

The Lauderdale manuscript: British Museum, Additional 47967(Ker 1957: no. 
133) 
The Cotton manuscript: British Museum, Cotton Tiberius B. i (Ker 1957: no. 
191) 
 

The Old English translation of the Orosius is dated from the late ninth to early tenth 

century, and is from the scriptorium in Winchester.  

There are two manuscripts, the Cotton and the Lauderdale, and two fragments 

(Ker 1957: nos. 323, 391). The majority of forms used in this study are from the 

Lauderdale manuscript, as, like the Cura Pastoralis, the Cotton manuscript was 

damaged in the fire in the Cottonian library of 1731. According to Ker (1957: no. 

133), the Lauderdale manuscript of Orosius is likely to be in one hand, which is 

contemporary with and from the same scriptorium as the hand of the annals for 892–

924 in the Parker Chronicle.  

The data have been taken from Cosijn’s (1888) Altwestsächsische 

Grammatik, which contains references taken from the Sweet (1883) edition. Sweet’s 
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edition contains readings from the Lauderdale manuscript, and also divergent 

readings of the Cotton manuscript. Sweet marks readings from the Cotton in curved 

brackets, and marked additions to the Lauderdale using square brackets. 

 

5.6.3. The Parker Chronicle and Laws. Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 
173, ff. 1–56 (Ker 1957: no. 39) 
 

The Parker manuscript dates from 891 to 924, and is the oldest manuscript of the 

Anglo-Saxon chronicle and laws. It is written at intervals throughout the tenth 

century, with less frequent additions made from 1001–1070 (Ker 1957: 39). It is 

from the same scriptorium at Winchester as Orosius, with the possible exception of 

the very earliest part of art. 1 (quires 1–3). The Parker Chronicle is in one single 

manuscript, with five main hands up to the year 1001. There are many additions and 

alterations to the manuscript, which were made partly at Winchester, but mostly at 

Canterbury. These additions may therefore be subject to dialectal influence from 

Kentish. Following Mitchell, Ball and Cameron (1975) I refer to data from the 

Parker Chronicle using the short title Chron. followed by the number of the year 

entry, e.g. Chron.773. The edition that appears in Cosijn (1888) is also used in the 

corpus (Healey et al 1998) is by Earle & Plummer (1892–99). This edition also 

includes a glossary, which supplies all the words that appear in the manuscript, in all 

forms in which they appear, as well as additions to the manuscript. Where additions 

are early and in good hands, the Earle & Plummer (1892–99) edition retains them, 

but using a smaller typeface. When such additions are in late hands (for example, 

from the late 11th century and onwards) the additions are printed in small italics. In 

this edition, letters or words that have been added are supplied in brackets. 

Contractions are expanded, and this is indicated in the text using italics. 

 

5.7. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

The significance of the two dialects under investigation has been discussed in this 

chapter, along with the problems of Old English dialectology and the issues involved 

when using printed editions and glossaries in data collection. The two data sets 
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selected differ in terms of their dates and provenance, and thus, they are not taken to 

represent simple stages along a diachronic or geographical continuum. However, 

both varieties share the property of being fairly varied, and not subject to the same 

degree of regularity as, for example, Ælfric.22 Of course, Lindisfarne and the EWS 

texts also represent the language of a highly limited literate religious group. What is 

interesting, we will see in later chapters, is that the variation between these dialects is 

enlightening when it comes to phonological change. Though there are many 

differences, we will see that some of these differences are the results of the same 

pressures, affecting the behaviour of N-HVD and HVD in different ways. 

                                                
22 This is not to suggest that Ælfric is a ʻstandardʼ language, since it did not spread 
throughout the speech community. It cannot be said that speakers in Wessex would 
necessarily exhibit the same linguistic features of Ælfric. 
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CHAPTER 6 
The indicative present verbs: high vowel deletion 
 

6.1. HIGH VOWEL DELETION IN THE STRONG VERBS 
 

In this section I will begin the data and analysis section of the thesis with the strong 

and weak present indicative verbs. In terms of apocope, the 1st sg.pres.ind., ending -

u/-o in non-West Saxon is of interest, as high vowel deletion is expected to remove 

the inflexion after one heavy or two light syllables. As far as West Saxon is 

concerned, it is not expected that there will be any interesting behaviour going on 

regarding apocope, as the high vowel suffix is not present. Instead, 1st sg.pres.ind. 

forms end in -e, and reject syncope. The data have been examined to verify this.  

 As far as syncope is concerned, it is, as outlined in Chapter 2, the 2nd and 3rd 

sg.pres.ind. in -est and -e( that is expected to syncopate after heavy syllables, in 

accordance with the traditional descriptions of high vowel deletion. The 2nd and 3rd 

sg.pres.ind. endings are derived from Gmc -isi, -i(i (Campbell 1959: §732), and 

contain therefore a historically light and high vowel. It must be noted also that if 

syncope does apply ‘as normal’ in verbs, it proceeds to remove a vowel in a closed 

syllable. This, in other word classes, including adjectives, nouns, past participles and 

weak preterite verbs, would constitute overapplication. This is due to the fact that the 

original phonological conditions for HVD require that an unstressed vowel in a light 

closed syllable is deleted when it follows either a heavy syllable or two light ones; 

i.e., unfooted light syllables are removed. In a 3rd sg.pres.ind. form such as singe(, 

the vowel, although it is in an unfooted syllable, is not light, since it is closed by the 

final inflexional (: [)[.sin.].ge$.].  

 According to Wright & Wright, “In the second and third pers. sing, the -i- (-

e-) was regularly syncopated after long stems, as hilpst, hilp%, ritst, rit(t), tiehst, 

tieh%, &c., and remained after short stems, as birest, bire%, fserest, faere%” (Wright 

& Wright 1925: §476). This statement clearly is based on the assumption that 

syncope was an active weight sensitive process in the indicative present verbs. 

However, Wright & Wright go on to elaborate on the situation found in the texts, 

noting that “there are many exceptions to this rule, especially in WS. and Ken., 
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owing to new formations in both directions, as bindest, binde%, hilpest, hilpe%, &c., 

and on the other hand birst, bir%, faerst, faer%…” (Wright & Wright 1925: §476). 

They go on to note that in Anglian, syncope is almost totally absent, and that in West 

Saxon syncope is ‘practically general’, implying great levels of overapplication. 

Recall Campbell’s claim (1959: §751), discussed in Chapter 2, that in West Saxon, 

the Weak verbs are more likely to show underapplication of syncope in the 2nd and 

3rd sg.pres.ind. in West Saxon than the strong, and also that Class 1 weak nerian 

types almost never undergo syncope. Additionally, Campbell (1959) notes a 

preventative effect of sonorous consonants on deletion.  

 These handbook descriptions indicate that high vowel deletion in the 

indicative verbs is highly opaque. The mention of sonority of consonants, a weak-

strong discrepancy, as well as high levels of overapplication and underapplication 

leads one to assume that syncope is not at all ‘healthy’ or robust, and that 

morphologisation and phonologisation are likely to be setting in. Any such 

phenomena will also be discussed in Chapter 9 against the backdrop of other 

departures in the behaviour of syncope. It will be shown, for example, that further 

distinctions exist between, for example, the strong and weak past participles, and the 

preterites and the presents. 

 The first task is to ascertain whether syncope and apocope are active in any 

sense in the indicative verbs is whether they are weight sensitive. After the levels of 

weight sensitivity have been revealed, further morphophonological complexities will 

be examined.  

 

6.2. THE EARLY WEST SAXON STRONG VERBS 
 
6.2.1. Apocope (1st sg.pres.ind.) 
 

The 1st sg.pres.ind., according to Campbell (1959) ends in -e with only one exception 

cwe%o ic. The 1st sg.pres.ind. tokens have not been collected at this stage, since 

Cosijn’s word lists when checked showed consistent -e endings without apocope.  
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6.2.2. Syncope 
 

Whether syncope is prosodically expected or not, the strong Early West Saxon verbs 

show variation of syncope. Syncopated forms are more common, even in the ‘non-

syncopating’ classes. However, even in the syncopating classes, there are cases of 

syncope failure. The variation is present within the same stems also, e.g. astige% vs. 

oferstig%.  

The classes of verbs that are prone to syncope are those with a heavy 

monosyllabic stem, which includes the strong classes with long stem vowels; I, II, 

VII and also Class III, which has a heavy consonant cluster. The classes of verbs that 

are not expected to undergo syncope are those with short stem vowels, including 

Classes IV, V and VI. 

 
6.2.3. Assessing the extent to which syncope is weight-driven in West Saxon 
verbs 
 

The table below shows that there is little difference in the percentage failure rate of 

syncope in the verb classes which provide the weight conditions for syncope to apply 

and those which do not. Class VII has the highest percentage of unsyncopated forms, 

and falls within the traditionally ‘non-syncopating’ category. Does this provide 

evidence that weight considerations remain with respect to syncope? I would argue 

that it does not, as this is the one class with very few data tokens, as such, the 

percentage is misleading and should probably be discounted. Excluding this 25% 

value for Class VII, we can see that present indicative verbs from all classes show 

low rates of syncope failure, from 3–11%, with no significant (X2= 1.42, P= 0.233) 

distinction between the heavy and light classes.  
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(6.1) 
 
Strong Indicative 2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. in EWS 

Total Syncope Percentage 
syncopated 

Heavy Classes I, II, III, VII 371 346 93% 

Light Classes IV, V, VI 397 361 91% 

 
 

Given these statistics, we can conclude that syncope in the indicative strong verbs of 

Early West Saxon is not weight conditioned.  

 

6.3. EARLY WEST SAXON WEAK VERBS 
 

I now return to the observation in Campbell (1959), that syncope is more likely to 

fail in the weak West Saxon verbs than the strong ones. Campbell does not imply 

that syncope is more likely to fulfil its weight obligations in the weak verbs, but 

refers to syncope failure. Table (6.2) provides the results for the weak 2nd/3rd 

sg.pres.ind, including both heavy and light stems. As Campbell also refers to the 

lower rates of syncope in highly sonorous environments, the heavy data for forms 

ending in a sonorant have been set apart, as have the data for dental forms, which 

may be expected to show higher syncope rates: 

 

(6.2) Syncope in the weak present EWS forms 
 
(a) 
Short stems in EWS: 
Weak  

Total Syncopated % syncopated 

2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. 90 8 
7 of the 8 forms are 
dental, e.g. settan, 
lettan. cnys% is the 
only unexpected form 

9% (majority are 
dental and no 
dental forms were 
left unsyncopated) 
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(b) 
Heavy stems in EWS: 
Weak 2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

Total Syncopated % syncopated 

Heavy forms excl. 
dentals and sonorants 

58 52 90% 

Ending in a sonorant 143 116 (the 3 obs+son 
forms were all 
unsyncopated) 

81% 

Ending in a dental 124 120 97% 

All heavy forms 325 288 87% 

 
 

These results are highly interesting. In contrast to the behaviour of the same verb 

number and person inflexions within the strong classes, there is a robust weight 

condition in the weak (X2= 219.05, P= <.0001). The strong verbs show such high 

levels of overapplication in the light stems of the present tense that light forms are 

little more likely to undergo syncope than heavy ones. As indicated in the 

handbooks, there is indeed a tendency for sonorous forms to exhibit slightly lower 

rates of syncope, and for dental forms to almost always be syncopated, whether light 

or heavy. Although Campbell (1959: §751) states that weak verbs are more likely to 

have unsyncopated forms, which is indeed the case, it is arguably more accurate to 

state that weak 2nd/3rd ind.sg. forms display the effects of weight-based high vowel 

deletion, while the strong 2nd/3rd ind.sg. forms do not. 

 

6.4. INDICATIVE PRESENT VERBS IN LINDISFARNE 
 

In reference to the Northumbrian 2nd/3rd sg.ind. behaviour, Campbell (1959: §733a) 

comments that there is ‘practically never syncope’ in the strong verbs. As for the 

weak verbs in Lindisfarne, Campbell does not say much regarding syncope other 

than that Anglian texts display syncope ‘rarely’. As with the last section, the 

intention here will be to ascertain whether the data counts for Lindisfarne reveal a) 
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any weight conditioning in the strong or weak 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. and b) any other 

phonological conditioning influencing the placement of syncope. 

 Regarding apocope, Campbell (1959: §731.fn1) states only that although the 

final -u/-o should remain only after light syllables, is also appears ‘analogically’ after 

long ones in Lindisfarne.  

 

6.4.1. Data from the strong indicative verbs in Lindisfarne 
 

Tables (6.3a–b) show that in the strong Lindisfarne forms syncope is totally inactive, 

with light and heavy forms failing to show even 1% deletion rates. 

 
(6.3) 
(a) 
Light strong forms Li. syncopated total % syncopated 

2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. 1  269 0.4% 

 

(b) 
Heavy strong forms Li. syncopated total % syncopated 

2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. 1 hæt (pret. 3 sg.?) 
Li.Mk. I 3, 20 

239 (72 with -a-) 0.4% 

 

This contrasts West Saxon, in that strong West Saxon forms show some subtle levels 

of phonological conditioning that influences whether or not syncopation occurs. 

However, what Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon have in common is that weight 

based syncope is totally inactive in the strong indicative present verbs.  

 

6.4.2. Apocope in the strong indicative Lindisfarne verbs 
 

As with the situation for syncope, apocope shows no weight conditioning in the 

strong indicative present verbs of Lindisfarne. Tables (6.4a–b) show the deletion 

rates after heavy and light stems: 
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(6.4) 
(a) 
Light strong forms  apocopated total % apocopated 

1st sg.pres.ind. 4 (+ 2 uncounted with 
abrev. marks) 

172 (-o in 
unapocopated forms) 

2% 

 
(b) 
Heavy strong forms  apocopated total % 

apocopated 

1st sg.pres.ind. 2 56 4% 

 

In sum, the strong present indicative verbs have shown no weight conditioning for 

both forms of high vowel deletion, in both Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon. 

Syncope applies almost across the board in West Saxon, though with minor levels of 

phonological conditioning, and almost always fails in Lindisfarne. Apocope is not 

relevant to Early West Saxon due to the non-apocopating -e suffix in the 1st 

sg.pres.ind., and in Lindisfarne, it fails to a similar degree to syncope. 

 

6.5. THE WEAK PRESENT INDICATIVE VERBS IN LINDISFARNE 
 

As we shall see here, the data for the weak present indicative verbs do not reveal 

anything beyond that which is stated in the handbooks. Tables (6.5) and (6.6) show 

that there is no weight conditioning, and so few tokens of deletion in both the heavy 

and the light forms that there is no evidence to suggest any further or additional 

phonological conditioning.  
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(6.5) 

Syncope: 
2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.in
d. 
Class 1 
weak 

 syncopated total 

Light  non- dental forms 0 27 

 dental forms 1 asette (final v) 22 

Heavy 
  

obs+son forms 0 epenthesis, 0 
syncope, but x1 
gefregne (looks like 
final consonant 
dropped) 

21 

 Dental forms 1 aspeaft 69 (x17 were in -a-) 

 Sonorant forms 1 149 (-a x26, -æ- x2) 

 ‘standard’ heavy Class 1 
weak 

0 (x36 -a) 116 

 

(6.6) 
Apocope 
1st 
sg.pres.in
d. 

 apocopated total 

Light Class 1 weak excl. 
dental forms 

0 5 

 Class 1 weak dental 
forms 

1? superscript u 14 

Heavy Class 1 weak obs+son 0 (0 with stem 
epenthesis) 

4 

 Class 1 weak dental 
forms 

0 18 

 Class 1 weak sonorant 
forms 

0 34 

 ‘standard’ heavy Class 1 
weak 

1  14 (+ x1 -e, rest -o) 
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It is within the weak present indicative verbs that the behaviour of Lindisfarne 

departs most significantly from Early West Saxon, showing no active syncope. 

Whether strong or weak, Lindisfarne shows syncope to be inactive in the present 

indicative forms.  

 

6.6. SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INDICATIVE VERBS 
 

The present indicative verbs in both dialects have not been shown to show high 

levels of syncope, and apocope is almost non-existent. The EWS weak Class 1 verbs, 

however, are surprisingly weight conditioned. In both Li. and EWS, syncope has 

ceased to be active in the strong present indicative verbs, and in Lindisfarne there is 

no activity in the present indicative. West Saxon, therefore, has presented an 

interesting morphological condition: syncope proceeds in strong forms which do not 

fulfil the weight conditions for deletion, i.e. there is no unfooted syllable to correct. 

Rather than synchronic overapplication, it is also possible that reanalysis has taken 

place in the strong present forms, with the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. suffix being reanalysed 

as underlyingly vowelless. In contrast, the weak forms show no such reanalysis, and 

the weight conditioning evident within the 1st class weak declension shows that 

unfooted syllables are still corrected within West Saxon verbs. 

Having revealed the data for Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon, it appears to 

be the case that high vowel deletion is largely inactive in the verbs, with the 

exception just discussed. However, the following chapters will show that the 

situation in the verbs is extremely complex, and that HVD is in fact highly active 

within other parts of the verb paradigm. This is one of the overarching issues that 

must be dealt with when forming an analysis. How and why does a phonological 

process come to be active in some parts of a morphological paradigm and not others?  
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CHAPTER 7 
Syncope in Weak Verb Preterites 
 
7.1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The Old English weak verbs provide a highly interesting data set for the study of 

high vowel deletion, and have recently been the subject of a study in which it is 

argued that in the West Saxon weak verbs the total demise of the weight conditions 

is evident (Minkova 2012). In this chapter I provide the data for the EWS weak 

preterites in Section 7.2, and in Section 7.3 I provide the results from Li. I then 

discuss the implications of the data results for high vowel deletion, and propose an 

analysis within OT. I will focus primarily upon the weak preterite of Class 1, but will 

also provide insights, where relevant, into the behaviour of Class 2. If high vowel 

deletion is applying in a weight-based manner in Old English weak verbs, the first 

thing that we would expect to see in Class 1 is the absence of syncope in the light 

stems. The weak Class 1 forms, when inflected for the preterite, generate an 

inflectional vowel -e-, historically high -i- (Lass 1994: 165), which, if preceded by a 

‘heavy’ syllable, undergoes syncope. As laid out in Chapter 2, I follow Hogg (2000) 

and Bermúdez-Otero (2005) in assuming that high vowel deletion is a process 

targeting unfooted syllables. Therefore, the inflectional -e- is assumed to undergo 

deletion due to its position in an unparsable syllable within the prosodic word e.g. 

h!eran, h!erde: [)[.hi&e.].re.de.]. However, a light root, such as ner+ede does not 

present these conditions, and as such forms such as *nerde are expected to be absent. 

In contrast, Class 2 is not expected to undergo syncope, as the historically long 

thematic -o- is protected from deletion, for synchronic reasons that will be explained 

in Section 7.6.3. As Class 2 is highly uniform in Early West Saxon, the full data 

counts are not given, though they have been checked in Cosijn (1888: §129). I 

assume therefore in my analysis that syncope does not affect Class 2 in Early West 

Saxon. On the other hand, in Lindisfarne there is a lower degree of uniformity, and 

as such, the weak Class 2 data have been included in Appendix B.  
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7.2. WEAK VERBS IN EARLY WEST SAXON 
 

In this section I will focus upon the weak Class 1 preterites, as these are the forms 

that present the richest alternations. The data in this section have been extracted from 

Cosijn (1888), and are organised according to weight, root-final consonants and root-

final consonant clusters. These are all factors which are known to affect the 

behaviour of HVD (see Campbell 1959, Bermúdez-Otero 2005, Minkova 2012 etc.). 

The following data tables are therefore intended to reveal whether there is evidence 

of weight conditioning in the weak preterites, and also the nature of any additional 

phonological conditioning. Where relevant, statistical significance has been 

calculated using Lowry’s (2010) online resource. At the 0.05 level, significance is 

assumed when there is a chi square value of 33.84. In all cases, the Pearson chi 

square and P values are provided.  

 

7.2.1. Historical details 
 

In contrast to the strong ablaut system, the weak preterite does not clearly represent a 

particular Indo-European ancestor, but appears instead to have arisen in Germanic 

(Lass 1994: 166). According to Lass (1994: 166) the most likely source was the 

compounding of a verbal noun with the verb. In Old English, the thematic vowels of 

certain weak forms give rise to complications, as the vowels may be targeted by 

syncopation. In OE, the thematic/athematic distinction in Class 1 was determined by 

syllable weight in the root, as high vowel deletion removed high vowels after heavy 

syllables. This affects Class 1, in which the thematic vowel was light -i-, and 

therefore would face deletion after heavy syllables (Lass 1994: 165). This represents 

the traditional account of HVD in the weak preterites. 

 

7.2.2. Model paradigms 
 

The weak verb model paradigm was discussed in Section 2.2.4. I repeat here the 

paradigm for the Class 1 indicative preterite verbs, as found in Campbell (1959: 
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§748): 

 

 

(7.1) Weak Class 1 preterite paradigm  
  ‘Light’ stem   ‘heavy’ stem 

 fremman  herian  h#eran 

sg. 

1 fremede  herede  h#erde  *h#erede 

2 fremedest  heredest h#erdest *h#eredest 

3 fremede  herede  h#erde *h#erede 

Pl. fremedon  heredon h#erdon *h#eredon 

 

According to Lass, the original formation is visible in a small class of light stems in -

r, including nerian ‘save’, herian ‘praise’ Go. nasjan, harjan (Lass 1994: 166), as 

WGG did not trigger doubling of /r/. This type of verb is usually formed from verbs 

or adjectives. This stem formative, -e- from earlier -i- (Lass 1994: 165) undergoes 

syncope after heavy syllables, which is shown above in h!erde *h!erede, but not after 

light syllables, as in nerian (nerede).  

Recall from Section 2.2.4 that fremman types are assumed to be light. The 

status of geminates in terms of syllable weight is something worthy of consideration. 

The fremman types are not subject to syncope, since though they have a geminate in 

the infinitive through WGG: [)[frem&]+ an], they do not surface with a geminate 

throughout the paradigm, and do not provide evidence that the geminate is 

underlying. The behaviour of syncope may also be an indication of the underlying 

weight of the consonant in fremman and other geminate types, that is, if syncope is 

shown to be truly weight sensitive.23 I assume, therefore, that non-fremman type 

geminates, found (at least variably) throughout the paradigm, yield a heavy syllable. 

The fremman types have therefore been classified alongside the light stems in the 

data tables. The following tables also detail the syncopation rates in weak verbs with 

a root-final consonant+sonorant cluster. It is expected that there will be some level of 

                                                
23 I will go on to argue that the data counts indicate that weight conditioning is in fact 
reasonably strong in the weak Class 1 preterites.  
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interaction with epenthesis in such cases, as alternations such as timberde ~ timbrede 

are attested in Lindisfarne. In certain cases, such as timbr+ede, phonotactics do not 

permit syncope to proceed without epenthesis: *timbrde (see Minkova 2012: 207 for 

discussion). Later in this chapter I will discuss how this interaction can be accounted 

for. Another issue that is noted in Campbell (1959: §753), and that has been 

discussed in relation to the EWS data, is that certain originally light forms in West 

Saxon undergo syncope in spite of their weight, such as hredde *hredede ‘save’. 

There appears to be the addition of phonological conditioning to of high vowel 

deletion, with syncope prioritising dental environments above weight conditions. 

Forms with a root-final dental have been treated separately in order to see to what 

extent this generalisation holds in Lindisfarne.  

 

7.2.3. Class 1 weak forms: light  
 

The first point that must be made here is that following Cosijn (1888) and Campbell 

(1959), I have included fremman types with the light stems. According to Cosijn 

(1888: §116), the weak preterite short forms of Class 1 do not undergo syncope. 

However, stems ending in a final t or d show overapplication of syncope, e.g. 

gelettan, gelette Or 72.27, settan, sette CP (H, C) 93.1, 261.14, etc. 

 

(7.2) Syncopation in EWS light stems 
 

 Total Syncope Percentage 
syncopated: 

Light stems, e.g. 
fremman, 
cnyssan, nerian 
etc. 

43 0 0% 

Light stems 

ending t or d 

(settan) 

12 12 100% 
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These numbers show that there is strong evidence to suggest that overapplication of 

syncope after dentals applies. In Early West Saxon, the deletion in the dental forms 

creates a geminate in every case in the light stems,24 with assimilation to the stem 

final consonant taking place: dd, tt. These factors will be taken into consideration in 

the OT analysis later in this chapter (See also Minkova 2012).  

 

7.2.4. Class 1 weak forms: heavy 
 

In this section we will see whether the heavy forms show the ‘expected’ deletion. I 

have arranged the data in tables according to the final stem consonant. Table (7.3) 

contains all of the relevant forms, though certain root-final consonant types, 

including those ending in dentals, are given a closer examination in tables (7.5– 7.8) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
24 Geminates are not necessarily created in the heavy stems (see tables 7.16 and 7.17).  
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(7.3) Syncopation in heavy stems 
 
Heavy stem 
weak Class 1 
forms. Data 
from Cosijn 
(1888: §120) 

Total Syncope Medial vowel (if 
unsyncopated) 

Percentage 
syncopated 

1. Final r (e.g. 
h!eran etc.) 

115 114  -o- ærarode (x1) 99% 

2. Final m 
(e.g. d"man 
etc.) 

87 87 n/a 100% 

3. Final n (e.g. 
bærnan etc.) 

63 63 n/a 100% 

4. Final l (e.g. 
tæ:lan etc.) 

26 26 n/a 100% 

5. Final g, ng 
(e.g. etc.) 

42 42 n/a 100% 

6. Final s (e.g. 
etc.) 

2 2 n/a 100% 

7. Final vowel  1 1 n/a 100% 

8. Final !  61 61 n/a 100% 

9. Final d  188 188 n/a 100% 

10. Final p, c, 
t   

79 79 n/a 100% 

11. Final 
C+son 

37 12 -e, -o (x1) 32% 

Total 701  675 n/a 96% 

 
 
Before moving on to discuss in more depth some of the complex interactions 

affecting the heavy stems, I repeat part of the table from (7.2), with the addition of 

the heavy stems, for the sake of comparison:  
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(7.4) Syncopation in light and heavy stems in EWS 
 

 Total Syncope Percentage 
syncopated: 

Light stems 
excluding 
dentals, e.g. 
fremman, 
cnyssan, nerian 
etc. 

43 0 0% 

Light stems 
ending t or d 

12 12 100% 

Heavy stems 701 675 96% 

 

There is clearly a correlation between syllable weight and syncope, and this is shown 

to be statistically significant in light of chi-square calculations. There are many 

complications, however, and some further discussion is clearly needed. As shown in 

table (7.3), certain types clearly require further examination, in particular, those 

found in row (11). These will be considered separately in table (7.8). Also in need of 

further examination are the forms found in rows (8), (9) and (10), since although they 

syncopate consistently, the resulting forms vary between gemination, non-geminate 

consonant clusters and single consonants. In the case of final %, we see the following: 

 

(7.5) Formation of geminates after final ð 
  

 Total  %d  %% dd de <ded> 
(unsyncopated) 

Final %  61 57 1 1 2 0 

 

Whether or not a geminate is formed through the deletion of -e- in root-final d forms 

is dependent upon phonotactics. If the final d is part of a coda cluster, the geminate is 

not permitted, e.g. gelende, *gelendde. There are two exceptions to this, where a 

geminate is created after a cluster, and both involve /rd/: hierd[d]e 213.8 CP (H), 

begyrdde Chron. 189. 
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(7.6) Number of tokens with geminate d formed after consonants 
 

Final -d  Total dd d 

Final Vd  129 129 0 

Final Cd  59 2 (but C is /r/ in 
these cases) 

57 

 

(7.7) Number of tokens with geminate t formed after consonants 
 

Final -t Total tt t 

Final Vt 17 16 1 

Final Ct 46 1 45 

 

The table above shows clearly that in Early West Saxon, a geminate is preferable to 

both the unsyncopated ded, and also to unnecessary deletion/simplification of d: 

*læde, lædde. This also happens in the case of t ~ tt. Very few exceptions exist, and 

in the case of Ctt, the token comes from %yrstan, %yrste CP (H, C) 329.3, c 260.16 

%yrstte H 261.16, cj. %yrste (H, C) 31.7, which Cosijn (1888) notes to be variable. In 

terms of OT, this can be analysed using the anti-deletion constraint Max IO (see 

Minkova 2012), though as revealed by the data in tables (7.6) and (7.7) the 

faithfulness requirement not to delete the consonant/simplify the geminate is 

overruled by the requirement not to create a CCC cluster (see Minkova 2012: 203). 

Final obstruent+sonorant clusters have been shown to be of interest in the 

nouns and adjectives (see for the nouns Bermúdez-Otero 2005), and as we will see 

here, the weak verbs are no exception. Forms with a consonant + r, such as 

afrefredon, hyngrede, timbrede, ofersylefredan, strongly contrast the seemingly neat 

pattern of Class 1 weak deletion in after heavy syllables. This point has been 

discussed recently in Minkova (2012: 205). I will discuss this account further in  

7.6.1. Other final sonorants forming part of a final cluster, such as bytledon, 

symblede, wrixleden, and also those ending in nasals such as %rysman also show 
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greater syncope failure rates than other heavy stems, though not to the extent of those 

ending in r. The numbers for these types are shown in table (7.8): 

 

(7.8) Syncope after obstruent + sonorant clusters 
 

Final cons+son Total Syncope No syncope Percentage 
syncopated 

C+r 17 0 17 0% 

C+l 10 5 5 50% 

C+n 7 5 2 71% 

C+m 3 2 1 (-o-) 67% 

 

Note that in the case of m the anomalous unsyncopated form has an o medial vowel: 

a%rysemodon. It is therefore a form that may need to be treated with suspicion, as 

this vowel is a trademark of the non-syncopating Class 2. The influence of the 

robustly productive weak Class 2 is widely acknowledged in the literature (e.g. 

Campbell 1959).  If this form is indeed too problematic to be trusted as representing 

syncope in C+m forms, the percentage in the final cell for syncope could be 100%. 

In this case, there is a neat climb in syncope failure as the sonority of the final 

consonant increases. The numbers in the table are very low, and the fall in syncope 

in relation to higher sonority cannot be confirmed as significant using chi-square 

calculations, since the expected values for all but r are below 5. It is therefore not 

possible to say with conviction that the evidence here points to a relationship 

between sonority and syncope failure.  

 

7.3. WEAK VERBS IN LINDISFARNE 
 

In this section I will begin by providing an overview of the verb data from the 

Lindisfarne Gospels, taken from Cook’s (1894) glossary. I have used Cook’s tense 

and number labels, but in the event of potential ambiguity, or where forms are of 

particular importance I have consulted the printed edition (Skeat 1887) in order to 

see the form in its original context and also to check that the form is not the result of 
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an editorial emendation. Additionally, I have used the length marks presented in 

Cook. However, when the length marking in Cook contradicts those found in 

Bosworth & Toller (B&T) and the behaviour of the forms do not suggest that there is 

reason to assume differently, I have assumed the B&T length marks to be correct.  

 

7.3.1. Syncope in the Lindisfarne weak past 
 

The paradigms of Class 1 of the weak verbs present the conditions for rich 

morphophonological interaction. The singular and plural past tense forms for weak 

verbs have been analyzed. I will also present data from the Class 2 of weak verbs, 

since though it does not pattern like the Class 1 verbs, I intend to present an account 

that includes the non-syncopating forms as well as the syncopating ones within the 

weak verb data. 

 

7.3.1.1. Data from Lindisfarne Class 1 
 

The first data table presents a comparison of syncope rates in the light and heavy 

Class 1 weak preterites in Lindisfarne. This is intended to answer the basic question 

of whether syllable weight plays any role in determining the outcome of HVD. The 

forms included are those which do not end in a dental, do not end in a 

consonant+sonorant cluster and do not include a geminate, as such forms will be 

discussed separately below. The table includes the number of forms showing -a-, as 

this is indicative of confusion between Class 1 and 2, and therefore may have a 

strong effect upon deletion rates. If, for example, the unsyncopated number happened 

to be the same as the number in -a-, we could deduce that syncope has applied only 

to -e-, and that -a- may be immune. 

 

 (7.9) Class 1 heavy and light roots in Li. 

Class 1 Total number Number 
syncopated 

Unsyncopated Number in -a Percentage 
syncopated 

Light stems  58 3 55 7 5% 

Heavy stems  803 770 33 21 95.8% 
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As is usual with the verbs, the heavy forms outnumber the light forms significantly. 

However, it is clear that syncope applies with robust regularity in the heavy Class 1 

forms, with a rate of 95.8%. The difference between syncope rates in heavy and light 

roots is shown to be significant when a chi-square test is applied. Add to that the fact 

that 21 of the 33 unsyncopated tokens had medial -a- and the number of tokens with 

remaining unsyncopated -e- drops to 15 (1.8% of the total).  The light forms, in 

contrast are syncopated in 5% of cases, and again in contrast to the heavy roots, the 

unsyncopated forms are -e- in the majority of cases (48 out of 55).  

Forms ending with an consonant+sonorant cluster are heavy, in that they 

contain a consonant cluster. Therefore, syncope, if applying purely on weight 

grounds, is expected to apply. As the numbers in this table confirm, epenthesis in the 

stem and syncope of the preterite ending interact: 

 

(7.10) Class 1 forms with a consonant+sonorant cluster 
 
Class 1 
cons+son 

Total 
number 

Number 
syncopated 

Unsyncopated Epenthesis 
(with 
syncope) 

Epenthesis (no 
syncope) 

Percentage 
syncopated 

 91 63 28 24 1 69% 

 

It appears to be the case that consonant+sonorant forms somewhat inhibit syncope. 

Although syncope is still frequent, and applies in 69% of tokens, this is a statistically 

significant drop when compared to the heavy forms without a consonant+sonorant 

stem coda. Epenthesis applies with syncope in 44% of the syncopated tokens. There 

is only one example in which epenthesis applies and also syncope fails: 

gefræppegedon (next to gefræpgedon). These figures will be further dissected in 

tables (7.3) and (7.4). Note that I have included not only obstruent+sonorant clusters, 

but also sonorant+sonorant clusters. Since sonority is the influential factor involved 

in epenthesis, and possibly even in deletion, it is necessary to ensure that by 

including both, the results are not obscured. In order to ensure this does not happen, I 

have compared the syncope rates of obstruent+sonorant and sonorant+sonorant 

cluster forms and have used chi square calculations to check whether they show a 
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statistically significant difference. The test shows that there is no statistical 

significance in terms of syncope. Therefore, it appears to be the case that 

sonorant+sonorant forms also stand apart from other heavy roots along with the 

obstruent+sonorant forms, demonstrating lower levels of syncope than a ‘normal’ 

heavy root. However, the similarity ends there, and when it comes to epenthesis, the 

sonorant+sonorant types must be studied separately. Consider the following tables: 

 

(7.11) Distribution of syncope in obstruent+sonorant cluster forms 

 

Final obs+son Total Syncope Epenthesis 
with syncope 

Epenthesis 
without 
syncope 

Percentage 
syncopated 

C+j 3 2 (x1 
without 
epenthesis) 

1 1 67% 

C+r 25 15 15  0 60% 

C+l 3 3 3 0 100% 

C+n 2 0 0 0 0% 

Total 33 20 19 1 57% 

 

(7.12) Distribution of syncope in sonorant+sonorant cluster forms 

 

Final son+son Total Syncope 
without 
epenthesis 

Syncope 
with 
epenthesis 

Epenthesis 
without 
syncope 

No 
epenthesis, 
no syncope 

Percentage 
syncopated 

C+j 44 29 5 0 10 77% 

C+l 2 2  0  100% 

C+n 6 4  0 2 67% 

C+m 4 4  0  100% 

Total 56 39 5 0 12 86% 

 

The high level of sonority in sonorant+sonorant clusters, many of which include the 
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semivowel /j/, permits syncopation without epenthesis. Therefore, it appears to be the 

case that epenthesis is highly sensitive to sonority. The fact that consonant+sonorant 

clusters in general produce lower levels of syncope than other heavy stems indicates 

that syncope also shows some level of sensitivity to sonority, which is perhaps due to 

its interaction with epenthesis. Yet, as stated above, it is not possible reliably to 

claim any difference in levels of syncope in obstruent+sonorant and 

sonorant+sonorant cluster forms, meaning that at this stage in the light of the data it 

is not possible to claim that there is a correlation between syncope and small 

increases in sonority. The fact that higher levels of epenthesis seen in the 

obstruent+sonorant forms do not correspond to significantly lower levels of syncope 

indicates that epenthesis does not have the power to block syncope.  

 
7.3.1.4. Roots ending in dentals  
 
The behaviour of dental-final roots is of great interest phonotactically, and interacts 

with gemination. The table below shows the rates of syncope in forms with a root-

final dental, both geminate and heavy. I have also included the non-dental heavy 

roots for comparison. There were no light forms ending in singleton dentals. 

Furthermore, all but two of the 93 tokens here come from settan ‘set’, which is an 

interesting case in itself. As can be seen in table (7.5), it appears with both geminate 

and single consonants in the past tense. Campbell (1959: §753) treats it as light, and 

discusses its validity as evidence for originally short forms in t and d failing to 

undergo syncope in Anglian. In Wright & Wright (1925: §753), settan is noted to be 

part of a group of Class 1 subdivision (a) forms that undergo syncope, with many of 

the examples showing gemination of dentals. Although it would be possible to posit 

an analysis in which the geminate has been reanalyzed as underlying, it seems likely 

that in this historically light form, the final dental is the trigger for syncopation, as 

non-dental light gemination forms do not undergo reanalysis as heavy forms. 

I repeat here the data from the non-dental heavy roots (originally shown in 

table (7.1)) for the purpose of comparison. By comparing rows A and C it is possible 

to see whether dentals influence the rates of syncope in the target heavy roots: 
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(7.13) Class 1 dental forms 
Row B includes Class 1 subdivision (a) forms like settan (Wright & Wright 1925: 
§525): 
geminate forms (Class 1 dentals) 
 
 

 Total 
number 

Number 
syncopated 

Unsyncopated In -a Percentage 
syncopated 

Notes  

A. Class 1 
dentals 
(heavy) 

514 505  9  5 98 geminate 
created 
through 
syncope: 
68, +6x dt 

B. Class 1 
light 
geminates 
in dentals 

93 93 0 0 100 geminate 
reduced: 5 

C. Heavy 
forms  

807 770  37  21 95  

 

As predicted in the handbooks, OE does not appear to look favorably upon forms in 

which a lack of syncopation results in <ded>.  Once we take into account that five of 

of the unsyncopated forms are syncope-immune -a-, we are left with a syncope 

failure rate of only 0.8%. However, the syncopation rate for non-dental heavy stems 

is also high, at 95%, and a chi-square test does not show this difference to be 

statistically significant. A deeper examination of the data is required in order to see 

why geminates are formed in some forms and not in others. In EWS (see Section 7.2 

for data and discussion), Cosijn (1888: §120) reports that geminates are created in 

dental-final forms only when the final dental consonant is not part of a cluster. It 

therefore appears to be a cluster simplification process; the details of which will be 

expanded upon in the following sections. In the following tables, I have divided the 

Lindisfarne data into C+dental and V+dental in order to see whether this is also a 

restricting principle for Northumbrian Old English. 
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(7.14) Formation of geminate [t] 
 
Lindisfarne 
Heavy roots 
in -t 

Total 
number 

tt -t [dVd] 

Ct 47 4 x dt  40 3 x-tad 

Vt 66 25 (+2 dt)  37 2 (1x 
medial a) 

 
(7.15) Formation of geminate [d] 
 
Lindisfarne 
Heavy roots 
in -d 

Total 
number 

dd d [dVd] 

Vd 71 43  27 1 

Cd 330 0  330 0 

 

The results show that there is clearly a restriction upon the formation of geminates 

after consonants in Lindisfarne, as in Early West Saxon (Cosijn 1888: §120). The 

differences between gemination rates in vowel+t/d and consonant+t/d forms are of 

high statistical significance when a chi-square test is applied (for t geminates, 

X2=13.96, P=0.000187, and for d geminates, X2 227.13, P=<.0001). The analysis 

therefore must account for the fact that geminates are banned after syllables that are 

long due to a consonant cluster, and variable after syllables that are heavy only on 

the basis of a long vowel. 

 

7.3.2. Weak Class 2 forms  
 

The Class 2 weak verbs are largely accepted (Campbell 1959, Wright & Wright 1925 

etc.) not to syncopate due to the thematic <o> which precedes the -de suffix, 

resulting in forms such as l$code (Li. l$cade) rather than *l$cde. The Northumbrian 

variant of the medial vowel in Class 2 comes from Gmc. /u&/, while the West Saxon 
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variant -o comes from Gmc. /o&/, as there was variation in Gmc. between the two 

forms (Campbell 1959: §331.6). In terms of high vowel deletion, this should have no 

effect since though the historical vowels do contrast in height, they were both 

historically long. As such we can expect the -ade ending in Lindisfarne Class 2 verbs 

to remain undeleted regardless of syllable weight. Although the morphophonological 

interaction within Class 2 is expected to be minimal, the data have been examined in 

order to ascertain whether influence from Class 1 affects the resistance of the medial 

vowel to syncope. According to Campbell (1959: §757, §385), -ade predominates in 

Anglian, but -ede may occur in any dialect. Wright & Wright (1925: §222) and 

Campbell (1959: §385) assume occurrences of -e- in the plural, -edon to be the result 

of a phonological process also seen within other word classes, e.g. heafon~heafenas 

‘heaven/heavens’. The phonological process is assumed to be one of dissimilation, 

occurring when a back vowel is followed by another back vowel in the following 

syllable; hence the preceding vowel takes on a more palatal place of articulation. 

Wright & Wright (1925: §222) go on to assume that this may even be the cause of 

some of the migration from Class 1b (including forms such as hyngran ‘to be 

hungry’) to Class 2. The exact nature of the effect of this palatalisation upon 

morphological crossing over is not described in Wright & Wright (1925), but it 

seems likely that since the past ending in Class 1 is -ede, such forms could become 

confused with Class 2 pasts exhibiting this palatalisation, e.g. sealfedon, hyngredon. 

This position is confirmed by Campbell (1959 §385), who indicates that the 

instances of -edon in the Class 2 forms are the result of a phonological process of 

vowel harmony in which the first of two successive back vowels is reduced to <e>, 

rather than being the result of morphological merging.25 The forms that we might 

expect to be affected by this will be the plural forms in -don. Tokens from Class 2 

exhibiting -e- in the past singular are potentially of more interest. Since the relevant 

vowels are unstressed, schwa reduction might also be expected. The crucial question 

here is; could reduction to schwa, or dissimilation to -e-, lead to morphological 

confusion, causing Class 2 forms to behave like Class 1 forms? Of course, this 

                                                
25 The assumption made by Campbell (1959: §385) and Wright & Wright (1925: §222) is 
powerfully supported by the Early West Saxon data (see Cosijn 1888: §129), as -edon is the 
usual suffix for the Class 2 plural indicative. Additionally, -e- is not attested in the singular in 
the place of -o-. Lindisfarne, on the other hand, behaves entirely differently. 
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question can only be addressed with the caveat that Class 2 is more productive and 

more likely to attract forms from Class 1 rather than the reverse. The following table 

summarises the data regarding -e-: 

 

 (7.16) The distribution of -e- in Class 2 
 
Class 2 Medial -e- Total 

-don 30 200 

-de 40 418 

 

These are the data counts for all Class 2 forms. Although the plurals certainly have a 

higher percentage of forms in -e, there are 40 tokens showing -ede, in which, if we 

assume the handbook definition of the back vowel triggered process to be 

synchronically correct, the dissimilation process overapplies. This overapplication 

occurs to the extent that the difference between the rates of -e- before -don and -de is 

not statistically significant when tested using chi-square calculations. This may have 

the effect of at least the weakening the dissimilation process synchronically, and it 

may even be fair to say that in Lindisfarne there is no dissimilation process. Instead, 

a process of schwa reduction of unstressed vowels may be responsible, and due to its 

phonetic overlap with the forms of Class 1, some degree of class confusion would 

not be wholly unexpected. This may have implications for high vowel deletion, as 

the preservation of the unsyncopated -o- in Class 2 is crucial for the retention of 

weight-based high vowel deletion throughout the weak verbs. If, for example, Class 

2 and Class 1 were to merge through schwa reduction, one of two things could 

happen: Firstly, syncope could be extended to Class 2. Alternatively, the influx of 

unsyncopated heavy stems could render the primary linguistic data insufficient to 

formulate a grammar in which deletion applies after heavy stems. As noted in 

Bermúdez-Otero (2005: 2), the latter scenario actually happens towards the end of 

the Old English period in West Saxon. It appears to be the case that the start of this 

process may be in progress in Lindisfarne. However, since there are a mere 70 tokens 

with -e- out of a total of 618 Class 2 forms, it is clear that the distinction between 

Class 2 and Class 1 remains relatively robust even in Lindisfarne.  
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7.3.2.1. Model Paradigm for Class 2 
  

The paradigm given for the past indicative forms of Class 2 weak verbs, as found in 

Campbell (1959: §754) is repeated below (see also Section 2.2): 

 

(7.17) Paradigm for Class 2 lufian ʻloveʼ 
Sg.  

1 lufode (Li. lufade/lufede) 

2  lufodest (Li. lufadest/lufedest) 

3 lufode (Li. lufade/lufede) 

Pl.  lufodon (Li. lufadon/lufedon) 

 

As stated above, the paradigm would look the same for a heavy form such as l$cian 

(Li. l$cgian26) ‘look’. The Lindisfarne data confirm that -ade is the common form, 

with -ede representing a small minority of the Class 2 forms, and -ode being 

extremely rare, with only five instances. The following table contains the numbers of 

syncopated and unsyncopated tokens of light and heavy stems in Class 2. The 

numbers of unsyncopated tokens showing -e- rather than the expected -a- and rare -

o- have also been included: 

 

(7.18) Class 2 heavy and light forms 
 
Class 2 Total number Number 

syncopated 
Number in -e Percentage 

syncopated 

Light stems  167 0 11 0.59 

Heavy stems  261 (simple) 
heavy 

14 56 5.6 

 

As would be expected, syncope is very uncommon in both the heavy and light stems. 

Despite this, the difference between the rates in the light and heavy forms is 
                                                
26 The medial -ig interchanges with medial -i. In Lindisfarne, -ig is the predominant version 
(Campbell 1959: §267 & §757). 
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statistically significant.  

In Class 1 we saw that consonant+sonorant clusters lowered the syncopation 

rates. There are only very few syncopated forms in Class 2 throughout all of the 

phonological types, and as expected, there are no instances of syncope among the 

consonant+sonorant cluster forms: 

 
(7.19) Consonant+sonorant forms in Class 2 
 
 Total Number syncopated In -e % syncopated 

Total cons+son Class 2 144 0 2 0 

 

Finally, I have included the forms ending in a dental. When compared to the Class 2 

heavy stems not ending in a dental, the difference between the syncope rates is not 

statistically significant. 

 
(7.20) Class 2 dental forms 
 
 Total Number syncopated In -e % syncopated 

Heavy Class 2 forms 
ending with a dental 

61 3 0 4.9 

 

It is therefore not the case that final dentals can force syncope in Class 2, which is 

not a surprising result, as the thematic vowel in Class 2 is expected to be immune to 

syncope in all circumstances. 

 
To summarise, the data have revealed the following: 

 

1. The rates of syncope are conditioned by syllable weight in Class 1. 

2. Syncope, as expected, is not active in Class 2. However, the numbers of -ede 

endings in Class 2 may lead us to question whether the tokens with deletion 

show syncope of -e-, rather than -a-. It is not possible to claim with any 

confidence that the syncopated tokens definitely represent deletion of -a- or -

o- when it is known that there are instances of -e- within the data set. 
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3. Forms ending in consonant+sonorant clusters show significantly lower rates 

of syncope than other heavy forms in Class 1. 

4. Epenthesis interacts with syncope in forms ending with a consonant+sonorant 

cluster.  

5. Forms ending in a dental present evidence of phonological conditions upon 

the creation of geminates. 

 
 
 
7.3.3. Overview of the data from Lindisfarne 
 

The data revealed in the sections above show firstly that syncope is the most relevant 

HVD process for showing morphophonological interaction in Lindisfarne verbs. 

Apocope in the strong 1st sg.pres.ind. verbs, as outlined in Chapter 6, is too inactive 

for it to be suggested that it can be interacting with syncope.  

 Regarding syncope, we will also see in the next chapter that there are 

interesting differences between the behaviour seen in the past participles and weak 

past verbs. As stated above, I intend, in the next chapter to discuss the wider 

implications that this has for the analysis of language change and rule decline. Before 

that however, I intend to provide an OT analysis of the alternations found in the 

weak pasts, in which syncope appears to be at its most active. The deletion process 

here can certainly not be said to be acting only in accordance with syllable weight, 

though it appears to be the case that weight does play a role. I will consider the other 

factors outlined above, including the sensitivity to consonant+sonorant clusters. I 

will also discuss a recent account by Minkova (2012) in which an OT account is 

given which moves away from the assumptions provided in grammars such as 

Wright & Wright (1925) and Campbell (1959) and argues that syncope in the weak 

pasts of West Saxon is not weight conditioned. I will discuss the ways in which 

Lindisfarne differs from West Saxon, and also the extent to which such an analysis 

can shine light on the situation in Lindisfarne. 
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7.4. OVERVIEW OF THE DATA FROM LINDISFARNE AND EARLY WEST SAXON 
 

The results form Early West Saxon and Lindisfarne provide evidence for a complex 

system for HVD within each of the grammars. I will now review the most important 

observations regarding the behaviour of syncope, detailing any differences and 

similarities between the two dialects. 

 

7.4.1. Syllable weight 
 

If we return to the figures for ‘simple’27 heavy and light stems within the weak pret. 

in Class 1, there is a remarkable coherence between the Lindisfarne Gospels and 

Early West Saxon: 

 

(7.21) Comparison of weight distinction in Li. and EWS 
 

Class 1 Lindisfarne EWS 

Light stems  5% 
syncopation 

0% 
syncopation 

Heavy stems  95.8% 
syncopation 

96% 
syncopation 

 

These figures demonstrate that although there are numerous differences between 

Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon in terms of the behaviour of high vowel deletion 

(in the weak verbs and elsewhere), they both exhibit a strongly statistically 

significant preference for syncope after heavy stems, that is, in the conditions 

assumed in traditional accounts of high vowel deletion. 

 

7.4.2. Final dentals 
 

The data for final dentals in heavy stems in both dialects were not particularly 

enlightening, since, as we have just seen, syncope is so prevalent in heavy stems that 

                                                
27 These forms do not include final dentals or consonant+sonorant clusters. 
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an increase due to the final dental can only be minimal. Therefore, it is the light 

stems, and the possibility of overapplication that have the potential to be of interest. 

Can a final dental force syncope in light stems, in dialects in which light stems do 

not undergo deletion?  For the Early West Saxon texts, although there were only 12 

tokens for light dentals (compared to 43 for non-dental light stems) all of them were 

syncopated, while none of the non-dental lights was. Chi-square calculations indicate 

that there is a highly statistically significant difference, though it is important to note 

that the reliability of the calculations is compromised somewhat by the low numbers, 

which lead to an expected value of below five for the dental light stems. In 

Lindisfarne there is evidence to show that dentals cannot force syncope in Class 2 

heavy stems, but can cause overapplication of syncope in light Class 1 weak forms. 

Although heavy, Class 2 forms are not subject to deletion, which is assumed 

traditionally to be due to the thematic -o-. The heavy Class 2 forms ending in a 

dental showed no significant difference in syncopation, and like other forms within 

Class 2, syncope is very rare. In sum, we have evidence from EWS and Lindisfarne 

that suggests that syncope may overapply after dentals, as has been observed in the 

literature, and the analysis later in this chapter will reflect this.  

 

7.4.3. Consonant+sonorant clusters 
 

The Class 1 forms ending in consonant+sonorant clusters are yet another area where 

the basic syncope patterns are shown to be similar in both dialects under 

investigation. However, there are also important differences between the two 

dialects, and the analyses in the following sections must reflect these. Both in 

Lindisfarne and in EWS, consonant+sonorant clusters are associated with lower 

overall rates of syncope than in ‘simple’ heavy stems. In Lindisfarne, the results are 

as follows: 
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(7.22) Effect of consonant+sonorant clusters in Li. 
 

Lindisfarne Total number Number syncopated % syncopated 

Class 1 cons+son clusters 91 63  70% 

Class 1’simple’ heavy roots 803 770  96% 

 

This difference is statistically significant when a chi-square test is applied. Likewise, 

for Early West Saxon, we have a similar result:  

 

(7.23) Effect of consonant+sonorant clusters in EWS 
 

EWS Total number Syncope % syncopated 

Class 1 cons+son clusters 37 12  32% 

Class 1 ‘simple’ heavy stems 701 675   96% 

 

Early West Saxon more strongly disfavours syncope in consonant+sonorant clusters 

than Lindisfarne, though both dialects associate lower levels of syncope with these 

final clusters. Another distinguishing feature between Early West Saxon and 

Lindisfarne that is of great interest relates to the interaction of epenthesis and 

syncope. In Early West Saxon, this relationship is fairly straightforward. If we take a 

form such as timbran, past.sg. timbrede ‘built’, and consider its prosody: [)[timbr + 

ede]], we can see that if syncope were to apply: [)[tim.br+de]], we are left with a 

unsyllabifiable cluster, where [r] cannot become part of the coda or onset: 

[)[timb.r.de]]. This fact is noted in Minkova (2012: 203). There are potentially a 

number of ways in which this problem could be resolved, but the two most relevant 

ones here are a) blocking deletion, as in timbrede, or b), adding an epenthetic vowel 

after deletion has taken place, as in timberede. In Early West Saxon, deletion is 

blocked in the majority of cases, as we have seen. Epenthesis therefore does not 

feature heavily. However, there are a couple of instances of epenthesis, though these 

are unexpected, as they appear along with an undeleted suffix vowel: sigelede Chron. 

877, a%rysemodon Or 224.34. The latter example has been discussed above in 
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Section 7.2.4 of this chapter, and will not be given a great amount of attention due to 

the highly anomalous (within Class 1) -o- thematic vowel. Interestingly, though the 

majority of such Early West Saxon forms follow timbrede, having no deletion, and 

thus, no need for epenthesis, the few cases where syncope proceeds do not undergo 

epenthesis: eglde CP (H, C) 235.8, H 309.3, siglde Or. 17.16&19, wyrsmde CP (C) 

258.1, %rysmd Or. 142.22. Since epenthesis is highly sensitive to sonority, I assume 

that the reason for the lack of epenthesis here, and more importantly, the success of 

syncope, comes from the relatively low sonority difference between the two elements 

of the final cluster. Take, for example, /br/, in timbran which never syncopates. This 

cluster is a stop followed by a highly sonorous liquid. As Minkova (2012: 203) 

observes, [br] is not attested as a coda cluster throughout the dialect. On the other 

hand, /sm/ involves a relatively unsonorous nasal, which follows an obstruent which 

is more sonorous than a stop. Finally, due to palatalisation, it is an approximant, and 

not a stop that is present in eglde and siglde: /jl/, and it appears to be the case that 

such a cluster is more easily syllabified, and therefore does not warrant epenthesis, or 

block syncope. These examples aside, in Early West Saxon there is no competition 

between timberde and timbrede, with timbrede, i.e. no syncope, being the winning 

form. On the other hand, in Lindisfarne, we have a more complex picture. In the 

following table, which repeats some of the data shown in table (iv), we can see that 

in C+r clusters, syncope proceeds in 60% of cases, but in contrast to EWS, all of 

these syncopated tokens undergo epenthetic repair. This indicates that the same 

forces are at work in Early West Saxon and in Lindisfarne, banning forms such as 

timbrde, when the sonority discrepancy is too high, but that in Lindisfarne epenthesis 

is available as an option, whereas in Early West Saxon it is not.  

 

(7.24) Epenthesis and deletion in C+r forms in Li. 
 

Final obs+son Total Syncope Epenthesis 
with syncope 

Epenthesis 
without 
syncope 

Percentage 
syncopated 

C+r 25 15 15  0 60% 
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To sum up, in Lindisfarne the analysis must make provision for the fact that 

epenthesis and syncope appear to be in competition, whereas in Early West Saxon 

the banning of syncope, subject to sonority, is the only option. 

 

7.4.4. Formation of geminates 
 

As shown in the preceding sections, both Early West Saxon and Lindisfarne have a 

restriction upon the environment in which a geminate may be formed from a 

syncopated dental-final stem + de/don. In both dialects, vowel+d/t forms were 

permitted to form geminates, while consonant+d/t forms were not. I repeat here the 

tables for EWS and Li. forms in -d: 

 

 

(7.25) Formation of geminate d in EWS and Li. 
(a) 

EWS 
Heavy roots in 
–d  

Total 
number 

dd d ded 

Final Vd  129 129 0 0 

Final Cd  59 2 (after r) 57 0 

 

(b) 

Lindisfarne 
Heavy roots 
in –d  

Total 
number 

dd d ded 

Final Vd 71 43  27 1 

Final Cd 330 0  330 0 

 

Both dialects clearly permit gemination, but not in instances when a CCC cluster will 

be created. Geminate simplification is not preferred in forms such as cidde, so we 

can see that gemination is not penalised in order to prevent CC clusters. However, 

providing there is not an illegal coda cluster (such as br, discussed above), there are 
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instances of non-geminate CCC clusters formed through syncope in EWS, such as 

giernde. Therefore, a combination of coda weight, phonotactics and geminate 

prevention must all come into play.  

 

7.5. CLASS 2 
 

In the final part of this summary of HVD behaviour in Early West Saxon and 

Lindisfarne, I consider the behaviour of Class 2 in two ways: Firstly, in relation to 

whether deletion applies at all,28 and secondly, with respect to the salience of Class 2 

as a separate class. In EWS, there are no cases of syncope in Class 2. In terms of 

standing apart from Class 1, the EWS Class 2 forms overwhelmingly show -o- or -a-. 

There are only five instances listed in Cosijn (1888: §129) of -ede. There are, 

however, a sizable number of -edon forms (89 in total), compared to x37 -odon and 

2x -adon. Recall that in Campbell (1959: §385) it is claimed that a process of 

dissimilation causes a back vowel + -don to surface as -e-. The figures from EWS 

back this up, and since -e applies in the majority of plural EWS Class 2 forms, while 

being virtually absent form non-plurals, it is fair to say that this is likely to be the 

result of a phonological process, as Campbell (1959: §385) claims. Therefore, 

through the medial vowel and through the absence of syncope, we can see no 

evidence to suggest that Class 2 and Class 1 are collapsing in together in EWS. This 

is of great importance for high vowel deletion, as such a collapse would render 

syncope totally unlearnable (see Bermúdez-Otero 2012: 188–9) for discussion of the 

implications of this).  As the data numbers just quoted represent all that is of interest 

for this study regarding the Class 2 verbs in EWS, full data counts have not been 

taken.29 Lindisfarne, on the other hand, proved to be slightly less regular with respect 

to Class 2 verbs, particularly in relation to their medial vowel. As shown in Section 

7.3.2, unlike in EWS, the distribution of -e- in Class 2 in Lindisfarne showed no 

significant correlation with back vowel suffixes. Instead of a robust process of 

synchronic dissimilation, as in EWS, in Lindisfarne we have either the reduction of 

the unstressed vowel, or the beginning of morphological merging. It is important to 

                                                
28 The assumption here is, following the literature, that there will be no deletion in Class 2. 
29 Readers interested in the Class 2 data are directed to Cosijn (1888: §129).  
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note though that the numbers are low and that the rates of deletion in Class 2 are very 

low. Although it appears to be the case that Lindisfarne may be further along the 

route towards the collapse of Class 1 and Class 2 than EWS is, it is certainly still 

very far from being enough to compromise syncope to any significant extent.  

 It has become clear through these sections that in many ways high vowel 

deletion is in a similar state in Lindisfarne and in Early West Saxon, though there are 

some subtle differences that need to be accounted for in the analysis, in particular the 

behaviour of epenthesis. 

  
7.6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE DATA 
 

Now that we have the data for Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon weak preterites, I 

will examine the implications of the alternations, providing an analysis that accounts 

for syncope in the Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon weak preterites. I will also now 

discuss in some detail the recent account of Early West Saxon provided in Minkova 

(2012). 

 

7.6.1. The weak preterite: Is there any evidence for weight-based HVD? 
 

In Section 7.4, we have shown that in both Early West Saxon and the Lindisfarne 

Gospels, there is a statistically significant difference between syncope rates in 

‘simple’ heavy and light stems. I therefore propose that the constraint ranking 

introduced in Chapter 2 should be used in order to force weight-conditioned deletion 

in both dialects: 
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(7.26) 
(a) 

hi&er+ede ‘heard’ 
[)[.hi&e.].re.de.] 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL ANCHOR-R 

 

PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-
0 

[)[.hi&e.].re.de.]    **!  ** 

[)[.hi&er.]. Ø de.] #    * * * 

[)[.hi&er.]. ØdØ.] *!  *  **  

[)[.hi&e.].red Ø.]  *! *  * * 

 

(b) 

her+ede ‘praised’ 
[)[.he.re.].de.] 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL ANCHOR-R 

 

PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-
0 

[)[.he.re.].de.] #    *  * 

[)[.her Ø.].de.]    * *! * 

[)[.her.]. Ø d Ø.] *!  *  **  

[)[.he.].red Ø.]  *! *  * * 

 

Note that apocope of the weak pret. ending is ruled out here by STRESSWELL. 

Apocope should never have affected the final e of -ede, and was not high and light in 

the period in which the height conditions endured. This can be enforced in the 

synchronic grammar without the need to specifiy underlying vowel height 

conditions.  However, as the data have shown, this constraint ranking cannot alone 

account for the complexities presented by the weak preterites in either Li. or EWS. I 

will argue that this contraint ranking is essentially correct in determining whether 

deletion applies, but that other phonological tendencies are in place, thus requiring a 

more complex analysis. The idea that weight conditioning is still crucial to the 

analysis is however not necessarily the consensus, and I will now discuss a recent 

analysis by Minkova (2012), in which it is argued that the alternations cannot be 

accounted for simply using the historical weight of the root. Minkova highlights the 

importance of a number of other factors in determining whether deletion proceeds or 
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not, including the derivational history, the presence of -r- to the left of the thematic 

vowel, the distribution of syncopated and unsyncopated forms, including an 

imbalance between poetry and prose (Minkova 2012: 196). The following diagram, 

adapted from Minkova (2012: fig. 13.2) reflects the patterns in West Saxon for the 

occurrence of syncope in the 1st and 3rd pret.ind., taking into account some of these 

wider factors: 

 

(7.27) Behavior of syncope in WS 
 

Class 1 Syncopated 

-de 

Non-Syncopated 

-ade, -ode, -ede 

Heavy 
Root 

h:lde (h:lan ‘heal’) 

gr+tte (gr+tan ‘greet’) *gr+ttede 

wy:scte (wy:scan ‘wish’) 

timbrede (timbran ‘build’) *timbrde 

s#owode (s#owan ‘sew’) *s#owde 

gyrede (gyrwan ‘prepare’) *gyrwde 

Light 
Root 

tealde (tellan ‘count’) *tælede 

hredde (hreddan ‘save’) *hreddede 

lette (lettan ‘hinder’) *lettede 

cnysede (cnyssan ‘knock’) also cnyste 

herede (herian ‘praise’) 

 
The shaded boxes highlight the forms that are not ‘expected’ according to the 

traditional definitions of high vowel deletion. It must be noted that although some of 

these forms represent complexities within the system, such as the effect of dentals 

etc. they do not necessarily provide counter-examples to the weight-based analysis. 

For example, one of the examples cited in Minkova (2012: fig. 13.2) of syncope 

failing to apply in a heavy stem; s!owode, is a form that according to Campbell (1959: 

§753.6) is synchronically Class 2, and therefore not subject to deletion. Heavy stems 

ending in w from Class 1, e.g. tr!ewde *tr!ewede do show the expected deletion. 

According to Minkova (2012: 197–8) exceptions to the weight driven 

definition of syncope found in the shaded boxes can be grouped together into the 

following categories: 

 

a) Stems ending in a dental undergo syncope whatever the weight (hredde, h,lde). 

b) Roots ending in sonorants undergo syncope irrespective of the root weight (fylde, 
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cende, cyrde etc.).30 

c) Ill-formed clusters will not be triggered by syncope regardless of the syllable 

weight of the stem (e.g. -CC final clusters such as timbran > timbrede *timbrde). 

 

Minkova’s (2012) analysis challenges the assumption that syllable weight 

synchronically plays any role at all in determining the outcome of syncope, arguing 

instead that the paradigm has been reanalysed, and the alternations lexicalised. This 

account includes forms from Class 2, which are assumed all to be of Type-V. I will 

shortly discuss these observations in more detail, and will also consider whether they 

might apply in Lindisfarne, but before that I will briefly sketch out the analysis 

relating to West Saxon found in Minkova (2012) and consider whether the radical 

overhaul of the UR assumptions found in this account do indeed improve upon the 

complicated verbal high vowel deletion situation. The basic premise of Minkova’s 

analysis is that rather than showing the application of prosodically motivated high 

vowel deletion, the alternations with and without a medial vowel represent differing 

underlying representations. The verbs are therefore divided into two broad 

categories; Type-C (consonantal) and Type-V (vocalic) (Minkova 2012: 201). The 

Type-C forms are assumed to be monosyllabic, and lack an underlying formative 

vowel, e.g. h,l-an ‘heal’ 1&3 sg.pret. h,l-de, gr"tan ‘greet’ 1&3 sg.pret. gr"tte.  

These forms may end in a singleton or geminate consonant. On the other hand, the 

Type-V stems are underlyingly disyllabic in nature, and include as part of the UR of 

the stem a high unstressed vowel in the infinitive and an unstressed back or mid 

vowel in the preterite (Minkova 2012: 201), e.g. herian ‘praise’ 1&3 sg.pret. herede, 

l$cian ‘look’ 1&3 sg.pret. l$code, losian ‘lose’ 1&3 sg.pret.  losode. The loss of 

historical weight as part of the account could be problematic for those forms in Class 

2, which are traditionally assumed to be protected from deletion due to their 

historically long thematic vowel. It is noteworthy however that in Minkova’s (2012) 

account the Class 2 weak verbs, which fall naturally into the Type-V stems, are 

accounted for along with the nerian type verbs of Class 1. A form such as l$cian, 

regardless of weight, will therefore appear with an underlyingly specified medial 

                                                
30 Among the examples presented by Minkova (2012: 198), there are no sonorant-final 
stems undergoing syncope that are traditionally assumed to be short.  
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vowel in the preterite. On the other hand, h,l-an, with a root-final /l/, should 

therefore appear without a medial vowel in the preterite. The alternations in the weak 

verbs of West Saxon are, Minkova notes, too complex to fall neatly into these two 

categories. Such complexities include the gemination seen in forms such as hredde 

‘saved’ and also the apparent contradiction to Minkova’s account found in forms 

such as consonant-final timbran, which rather than showing no vowel, instead 

appears as timbrede. I will now discuss the way in which Minkova accounts for these 

apparent problems within the framework of OT, and will consider whether there are 

indeed forms which provide problems for Minkova’s analysis.  

 Starting with the forms ending in a dental, which in West Saxon surface with 

a geminate in the preterite, Minkova’s (2012: 204) analysis enforces the gemination 

with two constraints, which demand that two adjacent segments agree in voicing, and 

prevent unsyllabifiable consonant clusters: 

 

(7.28)  
a) 
*(C)CCC-]PWD 

Avoid unsyllabifiable consonant clusters (Minkova 2012: 202). 

 

b) 
AGREE VOICE COBSTR. ] PWD 

PWd-initial obstruents must agree in voicing (Minkova 2012: 203). 

 

These two markedness constraints, enforce gemination in gr"tte, but not in *sendde. 

Gemination is not permitted, under this analysis, since *sendde violates *(C)CCC-

]PWD. These constraints compete with NOGEM (avoid identical adjacent consonants), 

and also interact with faithfulness constrains MAX-IO (Input segments must have 

output correspondents) and DEP-IO (Output segments must have input 

correspondents) (Kager 1999: 67–68), which if ranked below NOGEM might cause an 

alternative form of repair such as vowel epenthesis.   
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 (7.29) 

base + /d-/ 

gr"t+de 

AGREE VOICE 
COBSTR. ] PWD 

*(C)CCC-]PWD DEP-IO MAX-IO NOGEM 

gr"t+de *!     

gr"tt+de  *! *  * 

gr"tV+de   *!   

gr"+te    *(!)  

gr"t+te #     * 

 

It is worth noting here that in Minkova’s analysis the only difference between Type-

C forms ending in a dental and other Type-C forms is implied to be the gemination. 

This is because the analysis does not assume that there is overapplication of deletion 

in dental stems, since they are simply listed as Type-C. Minkova states that ‘[v]erbs 

with stems ending in non-dental single consonants [...] behave like gr"tan; the only 

difference is [...] their preterite forms do not violate NOGEM’ (Minkova 2012: 205). 

Since both types are assumed to lack the medial vowel underlyingly in this analysis, 

there is no need for any phonological motivation resulting in the dental stems to be 

associated with lower levels of syncope in the analysis. This departs from the 

traditional analyses, which assume that verbs ending in t or d may exhibit 

overapplication of syncope (e.g. Campbell 1959: §753). Whether the process is 

viewed as one of syncope, or as epenthesis, there may be some restriction within 

West Saxon disfavouring dental sequences separated by schwa, which can be 

repaired by gemination or consonant simplification. This also appears to be the case 

in Lindisfarne where syncope is fairly common but variable within ‘normal’ Type-C 

Class 1 verbs, compared to the Type-C Class 1 verbs ending in a dental in which it is 

closer to obligatory.  

 Returning to the traditional UR assumption, in order to enforce forms such as 

sette, gr"tte, I propose that the following constraint, based upon the Generalized OCP 

(Suzuki 1998: 42) is added to the basic HVD tableau for weak preterites: 
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(7.30) 

*[DCD] 

 A sequence of two alveolar stops is prohibited where [C] is intervening material 
 

(7.31) 
(a)  

base + /d-/ 

grēt+ede 
MAX-V2 ANCHOR-

R 

 

*[DCD] 

 

PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.gre&.].te.de.]   *! **  ** 

[)[.gre&.].tØte.] #    * * * 

[)[.gre&.]. tØtØ.] *! *   **  

[)[.gre&.].ted. Ø]  *! *  * * 

 

(b) 

 

Since (7.31 a) is heavy, the ranking without *[DCD] would suffice. However, in the 

case of short forms ending in /t,d/, as in (7.31 b), *[DCD] forces syncope, in 

avoidence of the Generalised OCP violation. I have left AGREE VOICE COBSTR.]PWD out of 

the ranking for reasons of space, though I assume it to be in place, and hence tt, 

rather than td, is the result. This is the case in both EWS and in Li, though as we will 

see in the next chapter, the past participles prove problematic in Li. 

base + /d-/ 

set+ede 
MAX-V2 ANCHOR-

R 

 

*[DCD] 

 

PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[ )[.se.te.].de.]   *! *  ** 

[ )[.set.Ø].te.] #    * * * 

[ )[.set.Ø]tØ] *! *   **  

[ )[.se.te.]dØ]  *! *  * * 
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The second set of problematic forms accounted for using the above set of 

constraints in Minkova (2012: fig. 13.5) includes words such as timbran. Being a 

Type-C form, this word is assumed to have an underlying monosyllabic root. A 

process of epenthesis is assumed to prevent an unsyllabifiable cluster; timbrede does 

therefore not constitute failure of syncope, but epenthetic repair: 

 

 (7.32)   

base + /d-/ 

timbr+de 

AGREE VOICE 
COBSTR ] PWD 

*(C)CCC-]PWD DEP-IO MAX-IO NOGEM 

timbr+te *!     

timbr+de  *!    

timbVr+de   *   

tymb+de  *!  *  

timbrV+de#   *   

timbVr+Vde   **!   

 

     Modified from Minkova (2012: fig. 13.5) 

 

Note that in this tableau the ranking that is of consequence is *(C)CCC-]PWD>> DEP-

IO. A reverse ranking would not allow vowel epenthesis in order to prevent the 

consonant cluster /mbrd/. In forms such as bytl+de ‘build’, in which the 

obstrunt+sonorant cluster is not part of a larger cluster (compared with timbran, in 

which the obstruent+sonorant cluster follows a consonant), another option is implied 

by the analysis: 
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(7.33) 

base + /d-/ 

bytl+de 

AGREE VOICE 
COBSTR ] PWD 

*(C)CCC-]PWD DEP-IO MAX-IO NOGEM 

bytl+te *!     

bytl+de  *!    

bytVl+de   *   

byt+de    *  

bytlV+de#   *   

bytVl+Vde   **!   

 

Since the faithfulness constraints are equally ranked, byt+de is predicted as a 

harmonious candidate. According to Minkova (2012: 207), this is to allow for forms 

such as nemned, next to nemde, in which n faces deletion, and also cemde (cemban 

‘to comb’).31 This freedom is also claimed to have the benefit of allowing for forms 

such as gyrwan ~ gyrede ‘to prepare’, in which epenthesis and w deletion are 

attested. However, the alternation involving root-final w is clearly not best accounted 

for using this ranking. None of the forms that are claimed to require this ranking 

have an obstruent+sonorant root-final cluster, with cemban being 

sonorant+obstruent, and the other cited forms having a sonorant+sonorant cluster. 

There is a clear distinction here, with final deletion being banned in 

obstruent+sonorant cluster forms, even when following another consonant, as in 

timbrede (*timbede). In failing to capture this difference, the above ranking implies 

that timbede might surface variably. Cosijn (1888: §120) notes that w is lost after r, 

and retained after long vowels, yielding forms such as gyrede *gyrwede, and tr!ewde 

‘to believe’. This can be accounted for more easily with a weight-based account, if 

we assume that the loss of w after r yields a short syllable, preventing syncope from 

applying: [)[.gy.re.].de.]]. On the other hand, the heavy forms in which w is retained 

have long vowels, and thus the syncope in the -ede ending is unproblematic.  

                                                
31 Neither cemban nor the form nemned are attested in the EWS data set. 
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Minkova (2012: fn 23) notes that according to Campbell (1959: §326–327), 

certain forms such as efnan may appear without epenthesis in the preterite: efnde. 

Minkova’s solution is to allow for syllabic sonorants in satisfaction of *(C)CCC-]PWD. 

I have therefore added this candidate to the following tableau:  

 

(7.34) 

base + /d-/ 

bytl+de 

AGREE VOICE 
COBSTR ] PWD 

*(C)CCC-]PWD DEP-IO MAX-IO NOGEM 

bytl+te *!     

bytl+de  *!    

bytVl+de   *   

byt+de    *  

bytlV+de#   *   

bytVl+Vde   **!   

by.tD+de      

 

One problem here is that such a candidate would actually win outright, since it does 

not violate DEP-IO, unlike epenthesis. We are therefore left with the question of why 

epenthesis is ever permitted. In this instance, it would be necessary to add SONPK/0 

and NUC/V to the ranking. When SONPK/0 is ranked above NUC/V, syllabic 

sonorants would be preferred. When NUC/V is ranked above DEP/V, epenthesis 

would be allowed in preference to syllabic sonorants. The variation attested in EWS 

would be made possible by assuming stochastic ranking as discussed in Chapter 4. 

This analysis presents one final issue, which is that the ranking does not 

predict where the epenthesis will occur. This is rather problematic for West Saxon, 

given that timberde, as opposed to timbrede, is not a possible outcome. Minkova 

(2012: 209) mentions that the handbooks note an alternative way of preventing 

*timbrde, which is epenthesis between b + r. Indeed, in the previous part of this 

chapter we have seen that in Lindisfarne there is competition between a stem vowel 

(timberde) and inflexional vowel (timbred), though Early West Saxon does not allow 
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this.  

Traditionally,32 the underlying representation of the root, stem and suffix in 

OE would be assumed to be /timbr+e+de/. Therefore, only a vowel between b and r 

can be considered to be epenthetic, but the stem formative, specified underlyingly is 

not considered to be epenthetic. According to Minkova’s analysis, the stem UR for 

this Type-C form is also /timbr/, but the suffix, as detailed above, is /+de/. Therefore 

in both frameworks the vowel within [timber] is epenthetic. The difference here is 

that the vowel in timbrede is, rather than the failure of syncope, a method of repair 

by vowel epenthesis. I will now consider whether the traditional analyses, in which 

the theme vowel is underlyingly present, rather than epenthetic, are able to account 

for timbrede. In the following tableau I have continued to use *(C)CCC-]PWD to 

prevent *timbrde, but have also included the weight-motivating constraints discussed 

in Chapter 2. Another modification is the division of MAX-IO (Input segments must 

have output correspondents) (Kager 1999: 67–68), into the following two 

constraints: 

 

(7.35)  
(a)  
MAX-C (McCarthy & Prince 1995) 

Every input consonant has an output correspondent. 

 

(b) 
MAX-V (McCarthy & Prince 1995)  

Every input vowel has an output correspondent. 

 

There is evidence in Old English to suggest that this division is necessary, as repair 

processes commonly have a choice between the removal of a vowel and the removal 

consonant. Both forms of deletion are attested in OE. The result of this split, and of 

the higher ranking of MAX-C is the prevention of the form timb+de, in which there is 

a syncopated consonant.  

                                                
32 Traditionally here is used in a broader sense, to refer not only to handbook accounts, but 
to any framework which assumes that the alternations within this paradigm stem from 
weight-based syncope. 
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(7.36) 

base + /d-/ 

timbr+ede 

AGREE 
VOICE COBSTR. 

] PWD 

*(C)CCC-
]PWD 

*MAX-C DEP-IO PARSE-σ ̆ MAX-V 

[)[.timb.]r.te.] *!    * * 

[)[.timb.]r.de.]  *!   * * 

[)[.tim.].bVr.de.]    *! * * 

[)[.timb.].de.]   *!  * ** 

[)[.tim.].bre.de.] #     **  

[)[.tim.].bV.re.de]     *! ***  

 

This analysis correctly predicts timbrede as the winner, without competition. This is 

therefore more satisfactory for Early West Saxon than the analysis in (7.28), which 

implies that forms such as timberde will occur, which is not the case. Recall though, 

that the variation between timberde and timbrede that we must prevent from being 

predicted in EWS is exactly what we have seen to be attested in Lindisfarne. A 

selection of relevant forms ending in a non-geminate obstruent+sonorant cluster 

appearing in the pret., which show the variation within Lindisfarne are listed here: 

 

7.6.2. Obstruent+sonorant cluster forms  
 
(7.37) 
(a) 
l"%ra ‘to lather’  
Pret.ind.3sg. l"%rede 
 
(b) 
fr$efra ‘to soothe’ 
Pret.ind.3pl. fr$efredon 
 
(c) 
gehyngra  
1stsg.pret.ind. gehyncgerde Mt(Li) 25,35; 3rd sg. gehyncgerde Mt(Li) 4, 2. 25, 42  
gehyngerde Mt(Li) 12, 3. L. 4, 2. 6, 3; gewyncerde Mk(Li) 11, 12, hyngerde Mk. 
2,25; hyngcerde Mt(Li) 21, 18 3 pl. hyncerdon Mt(Li) 12, 1 
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(d) 
getimbra  
3rdsg.pret.ind. getimberde Mt(Li) 7, 26. 21,33. Mk(Li) 12, 1. L. I 5, 9; getimbrade 
Lk(Li) 7, 5; 3 pl. getimberdon Lk(Li) 17, 28; getimbredon Mt(Li) I 21, 18; 
getimbradon Mk(Li) 12, 10 
 

The analysis in (7.31), though perhaps better for EWS, is therefore problematic for 

Lindisfarne in that it does not allow for such variation. The analysis, however, only 

requires minor modifications in order to account for the variation in Li. Returning to 

the stochastic rankings discussed in Chapter 4, if we assume that PARSE-σ̆, Max-V 

and Dep-IO have overlapping ranking values on the continuous ranking scale 

(Boersma 1997), we can allow for timberede and timbrede: 

 
(7.38) 
 
 
high-ranked         low-

ranked 

 

Let us now examine the results of this stochastic ranking, when applied to timbran:  

 

(7.39) 
(a) 
base + /ede/ 

timbr+ede 

DEP-IO PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V 

[)[.tim.].bVr.de.] *! * * 

[)[.tim.].bre.de.] #  **  

 

 

 

 

 

DEP-IO 
PARSE-σ̆ 

MAX-V 
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(b) 
base + /ede/ 

timbr+ede 
PARSE-σ̆ DEP-IO MAX-V 

[)[.tim.].bVr.de.] # * * * 

[)[.tim.].bre.de.]  **!   

 

Though the analysis found in Minkova (2012) also would allow us to represent the 

alternations in C+son forms, we lose the representation of the weight distinction, 

which has been shown to be statistically significant. Though the weight distinctions 

are lost in a later period (Bermúdez-Otero 2012: 188), the evidence suggests that in 

both EWS and Li. this has yet to happen, and that the grammars in question instead 

show a stage in which the synchronic conditions for syncope are split between the 

original weight conditions and other phonological and morphological conditioning. It 

is also worth noting some of the further complexities that would be faced if applying 

the lexicalisation account in Li, since the variation attested in the weak preterate 

would require either an unstable UR, with for example, st!ora ‘to direct’: st!orede ~ 

st!orde being simultaneously Type-V and Type-C. 

 

7.6.3. Class 2 analysis 
 

It is unsurprising that the Class 2 data have shown a lack of syncope in EWS and Li, 

and this is in line with traditional handbooks. Minkova (2012) is able to account for 

the lack of syncope, since the weak verb paradigms have become lexicalised. 

Therefore, the Class 2 forms are simply Type-V, and have a stem vowel 

underlyingly. No phonological rule for syncope is therefore required either in Class 1 

or Class 2. I have argued that this account faces problems when it comes to some of 

the exceptions noted in Minkova, and, for example, does not model any difference 

between attested w deletion and forbidden deletion of the sonorant in 

obstruent+sonorant clusters, as in timbrede *timbede. I have also argued that the 

lexicalised account loses the benefit of modeling the statistically significant weight 

distinction that is evident in the weak pret. of EWS. The issue that must be dealt with 

though, in my weight-based account, is how to model in the synchronic grammar the 
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lack of HVD in Class 2 verbs. Historically, the medial vowel was protected by its 

low height, and its length. Synchronically, though, the thematic vowel is sometimes 

reduced to schwa, and moreover, HVD deletes non-high vowels. The account I will 

argue in favour of will therefore make reference to the historical length of the 

thematic vowel, and follows Bermúdez-Otero’s (2005: §7.6) description of nouns 

containing in a historically long derivational affix, such as n!eten. There is therefore 

evidence from outside of the verb paradigm to support the assumption that it is 

historical length that synchronically protects the Class 2 verbs from deletion. 

According to Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.6), nouns such as n!eten, WGmc. 

*n6uti&n6-, have a historically long medial vowel bearing secondary stress. He 

argues, though, that they do not synchronically have secondary stress or underlying 

length. This can be shown by the fact that they have not been immune to lowering 

processes (Bermúdez-Otero 2005: §7.6). The same can be said for the Class 2 weak 

verbs, which I argue show the results of variable schwa reduction. Though -edon, 

from -odon, in Li, might be expected to be the result of dissimilation only affecting 

the plural according to Campbell (1959), the number of instances of -e- in the 

singular show that it is actually no more likely to occur in the plural than in the 

singular. Therefore, rather than dissimilation, I would argue that this is simply vowel 

reduction. Therfore, similarly to the n!eten nouns, it would be unsafe to claim that 

there is underlying length protecting the weak Class 2 forms from deletion. For the 

n!eten nouns, Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.6) suggests that the historical stress has left 

behind a property of underlying foot headedness in the medial vowel. The underlying 

representation of n!eten is therefore: 

 

(7.40) 
nīeten ʻbeastʼ 
 

bare stem 
           * 
 
UR   /niːyten-/ 
Stem level output [ω[.niːy.][.ten.]] 
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(7.41) 
(a) 
MAX-V E (Kiparsky forthcoming)  
Let . be a segment in the input. If . is the ultimate head of a foot, then . has an output 
correspondent. 

 
(b) 
IDENT-stress (Pater 2000: 252)  
Let . be a segment in the input. Let 2 be an output correspondent of .. If . is the 
ultimate head of a foot, then 2 is the ultimate head of a foot 
 

With the stem-level output; [)[.ni&y.][.ten.]], MAX-VE prevents the deletion of -e-, 

because it is the head of its own foot. On exiting the word level, the constraint 

banning weak final feet causes defooting: [)[.ni&y.].ten.] (Bermúdez-Otero 2005 fig. 

7.45). I will now consider whether this account could translate to the verbs. We 

know that a root such as Class 1 h!er-, historically gains a stem vowel -e-, which is 

then affixed with pret. -de (Lass 1994: §7.3.2). For Class 2, the situation is similar:  

 

(7.42) 
Pret. sealfode ‘salved’ = [root] sealf + [stem] -o- + [pret.] -de 

 

The stem-forming vowel found in the preterite is also that found in the weak past 

participle, and the weak Class 2 verbs are immune to syncope whether preterite, or 

past participles. The scenario outlined here would provide us with the following 

derivation: 
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(7.43) 
 
Scenario 1  Class 2 heavy  Class 1 light  Class 1 heavy 
 
   sealfian  herian   h!eran 
Stem level:  root+stem  root+stem  root+stem 

 sæ6lf+o  her+e   hi&r+e 
   [)[.sæ6l.][.fo.]] [)[.he.re.]]  [)[.hi&e.].re.]] 
 
Word level    [)[.sæ6l.][.fo.]]+de [)[.he.re.]]-de  [)[.hi&e.].re.]]-de 
 
Syncope  –   –   [)[.hi&er.].de.] 
 
Defooting  [)[.sæ6l.].fo.de.] –   – 
 
Output:       [)[.sæ6l.].fo.de.] [)[.he.re.].de.]  [)[.hi&er.].de.] 
 

This derivation has a serious problem. Although weak final feet can be built at the 

stem level if, and only if, presepcified, these feet still may not be monomoraic. FtBin 

will prevent the footing in [)[.sæ6l.][.fo.]]. The solution to this is that the -d must 

also be added at the stem level.33 The weak preterite shares its stem vowel with the 

weak past participle, and, it is also the case with the weak past participle that the -d is 

added at the stem level. This is indicated by the fact that the stem level adjectival 

nom/acc.pl.neut. -u is added on top of the stem: PP hered+u. To treat the weak 

preterite in the same way solves our problem, and thus the creation of a weak foot at 

the stem level can proceed: [)[.sæ6l.][.fod.]]. At the word level, which is the domain 

of syncope, the weak preterite -e (sg.) and -on (pl.), as well as the oblique adjectival 

affixation in the case of past participles are added, triggering syncope as appropriate. 

Syncope, though, is blocked in [)[.sæ6l.][.fod.]-e], as the target vowel is the head of 

a foot. The amended derivation is as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
33 It is also assumed in Lahiri (2009: §21.3) that the -d is added at the stem level. 
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(7.44) 
Scenario 2  Class 2 heavy  Class 1 light  Class 1 heavy 
 
   sealfian  herian   h!eran 
Stem level:  root+stem  root+stem  root+stem 

 sæ6lf+o+d  her+e+d  hi&r+e+d 
   [)[.sæ6l.][.fod.]] [)[.he.re.]d]  [)[.hi&e.].re.]d] 
 
Word level    [)[.sæ6l.][.fod.]]-e [)[.he.re.]d]-e  [)[.hi&e.].red.]]-e 
 
Syncope  –   –   [)[.hi&er.].de.] 
 
Defooting  [)[.sæ6l.].fo.de.] –   – 
 
Output:       [)[.sæ6l.].fo.de.] [)[.he.re.].de.]  [)[.hi&er.].de.] 
 

The constraint ranking relevant to these outputs is: 

 

 

(7.45) 
(a) 
 
Stem Level 

M
A

X
-V
E 

ID
EN

T-
ST

R
ES

S 

N
O

N
FI

N
 

PA
R

SE
-σ
̆ 

M
A

X
-V

 

[)[.hi&e.].red.] #       
 
hi&ered [)[.hi&e.][.red.]]    !*   

[)[.sæ6l.].fod.]   *!     
          * 
    ∣ 
sæ6lfod 

[)[.sæ6l.][.fod.]] #   *   
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(b) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7.7. OVERVIEW 
 

In this chapter the data have been shown to support an analysis that models 

synchronically the weight sensitivity of syncope. The lexicalised Type-V/Type-C 

account in Minkova (2012) has therefore been rejected on the basis that it does not 

capture a phonological process that is active within the grammar. As we will see in 

the next chapter, the inflected weak past participle in EWS also shows a robust 

weight condition, togtether with the effects of *[DCD]. For the inflected past 

participle, it would theoretically be possible to assume that the same Type-V and 

Type-C lexicalised root+stem combinations exist as for the weak preterite: dat. 

h!erdum h!er+d+um ‘heard’ and here+d+um ‘praised’. This would require the past 

participle stem-formative -ed ending to have been reanalysed as -d. This of course 

would run into serious problems when considering the uninflected past participle, in 

Word Level 

M
A

X
-V
E 

N
O

N
FI

N
 

PA
R

SE
-σ
̆ 

ID
EN

T-
ST

R
ES

S 
 

M
A

X
-V

 

[)[.hi&e.].re.de.]    **!   

[)[.hi&er.].de.]] #     * 

 
[)[.hi&e.].red.]+e 
 

[)[.hi&e.][.re.de.]]  *!    

[)[.sæ6l.].fo.de] #    *  

[)[.sæ6l.][.fo.de.]]  *!    

 
[)[.sæ6l.][.vod.]]+e 
 
 
 [)[.sæ6lv.].de.] *     
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which the -e- is present: h!ered, hered.34 It would not be preferable to have the 

requirement for a syncope process in the past participles and none for the weak 

preterites within the same language, for the reason that both classes present very 

similar alternations. 

                                                
34 I am grateful for Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero for sharing this observation in terms of the past 
participle behaviour with me. 
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CHAPTER 8 
High and non-high vowel deletion in the past participle 

 

8.1. INTRODUCTION: TWO SIMILAR FORMS OF DELETION 
 

The past participle, historically, is not part of the verbal paradigm, but comes from 

an independent thematic adjective that is formed from the verb root (Lass 1994: 

160). In Old English the participle declines as an a- stem adjective, if strong 

masculine or neuter, and as an o- stem adjective if strong feminine. If the participle, 

when declining as an adjective, is preceded by a determiner or a possessive, it will 

decline as an n-stem weak adjective. The past participle usually takes the unstressed 

prefix ge- (Campbell 1959: §732.h). The unstressed prefix ge- does not affect the 

outcome regarding syncope; nor does the declension of the adjectival suffixes. All 

that is of consequence is whether the adjectival suffix is vowel initial. I will 

primarily be discussing syncope in this chapter, as this is the process that is of 

greatest interest in relation to the participle. However, some discussion of apocope is 

also warranted particularly in the case of the inflected participles in Lindisfarne. The 

past participles of the weak and strong declensions, in -ed and -en respectively will 

be considered, and interestingly, they give rise to some important differences in the 

behaviour of syncope. Throughout this chapter, I will be distinguishing high vowel 

syncope from non-high vowel syncope. Historically, the weak past participle in -ed 

comes from older -id (Wright & Wright 1925: §528). This would make it a suitable 

target for high vowel syncope synchronically. On the other hand, the strong ending, -

en, comes from Prim. Gmc. -"no, -$no, which has a non-high vowel. This should 

therefore not be expected to be a target for high vowel deletion synchronically, but is 

expected to undergo non-high vowel syncope. Of central importance when making 

this distinction is that non-high vowel syncope, unlike its high counterpart, is not 

weight conditioned. I repeat here the definitions found in the philological literature 

(repeated from Sections 2.2 and 2.5): 
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(8.1) High vowel deletion (affecting the weak past participles) 

‘Short u and i [...] as well as the u and i, which arose from the shortening of $ and !, 
disappeared [...] in disyllabic forms when the first syllable was long, but remained 
when the first syllable was short.’ 

      (Wright & Wright 1925: §215) 

 

(8.2) Non-high vowel deletion (affecting the strong past participles) 

‘In all medial syllables the non-high vowels /6 e æ/ were subject to syncope in all 
environments except where the syllable was closed.’  

      (Hogg 1992: §6.14) 

 

The two processes have in common that they remove medial vowels only when in an 

open syllable. For example, in an uninflected past participle such as coren ‘chosen’, 

deletion is expected not to apply, while in its inflected counterpart, deletion is 

expected: dative coren+um > cornum.35 Likewise, high vowel deletion targets only 

the vowels of open syllables. Therefore, whether strong or weak, uninflected past 

participles are not expected to undergo either form of deletion, and only the weak -ed 

participles, when inflected, are expected to show an active weight condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
35 Although “expected”, it must be noted here that this form is unattested in Lindisfarne. 
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 (8.3) Handbook account of syncope in past participles 

Weak past participle 

(Class 1) -ed 

high vowel syncope 

 Strong past participle 

-en 

non-high vowel 
syncope 

 

Short stem: 

fered ‘carried’ 

Uninflected: 

fered 

Short stem: 

drifen ‘driven’ 

Uninflected: 

drifen 

 Inflected: 

ferede 

 Inflected: 

drifne 

Long stem 

d$emed ‘deemed’ 

Uninflected: 

d$emed 

Long stem: 

bunden ‘bound’ 

Uninflected: 

bunden 

 Inflected: 

d$emde 

 Inflected: 

bundne 
 

However, in addition to the non-high ancestor for the strong -en participles, an 

alternative ancestor is mentioned in the literature (cf. Hogg & Fulk 2011, Wright & 

Wright 1925) that is short and high, sometimes triggering i-mutation in a few forms. 

This alternative ancestor would be a candidate for high vowel syncope. This may 

lead to a highly complex relationship with syncope, and as such, the -en forms will 

be examined for signs of weight conditioning.  

 

8.1.1. Chapter organisation 
 

This chapter focusses on vowel deletion in the past participles, but this presents a 

complex set of issues. Firstly, the weak and the strong participles are treated 

separately, as they give rise to different phonological complexities. Also, two types 

of vowel deletion must be examined, and the possibility of the merging of these 

processes. Therefore, weight conditioning will be examined. The following sections 

also consider the possibility of overapplication of high vowel and non-high vowel 

syncope in the uninflected participles. The organisation is as follows: 

Section 8.2 discusses the issues raised by the handbook accounts of non-high 

vowel deletion and high vowel deletion in the past participles.  
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Section 8.3 deals with the weak participle, and high vowel deletion, 

presenting the data for EWS in 8.3.1 and Li. in 8.3.2. An analysis within OT is then 

presented in Section 8.4.3.  

Section 8.5 examines the strong past participle and non-high vowel deletion, 

and presents the data for EWS and Li. in sections 8.5.2 and 8.5.3, moving on to an 

analysis and discussion of the issues raised in 8.5.4. 

 

8.2. OVERVIEW OF THE HANDBOOK ACCOUNTS FOR HVS AND N-HVS 
 
8.2.1. High vowel deletion and the weak past participles 
 

Returning to the traditional definition of HVD, we can see that the conditions for 

syncope are only created when a heavy past participle undergoes inflection. In the 

past participle of a heavy weak verb such as l"fan (WS l!efan) ‘permit’, PP l"fed, the 

target for syncope, when inflected is the e of -ed. The uninflected form l"fed does 

indeed present an unstressed vowel in an unfooted syllable, but as it is in a closed 

syllable, deletion is not expected to apply: [)[.le&.].ved.]]. However, the vowel-

initial36 inflectional affixation of the past participle, as in, for example, the dative 

singular masculine -um, would open up this target syllable, allowing deletion to 

apply: [)[.le&.].ve.dum.]] ~ [)[.le&v.].dum.]]. Therefore, since only inflected past 

participles are expected to undergo deletion, they will be the main focus of the 

discussion in this chapter, though some discussion of the uninflected participles is 

also warranted (see below). Furthermore, vowel-initial suffixes are the only ones of 

relevance here, as only they are in need of an onset, thus stealing the coda protecting 

the medial vowel from deletion. However, as is well known in the philological 

literature such as Campbell (1959) and Wright & Wright (1925), syncope goes well 

beyond its limits in specific phonological contexts within the West Saxon weak 

uninflected participles. This context, more specifically, is the existence of a root-final 

d or t, as in send+an ‘send’, and in gem"t+an. Such forms, when forming 

                                                
36 In addition to the vowel-initial suffixes, the /r/-initial suffixes are also able to take the coda 
consonant as part of the onset: /liːe.fe.dra/. The /r/-initial suffixes, however, cannot form a 
possible onset with the strong past participle: bunden, though, as *nr- is not a permissible 
onset. 
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uninflected past participles, may actually trigger syncope in the -ed formative: send, 

met(t), as opposed to ‘expected’ sended, meted. It appears to be the interaction of the 

final dental and the dental past participle -ed, and as such, uninflected strong 

participles in -en will not be discussed here.37 I will deal with this apparent 

overapplication in uninflected past participles in 8.3.1. 

 

8.2.2. Non-high vowel deletion and its exceptions 
 

Regarding non-high vowel deletion, Campbell (1959: §343) notes that failure of 

syncope may occur in inflected strong past participles, by analogy to the uninflected 

past participles in which syncope is not expected. The example cited by Campbell is 

corene, and the analogy-based assumption is that the uninflected and unsyncopated 

form coren would influence the lack of syncope or restoration of the vowel in 

corene. A similar account is provided in Hogg & Fulk (2011: §4.54), who make the 

presumption that non-high syncope operates within the strong past participles, noting 

that the situation is ‘broadly parallel to that found in the disyllabic adjectives of 

similar structure […], though overall, syncope is less widely found with the 

participles’. Hogg & Fulk (2011: §4.54) suggest that the reduction of syncope in the 

past participle may be due to the need to reduce allomorphic variation within the 

paradigm, which is enforced by the prevalence of the uninflected, and thus 

unsyncopated participles. This makes sense, but leaves unexplained the discrepancy 

between strong and weak past participles, both of which have a highly prevalent 

uninflected unsyncopated form, e.g. bunden ‘bound’, h!ered ‘heard’. I argue that the 

phonological nature of the root must also be taken into consideration in an account of 

syncope in the past participle. I will later argue therefore that forms such as corene 

are not the result of a random process of analogy that causes paradigmatic 

uniformity, but instead are the result of a phonological condition robust enough to 

cause forms such as *cornum to be unattested in Lindisfarne.  

 

 

                                                
37 The data in Cosijn have been checked to make sure that there is no exception to this 
assumption, but I have not presented the data. In Lindisfarne, the only potentially interesting 
form is segn, from the contracted verb gesea ʻto seeʼ.  
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8.2.3. Problems 
 

If we are to analyse non-high vowel syncope and high vowel syncope as 

synchronically active processes, there are certain problems that must be taken into 

consideration, and the potential for overlap between the two processes must not be 

underestimated. As described earlier, there are only two phonologically 

distinguishing elements between the two processes: vowel height and weight 

conditioning, however, these distinguishing elements are far from robust: 

 

• High vowel syncope, as explained in handbooks, fails to apply in 

many contexts. The weight condition is variable, particularly in the weak 

past participle (see for example Hogg & Fulk 2011). The data from 

Lindisdarne and EWS have been examined in order to see whether there 

is an active weight condition in weak participles.  

• High vowel syncope applies to vowels that are synchronically non-

high due to lowering processes, which may suggest the relaxing of the 

vowel height conditions.38 Weight-based high vowel deletion also comes 

to affect an innovative non-high suffix in -a for the nom/acc.pl.neut. in 

Late West Saxon (Bermúdez-Otero 2005: §7.5). It is therefore necessary 

to consider the possibility that the two processes might merge 

synchronically. 

• The strong past participle has two ancestors for -en, one of which was 

high, the other of which was non-high. The possibility that this may have 

caused synchronic confusion will be investigated. 

 

8.3. HIGH VOWEL DELETION AND THE WEAK PAST PARTICIPLE IN -ed 
 

I will now leave aside non-high vowel deletion and the strong participles 

temporarily, and will focus on the behaviour of high vowel syncope in weak -ed 

forms. Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 present the data for the uninflected participles in 

                                                
38 The lack of deletion in the weak Class 2 paradigm is not assumed to be connected to 
vowel quality, but to underlying foot head specification (as discussed in Chapter 7). 
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Early West Saxon and Lindisfarne, and 8.4 moves to the inflected forms, in which 

HVS is phonologically expected. The presentation of the data will be followed by an 

OT analysis of high vowel deletion in the past participles in Lindisfarne and Early 

West Saxon, and incorporates additional phonological conditioning which is evident 

in the data. The analysis assumes that weight-based high vowel syncope is active in 

the weak past participles within both dialects. 

 

8.3.1. The uninflected weak past participles in EWS 
 

As stated above, on the basis of handbooks such as Campbell (1959), which deal 

primarily with West Saxon, we should expect to see some overapplication of 

syncope in uninflected weak stems in -ed after a root-final dental. The following data 

tables will allow us to examine this further, in order to determine: 1) to what extent 

this overapplication occurs, 2) whether this overapplication is constrained in any way 

and 3) whether there are any further (morpho-)phonological complications. The data 

are taken from Cosijn (1888: §117) for the light roots, and (1888: §121) for the 

heavy roots. Table (8.4) presents the uninflected light and heavy forms in -ed, 

excluding those with root-final t/d, since dental forms require closer examination. 

 

 (8.4) Early West Saxon: behaviour of uninflected weak Class 1 past 
participles 
 
Past Part. 
Uninflected 
forms in -ed 

Total Number syncopated 

Light  36 0 

Heavy  258 1  
getæld CP H, C 337.23 
(sellan type: see Campbell 
1959: §753.9)  

 

The numbers here firmly establish that HVD does not overapply in uninflected past 

participles lacking a root-final t/d. I shall now examine the dental-final roots in 
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isolation, in order to ascertain the extent of the overapplication that Campbell (1959: 

§752), and also the status of any geminates created through syncope (e.g. l,dd): 

 

(8.5) Closer examination of final dentals in EWS 
 
Past Part. uninflected forms in -
ed 

Total Number syncopated % syncopated 

Light dental forms 20 20 100% 

Heavy dental forms 103 73 71% 

 

We now know that not only are dental environments virtually the only circumstance 

in which this form of overapplication applies, but that syncope in dentals is in fact 

preferred. The constraint ranking in the analysis must therefore account for this 

variation, and provide the motivation for deletion to proceed in this non-weight 

conditioned environment. Through closer examination of the resulting geminates, we 

will also see that prosodic constraints are in force. The following table looks at the 

creation of geminates through syncope overapplication after a) light stems, b) heavy 

stems with a long vowel and simple (or absent) coda, and c) heavy stems with a 

complex coda: 

 
(8.6) Closer examination of geminates created through syncope in EWS 
 
Past Part. 
uninflected 
forms in -ed 

Total 
syncopated 
forms 

Total number of 
geminates 
formed through 
syncope 

 % gemination 
formed 

Light stems 20 14  70% 

Heavy stems 73 VV+gem 12/35 34% 

  VC+gem 1/38 
(begyrdd 171.5 
(H)) 

3% 

 

These numbers indicate that gemination is prevented in the majority of heavy stems 

when uninflected. As we shall see, the situation changes when we come to examine 

the inflected past participles in t/d. Moreover, when a heavy form is heavy due to a 
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coda cluster, rather than a long vowel, the final geminate is prevented in all cases 

except for the one listed. In the weak preterite, this avoidance of geminate formation 

in heavy stems with complex codas is also in evidence, as described in Minkova 

(2012) and in the previous chapter of this thesis. We therefore clearly have a set of 

phonological conditions unrelated to HVD, that will require the modeling of i) 

degemination in VCCC forms, ii) variable degemination after VVCC forms and light 

forms, and iii) variable deletion of the medial unstressed vowel in uninflected t/d 

participles. Additionally, the variable degemination in light forms such as sett will be 

considered, since the geminate actually leads to a more well-formed foot than that of 

degeminated set. This is due to the fact that FTBIN requires that a foot is binary at 

some level, while NONFIN requires that the foot is not final in the prosodic word: 

[)[.set.]] ~ [)[.se.]t]. Since FTBIN is top-ranked (Bermúdez-Otero 2005: §7.3), 

[)[.set.]] is the outcome that is forced by degemination, in violation of NONFIN. The 

full phonological account will be presented in Section 8.5.3 of this chapter.  

 

8.4.1. Inflected past participles in EWS 
 

One of the main issues to be addressed in this section is whether or not there is 

evidence for syncope respecting weight constraints in the past participles in Early 

West Saxon. The data will show that in contrast to the strong indicative verbs, in 

which syncope applies across the board, there is indeed evidence to suggest that 

weight-based syncope is active in the weak past participles. This places the weak 

past participles in line with the weak preterite, indicating that the Class 1 weak verb 

paradigm is an active domain for syncope. 

Table (8.7) shows the numbers tokens affected by syncope in short and long 

stems, within Class 1 weak verbs. Those within the long category are those in which 

high vowel syncope is expected to apply. I have excluded the forms with root-final 

t/d as those behave in a distinctive way, and are considered separately in the next 

section. 
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 (8.7) Syncope rates in weak Class 1 inflected past participles  
 
Weak -ed past participles 
(with weak and strong 
adjectival suffixes) 

Total Syncope % syncope 

Light  19 0 0% 

Heavy  194 105 54% 

 
(8.8) 
 
Heavy forms with strong 
adjectival suffixes 

Total  Syncope % syncope 

Strong n/a.p.n. & n.s.f. 22 8 36% 

Other vowel-initial suffixes 
(strong adj.) 

139 80 58% 

 

As shown in table 8.7, the forms in which syncope should be traditionally expected 

to apply show variation of syncope. On the other hand, the short roots, as expected, 

trigger no syncope. The difference between the rates in heavy and light stems is 

statistically significant (X2=20.28, P= <.0001). This shows that, unlike in the present 

strong indicative verbs, there is a correlation between syllable weight and deletion. 

Table 8.8 provides the nom/acc.pl.neut. and nom.sg.fem. in long stems in order to 

see whether there is a distinction between the syncope rates at the stem and word 

levels in the past participles. The percentage suggests that there is a tendency 

towards failure of syncope in the nom.sg.fem. and the nom/acc.pl.neut., but the 

numbers are rather low, and not statistically significant (X2= 3.44, P= 0.063636). The 

handbooks, for example Campbell (1959: §643.5), note that although adjectives in 

the nom/acc.pl.neut. and nom.sg.fem. should undergo syncope in heavy+light+suffix 

forms, the medial vowel is often ‘restored’. 39 As the participles decline in the same 

way, it might be assumed that a similar situation would exist in the relevant 

participle cases (Campbell 1959: §643.5). As described in earlier chapters, recent 

studies (including Bermúdez-Otero 2005 and Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg 2003) have 
                                                
39 On the choice between syncope and apocope in such cases, see Thompson (2007), and 
2.5 of this thesis. 
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argued that evidence for stratification is provided by the way in which apocope 

comes to apply to non-high suffixes, selecting a morphological condition rather than 

a phonological one. Additionally, Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.6) argues that syncope 

behaves differently in the nom.sg.fem. and the nom/acc.pl.neut., with failure of both 

apocope and syncope, i.e., trisyllabic forms such as h!afodu being allowed in h!afod 

type nouns in the nom/acc.pl.neut, but not within other morphological cases within 

the a-stem paradigm. The EWS data in table 8.8, however, are unable to shine any 

light on the situation in terms of whether syncope is unhibited in the past participles 

in the same way as in the nouns. 

 

8.4.1.2. The effect of t/d roots upon syncope in weak participles 
 

The influence that dental-final roots have upon syncope overapplication in the 

uninflected past participles of EWS has been briefly discussed in 8.4.1. Before 

providing an analysis, the inflected data must be taken into account. The past 

participles ending in /t/ and /d/ present almost 100% syncope rates, as shown in the 

following table: 

 

(8.9) 

Past Part. 
inflected forms 
in -ed 

Total  Total syncopated  Total number of 
geminates 
formed  

% gemination 
formed 

Light  16 15 (94%) 
(1 apocopated) 

16 100% 

VV+gem 55 55 (100%) 55 100% Heavy  

VC+gem 26 25 (96%) 0 0% 

 

Compare the syncope rates to the non-dental root-final consonants, shown in the 

table in (8.12), which I repeat here: 
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 (8.10) 
 
Weak -ed past participles 
(with weak and strong 
adjectival suffixes) 

Total Syncope % syncope 

Light  19 0 0% 

Heavy  194 105 54% 

 

Th distinction between the rate of syncope in heavy t/d forms and in other heavy 

forms is highly statistically significant (X2=51.72, P=<.0001). In addition to the 

previously discussed overapplication in uninflected forms which end in a dental e.g. 

geh*d ‘hide’ next to geh*ded, there is also overapplication in forms taking a 

consonant-initial suffix. Consider the following examples, in which weak participles 

show syncope when taking a the accusative masculine suffix -ne: 

 

(8.11)  

acc.sg.masc.40 

gehæftne CP (H) 423.19 (gehæfed+ne) 

gesetne CP (H) 441.31 (geseted+ne) 

gewildne CP (C) 218, 21, Or. 132.22 (gewilded+ne) 

 

The forms above, in taking a consonant initial suffix, -ne, are not expected to 

undergo high vowel syncope, as a vowel-initial suffix is needed to create the 

conditions for the process, by causing the target vowel to be in an open syllable. This 

overapplication is clearly as a result of the t/d root-final consonant, as such 

overapplication does not occur in other acc.sg.masc. forms. In addition to such 

overapplication, there is, according to the handbooks a similarly phonologically 

conditioned tendency for syncope to underapply: participles which do not end in 

dentals often level out the unsyncopated form to inflected cases e.g. gel!efede 

‘believed’ (Campbell 1959: §752, Hogg 1992: §624.2). Campbell assumes this to be 

                                                
40 These tokens are all of the accusative singular masculine -ed forms ending in a stem-final 
dental. These are not included in the table counts, since an onset cluster of [dn-] is not 
possible. Only vowel-initial or r- initial suffixes have been included, as [dr-] is a permissible 
onset, and therefore results in an open medial syllable that can be targeted by HVD. 
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an analogical process. However, it is worth asking the question of why the 

morphological process of analogy would be behaving in an apparently 

phonologically conditioned manner, resulting in both under- and overapplication 

within the same paradigm. It will instead be argued that although the lower rates of 

HVD in non-t/d heavy forms may be due to analogical pressure from the uninflected, 

and therefore undeleted participle, the syncope after t/d cannot be analogical. I will 

argue that a phonological constraint against homorganic stops separated by a schwa 

is the motivation for the increased deletion in dental forms.  

 

8.5. WEAK PAST PARTICIPLES IN THE LINDISFARNE GOSPELS 
 
8.5.1. The uninflected -ed participles in Lindisfarne 
 

As expected, uninflected forms have very low syncope rates within the Lindisfarne 

Gospels, though the behaviour of syncope in the past participles departs significantly 

from that found in Early West Saxon. Recall that the target vowel in uninflected 

forms is part of a closed syllable, and should therefore not be the target of high 

vowel deletion.  

 

(8.12) Uninflected past participles in -ed within Lindisfarne 
 

Class 1 Weak 
uninflected 
Past. parts 
(ending -ed) 

Total Number 
syncopated 

Lexical items 
syncopated 

Geminate 
formed 
through 
syncope 

% 
syncopated 

Light  73 
(39 of which 
are t/d final) 

0 - - 0% 

Heavy  490 
(113 of which 
are t/d final)41 

9 ceigan 0 2% 

 

                                                
41 This figure includes 125 heavy underlying geminate forms.  
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The numbers here show a striking departure from the situation found in Early West 

Saxon. Though there were 113 uninflected Class 1 dental-final forms, not one shows 

overapplication of syncope. At the same time, we see apparent overapplication in 

forms with no dentals, e.g. ceigan geceigd Mt(Li) 5, 9. 5, 19. 23,8. Mk(Li) I 2.15. 

3,23. Lk(Li) 2,21. 21,37. Such forms might also lead to the formation of a VVCC 

cluster, though it is likely to be the case that rather than syncope overapplication, the 

lack of the vowel is down to the merging of the /ei/ diphthong with the /j/ semivowel: 

[t%e&ijd], possibly causing vocalization of /j/: [t%e&id]. This is supported by the 

following spelling, found in Lk(Li): gecegid. 

It is impossible of course to discount the possibility of phonological 

conditioning within dental environments within Lindisfarne until we have examined 

the affixed weak forms in 8.5.2. However, what is clear is that dentals do not trigger 

overappliation in uninflected forms as they do in Early West Saxon, and the only 

options attested in, for example, send, are sended, sendad, sendet and sendat. Also 

worth noting is that none of the timbran types showed overapplication of syncope, 

and therefore none showed epenthesis within the stem. This reflects the assumptions 

laid out in the handbooks, e.g. Hogg (1992: §6.19). Unsurprisingly, the Class 2 weak 

uninflected participles show absolutely no cases of syncope overapplication out of a 

total of 266 heavy tokens (54 of which have root-final t/d). The analysis of 

Lindisfarne, as regards high vowel deletion and overapplication in the weak past 

participles will therefore be simpler than that found in Early West Saxon. 

Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon have shown distinctly different behaviour 

in terms of uninflected past participles. In terms of the weak past participles in -ed, 

Early West Saxon has shown very strong phonological conditioning that forces 

syncope to overapply in the majority of dental-final forms, whether light or heavy. 

On the other hand, Lindisfarne has presented no such evidence from the uninflected 

side. Overapplication of syncope is extremely rare in Lindisfarne, and the few cases 

shown are non-dental, and likely not to represent actual overapplication. 
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8.5.2. Inflected weak past participles: Lindisfarne 
 

The first part of this section will deal with the inflected weak past participles ending 

in -ed. As expected, the Class 2 weak past participles do not undergo syncope. Out of 

34 heavy tokens, none showed deletion. On the other hand, the Class 1 weak 

inflected past participles do show active syncope. The following table shows the 

numbers of inflected -ed past participles that are syncopated, together with 

information regarding which root-final consonants are present in the instances of 

syncope: 

 

(8.13) 

Li: light past 
participle inflected 
forms in -ed 

Total Number syncopated Behaviour of t/d 
forms 

% 
syncopated 

Class 1 16 0 10 forms in t/d, no 
syncope. 

0% 

 
(8.14) 
Li: heavy past 
participle inflected 
forms in -ed 

Total Number syncopated Behaviour of t/d 
forms 

% 
syncopated 

Class 1 85 50 Total: 9 
Sync: 4 

59% 

 
 
Although we once again have a situation in which the light verbs are outweighed 

significantly by the heavy tokens, the data indicate strongly that there is an active 

weight condition for syncope in relation to the Class 1 weak inflected past 

participles. (X2 = 18.64 P = <.0001). There is nothing to suggest that final dentals 

influence the outcome of syncope, as there is in fact a greater number of 

unsyncopated dental forms than syncopated tokens. Additionally, recall that in 

Lindisfarne the overapplication of syncope in uninflected dental -ed participles did 

not happen, in contrast to Early West Saxon. We can conclude, therefore, that since 

heavy forms have a healthy rate of syncope, but light stems and uninflected stems do 

not, weight-based syncope is alive and fairly robust in the weak -ed past participles 
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in Lindisfarne. We can also see that there is no evidence of further phonological 

conditioning being added in the case of the weak participles.   

 

8.5.3. Analysis of HVS in the weak participles of EWS and Lindisfarne 
 

To begin the analysis, I will repeat some of the constraints introduced in the previous 

chapter, and also used in the analysis on weak verbs. Separate analyses will be given 

for the two dialects in question. The data in this chapter have shown that in the case 

of the weak -ed past participles, both dialects display the effects of weight-based 

syncope. Therefore the OT analysis presented for the weak verbs will motivate high 

vowel syncope in an inflected form such as l!efede. The constraints used have been 

applied in the instance of high vowel deletion in Old English in works including 

Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.4), Hogg (2000) and Bermúdez-Otero & Hogg (2003). 

The stochastically overlapping constraints are indicated with a double border and 

shading (PARSE- σ̆ and MAX-V being affected here, leading to variation): 

 
(8.15) Early West Saxon: Class 1 -ed forms 

base + /-ed-/ + 
/e/ 
li&ev+ed+e 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL PARSE-σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-0 

[)[.li&e.].ve.de.]    **!  ** 

[)[.li&ef.].de.] #   * * * 

[)[.li&e.].ved.$]  *!  * * 

[)[.li&ef.]$d$] *!   **  

 

As shown in tableau (8.15), the -ed forms demonstrate syncope that is caused by the 

same phonological motivation as that found in nouns and adjectives, that is, the need 

to remove unstressed light syllables that cannot be parsed as feet. As far as the 

placement of deletion is concerned, I follow Bermúdez-Otero (2005) in assuming 

that syncope is favoured over apocope due to the medial vowel’s location within a 

stress well. Within the weak verbs of Early West Saxon, we also have a phonological 
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condition that must be taken into account. Although only variable, it appears to be 

the case, similarly to the weak pasts, that [DCD] constructions are penalised, hence, 

the *[DCD] constraint needs to be added to the constraint hierarchy, above MAX-V, 

where it will allow vowels to be deleted in order to prevent such constructions. 

*[DCD] need not dominate MAX-V2, because although forms such as uninflected 

sended may show overapplication of deletion: send, there is no need to allow an 

inflected form such as send+ed+e to undergo deletion twice, as the constraint is 

satisfied by sende just as much as by send. As stated in Chapter 7, the proposed 

constraint follows Suzuki’s (1998: 42) Generalised OCP formulation. I do not 

assume that the resulting geminate stops violate the OCP, since they represent one 

closure period with two moras, rather than two adjacent segments. Also relevant is 

MAX-C, and the following constraint: 

 

(8.16) 

*VCCC  No superheavy codas 

 

Although the prosodic vowel deletion constraint ranking can force deletion after 

heavy syllables, the t/d forms show deletion in any case. The HVD constraints have 

therefore been left out of the following tableau in order to make space for the higher-

ranked constraints relevant to t/d forms. 
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 (8.17) Early West Saxon: Class 1 -ed forms42 
(a) 

base +/ed/+/e/ 
send+ed+e 

MAX-V2 *VCCC *[DCD] MAX-C NOGEM 

 [)[.sen.].de.de.]    *!   

[)[.send.$]de.]   *!   * 

[)[.sen.].ded.$]   *!   

[)[.send.$]d$] *! *   * 

[)[.sen.]d$$] *!   *  

[)[.sen.$].de.]  #    *  

 
(b) 

base +/ed/+/e/ 
hy&d+ed+e 

MAX-
V2 

*VCC
C 

*[DCD] MAX-C NOGEM 

[)[.hy&.].de.de.]    *!   

[)[.hy&d.$].de.] #     *! 

[)[.hy&d.].ded.$]   *!   

[)[.hy&d.$]d$] *!    * 

[)[.hy&.] $d$] *!   *  

[)[.hy&.$].de.]      *!  

 

As this tableau shows, sende would be the harmonious outcome without the need for 

*[DCD], which is exactly what we want to predict, as send, being a heavy stem, 

should undergo syncope in any case. However, syncope is variable to an extent 

within the grammar, and the addition of *[DCD] to the hierarchy means that when 

syncope fails, a form ending in a dental stem will still not fail to emerge deleted. It is, 

of course, the light and/or uninflected stems within which the effects of *[DCD] are 

most obviously seen, as these are the forms in which high vowel deletion should not 
                                                
42 In order to make the effect of STRESSWELL clear, I have indicated vowel deletion sites with 
$. Geminate simplification has not been marked in the same way. 
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apply. As we have seen, uninflected, as well as light inflected forms do indeed 

undergo deletion after t/d roots. I will now apply the same constraint hierarchy to the 

uninflected input send+ed: 

 

(8.18) Early West Saxon: Class 1 uninflected -ed forms 

base + /-ed-/  
send+ed 

MAX-
V2 

*VCCC *[DCD] MAX-C NOGEM 

[)[.sen.].ded.]   *!   

[)[.send.]d]  *   * 

[)[.sen.]d]    #    *  

 

Tableau (8.18) shows that when the prosodic constraints enforcing high vowel 

deletion are irrelevant, *[DCD] forces deletion by penalising the /dCd/ construction. 

This analysis captures the additional phonological conditioning effectively, without 

making predictions that are unattested. Non-dental uninflected forms remain, of 

course, unaffected by this.  

 This analysis, which can account for the combination of weight-based 

syncope in weak forms within Early West Saxon with additional dental conditioning, 

is partly applicable to the Lindisfarne Gospels. The basic constraint ranking seen in 

tableau (8.18) will enforce the variable deletion within heavy stems. The only 

difference is that the dental conditioning does not affect past participles in 

Lindisfarne, and as such, *[DCD] does not need to be ranked highly enough to cause 

overapplication. 

 Tableau (8.18) also correctly rules out any VCCC constructions caused by the 

resulting geminates. Geminate simplification proceeds to prevent *sendd. However, 

the tableau is over simplified, and does not adequately represent the fact that 

although VCCC is prevented by degemination almost obligatorily (with one single 

token as exception), V&+gem and V+gem forms show variable geminate 

simplification. A further complication is that, when inflected, the V&+gem and 

V&+gem forms do not allow geminate simplification, with sette, or l,dde being the 

only possible outcome. I will firstly deal with the uninflected forms, which show 

variable deletion in satisfaction of *[DCD], with variable geminate simplification 
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after vowels, but obligatory degemination after consonants.  Instead of using 

*VCCC]PWd, which runs into problems when faced with forms such as gemengde, I 

will instead use the more general constraint banning trimoraic feet:43 

 

(8.19) 

*μμμ (Prince & Smolensky 1993: 210) 
Syllables are maximally bimoraic. 

 

In a form such as *sendd, degemination can proceed to prevent the trimoraic 

syllable. However, a form such as drinc% ‘drinks’ is not permitted to undergo 

deletion in order to prevent the same prosodic construction. Therefore, MAX-V must 

be ranked above *µµµ, but *µµµ must be higher ranked than MAX-µ, in order to 

allow geminate simplification: 

 

(8.20) MAX-µ (McCarthy 2005b: 9) 

Every input mora has an output correspondent. 

 

(8.21)  MAX-µV (Davis and Torretta 1998) 

Every vocalic input mora has an output correspondent. 

 

(8.22) MAX-µC (Davis and Torretta 1998) 

Every consonantal input mora has an output correspondent. 

 

*µµµ is therefore undominated in forms within which a geminate can be reduced in 

order to prevent the superheavy syllable. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
43 gemengde of course also violates this constraint, but the repair strategy is limited to 
degemination, rather than consonant deletion. Also, *VCCC]PWd is unable to contribute to 
the variable reduction of geminates after long, but vocalic rhymes. 
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(8.23) 

Uninflected forms MAX C 
 

*μμμ 
 

MAX-μ 

[)[.sen.]d] #   *  
 
sendd [)[.send.]d]   *!  

[)[.drink.](] #  *  drinc% 
 
 [)[.drin.](]  *!   

 

The inflected forms like send can be accounted for in a similar way, as gemination is 

prevented by the same constraint: 

 

(8.24) 

Inflected past participles MAX C 
 

*μμμ 
 

MAX-μ 

[)[.sen.].de.] #   *  
send+de 

[)[.send.].de.]   *!  

 

However, we are left with the problem that vocalic roots, whether heavy or light, 

allow gemination when inflected, but variably prevent it when uninflected. The 

prevention strategies are argued to be a) variable failure to delete the vowel in 

satisfaction of *[DCD], and b) variable degemination. The third option, c), is the 

permission of final geminates, e.g. l,dd. In constrast to the analysis by Minkova 

(2012), I will argue, following Paj5k (2010), that the NoGem constraint should be 

split into a set of constraints. Relevant to this analysis is the *GEM/1VA constraint, 

that penalises geminates that are not intervocalic:  
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(8.25) 

*GEM/1VA  (Paj5k 2010: §2) 
Geminates adjacent to exactly one vowel are not allowed. 
 

In uninflected forms, this, stochastically ranked with MAX-µC (no degemination), and 

*[DCD], will predict the correct outcome, which is that gel,dd, gel,d and gel,ded 

will all surface: 

 

(8.26) 
 Uninflected forms 
 

*μμμ 
 

*[DCD] *GEM/1VA MAX-
μC 

MAX-
μV44 

[)[.sen.]d] #    * * 

[)[.send.]d]  !* 
 

   * 

 
 
send+ed 

[)[.sen.].ded.] 
# 

 *    

[)[.læ&d.]d]  *!  *  * 

[)[.læd.]d]   #   *  ** 

[)[.læ&.]d]    #    * * 

 
l,d+ed 

[)[.læ&.].ded.] #  *    

[)[.set.]t] #   *  * 

[)[.set.]]    #    * * 

 
set+ed 
 
 

[)[.se.te.]d] #  *    

 

This models the variation correctly, though note that there is a prediction made by 

this analysis that is not uncontroversial: root vowel reduction is predicted as an 

alternative to degemination in lædd, as opposed to l,dd, which is outlawed, This of 

course does not affect the already short sett, or the heavy send, which is heavy due to 

the coda, rather than vowel length. We therefore, in the case of l,dan ‘lead’ have the 

following possibilities: l,ded, lædd, and l,d. Under this analysis, *µµµ must be 
                                                
44 This constraint penalises not only vowel shortening, but vowel deletion. 
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undominated or *sendd would occur, but this also rules out l,dd. I will discuss the 

implications of this tentative analysis, as well as potential evidence and alternatives. 

Firstly, I will show how this analysis deals with the inflected forms. Recall that for 

the inflected forms, the variation is unwanted, and forms always surface as sende, 

sette and ladde, respectively. 

 

(8.27) 

 Inflected forms 
 

*μμμ 
 

*[DCD] *GEM/1V
A 

MAX-
μC 

MAX-μV 

[)[.sen.].de.] #    * * 

[)[.send.].de.]  *! 
 

 *  * 

 
 
send+ed+e 

[)[.sen.].de.de.] #  *    

[)[.læ&.].de.de.]   *    

[)[.læd.].de.] #     ** 

[)[.læ&d.].de.]     *!    * 

 
læ&d+ed+e 

[)[.læ&.].de.]    * * 

[)[.set.].te.] #     * 

[)[.set.].e.]        * * 

 
set+ed+e 

[)[.se.te.].de.]   *    

 

 

The constraints that vary stochastically (Boersma 1997, 1998; Boersma & Hayes 

2001), correctly predicting the variation in the uninflected forms, do not predict such 

variation in the inflected past participles. In any order, the overlapping constraints 

predict [)[.læd.].de.] and [)[.set.].te.]. Seemingly problematically, the tableau does 

predict a two-way variation in the case of send: *[)[.sen.].de.de.] and the attested 

[)[.sen.].de.]. However, this problem is not as serious as it appears, since the 

inflected send+ed+e is subject to HVD, which removes the possibility of 
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[)[.sen.].de.de.]. In terms of the stochastically varying constraints, the following 

diagram depicts their interaction: 

 

(8.28) 

 

 

  

As stated above, this allows lædd~l,d~l,ded, and set~sett~seted to surface, but 

prevents sendd. I will now return to the implication made by this analysis, which is 

that long vowels may shorten in order to prevent superheavy syllables in OE. It is 

well-known that this process takes place by at least Middle English, but the 

assumption that is often made is that within OE, forms such as l,dd are perfectly 

grammatical (e.g. Lahiri 2009: fig. 15), in which f"dde ‘fed’ in the pret. is assumed to 

endure into Early Middle English, with fedde occurring only in Late Middle English) 

. The effects of the shortening, whenever they occurred within the history, can be 

seen in the PDE reflexes. Compare, for example, to lead [i&], which displays the 

effects of the Great Vowel Shift, and the horse was led [F], which is short, and has 

not shifted. The same can be seen with, for example, feed and the past participle fed. 

On the other hand, send, which in OE was a short vowel, has not changed in vowel 

quality. It has also been argued that the shortening did occur in (Late) Old English 

(e.g. Eliason 1948: 17). The Early Middle English Ormulum contains the form ledd, 

for example: wass ledd ut inntill wessteland (line 11405, White 2004, also on 

11321). Orm’s spelling system indicates vowel length using doubled consonants. 

Thus, Orm indicates that led in his Early Middle English dialect was indeed short. 

This adds to the evidence that the process was not Late Middle English.  The 

question remaining is whether it is plausible to assume that the process was 

underway within Early OE. The behavour of the EWS texts suggests that this is the 

case. Old English, as stated above, does not prefer superheavy feet, and yet send+d 

and l,d+d, which are both treated equally as ‘heavy’ by prosodic processes such as 

HVD behave completely differently in terms of gemination reduction. This problem 

can be solved, as in analysis (8.34), by assuming that the long vowel is reduced in 

*GEM/1VA  

*μμμ 
 

   MAX-μC  *[DCD] 
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preference to degemination. This causes no problems as far as HVD is concerned, 

since the form is still long, and in any case has lost the vowel that would be targeted. 

It would also be possible to predict this imbalance of variation by further dividing the 

anti gemination constraint. In addition to *GEM/1VA, which (variably) prevents 

l,dde, the stronger, and universally higher ranked (Thurgood 1993) *GEM/NVA 

could dominate the hierarchy. This would prevent sendd in order to prevent a 

geminate that is not adjacent to a vowel. Problematically, though, the prevention of 

*sendde, when inflected, would rest upon *GEM/1VA, which is stochastically 

ranked. This would mean that although the variation in the uninflected forms could be 

successfully modelled, the inflected root-final vocalic forms would be correctly 

modelled, but inflected send+de would be predicted to show competition between 

sendde and sendd. I will argue instead that shortening of stressed vowels in order to 

prevent superheavy feet, though variable, is in evidence even in Early Old English. 

 

8.5.4. Summary of the findings and analysis  
 

The weak past participles have been shown throughout this section to have a 

complex relationship with high vowel syncope and other phonological conditioning, 

which can be summarised as follows: 

 

• Syncope is active in the participles in both Li. and EWS, and 

correlates with the weight of the preceding syllable. Forms that are expected 

to be targeted by syncope, however, are affected variably. 

• Syncope is subject to additional phonological conditioning within 

Early West Saxon. Sensitivity to root-final dentals in the case of the -ed 

participles is evident. Overapplication can be forced by a pressure to remove 

[DCD] constructions. This pressure appears to have emerged only within the 

morphological categories within which high vowel deletion is active. Though 

there are not many ded forms within Class 2, due to the usual formative being 

-o- or -a-, the few that exist show no evidence of deletion in order to satisfy 

*[DCD], e.g. %æs gewundedan CP (H) 457.16. These forms, though, have not 
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been included in the data tables above as they do not show deletion. To 

model this synchronically, I assume that MAX-V E, which was discussed in 

Chapter 7, prevents any deletion of vowels that are marked as heading a foot. 

This is ranked above *[DCD], meaning that deletion does not apply in the 

Class 2 t/d forms.45  

• Degemination is shown to be variably sensitive to syllable well-

formedness constraints, and alternative strategies include the shortening of 

the root vowel before the heavy coda. 

• Syncope is sensitive to morphology, occurring less frequently in the 

nom.sg.fem. and the nom/acc.pl.neut. regardless of the phonological 

environment. 

These points illustrate how rich the interaction of syncope with phonology and 

morphology is in the participles. Participles are formed from verbs, but decline like 

adjectives, and appear to show a relationship with syncope that is distinct from either 

category. Like verbs, they allow relative freedom for syncope in exhibiting deletion 

in closed environments with an adjacent dental. Of particular interest is the fact that 

an additional phonological condition has emerged as well as morphological 

conditioning. According to Anttila (2002: 9) circumstances in which an active 

phonological process is weakened may give rise to the emergence of phonology and 

the emergence of morphology. This point will also be relevant in the next section in 

the discussion of the strong past participles and non-high vowel deletion, in which it 

is argued that instead of non-high vowel deletion, a completely separate phonological 

condition has emerged. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
45 The reduction of the -o- Class 2 thematic vowel to -e-, as well as its synchronic short 
quantity suggest that this constraint does not prevent the reduction or shortening of foot 
heads, preventing only deletion. Thus, this top-ranked constraint is not violated by the 
shortening within lǣdd ʻledʼ. 
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8.6. NON-HIGH VOWEL DELETION AND THE STRONG -EN FORMS 
 
8.6.1. The original conditions for non-high vowel syncope 
 

According to the handbook accounts, non-high vowels in open syllables face 

deletion, though this is affected by ‘analogical’ processes. In this section I will 

recapitulate the OT analysis presented in 2.5 for non-high vowel deletion, as 

described in the handbooks. After the data have been presented, I will discuss the 

validity of this analysis, together with the analogy interference assumption. 

 Recall that according to Hogg (1992), N-HVD applies in any environment, 

after heavy and light stems, except within closed syllables. Therefore, the motivating 

constraint for HVD, PARSE-σ̆, must be lower ranked in the strong past participles, as 

the removal of unfooted syllables cannot be the motivation, since a form such as 

[)[.bro.ke.].ne.] does not present an unfooted medial syllable to face deletion, and 

yet, as the handbooks state, deletion is still expected to apply. Note that if the 

analysis stipulated that PARSE-σ̆ only affects historically high vowels, there would be 

no need for it to be demoted in the strong past participles. However, that is not the 

solution that is proposed here, since a), there is no synchronic evidence to suggest 

that in the dialects under consideration a height condition endures, and b), it will be 

argued that due to opacity created by lowering processes, the historically high 

environments have been reanalysed as being morphological environments.  

 It is clear that the traditional description of non-high vowel deletion also has 

a prosodic motivation, however, since closed syllables are reliably exempt from 

deletion. The constraints that are involved in non-high vowel deletion were proposed 

in Chapter 2 to be **σ̆̆ and STRESSWELL (Bermúdez-Otero 2005: §7.6) 

With these two constraints ranked above Max-V, but PARSE-0> ranked below, 

syncope is permitted to prevent any monomoraic syllable, with deletion targeting 

vowels that are adjacent to a stronger prosodic unit. As opposed to the use of 

STRESSWELL to cause removal of the vowel after a foot, as found in (Bermúdez-

Otero 2005: §7.6), the analysis for non-high vowel syncope assumes a stressed 

syllable to be the trigger. I repeat here the ranking suggested in 2.5: 
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(8.29) MAX-V2 >> STRESSWELL >> **σ̆̆ >> Max-V  >> PARSE-0> 

 

(8.30) Heavy uninflected 

base + /-en/ 
bund+en 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆̆ Max-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

bund+en #                                                    *  

bund+n              *!             

 

(8.31)  
(a) Heavy inflected 

base + /-en-/ 
+ /e/ 
bund+en+e 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆̆ Max-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

bund+en+e                      **!               **      ** 

bund+n+e #              *       *       *     * 

bund+en           *!                 *             * 

bund+n      *!                  **               

 

(b) Light uninflected 

base + /-en-/ 
broc+en 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆̆ Max-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

broc+en #                                             * 

broc+n               *!            
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(c) Light inflected 

base + /-en-/ 
+ /e/ 
broc+en+e 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆̆ Max-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

broc+en+e                      **!                *       * 

broc+n+e #               *         *     *      * 

broc+en          *!                  *             

broc+n     *!                   **              

 

With this ranking, it is possible to predict the handbook account, with syncope 

removing monomoraic syllables occupying a stress well. The tableaux correctly 

assume no difference in the outcome between light and heavy stemmed forms, and 

correctly predict that uninflected forms will be unaffected. This analysis can describe 

the process as outlined in the handbooks, but it is not possible to claim that it is 

active in Early West Saxon or Lindisfarne past participles without examination of the 

data, which will be the focus of the next sections. 

 

8.6.2. The EWS inflected46 strong past participle in -en  
 

As explained in the introduction to the chapter, the vowel of the strong past participle 

ending -en is historically non-high. Therefore, according to traditional accounts, it 

should not be a target for high vowel syncope, but should undergo non-high, and 

therefore, non-weight conditioned syncope in all forms inflected with vowel-initial 

adjectival suffixes. However, although Wright & Wright (1925: §483) outline the 

history of the vowel, the situation regarding -en participles taking adjectival suffixes 

is not made clear. About the past participle, Wright & Wright (1925: §442, with my 

additions within brackets) state that “When strong (in terms of adjectival inflection) it 

(the past participle) was declined like manig or h#lig… according as the stem-

syllable was short or long; and similarly when it was declined weak (in terms of 

adjectival inflection)”. Since manig ‘many’ has a short root syllable, it would not 

                                                
46 I have not listed the data tokens for the uninflected strong past participles in Early West 
Saxon or Lindisfarne as they show no overapplication of syncope.  
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undergo syncope, whereas h#lig would syncopate regularly. Unless one assumes that 

Wright & Wright refer here only to the weak -ed participles, this statement does not 

represent the data within Early West Saxon. To complicate matters, however, there 

was an alternative historical form. Wright & Wright (1925: §483) also note the 

following: 

 

“Beside the suffix -"no-, -$no- there also existed in prim. Germanic -ini- = Indg. -
"ni- which was preserved in a few OE. past participles with umlaut in the stem-
syllable, (see § 442). Prim. Germanic -"naz, -!niz = Indg. -"nos, -"nis regularly fell 
together in -en in OE., but they were still kept apart in the oldest period of the 
language, the former being -æn (-en) and the latter -in.”   

Wright & Wright (1925: §483) 
 

Hogg & Fulk (2011: §6.29) also note the existence of two ancestor suffixes, one of 

which, *-in, could cause umlaut in certain words. The possibility that this could lead 

to high vowel deletion is not discussed. Hogg & Fulk (2011: §4.54) assume that non-

high syncope, however, applies in Early West Saxon, noting that “[i]n EWS texts 

[…] syncope is found in a significant minority of examples…” 

We are therefore left with a complex picture, in which a historical suffix that 

would be affected by high vowel syncope merges with a historical suffix that would 

block HVS, but should be subject to N-HVS. I will now present the data for the 

strong -en past participle, with a view to revealing whether there is any active 

weight-conditioned high vowel syncope. 

 

(8.32) Weight conditions for the strong -en participles 

Inflected  
 -en past participles 
in EWS (strong and 
weak adj endings) 

Total Syncope % syncope 

Light  169 1 0.6% 

Heavy  109 46 42% 

 

The situation is, as stated in Hogg & Fulk (2011: §4.54), that syncope is less widely 

found in the past participles than in other adjectives. However, as they also state, 

syncope does indeed occur in a ‘significant minority’. This description, though, 
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refers to N-HVD, which is not weight conditioned. In contrast, there is a healthy 

weight condition in the EWS strong past participles, and a chi square test affirms that 

the difference in the rate of syncope between heavy and light stems is significant 

(X2=81.67, P=<.0001). The process is variable, affecting 42% of heavy forms, 

similarly to that found in the weak past participle. The exact nature of this weight 

condition will be examined in detail later in this chapter, where I will provide the 

analysis, and determine the extent to which high vowel deletion is truly active in the 

strong past participles. In addition to the spread of HVD to the strong past 

participles, we must also consider another issue, which is that light stems failing to 

undergo N-HVS represent apparent underapplication. The data here indicate that N-

HVD is no longer in the grammar, but that HVD has taken over. When a 

phonological process is at this stage of robustness, in which the original phonological 

conditions are still relevant, but fail to trigger the process in the majority of tokens, it 

presents the perfect circumstances for morphologization, phonologization and 

eventually, rule death. I will also consider the possibility of other phonological 

conditioning in the strong past participle, and will show that the nature of the root-

final consonant also influences the outcome of deletion. The standard descriptions of 

N-HVD and HVD do not make reference to the nature of the stem final consonant 

with respect to non-high vowel deletion in the strong past participle. Syncope is 

instead described in terms of the stress, length and quality of the target vowel, with 

the requirement that it is within an open syllable. The following table provides a 

snapshot of this relationship in the past participles of Early West Saxon.  
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(8.33) EWS strong heavy past participles (with strong and weak adjectival 
inflections)47 

Consonant 
type 

stem 
final 
cons 

number of 
tokens 

number 
syncopated 

percentage 
syncope 

Sonorant w 3 0 0% 

 l 3 0 0% 

 n 5 0 0% 

Fricative f 3 0 0% 

Cluster  ks 3 1 33% 

Stop g 16 12 75% 

 d 34 15 45% 

 k 7 6 78% 

 t 20 1 5% 

 p 15 11 73% 

Total  109 46 42% 

Total stops  92 45 49% 
 

The situation represented in this table is that although syncope may fail in the 

environment of any root-final consonant, it may only apply in heavy forms with a 

stop, for example aworpna ‘cast off’ CP (H, C) 357.23, compared to obligatory lack 

of syncope in, for example, acorfena ‘carved’ Or. 160.15. We have a situation in 

which non-high vowel syncope is either blocked for some reason in non-stop forms, 

or is forced in stop forms. In the later analyses, I will investigate further the possible 

relationship between epenthesis and syncope. I will also investigate the exact nature 

of the phonological conditioning in the past participle, incorporating it into the 

phonological analysis. 

                                                
47 The stop+en and non-stop+en light forms have been separated in Appendix C, but since 
the light forms do not show syncope in EWS in either category, they have not been included 
in this table. 
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8.6.3. Strong past participles in -en in Li. 
 

As we have just seen with respect to the strong past participles in EWS, a 

complication arising in this class is that unlike the -ed participles, the participles 

ending in -en result in consonant+sonorant clusters when undergoing syncope. Like 

the EWS dental conditioning in the weak past participles, there appears to be, in 

EWS, additional phonological conditioning within the strong forms. Before moving 

on to the question of whether this root-final stop conditioning comes into effect in 

the Li. strong past participle, I will first present the numbers for the light and heavy 

forms, in order to see whether any weight conditioning has come to affect these 

historically non-high vowels. The following data tables show the rates of deletion, 

together in light and heavy forms.  

 

(8.34) Inflected past participles in -en in Li 

 Total Number syncopated % Syncopated 

Light past 
participle inflected 
forms in -en 

70 21 30% 

Heavy past 
participle inflected 
forms in -en 

63 28 44% 

 

The distinction between the rates of syncope in the light and heavy inflected -en past 

participles is not statistically significant (X2=2.97, P=0.084822). There is an 

additional complication when we look at the consonant+sonorant clusters that are 

formed through syncope. When we look in closer detail at the heavy inflected forms, 

we see an interesting distribution of root-final consonants:48 

 

 

                                                
48 Apart from the single unsyncopated form, forblāwa ʻblowʼ dat.sg.masc. fʼblauene Jn(Li). 6, 
18, all forms are stop-final. 
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(8.35) Distribution of root-final consonants in heavy past.parts. 
Root-final t:  f’leteno ~ f’letno 

Root-final d:  gewordeno ~ gewordne 

Root-final k:  druncene ~ druncnu(m) 

Root-final g:  abloncgene ~ abloncgne 

 

It is difficult, within the target heavy forms, to ascertain what the effect of the root-

final cluster is, since all but one of the tokens are root-final stops. However, the light 

forms shine some light on the situation, as we have a more diverse distribution of 

root-final consonants. It is clear, in the case of the strong past participles that analogy 

is not responsible, and that the nature of the root-final consonant is of great 

consequence: 
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(8.36) Light infected past participles in -en, arranged according to the root-
final consonant 

Consonant 
type 

Root final cons Number 
of tokens 

Number 
syncopated 

Percentage 
syncope 

Sonorant r 2 0 0% 

m 9 0 0%  

j 7 1 14% 

Fricative f 7 0 0% 

Palatalised tʃ 1 0 0% 

d 11 8 73% Stops 

k 3 0 0% 

 t  27 12 44% 

 p 2 0 0% 

Total stops  43 20 47% of all stops 
syncopated 

Total non-
stops 

 26 1 4% of non-stops 
syncopated 

 

When the root-final consonant is taken into account, a striking pattern emerges, with 

syncopated forms being limited, with only one exception,49 to those ending in a stop. 

The heavy forms almost all end in stops, and instances of syncope in the light forms 

is limited to stops. Although the weight distinction was shown not to be statistically 

significant, we find that when comparing stop+en forms, heavy and light, the 

significance of syllable weight is further diminished: 

 

 

 

 

                                                
49 The exception is unðuegnum Mk(Li). I 3, 14, which is likely to represent the merging 
of the highly sonorous [j] with the vowel. 
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(8.37) Weight comparison: stop-final forms only 

-en forms Total Syncopated 

Light: root-final stops 43 20  

Heavy: root-final stops 61 28 

 

When these numbers are subjected to a chi-square test, the result indicate that no 

statistically significant weight condition exists (X2=0, P=1). In start contrast to 

EWS, we are therefore not witnessing the results of the extension of weight-

conditioned high vowel deletion to historically non-high forms in Li. The failure of 

corene to syncopate discussed in Campbell (1959: §343) can be described as the 

result of a clear and phonetically motivated process. The analogy description is 

clearly unexplanatory, since it a) does not account for the differences in behaviour 

between weak and strong participles, both of which have salient unsyncopated 

uninflected forms that could be possible bases for analogy, and b) analogy is not an 

adequate account for a process that is phonologically motivated. 

 

8.6.4. Analysis of the strong -en forms 
 

On the basis of the data presented in this chapter, it is argued here that the original 

conditioning for non-high vowel deletion is not active in the dialects under 

consideration, and thus, the analysis proposed for non-high vowel deletion is not 

assumed to be correct without amendment for EWS and Li. This is due to the fact 

that is EWS, weight and stop conditioning is responsible for the occurrences of 

deletion, and in Lindisfarne, the stop conditioning alone is responsible.  

We have seen that the rates of deletion are highly variable, and it would be 

possible to model this level of variation stochastically by assuming that the ranking 

values of **σ̆̆ and MAX-V overlap. However, this fails to capture a crucial fact about 

the grammar of both EWS and Li: syncope only applies in the instance of a root-final 

stop. This is not merely to say that deletion is more likely after root-final stops, but 

that it may only apply in such conditions. The tableaux therefore incorrectly predict 
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that a form such as coren+e would undergo deletion, which does not happen. This is 

highly problematic, as the ranking is therefore seen to be inactive within the 

‘elsewhere’ environment. It will be argued that this ranking is in fact not responsible 

for the alternations in question, and that the root cause can be found in the root-final 

stop conditioning. 

 

8.6.4.2. Root-final stop conditioning 
 

The strong past participles have presented a set of alternations that indicate that non-

high vowel syncope has developed sensitivity to the root-final consonant. In this 

section, this conditioning will be discussed in more detail. The following points 

summarise the relevant issues in the strong past participles: 

• In West Saxon there is a weight condition, indicating that high vowel 

deletion has come to affect the strong past participles. This contradicts the 

descriptions of the past participle, and non-high vowel deletion found in the 

handbooks. 

• In Lindisfarne there appears on first examination to be a weight 

condition, but it is likely that this is in fact an illusion, created by the higher 

numbers of root-final non-stops within the light forms. 

• There is an additional phonological condition in both dialects, causing 

deletion only to apply in the instance of a stop. This gives rise to the question 

of how such a motivation can be accounted for phonologically. 

• Deletion after root-final stops creates an obstruent+sonorant cluster: 

[d/t+n]. In light forms,50 this cluster constitutes a syllable contact law 

violation (Vennemann 1988), indicating that contact laws are not of great 

consequence in Northumbrian Old English.  

• In the majority of vowel-less forms within Lindisfarne, n follows the 

coronal consonants t and d. Early West Saxon does not show this pattern, 

with p triggering syncope. Therefore, I assume that the manner of articulation 

is the main factor, but suspect that more specifically, homorganic stops + n 

                                                
50 Heavy forms with a root-final consonant that cannot move to the following onset may also 
provide a CONTACT violaton, e.g. bund.ne *bun.dne. 
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clusters lead to vowel-less forms in Lindisfarne (for a similar phenomenon in 

PDE, see Toft 2002: 117). 

 

The two dialects, therefore, present different patterns, with different implications for 

the phonological processes involved. For EWS, I assume that PARSE-σ̆, the 

motivating constraint for HVD, is responsible for the variable syncope in inflected -

en participles. The final stop conditioning is therefore weaker than in Lindisfarne, 

but appears to be emerging as a tendency. In contrast, the Lindisfarne gospels appear 

to be conditioned only by the root-final stop, without the need for PARSE-σ̆ or **σ̆̆ as 

prosodic motivation. I will now look more closely at the conditioning in Lindisfarne. 

When undergoing deletion, the resulting -en past participle forms involve 

obstruent+sonorant clusters, which are either split between syllables, e.g. 

[)[.bund.ne.]], or fully shifted into the onset of the syllable containing the inflexion. 

The forms in which the cluster becomes an onset cluster are relatively rare as the 

onset can only claim the cluster if a) the stem syllable is heavy, and b) the resulting 

onset cluster is phonotactically allowed. The majority of remaining stop+/n/ clusters 

resulting from deletion are syllabified as such: [)[.bund.ne.]]. 

 When we compare the behaviour of stop+/n/+morpheme boundaries in 

Present-Day English to the Old English pattern it becomes clear that this is an 

instance in which the present phonological processes may help in our understanding 

of those from the past (Labov 1978: 308). Present-Day English also has alternations 

between schwa and ø in the instance of final obstruent+/n/ clusters, for example in 

Southern British English button [bGtH]. When a morpheme boundary follows, the 

nasal may also surface as syllabic, rather than with a vowel. This appears to follow a 

similar pattern to the Old English phenomenon: according to experimental data from 

Toft51 (2002: 117), nasals were more likely to be syllabic after the coronal plosives 

/t/ and /d/ than the non-coronal stops /p/, /b/, /k/ and /g/. The non-coronal examples 

from the Lindisfarne data were not numerous enough to make any firm assumptions, 

and nor were there any non-stop coronal sibilants for the purpose of comparison. The 

data do suggest, however, that the occurrence of a stop is a deciding factor, and the 

                                                
51 Toft (2002) also discusses /l/, which she argues behave differently from /n/ in Present-Day 
English. Since Old English strong past participles only present -en/-n, I do not discuss the 
behaviour of /l/ here. 
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majority of relevant forms are coronal stops. Furthermore, Giegerich (1999: 67) 

discusses the Present-Day English alternation between forms such as lightning and 

lightening, in which a /t+n/ cluster is neither syllabic nor schwa inclusive (i.e. the 

form is disyllabic rather than trisyllabic). The light+en+ing forms that are reduced to 

two syllables are those with less overt internal morphology, with syllabic /n/ 

appearing in those lexical items such as the progressive verb lightening, and not 

appearing in the noun lightning. We therefore, in Present-Day English, have three 

variable ways of syllabifying stop+/n/ clusters followed by a morpheme boundary: a) 

non-syllabic, non-vocalic lightning, b) syllabic, non-vocalic buttoning, lightening c) 

vocalic (schwa) livening. In Old English, I assume that the nasals are non-syllabic, 

being syllabified as such: [)[.bund.].num.]. This motivation has the benefit of being 

mirrored by attested phenomena in Present-Day English, and represents a natural 

phonologically motivated process. In articulatory terms, a sonorant consonant that is 

preceded by a homorganic stop can, depending on certain external factors (such as 

register, according to Roach, Sergeant and Miller 1992), follow on directly without 

the articulators moving into the relaxed schwa position. Additionally, the 

syllabication process is variable, affecting approximately 50% of the Lindisfarne 

stop+-en forms. This variability is also attested in the Present-Day English stop+/n/ 

forms. Future study may reveal whether the extra-linguistic factors that influence this 

process in Present-Day English also apply in Old English (Toft 2002: 113). Word 

frequency, for example, as well as register, may well be possible factors.  

It is well documented (see for example, Campbell 1959, Bermúdez-Otero 

2005, Minkova 2012 among others) that underlying obstruent+sonorant clusters are 

significant with respect to the phonology of Old English. For example, monosyllabic 

nouns and adjectives with underlying obstruent+sonorant clusters undergo schwa 

epenthesis: e.g. wæter /wætr/ ‘water’, though inflected forms are not required to 

undergo epenthesis, as the final cluster is able to be split across the syllable 

boundary: e.g. gen.sg. [)[.wæt.re.]s] This process is described in the handbooks, and 

is commonly referred to as parasiting.  In the nouns of West Saxon, Bermúdez-Otero 

(2005: §7.7) documents a case of apparent overapplication of parasiting, in which 

light stemmed forms ending in an obstruent+sonorant cluster undergo epenthesis 

when inflected: [)[.wæ.te.].res.]. This, he concludes, is the result of a repair process 
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for the syllable contact in which the sonority contour rises across the syllable 

boundary (Vennemann 1988). Bermúdez-Otero (2005: §7.7) finds that it is 

particularly in forms with a high sonority discrepancy that such epenthesis applies, 

providing evidence for strong adherence to syllable contact laws in West Saxon. The 

strong past participle phenomenon we have observed in Lindisfarne contrasts the 

process of syllable contact motivated epenthesis described in Bermúdez-Otero (2005: 

§7.7) in relation to West Saxon nouns. The preferred [)[.bund.ne.]]52 displays a 

marked rise in the sonority across a syllable boundary, to a greater extent than the 

non-stop form *[)[.drif.ne.]]. It would seem to be the case, therefore, that syllable 

contact laws are not strongly of consequence in Lindisfarne. However, contact laws 

have been argued to have some effect in EWS nouns, and the possibility that they 

influence the alternation within EWS strong past participles must be considered. 

 

8.6.4.3. CONTACT and the strong -en forms in EWS 
 

The past participles in -en display rather different characteristics in EWS to those in 

Li. However, the similarity is that both dialects display a choice between forms with 

and without a medial vowel, but only in words with a root-final stop. Both dialects, 

therefore, permit only disyllabic stem outputs in inflected forms lacking a root-final 

stop: dr!fene. A crucial difference between Li. and EWS is that while Li. displayed 

no weight conditions, EWS showed a significant weight condition, with only one 

light token displaying syncope: unforgifne CP (C) 220.17 (1%), compared to 35% of 

heavy stems. The heavy stems show the same stop condition as Li., though the one 

token showing deletion in the light forms is in fact not a stop.  

It does therefore appear to be the case that in EWS there is a weight-

orientated process affecting the strong past participles, but that deletion is limited to 

forms ending in a root-final stop. One other factor that must be considered is the 

syllable contact issue. In Li., syllable contact repair is not shown to be evident in the 

verbs or in the nouns. The handbook accounts refer to EWS when discussing the 

‘extension’ of parasiting, which is argued in Bermúdez-Otero (2005) to be the result 

                                                
52 Although contact laws are not usually relevant in the case of heavy stems, this token 
retains the rising sonority contour across the syllable boundary, as *dn cannot form an onset.  
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of contact repair. However, if contact laws are playing a role in the behaviour of the 

past participles, they would militate against vowel-less forms that are light. Note that 

as CONTACT should only repair light forms such as [)[.brok.].ne.]. the resulting 

forms, with a medial vowel could present a situation in which heavy stems emerge 

with fewer medial vowels and light stems emerge with more forms such as bundnum.  

This could possibly contribute to the preference for medial vowels in light stems. 

This leaves the possibility that the weight condition that we have seen in EWS, 

which is absent from Li., may actually be the result of contact laws, rather than the 

extension of high vowel deletion to the strong past participles. It is of course difficult 

to know from the surface data which analysis is correct, though it is worth noting that 

EWS does show evidence for the high ranking of CONTACT in nouns (Bermúdez-

Otero 2005). This possibility, though worthy of consideration, is to be rejected. Since 

*dn is not a possible onset, the prevalent syncopated forms such as bundnum do 

present a violation of CONTACT. Therefore, I conclude that high vowel deletion has 

indeed come to affect the strong West Saxon past participles. I argue, therefore, that 

in both of the dialects under investigation, non-high vowel deletion is no longer in 

place. In both dialects, a separate motivation has spread to the past participles; high 

vowel deletion in EWS, and stop conditioning in Li. The tableaux in Chapter 2, 

which represented the original conditions for non-high vowel deletion as described in 

the handbooks would incorrectly predict that a light form lacking a root-final stop 

corene would undergo deletion. Such forms are unattested, due to the root-final non-

stop in Li., and due to the light stem syllable in EWS. 

 

8.6.5. Flaws in the non-high vowel deletion handbook account 
 

Both Campbell (1959: §343) and Hogg & Fulk (2011: §4.54) assume that the relative 

lack of syncope in past participles can be assumed to be the result of analogy. The 

basis for analogy is assumed to be the uninflected past participle, which is more 

common than the inflected forms. In terms of the weak past participles, the idea that 

the influence of the uninflected forms such as l!efed would reduce the robustness of 

syncope in the inflected counterparts: l!efede, as opposed to the weak preterite, in 

which HVS is more robust, makes sense. This does not contradict the description of 
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analogy that is assumed in this thesis, i.e. that analogy will be based on more simple 

forms, it will not be phonologically conditioned, it will bring the paradigm into 

uniformity and it will be based on a salient form. However, the analogy account 

found in the handbooks runs into serious problems when it comes to the -en forms. It 

is also assumed in the handbooks that -en forms lacking deletion are the result of 

analogy on the uninflected past participles. The problems with this are: 

 

• This does not explain the significantly lower rates of deletion in the 

strong past participles compared to the weak ones, which, as discussed 

above, also have a salient uninflected form. 

• This analogy account makes no provision for the stop conditioning. 

• Finally, this account, from a Neogrammarian perspective, assumes 

that disturbance by analogy is the only factor preventing the forms from 

representing the outcome of non-high vowel deletion. Instead, it is argued 

here, that non-high vowel deletion has slong since been lost from the 

grammar, and has been reanalyzed as a separate and active phonological 

process.  

 

The present explanation, in contrast, has the benefits of describing synchronically 

why only stop-final forms appear vowel-less, without the need to stipulate that non-

stop forms in particular are immune to deletion, or worse, to ignore the phonological 

conditioning. This description also presents interesting parallels between Old English 

sonorant conditioning and Present Day English conditioning.  

 

8.6.6. The demise of the prosodic conditions for non-high vowel deletion 
 

I will now briefly return to the OT analysis that was tentatively posited to describe 

non-high vowel deletion, as described in the handbooks. It was suggested that the 

following tableau would prevent weight conditioned high vowel deletion in the 

strong past participles, while allowing the more general process of non-high vowel 

deletion to proceed: 
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(8.38) Light inflected 

base +/-en-/+/e/ 
broc+en+e 

MAX-V2 STRESSWELL **σ̆ MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ PARSE-0 

[)[.bro.ke.].ne.]    **!  * * 

[)[.brok.].ne.] #   * * * * 

[)[.bro.ke.]n]  *!  *   

[)[.brok.]n]  *!   **   

 

I have argued that this analysis is in fact not necessary for the synchronic data, as 

non-high vowel deletion is no longer in operation. In EWS, it has become replaced 

by HVD, and in Li, by stop conditioning. However, in Prim. Old English, the process 

was active. Although I argue that synchronically, vowel height is no longer a 

condition of high vowel deletion, in Prim. Old English, I assume it was an active 

condition, which distinguished the two processes. Therefore, there was no need for 

**σ̆̆ to dominate its more specific counterpart, as PARSE-σ̆ would only target [+high] 

vowels. The leaves the question of why non-high vowel deletion ceased to apply, 

while high vowel deletion retains its activity. The answer is related to the fact that 

both processes target ‘weak’ vowels. The vowels are unstressed, within open 

syllables, and situated within stress wells: 

 

(8.39) 

High vowel deletion   Non-high vowel deletion 

PARSE-σ̆ and StressWell  **σ̆̆  and StressWell 

broc+en+e [)[.bro.ke.].ne.]  broc+en+e [)[.bro.ke.].ne.]  

bund+en+e [)[.bund.].e.ne.]  bund+en+e [)[.bund.].e.ne.]  

 

As the illustration in (8.38) shows, the vowels targeted by non-high vowel deletion 

follow a stressed syllable and are monomoraic, placing them in a weak position. We 

can see, though, that the vowels targeted by HVD, which are underlined, are in a 

weaker position than those targeted by non-high vowel deletion. In addition to being 

light, they are also unfooted. Additionally, they are situated in a stress well created 
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by a foot rather than by a stressed syllable, which is a stronger adjacent element. 

Therefore, I conclude that deletion processes targeting monomoraic, weak vowels 

forms has been weakened in the grammar, to the point that only the process that 

targets the weakest vowels remains. This analysis, as stated above, brings together 

the basic markedness forces of the two different processes, assuming one to be a 

more specific counterpart to the other. This has implications for the analysis of high 

vowel deletion. In Chapter 2, I discussed two OT approaches to describing high 

vowel deletion. The first of these (Hogg 2000) assumed that the driving force behind 

deletion is PARSE-0. Since this would incorrectly predict that a closed syllable would 

undergo deletion: e.g. [)[li&e].ved.], as the medial syllable, though closed, is also 

unfooted, Hogg (2000) proposed that another constraint: *VVCC, could prevent this 

from happening, as deletion would result in the following cluster: *l!efd. The 

alternative account, Bermúdez-Otero (2005) assumes instead that only light unfooted 

syllables are targeted, thus, PARSE-σ̆ is the motivating constraint. The latter account 

is the one that is adopted here. It is argued that non-high vowel deletion and high 

vowel deletion therefore have similar motivations, i.e. to remove ‘weak’ vowels. It is 

further claimed that the process that removes the weakest vowels, high vowel 

deletion, is the one that has taken over in EWS, in favour of the original non-high 

vowel deletion. In this sense, the PARSE-σ̆ account for the synchronic activity of high 

vowel deletion is preferable to the PARSE-0 + *VVCC account, since it incorporates 

the overarching markedness principle which is involved in the two processes, i.e., the 

penalising of monomoraic syllables. 

 

8.7. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

The past participle data have presented complex interaction between what were 

originally prosodic conditions, i.e. weight-conditioned vowel deletion and non-

weight-conditioned vowel deletion, and emergent phonological conditioning. The 

weak past participles are assumed to be subject to active HVD, but with additional 

conditioning in the case of dentals in EWS. The fact that the same dental 

environment in the few Class 2 forms with an -ed suffix do not undergo syncope in 

West Saxon lends weight to the idea that the deletion process has only emerged in 
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circumstances in which HVD operates. This extra phonological conditioning is 

indicative of a process in decline (see Anttila 2002a for the emergence of phonology, 

and Bermúdez-Otero 2005 regarding the life-cycle of phonological processes).  

 In contrast, the original conditions for non-high vowel deletion are assumed 

not to be active, and instead can be explained with reference to principles of 

syllabification and their interaction with stop+nasal clusters, in Li. and high vowel 

deletion in EWS. This has been argued, in contrast to the handbooks, not to be the 

result of analogy. 

 The present analysis assumes that there is no synchronic vowel height 

condition separating non-high and high vowel deletion; only a prosodic condition. It 

is therefore unsurprising that, without vowel height conditioning, high vowel 

deletion has come to affect the strong past participle in EWS, as the inflected strong 

forms do present the correct prosodic conditioning synchronically.  

A question remaining, however, is why the same thing has not happened in 

Li. The answer to this may be that although unfooted light syllables are presented in 

the strong past participle, they are within a class, i.e. the strong verb paradigm, that 

rejects high vowel deletion. This notion will be explored further in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Implications 
 
9.1. INTRODUCTION 
 

We have seen, in Chapters 6–8, that there are numerous ways of dealing with 

phonological change within inflectional paradigms, and across morphological 

categories. I have attempted to account for the problematic alternations within 

Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon in a way that a) reflects, where appropriate, levels 

of opacity and rule decay, b), reflects active phonological conditions where they 

exist, c) allows for morphological conditioning, and also I have avoided accounts 

that make predictions that contradict priority of the base (Benua 1997), since such 

predictions, when implying that any form may be selected as the base are not 

sufficiently supported cross linguistically. Finally, I have avoided, as discussed in 

Chapter 4, the over-use of unconstrained analogy as an explanation for 

morphologization and phonologization. Such accounts as those found in 

Neogrammarian handbooks fail to capture interesting instances of morphophonology 

and cause analogy to be merely an ‘elsewhere’ description. This problem has been 

discussed extensively in the literature, and has resulted in many attempts to constrain 

analogy, which were discussed in Chapter 4. 

 In this penultimate chapter, I will revisit some of the issues raised in Chapters 

3 and 4 in the light of the data and analyses presented in Chapters 6–8. The 

implications of the data, and the accounts that have been proposed for the wider 

morphophonology will be discussed. Firstly, I will provide a brief overview of the 

main problems that have been accounted for, how (and if) they relate to one another 

and the methods that have been used. I will then go on to discuss the wider problem 

implied by my analyses, of how phonological processes operate in one 

morphological class and not another.  
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9.2. OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYSES 
 

I have focused primarily upon the verbs, including the past participles taking 

adjectival inflections. The discussion has also made reference, where necessary, to 

nouns and adjective behaviour as described in previous studies (e.g. Bermúdez-Otero 

2005, Scott 2005 etc.). The investigation of high vowel deletion has examined the 

data for parts of the paradigm in which HVD was expected historically (the weak 

pret. and weak past part.), those in which high vowel deletion was never expected 

(the strong past part.), and also, those in which high vowel deletion is assumed to 

apply, but in which the original prosodic conditions are not properly observed (the 

2nd/3rdsg.pres.ind.) 

 The strong 2nd/3rdsg.pres.ind. verbs have been found to exhibit no evidence of 

weight conditioning in both Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon. It is clear that 

syncope has some kind of historical basis, as there are instances of deletion, even in 

Lindisfarne, of the historically high and light medial vowel. However, both dialects 

display no synchronic weight distinction, with Early West Saxon showing almost 

total syncopation, whether or not it is appropriate to the weight, and with Lindisfarne 

showing the opposite; almost total rejection of syncope. The historical basis for 

syncope in these forms is, however, not without controversy. As pointed out in Hogg 

& Fulk (2011: §6.14), it may not be the case that high vowel deletion ever had much 

robustness in this category, since the prosodic conditions for high vowel deletion 

only require the removal of light unfooted syllables, i.e. those in which the syllable is 

open. The 2nd/3rdsg.pres.ind. shows overapplication in light stems, but most 

importantly, the target syllable is always closed: scine% [)[sci&.].ne$.] ~ scin% 

‘shines’. Prosodically, the 2nd/3rdsg.pres.ind. has the same shape as the uninflected 

weak past participle, which is not expected to undergo deletion. Of course, the non-

weight conditioned process of non-high vowel deletion that is discussed in Chapter 8 

cannot be contributing to the apparent overapplication in the 3rdsg.pres.ind., since it, 

like high vowel deletion, has a rigid requirement that target syllables must be open. 

Since the prosodic conditions are compromised, and no other phonological 
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conditioning appears to be apparent, I have not provided a synchronic OT analysis.53 

Instead, the discussion will focus on why Li. has shown no deletion in this class, and 

why EWS has generalised the deleted forms. Interestingly, EWS also shows a 

distinction between the weak and the strong 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind., since the weak forms 

do provide evidence for a weight condition, while the strong does not. Although in 

both categories, this leads to deletion in closed syllables, it appears to be the case that 

the weak forms, are more likely to show a lack of deletion after light syllables. In 

Campbell (1959), it is noted that deletion is more likely to fail in the weak forms. 

The situation is more complex, and indeed of more interest than that, since it is not 

the case that deletion simply fails more often in the weak present, but that it fails in 

light forms in the weak present: i.e. is weight conditioned. This leads to the question 

of whether the constraint enforcing deletion of all unfooted syllables, whether closed 

or long, is actually active to some extent within the weak present. If this is the correct 

analysis, it appears to be the case that it is not in action in the strong present in EWS, 

and that instead, the suffix itself has become reanalyzed as a vowel-less form. In the 

strong forms in Lindisfarne, on the other hand, it appears to be the case that high 

vowel deletion simply does not apply, which is unproblematic given that the 

prosodic constraints for high vowel deletion are not satisfied. Since overapplication 

in the uninflected past participles also does not happen in Lindisfarne, there is no 

surface evidence to indicate that closed syllables might undergo deletion. 

 On the other hand, the weak preterites, once again in both dialects under 

investigation, have displayed strong evidence for truly weight-based syncope. Table 

(9.1) provides an overview of the word categories focused upon in previous chapters, 

with respect to syncope, and its status as an active weight-orientated process: 

 

                                                
53 As far as West Saxon is concerned, I follow Hogg & Fulk (2011: §6.14), in assuming that 
lexicalised forms such as cwoeðestu may have been the trigger for the extension of high 
vowel deletion to this class. Closed syllables are not targeted by either non-high vowel 
deletion or high vowel deletion, with the exception of dental forms in the past participle. The 
past participles (non-dental) and the weak verbs do not provide exceptions to this. 
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(9.1) Domains of syncope activity 
(a) Weak pret. (Chapter 7) 

Morphological category Syncope applying within 
weight constraints in Early 
West Saxon? 

Syncope applying within 
weight constraints in 
Lindisfarne? 

Weak Verbs: Class 1 Preterite Yes (with additional dental 
conditioning, and 
obstruent+sonorant 
conditioning) 

Yes (with additional dental 
conditioning, and 
obstruent+sonorant 
conditioning) 

Weak Verbs: Class 2 Preterite (No) (But the weight 
conditions are overruled by the 
medial vowel’s underlying 
synchronic foot headedness 
specification) 

(No) 

 

(b) Pres. Ind. (Chapter 6) 

Morphological category Syncope applying within 
weight constraints in Early 
West Saxon? 

Syncope applying within 
weight constraints in 
Lindisfarne? 

Weak Verbs: Present 
indicative 2nd/3rd singular 

Yes No 

Strong Verbs: Present 
indicative 2nd/3rd singular 

No, but some weak dental 
conditioning and sonority 
sensitivity 

No 

 

(c) Past part. (Chapter 8) 

Morphological category Syncope applying within 
weight constraints in Early 
West Saxon? 

Syncope applying within 
weight constraints in 
Lindisfarne? 

Weak Verbs: Class 1 past 
participles 

Yes (with additional dental 
conditioning) 

Yes (without additional 
dental conditioning) 

 Weight conditions added to 
non-high vowel syncope Early 
West Saxon? 

Weight conditions added to 
non-high vowel syncope 
Lindisfarne? 

Strong Verbs: Past participles Yes (with additional 
stop+sonorant conditioning) 

No (stop+sonorant 
conditioning only) 

 

Following recent OT accounts, including Hogg (2000) and Bermúdez-Otero (2005), I 

have assumed that PARSE-σ̆ is the constraint that is active in Old English and that 
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leads to the deletion of historically unstressed short vowels in order to prevent 

unfooted syllables. Since statistically significant weight conditioning has been shown 

to be evident in all of the morphological categories in bold cells, it is argued here that 

high vowel deletion, as a phonological process, is synchronically active in Old 

English verbs. This contradicts the recent analysis found in Minkova (2012), as 

discussed in Chapter 7, which argues that, at least in Early West Saxon, high vowel 

deletion is already lexicalised.  

 

9.3. HIGH VOWEL SYNCOPE AS A WEIGHT-BASED PROCESS, AND THE EFFECTS OF 

MORPHOLOGISATION 
 

We have seen that HVD, a process which removes unfooted light syllables, is active 

in the verbs of Li. and EWS. The traditional analyses assume that high vowel 

deletion was a process that proceeded in Prim. OE. However, the data suggest that it 

was still active as a phonological process within the dialects under investigation. One 

way in which this can be signified is that a morphological category that originally 

was not affected by weight-conditioned deletion, the strong past participle, has come 

to be affected synchronically in EWS on account of the loss of an earlier and less 

robust process of non-high vowel deletion. I will return to this issue later in this 

chapter. 

For the weak Class 2 verbs, a phonological account, rather than 

morphological, is all that is required to prevent deletion synchronically. High vowel 

deletion is agreed (e.g. Campbell 1959, Wright & Wright 1925 etc.) not to be subject 

to high vowel deletion, as the historically long thematic vowel is protected from 

deletion by a synchronic property of foot headedness (Bermúdez-Otero 2005). The 

fact that high vowel deletion does not proceed is therefore unproblematic, and 

expected. The forms have, however, been examined in order to check that syncope 

has not become extended to the also synchronically unstressed medial vowel in Class 

2 preterite and past participle forms. A process54 in which medial -o- in the Class 2 

                                                
54 In Chapter 7 it was argued that in Lindisfarne, in contrast to the claims in Wright & Wright 
(1925), this process could not be synchronically one of dissimilation in the plural: -odon -
edon, since there was no statistical significance between the rates of -e- in target plural 
forms and in the singular preterite forms.  
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weak preterite becomes -e- might theoretically have been able to give rise to enough 

surface opacity that syncope could be applied to forms which synchronically 

resemble those found in Class 1. Despite this, it has been shown that syncope has not 

come to affect Class 2. In terms of the analysis, the lack of syncope synchronically 

has a phonological explanation that is demonstrated by other forms with a 

historically stressed and long. It is therefore clear that within a number of word 

classes, historical stress is allowed to prevent syncope from applying.  

Moving on from the Class 2 forms, the next category of interest is the strong 

verbs. Li. is very clear-cut with regard to the strong verbs: there is no evidence to 

suggest that the original weight conditions of syncope are observed in any of the 

strong verb categories. The only strong verb category that shows any deletion is the 

past participle, in which there should not be any weight conditions originally in any 

case. Furthermore, it has been argued here that non-high vowel deletion is not active 

either, and that the deleted forms in Li. are entirely due to a separate phonological 

condition, which will be revisited in the next section. 

 The same morphologically specific inactivity cannot be said to be in evidence 

in EWS. The strong paradigm, in West Saxon, though, does not provide the same 

level of robustness of high vowel syncope as the weak paradigm. Syncope actually 

appears to apply in the majority of tokens from the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. but with no 

weight condition in evidence in the strong paradigm. The rather surprising fact is that 

the past participle, which should exhibit the effects of non-high (and non-weight 

conditioned) vowel deletion, has  come to be affected by weight conditioned 

deletion.  

 The weak Class 1 verbs are the verb category within which high vowel 

syncope is seen to be at its most active in both dialects. In Early West Saxon, the 

weak verbs show weight-conditioned syncope in the past participle, the preterite and 

also in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. In Early West Saxon, though, the weaker process of N-

HVD has come to be replaced by HVD. The next section will discuss the reasons 

why this might have happened, and what we can deduce about the status of high 

vowel deletion from this behavior.  
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9.4. NON HIGH VOWEL DELETION AND ITS SYNCHRONIC INACTIVITY 
 

In Chapter 8 the behavior of the strong past participle, and its interaction with non-

high vowel deletion was examined. It was argued that non-high vowel deletion did 

not display any synchronic activity. Recall that the prosodic conditions for non-high 

vowel deletion demand that a light open syllable is deleted when the vowel is 

historically non-high and follows a stressed syllable. The relevant constraints are **σ̆̆ 
and STRESSWELL. If these constraints are active, the medial vowels following light 

or heavy stressed syllables will face deletion. However, deletion was seen to be very 

sporadic, and not regular. The handbook account put this down to analogical pressure 

from the uninflected strong past participles, in which the -en syllable is always 

closed and does not face deletion. In contrast, I have argued that analogy is not 

responsible, and that a separate phonological condition determines the outcome; 

namely the occurrence of a root-final stop.  

 According to the definitions of non-high vowel deletion, we did not expect to 

see a weight distinction in the past participles. However, non-high vowel deletion is 

argued to be no longer observing its phonological conditions. We have seen, with the 

final stop conditioning, that when a phonological process ceases to be active, other 

phonological conditions can either be added to, or even take the place of the original 

ones. This idea, that where phonological conditions are at their weakest, other 

conditions will emerge has been discussed in Anttila (2002a). I tentatively made the 

hypothesis, in Chapter 8, that high vowel deletion might be a potential emergent 

phonological process in the strong past participles. I have argued that synchronically, 

vowel height is not part of the conditioning for HVD. I have continued to use the 

term high vowel deletion, in keeping with tradition, to define weight-conditioned 

deletion. It is also worth noting that the weak and strong participles have the same 

vowel synchronically, and that evidence for the collapse of the original height 

conditions of HVD is also found in Bermúdez-Otero (2005), in which a novel 

nom/acc.pl.neut. low vowel suffix: -a, comes to be affected by HVD in Late West 

Saxon. Leaving aside vowel height, an inflected heavy strong past participle presents 

the following prosodic structure: 
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(9.2) 
bindan ‘bind’  

past.part. bunden+ dat. -um 

[)[.bund.].e.num.] 

 

As we can see from this illustration, the weight conditions for high vowel deletion 

are fulfilled in the strong past participles, when they are long and inflected. If we are 

to assume that the synchronic vowel height conditions have fallen away, there 

appears to be no reason why an active weight conditioned process, that operates in 

other parts of the paradigm, would not come to affect the strong participles. In EWS, 

this tentative prediction has been proved correct: a clear weight condition has 

emerged in the EWS strong past participles. We therefore have a situation in which, 

in EWS, high vowel deletion, further conditioned by final stops, has come to affect 

the strong past participles. 

In Lindisfarne, in contrast, it is very clear that this has not happened, as there 

is no evidence for weight conditioning in the strong past participle. I will now 

discuss why this may be the case. It is my intention to argue that the extension of 

HVD to the strong past participles has not failed in Lindisfarne because HVD is less 

robust, since the data show that in Lindisfarne the weight conditions are active and 

well in the weak paradigm. Nor will I argue that a synchronic phonological condition 

prevents HVD from affecting the strong participles. Instead, I will suggest that the 

reason is morphological, and will present evidence to show that if the morphological 

conditions are right, HVD in Li. can indeed come to affect the forms originally 

associated with non-high vowel deletion, using an example from the adjectives. 

Thus, I will argue that the blocking of high vowel deletion in the strong verbs is a 

feature of Lindisfarne, and that it is due to the powerful surface evidence against 

syncope within the strong paradigm.  

 

9.4.1. The status of former non-high vowel deletion forms in Lindisfarne 
 

We have seen in Lindisfarne, that N-HVD has come to be replaced by stop 

conditioning, but not by weight-conditioned HVD. However, this is not to be taken 
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as indicative of the weakness of high vowel deletion in Lindisfarne. On the contrary, 

Lindisfarne has displayed a robust weight conditioned process in the weak preterite 

and weak past participle. This leaves the question of why HVD has not come to 

affect the strong -en forms, despite their synchronically similar shape to the weak 

past participles. The proposal that will be discussed here is that in Lindisfarne, HVD 

is an active, but morphologized process. Therefore, the strong past participle has 

rejected the spread of weight conditioned deletion because it is not a part of a 

paradigm within which high vowel deletion is active. This idea can be quite easily 

falsified, by finding a set of forms that are traditionally associated with non high 

vowel deletion that exist within a domain that does show activity of weight 

conditioned syncope. If, within these forms, HVD is seen not to spread the former 

domain of N-HVD deletion, we lose empirical evidence for the following three 

proposals: a) that HVD is an active process that may spread to new forms, b) that this 

spread is limited by the morphological category of the new forms and c) that HVD 

has no synchronic vowel height conditions. Such a category exists; according to 

Hogg (1992: §6.15), adjectives ending in -ig are assumed to be subject to non-high 

vowel deletion. As such, if the original process is still in action, there should be no 

weight condition. These forms, though, exist within a domain of high vowel deletion: 

the a- stem adjectives. Under my analysis, there is no synchronic reason why a heavy 

form with -ig should not undergo HVD, since I have argued that the vowel height 

condition is not relevant, and any cophonological analysis could certainly not rule 

out HVD in -ig adjectives, since adjectives fall squarely within the domain of HVD. 

If we find that there is no weight condition, either with variable deletion in heavy and 

light (indicative of N-HVD), or with no deletion, it would compromise the assertion 

that HVD is still active. 

The following table displays the results for the -ig adjectives in the 

Lindisfarne Gospels. There are two historical -ig suffixes, one of which was high, but 

long and stressed, from Germanic /i&I/, and therefore would not undergo any 

syncope. These forms can be identified by the mutated stem vowel, and have not 

been included in the table (but can be found in the Appendix D). The other suffix 

comes from the Germanic suffix */6I/ and should therefore undergo non-weight 

conditioned syncope, according to Hogg (1992: §6.15). The following table includes 
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only those forms with the historically light suffix; Gmc. */6I/. The forms with i-

mutation have not been included, as they are assumed to come from Gmc. /i&I/. 

 

(9.3) 

Gmc. */6I/ forms (-ig) Syncope Total % Syncopated 

light -ig forms  1 15 7% 

heavy -ig forms  51  80 64% 

 

 

There is a statistically significant weight condition, and it therefore appears to be the 

case that high vowel deletion, I.e., unfooted light syllable repair, has come to affect 

the -ig adjectives. As stated earlier, non-high vowel deletion has ceased to operate as 

a regular process, and has instead been replaced with final stop conditioning in the 

past participle, and high vowel deletion in the adjectives. Thus, we have a situation, 

within the Lindisfarne gospels, in which the weight-conditioned process has been 

extended the adjectives, but not the strong verbs. This, once again, raises the 

question of why high vowel deletion has not come to affect the strong verbs in 

Lindisfarne, but has come to affect another category, which was also originally 

affected by non-high vowel deletion. It is not possible to formulate an account in 

which high vowel deletion has come to affect -ig simply because the suffix has a 

synchronically high vowel, since this is clearly not a condition of HVD 

synchronically. Instead, it is argued here that morphological conditioning influences 

the way in which high vowel deletion applies. As stated above, where N-HVD 

deletion has lost its productivity, other conditions emerge (Anttila 2002a). In this 

case, HVD has been limited to the morphological domains within which it operates. 

If simply phonological, there is no reason why the synchronic process of HVD 

should not affect the strong inflected participles, as the vowel height condition is no 

longer active, though it was in Prim. OE. Although the weak verbs and the noun and 

adjective paradigms are within the domain of HVD, the strong verbs are not, though 

the situation has been shown to be rather different in EWS. For Lindisfarne, the 

reason for the blocking effect in he strong verbs is simple when we look at the 
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surface evidence from which a learner would construct their grammar. To begin, we 

have a striking imbalance regarding the number of parts of the paradigm that are 

subject to syncope in the first place: 

 

(9.4) Areas in which the weak and strong verbs present the conditions for 
syncope 

     Weak (Cl. 1)  Strong 

2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind.   Yes?   Yes? 

Preterite    Yes              No  (no /i/ ending: 

ablaut) 

Inflected Past Participles  Yes   No 

 

This illustration is not intended to chart where syncope actually applies successfully 

(see table 9.1 for that information), but instead, this represents which areas of the 

verb paradigms actually present the conditions for high vowel syncope if it should 

apply. At first glance, it is very clear that the weak Class 1 verbs present the target 

environments for syncope in more areas of the paradigm than the strong verbs. 

Firstly, the ablaut system of course makes the preterite irrelevant to high vowel 

syncope.  On the other hand, the preterite in the weak Class 1 verbs provides a 

wealth of evidence for which a learner can construct a grammar within which 

unstressed light vowel are deleted when unfooted. The past participle historically 

undergoes only non-high vowel deletion if strong, which is non-weight conditioned. 

This leaves only the 2nd/3rd sg.pres. indicative, though there remains the problem of 

the ‘target’ vowels being within closed syllables. The endings in both the weak and 

the strong forms are historically light and high, so it would perhaps be expected that 

evidence from the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. would be enough for a learner to construct a 

grammar that incorporates syncope in the strong verbs. This assumption would of 

course be incorrect, and the problem with it can be seen when we look at the data for 

the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. In both Lindisfarne and Early West Saxon, there was no 

weight condition evidenced in the strong verbs in these endings. Regarding the weak 

verbs, there was to some extent a weight condition in Early West Saxon, but 

Lindisfarne exhibited no active syncope in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind in either the weak 
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or the strong. It becomes instantly clear that the one environment within the strong 

verbs that might have provided evidence for strong verb syncope is itself exhibiting 

syncope immunity. Syncope in the second and third person present has been the 

source of much discussion, as these inflexions do not actually present the conditions 

for high vowel deletion at all. A form such as sing+e% does not present an unfooted 

light syllable, as would be penalized by PARSE-σ̆, as the syllable is closed. If a 

general rule enforcing syncope in closed syllables was in existence, there would be 

deletion in uninflected nouns such as h"afod, which is not attested. Hogg & Fulk 

(2011: §6.14) claim that the reason that syncope came to apply in these environments 

in verbs was due to lexicalised 2nd person forms such as cwoe%estu, in which the 

target vowel does in fact become part of a light syllable. It is also proposed (Hogg & 

Fulk 2011: §6.15) that syncope in Anglian was most likely never widespread in the 

first place in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. Therefore, it is not difficult to propose an account 

in which syncope in the present indicative is weakened, since its application in the 

first place may have been on the basis of limited evidence from lexicalized forms.  

 In sum, the argument pursued here is that syncope in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. is 

non-existent in Lindisfarne, and is morphologized in West Saxon. This is due to its 

uncertain status in these forms, and the fact that it does not fulfil the original weight 

conditions of syncope, which state that only open syllables will be targeted. The 

second part of the argument is that the loss of syncope in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. in 

Lindisfarne removes from the sphere of syncope the only part of the strong paradigm 

within which syncope might apply. These complexities result in such a poverty of 

evidence for syncope in the strong verbs that they become immune to weight-based 

HVD. It is not surprising that Lindisfarne shows this immunity to a greater extent 

than EWS, since, as Hogg & Fulk (2011) state, Lindisfarne perhaps never had 

syncope in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. generalised in the first place. Thus, in both the 

2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind, and in the strong verbs in general, a complex set of phonological 

conditions has come to be more easily learnt as a simple morphological condition; 

i.e. no syncope in the strong verbs. The fact that other forms that are not historically 

expected to be subject to high vowel deletion can come to be affected by the process, 

namely the -ig adjectives, shows that the only factors involved in whether HVD can 
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come to affect forms are a), their prosodic conditions, and b) their morphological 

domain.  

 In terms of the phonological analysis, I assume a co phonological account, in 

which different morphological categories may select a variant of the master 

hierarchy. In our case, the constraint enforcing unfooted syllable repair must be 

ranked lower than MAX-V in Lindisfarne strong verbs, rendering high vowel deletion 

inactive. In the weak verbs, in contrast, it outranks MAX-V variably. We therefore 

have a relatively subtle distinction, with the weak verbs showing a variable 

stochastic ranking between the two constraints. The picture is as follows: 

 

(9.5) 
(a) Lindisfarne weak verb system: Variable weight-conditioned deletion  

  

PARSE-σ̆ >> MAX-V    

 

 

 

 

 

(b) Lindisfarne strong verb system: No weight-conditioned deletion 

MAX-V >> PARSE-σ̆ 
 

 

 

 

In terms of the stratal analysis, this relationship occurs at Level 2. It is not possible to 

assume that syncope operates at Level 1, and to divide the strong and weak verbs 

between the two levels, since it is the adjectival Level 2 inflections that trigger 

syncope. Additionally, it would be wrong to place the weak Class 1 verbs in an 

earlier level than their strong, and less productive counterparts. Alternative analyses 

could be posited. For example, the vowel height condition could be argued to be 

synchronically active, and the relevant vowels high underlyingly. However, such an 

MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ 

MAX-V PARSE-σ̆ 
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analysis would not be preferable, since there is a lack of surface evidence from 

which a learner could construct underlying representations with a high vowel. 

Additionally, the extension of HVD to the strong past participle in EWS would be a 

problem, since the vowel is by the same token would not be underlyingly high. 

Another alternative analysis would be to assume that paradigm uniformity 

constraints force -ig to fall in line with the majority of the adjectival paradigm, in 

Lindisfarne, while allowing the strong past participle to avoid deletion on account of 

its strong paradigm not showing weight conditioned deletion. The problem with this 

analysis would be that since a weight condition exists, the paradigm uniformity 

constraint would have to incorporate weight sensitivity. Additionally, though HVD 

in -ig forms might make these adjectives behave like other adjectives, it actually 

creates phonological contrasts within the paradigm. I will maintain the argument here 

that co-phonologies exist within Old English, and that the Emergence of Phonology 

is dependent upon morphological category. 

 

9.5. THE EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL PHONOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
 

Both non-high and high vowel deletion have demonstrated the acquisition of 

phonological conditioning. As explained in Anttila (2002a), it is expected that when 

phonological conditions are at their weakest, phonological and morphological 

conditions emerge. We have seen above that morphological conditioning has indeed 

emerged with respect to high vowel deletion. Non-high vowel deletion, on the other 

hand, is at an increased stage of its demise, and does not show morphologization, 

since it can be said that its original conditions cannot be claimed to be enforcing the 

alternations we see. Instead, alternative phonological processes have taken over the 

forms originally affected by non-high vowel deletion. This is the ultimate stage of 

Anttila’s Emergence of Phonology; the phonology has become so weakened that it 

has become replaced with other conditioning in both the Lindisfarne Gospels and 

Early West Saxon. In terms of high vowel deletion, phonological conditioning is also 

evident, though only in West Saxon. In both EWS and Li, HVD interacts with 

syllable well-formedness constraints that determine that geminates formed through 

syncope must be simplified when the alternative is a VCCC cluster. In West Saxon, 
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however, a condition on dental+schwa+dental constructions causes high vowel 

deletion to over apply in forms with a root-final dental. This conditioning was not 

apparent in Lindisfarne in terms of the past participle, though it was in the weak 

preterite.  

 

9.5.1. Formation of geminates 
 

The formation of geminates is constrained in past participles and verbs, indicating an 

optimal syllable shape as well as a restriction upon gemination. This has been 

represented in the analyses. EWS and Li. have a restriction upon the environment in 

which a geminate may be formed from a syncopated dental-final root + de. 

Vowel+d/t forms were permitted to form geminates, while consonant+d/t forms were 

not. The analysis assumes that the prevention of trimoraic feet is the reason behind 

the alternations. When a geminate is formed after a consonant cluster, it is banned 

since it would result in the following parse: [)[.send.].de.]. The constraints on 

geminate simplification result in a variable process in uninflected past participles, but 

allows for the prevalence of inflected lædde in EWS. I have assumed stochastic 

rankings to account for this, which I repeat here: 

 

(9.6) 
 

 

 

   

Such a condition was not evident in Li. past participles, in which dentals could not 

force syncope in closed syllables. The condioning was, however, present in the weak 

preterite of Li.  

 

 

 

 

*GEM/1VA  
*μμμ 

 
   MAX-μC  *[DCD] 
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9.5.2. Consonant sonorant clusters 
 

In the weak preterite in both Lindisfarne and in EWS, consonant+sonorant clusters 

are associated with lower overall rates of syncope than in ‘simple’ heavy forms. A 

form such as timbr+edon would result in a cluster that cannot be syllabified if 

undergoing syncope (as pointed out by Minkova 2012), and would require epenthetic 

repair: timberde. Such forms are attested in Lindisfarne. In West Saxon, in which 

timberde type forms do not surface, it appears to be the case that the unsyllabifyable 

cluster blocks syncope. in Lindisfarne, on the other hand, syncope interacts with 

epenthesis.  

 

9.5.3. Dental conditioning 
 

Dental conditioning comes into play when a sequence involving [dCd] arises. Since 

such sequences are marked, syncope is more likely to apply, and even to overapply 

in order to correct them. The morphological categories relevant are the weak Class 1 

preterites, as these are the forms in which a /d/-initial suffix is attached. A surprising 

condition, though less robust, is also evident in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. in the strong 

verbs of West Saxon. Such a condition is surprising in that a [DCD] sequence is not 

created during the present indicative inflexion. It is worth noting, however, that there 

is strong evidence within the dialect to associate syncope with dentals, and it is 

conceivable that the phonological condition specified in tableau (8.21) penalizing 

[DCD] sequences is itself subject to further conditioning, perhaps allowing syncope 

to become associated with dentals even in environments that do not contravene 

*[DCD], as it is not a fully robust rule. The fact that some [DCD] clusters are 

permitted in the weak Class 2 verbs indicates that the constraint banning the deletion 

of a vowel marked as heading a foot is ranked higher than *[DCD]. 

 

9.5.4. The root-final stop conditioning 
 

In the discussion in this chapter of the demise of the original conditions for non-high 

vowel deletion, I focussed upon the success of high vowel deletion applying in the 
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strong past participle of West Saxon. In Lindisfarne, non-high vowel deletion also 

loses out to another phonological condition, which will be the focus of this section. 

We have witnessed, in the strong past participle, the effects of a condition affecting 

root-final stops, when affixed by the schwa+nasal past participle suffix. In 

Lindisfarne, this is the only condition that is relevant in determining whether a vowel 

inclusive of vowel-less output is the result. In West Saxon of course, there is also 

evidence that weight conditioning plays a role. The Lindisfarne Gospels may 

additionally display the results of a slightly more specific condition, relating to 

coronal stops; i.e. homorganic with the nasal. In both dialects, however, forms 

lacking the medial vowel are not permitted unless in the instance of a root-final stop. 

Interestingly, a similar phenomenon affects PDE obstruent+sonorant clusters in 

before Level 1 morpheme boundaries, e.g. lightning (Giegerich 1999). prosodically, 

the structures are similar: [)[.lait.].nAJ.], [)[.bund.].num.]. Both have a similar 

morphological structure, though in the PDE example, the syllabification pattern only 

applies before Level 1 affixes, and thus, Level 2 lightening, as ‘she was lightening 

the paint’, would not follow the same pattern. In OE, the -um is not assumed here to 

be a Level 1 affix, as the adjectival paradigm presents data to suggest that a stratal 

split exists in which oblique a-stem affixes are at Level 2, and reject the Level 1 

process of apocope, where applicable (See Scott 2005. This follows Bermúdez-

Otero’s 2005 analysis of the nouns). It is not particularly surprising that a 

syllabification pattern that once existed at a lower level has moved to a higher level 

in later varieties of the language.  

 
 
9.6. TRADITIONAL ANALOGY VS. THE EMERGENCE OF PHONOLOGY AND 
MORPHOLOGY 
 
With regard to analogy, the present analysis provides a more enlightening account 

than the traditional Neogrammarian descriptions. I return once more to the dental 

conditioning in the weak past participle of West Saxon. In Chapter 8, it was argued 

that although high vowel deletion is active within the weak past participles, it is 

delicate enough for further morphological and phonological conditioning to emerge. 

This is in line with the observations made in Anttila (2002a) regarding the 

emergence of phonology and the emergence of morphology. Phonological conditions 
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that are not strong enough to operate regularly within the language might emerge 

when in competition with other delicate phonological processes.  

 Traditionally (e.g. Campbell 1959), it was assumed that an analogical process 

caused weak past participles ending in dentals such as send+ed to undergo syncope 

in uninflected forms. This represents a case in which high vowel deletion appears to 

overapply. Furthermore, it was also assumed that non-dental forms were liable to 

show underapplication of syncope, also due to analogy. Such an account has been 

argued here to be incorrect. It is claimed instead that the dental conditioning has 

nothing to do with analogy, and that an emergent phonological process is instead in 

evidence. The problems with the Neogrammarian account are that not only does it 

fail to capture a process of phonologisation that is interesting in terms of the 

progression of sound change and rule decline, but also, it permits analogy to go 

beyond reasonable limits of explanation, with the result that it is unclear, as 

discussed in Chapter 3, what analogy exactly means. The three most serious 

problems with the analogical account are that 1) the dental syncope overapplication 

is not irregular, as expected in traditional definitions of analogy, 2) the analogy does 

not bring the morphological paradigm in line, and in fact, appears to work towards 

creating dissimilarity between overapplying /d/ forms and underapplying non-d 

forms within the same paradigm, and 3) the ‘analogical’, i.e. morphological process 

is concerned entirely with phonology. It is also unclear what the basis for the analogy 

is.  

 In contrast, the morphophonological analysis posited in Chapter 7 does not 

compromise the definition of analogy, and instead assumes the dental conditioning to 

be an emergent process in avoidance of phonological markedness relating to [DCD] 

clusters. The fact that such clusters are not banned within the language is not a 

problem, as the analysis does not suggest that they are completely banned, or that 

they would be corrected in normal cases. Instead, a deletion process that also has the 

benefits of correcting the marked cluster is allowed to go beyond its normal limits. It 

is therefore the case that *DCD has emerged only in the morphological categories 

within which high vowel deletion operates. Additionally, a separate condition 

preventing underlyingly pre-specified foot heads from being deleted (see Bermúdez-

Otero 2005) protects the few [DCD] constructions within Class 2 from being 
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targeted. In this sense, another phonological condition has been added to the 

conditions of high vowel deletion. This account, therefore, accurately represents a 

system in which high vowel deletion is statistically shown to act in accordance with 

syllable weight, though is far from exceptionless, and is limited to certain 

morphological categories. This system is therefore liable to undergo further 

morphological and phonological conditioning, and in the case of the weak past 

participles, phonologisation occurs. I reiterate here the claims made in Anttila 

(2002a), Anderson (1988) and Bermúdez-Otero (2005) that such conditions of 

morphological and phonological natures only become added to rules that are 

themselves of an opaque or delicate nature, with the end result being the total 

reanalysis or death of the once robust phonological process.  
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CHAPTER 10 
 
Conclusion 
 
 

A number of implications for the ways in which sound change can progress have 

been made throughout the thesis. In Chapter 1 I raised the issue of the complexity of 

Old English inflexional paradigms and their interaction with phonological processes. 

Following recent accounts, such as Bermúdez-Otero (2005) and Minkova (2012), I 

have argued that the traditional Neogrammarian accounts of HVD, in which it is 

assumed that the change proceeded with regularity at an earlier stage of the language 

and then simply stopped, its effects subsequently being disturbed by analogy, are 

inadequate in accounting for the way in which sound change progresses. This idea 

was revisited throughout Chapters 2, 3 and 4. In Chapter 2, the traditional 

philological accounts and their insights into the behaviour of OE in Li. and EWS 

were discussed, and I also laid the basis of the later OT analyses. In particular, a 

basic OT account for synchronic HVD and N-HVD was posited. The basic rankings 

are as follows: 

 

(10.1)  
HVD 

MAX-V2 ›› STRESSWELL  ›› PARSE-σ̆ ›› MAX-V ›› PARSE-0 

 

(10.2) 
N-HVD 

MAX-V2 >> STRESSWELL >> **σ̆̆ >> MAX-V >> PARSE-σ̆ 

 

The ranking for HVD has been claimed, throughout the thesis, to be active in the 

synchronic grammar in EWS and Li. On the other hand, the past participles in both 

dialects have shown that the ranking for N-HVD is not in force. In the case of the 

EWS strong past participles, N-HVD has been replaced with HVD. Not only does 

this show that HVD is indeed active in the grammar synchronically, but it also raises 

an interesting issue regarding the demise of the former process. By having the more 
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general constraint **σ̆̆ ranked above PARSE-σ̆, the latter, more specific constraint is 

naturally redundant. Any vowel that violates PARSE-σ̆ has to violate **σ̆̆. The 

rankings for N-HVD and HVD can therefore not exist at the same time, within the 

same morphological category without the vowel height condition. This is because an 

alternation brought about by weight-conditioned HVD, such as h"afdu ~ werodu 

would be obscured by the application of N-HVD in light stems, which of course has 

not happened. N-HVD clearly did not have its vowel quality conditions relaxed 

while it was in operation. The retention of HVD in the grammar, as opposed to N-

HVD suggets that the language became more tolerant of light syllables within stress 

wells, but continued to penalise those which were the weakest, i.e. those with high 

marked vowels, and within unstressed and unfooted syllables. Thus, we have a fairly 

specific constraint; PARSE-σ̆, in operation, which suggests a delicate phonological 

process. The loss of the synchronic vowel quality condition in EWS and Li, and also 

the strong verb paradigm’s resistance to HVD even in forms that might seem to be 

valid targets in Li, also points to the delicacy of the process. This lack of robustness 

is also evident in the variation that has been discussed with respect to HVD, which 

has been modelled using Stochastic OT. Returning to our central point, these 

behaviours require the use of a phonological theory that predicts variation and 

morphologisation. The problems with Neogrammarian explanations, and some of the 

important developments made within LPM and Stratal OT were discussed in Chapter 

4, and I have argued that by using Stratal OT for the present analyses, it has been 

possible to model synchronically the process of HVD within the lexicon, entailing 

that the process is sensitive to morphology. As discussed in Zec (1993), processes 

may be seen to begin their life as Neogrammarian change, percolating deeper into the 

lexicon, with Level 1 as their final resting place. As shown by Anttila (2002), 

processes undergoing the loss of their phonological conditioning are predicted to 

acquire new phonological and morphological conditions. In addition to modeling the 

life-cycle of phonological processes (Kiparsky 2003, Bermúdez-Otero 2005), Stratal 

OT has the benefit of explaining language change in terms of universals, lacking the 

stipulative nature of rules. Additionally, the model has been successful in modeling 

the variation in the past participle through stochastic rankings (Boersma 1997) 

without losing any explanatory power.  
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 Many of the examples from the present study as well as from the wider 

literature suggest that it is necessary to allow phonology and morphology to interact. 

In the case of the weak past participles in Li, for example, it is necessary to allow 

simultaneous constraint rankings, i.e. cophonologies, in order to account for the lack 

of dental conditioning, compared to the weak preterite in the same grammar, in 

which *[D'D] appears to be active. Cophonologies can also explain why HVD is 

able to affect the strong past participle in EWS but not in Li. In Lindisfarne, PARSE-σ̆ 
is therefore ranked below MAX-V within the strong paradigm. 

 The analysis proposed to allow for variation between uninflected l,ded, 

lædd, l,d, and setted, sett and set, while preventing sendd, has also been able to 

predict the inflected lack of variation in the long forms with a long root vowel, as in 

l,dde. This has rested upon the potentially controversial assumption that reduction in 

stem vowel length is permitted in order to prevent a trimoraic foot. This option is not 

available for *sendd, and thus, degemination is forced. This vowel shortening 

process certainly happened by the time of Late Middle English at least, and evidence 

from the Ormulum has been discussed which might point to an Early Middle English, 

or earlier, shortening. A more in depth examination of the evidence would be an 

interesting avenue for further study.  
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Appendix A 
The Present indicative verbs 

 
 
 
 

(A1) Present indicative verbs in EWS 
 
 
The data found in these lists have been extracted from Cosijn’s (1888) data lists. Or. 
signifies that the form is from Orosius, CP (H, C) denotes the Cura Pastoralis; H 
standing for the Hatton manuscript, and C for the Cotton. Forms from the Parker 
Chronicle are listed as Chron. with the number referring to the year of entry.  

The 1st sg. Pres.ind ends in –e in Early West Saxon, the only exception is 
‘cwetho ic’ in CP 27 (Cosijn 1888: §72). The 1st sg.pres.ind. has therefore not been 
taken, and this appendix will focus only on syncope in the 2nd/3rd sg.pres.ind. One 
token showing apocope is attested, in Class VI wacan ‘awake’ 1st sg. ind. ic anwoc 
CP (H) 431.17, onwoc Chron. 547, though the form may be in the past tense. 
 
 
(A1.1) Strong verbs in EWS 
 
 
(A1.1.1) Heavy forms 

 
 

Class I (Cosijn 1886: §79) 
 
Unsyncopated 
 
(awega)dr!fan  ‘drive away’ 
3rd sg. adrife% 2 HC 
 
(a)st!gan ‘proceed’ 
3rd sg. astige% CP (H, C) 103.16.18.19  
 
 
Syncopated 
 
(a)st!gan ‘proceed’ 
3rd sg. oferstig% CP (H, C) 33.13, CP 
(H) 409.29, 433.8  
 
(ge) b!dan ‘live/remain’  
3rd indicative bitt 220 (10, 14), 226 
(11?), bit CP (H) 227.11,  
 
b!tan ‘bite/tear’ 

3rd sg.pres ind abitt Or. 246.27 
 
(awega)dr!fan ‘drive away’ 
3rd. sg. drief% 1 H, drif% 3 C,  
 
gl!dan ‘glide’ 
3rd sg glit CP (H, C) 279.2 
 
gr!pan ‘attack/take’ 
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gegri(e)p% 3 HC 
 
ge- onhr!nan ‘touch’  
3sg ge-, onhrin% 4H, 2C,  
 
r!pan ‘reap’ 
3rd.sg rip% 3H, 2C = ripe% 
 
ger!san ‘rise’ 
3sg. gerist CP (H, C) 61.10, geris%, 
st% CP (H, C) 75.8 
 
sc!nan ‘shine’ 
3rd sg. sci(e)n% 3H 
 
s!gan ‘descend’ 
3rd sg. asig% ‘labitur?’ 
 

sl!tan ‘slit’ 
3rd sg. (to)slit   
 
besm!tan ‘soil’ 
besm!t 1HC 
 
be- gesw!can ‘fail/abandon’ 
3sg. (be, ge) swic% 2HC 
 
w!tan ‘guard’ 
3rd sg.  gewit 2H 1C, 
 
sn!%an ‘cut’ 
3rd sg. sni% 2HC 
 
%"on ‘lengthen’ 
3rd sg. ofer%ih% CP (H) 411.36 

 
 
Class II (Cosijn §81) 
 
Unsyncopated 
 
 (a-, for-) b"odan ‘command’ 
3rd sg. (be)beode% 4HC (I § 102, 1) 
 
hr"owan ‘repent’ 
3rd.sg. gehreowe% 1HC 
 
for/an/ge- b&gan ‘bow’ 
3rd.sg. gebyge% CP (H) 301.22 
 
 
Syncopated 
 
(a-, for-) b"odan ‘command’ 
3rd sg. be- forbiet 4H 2C, bebitt 1C 
 
adr"ogan, adr!ogan ‘live/practise’ 
3sg. gedrig%, -h% CP (H, C) 347.18 
 
g"otan ‘gush’ 
3rd sg giet(t) 2HC 
 
l"ogan ‘lie’ 
3rd.sg. li(e)h% 4HC 
 

#-, ofersc"otan ‘shoot out’ 
3.sg. (uta)sciet CP (H) 71.7, Or 8.25, -
scie% CP (C) 70.7, sc*t, scyt 5 Or. 
 
#%r"otan ‘displease’ 
3.sg. a%riet 1H 
 
hr"owan ‘distress’ 
3rd.sg. hreow% 1 H, hriw% 2H, 1C. 
 
(ge)c"osan ‘choose’ 
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3rd sg. gecist CP (H) 51.4, 407.7, CP 
(C) 202.23. gecist% CP (C) 50.4, 
gecies% CP (H) 203.23 
 
fl"on ‘escape’ 
3.sg. (ge)fli(e)h% 5H, 4C, 
 
hr"osan ‘fall’  
3. sg. gehrist CP (H, C) 31.1, 
gehri(e)s% CP (H, C) 289.9 
 
forl"osan ‘lose’ 
3.sg. forli(e)st 5H, 8C, -s% 7H, 2C 
 
(a-, ge-, of-, %urh)t"on ‘carry out’ 
3rd.sg. of-/%urhti(e)h% 8H, 6C 
 
br&can ‘use’ 

3rd.sg. bryc% CP (H, C) 57.7, CP (H) 
399.8 
 
for/an/ge- b&gan 
3rd.sg. forbyg% CP (H, C) 297.20 
 
d&fan ‘sink’ 
3rd.sg. gedyf% CP (H) 427.37 
 
be- onl&can ‘unlock’ 
3rd.sg. belyc% CP (C) 220.13, anlyc% 
CP (H, C) 91.13 
 
onl&tan ‘bow’ 
3rd.sg. onlytt 1H, onlyt (long), onlyt, 
1H, 2C,  
 
besc&fan ‘expell’ 
3rd.sg. toscyf% 1 HC 

 
 
Class III (Cosijn 1888: §84) 
 
Unsyncopated 
 
(ge)bindan ‘bind’ 
3rd.sg. gebinde% 1H, 1C 
 
onginnan ‘begin’ 
3rd.sg. ongi(e)nne% CP (H, C) 217.9 
 
swincan ‘labour’ 
3rd sg. swince%  CP (H, C) 251.4, CP 
(H) 285.13 
 
swingan ‘strike’ 
3rd sg. swinge% CP (H, C) 253.4 
 
limpan ‘happen’ 
3rd sg. (be-, ge)limpe% 2h 3c 
 

l + cons 
 
(ge)helpan ‘help’ 
3rd sg. hi(e)lpe% CP(H,C) 173.19 
 
verbs with lc, r or h + consonant 
(Cosijn 1888: §87) 
 
 (a-, be-, to)weorpan ‘throw’ 
3rd sg. toweorpe% CP (H, C) 277.24 
 
weor%an ‘become’ 
2nd sg. %u weor%es% CP (H) 181.9 
wyr%est CP (C) 180.9 
3rd sg. weor%e% CP (H, C) 255.5 

 
Syncopated 
 
(ge)bindan ‘bind’ 
3rd.sg. gebint 2H, 2C 
 
(a)drincan ‘drink’ 

3rd.sg. drinc% 4HC 
 
findan ‘show/ meet with’ 
2nd.sg. %u findst, -tst, CP (C, H) 331.5 
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onginnan ‘begin’  
3rd.sg. ongi(e)n% 6H, 2H, 4Or 
 
blinnan ‘forfeit’ 
3rd.sg. (a)blin% 2HC 
 
besinca(n) ‘sink’ (intransitive) 
3rd.sg. besinc% Or 12.28 
 
singan ‘sing 
3rd sg. sing% 2H 
 
springan ‘jump’ 
3rd.sg. aspryng% Or 12.29 
 
swincan ‘labour’ 
3rd sg. swinc% CP (C) 284.13 
 
swingan ‘strike’ 
3rd sg. swing% CP (H, C) 251.23, 
267.7.8 
 
#%indan ‘swell’ 
3rd sg. a%int CP (H, C) 35.3, CP (H) 
113.18, a%intt CP (C) 113.18 
 
windan ‘to wind/ twist’ 
3rd sg. (a-, ge)wi(e)nt CP (H, C) 
167.1.7.8.9, 241.11 
 
(ofer-, wi%)winnan ‘labour’ 
3rd sg. wi(e)n% 4H 4C 
 
limpan ‘happen’ 
3rd sg. (be-, ge)limp% 6H 4C 
 
i(e)rnan ‘move rapidly’ 
3rd sg. i(e)rn% 2H 1C 1or 
 
§verbs with l + consonant 

 
gi(e)lpan ‘praise’ 
3rd sg. gilp% CP(H) 463.27 
 
swelgan ‘swallow’ 
3rd sg. forswilg% CP(H) 417.10 
 
swellan ‘swell’ 
3rd sg. asuil% CP(H, C) 73.10 
 
§87 verbs with lc, r or h + consonant. 
 
beorgan ‘guard’ 
3rd sg. birg% CP (H, C) 297.17 
 
(ge)feohtan ‘fight’ 
3rd sg. fi(e)ht CP(H, C) 277.25 
 
hweorfan ‘turn’ 
3rd sg. gehwi(e)rf% CP (H, C) 373.8 
 
(a-, be-, to)weorpan ‘throw’ 
3rd sg. towi(e)rp% CP (C) 70.22, 
244.20, 316.17, CP (H, C) 217.17, 
279.18, 311.11.13, CP (H) 215.18, 
445.18, (to)wyrp% CP (H) 71.22, 
245.20, 317.17, CP (C) 214.18 
 
weor%an ‘become’ 
2nd sg. wyrst CP (H) 463.22 
3rd sg. wer% CP (H) 469.7, wi(e)r% 
38H, 48C wyr% 26H, 3C, 3Or 
 
berstan ‘break’ 
3rd sg. (ut)abirst 1H, 3C, -biers% 2H 
 
bregdan ‘to move quickly’ 
3rd sg. wi%britt CP (H, C) 71.18, 361.2 
 
stregdan ‘disperse’ 
3rd sg. tostret(t) CP (H, C) 283.19 

 
Class VII 
 
Unsyncopated 
 
s#wan  ‘sow’ 
3rd sg. sawe% 1HC 
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Syncopated 
 
s#wan  ‘sow’ 
3rd sg. sæw% 4HC 
 
 
 
(A1.1.2) Light stems 
 
Class IV (Cosijn 1888: §92) 
 
Unsyncopated 
 
(a-, for-, ge- to)beran ‘bear’ 
3rd sg. (for)bire% CP (H, C) 5H, 4H 
 
helan ‘conceal’ 
3rd sg. hele% 1HC 
 
cuman ‘come’ 
3rd sg. (for%)cyme% CP (H, C) 67.1, 73.9, 87.19, 107.21, CP (H) 313.10 
 
Syncopated 
 
(a-, for-, ge- to)beran ‘bear’ 
3rd sg. (for)bir% 2H, 5C, (for)bier% 6H, 
byr% 1C 
 
#brecan ‘break’ 
3rd sg. (#)bric% CP (H, C) 277.11, 
279.16, #bryc% CP (C) 218.17 
 
cwelan ‘die’ 
3rd sg. acwil% CP (H) 445.25 
 
helan ‘conceal’ 
3rd sg. hil% 2H 
 
(be)niman ‘take’ 
3rd sg. (ge)nim% 4H, 1C 
 
bestelan ‘steal away’ 

3rd sg. be-, bistil% CP (H, C) 283.3 
 
cuman ‘come’ 
3rd sg. (be-, to-)cym% CP (H, C) 11.19, 
31.23, 33.2, 35.12, 57.6, 63.1, 75.1, 
121.14, 129.22, 133.2, 167.22, 187.6, 
189.7, 241.13, 225.23, 245.4.18, 
275.4, 281.24, 283.23, 299.16, 313.23, 
317.12, 329.2, 331.8, 341.5, 345.2, 
349.1, 355.10, CP (H) 307.3.16, 
407.23, 413.30, 433.2.27, 435.16, 
437.27.29, 455.13.14.23, 459.25, 
463.11, 218.17.18, 312.10. 43H, 32C 
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Class V (Cosijn 1888: §94) 
 
Unsyncopated 
 
(a-, ge)biddan ‘beg’ 
3rd sg. bide% 3C 
 
(ge)licgean ‘’lie’ 
3rd sg. li(e)ge% 2H 1C 5Or  
 
 
 
 
Syncopated 
 
etan ‘eat’ 
3rd sg. itt 3HC, frit 1H 
 
(a-, for)gi(e)fan ‘grant/ forgive’ 
3rd sg. (for)gi(e)f% 3HC 
 
(ge)sprecan ‘speak’ 
2nd sg. %u forespr[i]cs% CP (H) 399.31 
3rd sg. spric% 6H, 5C, 1Or, spryc% 1C 
 
tredan ‘trample’ 
3rd sg. trit 3H, 2C 
 
(ge)wrecan ‘drive’ 
3rd sg. wric% CP (H, C) 149.23, CP 
(C) 166.23, CP (H) 435.12, wriec% CP 
(H) 167.23  
 
(a-, ge)biddan ‘beg’ 
3rd sg. bidt 1H, bitt 3H 
 
(ge)licgean ‘lie’ 
3rd sg. (to, ymb)li% 1C 5Or 10 Chron 
 

(be)sittan ‘sit’ 
3rd sg. sitt 3H, 2C, sit 3H 
 
Cosijn §96 
 
Contracted verbs 
 
gef"on ‘rejoice’ 
3rd sg. gefih% CP (H) 417.2 
 
s"on ‘see’ 
3rd sg. gesi(e)h% 22H, 12C –syh% 1H 
3C 
 
cwe%an/cue%an ‘speak’ 
2nd sg. %u cuist CP (H, C) 331.2 
3rd sg. cui% CP (H) 27.23, 47.1, 99.14, 
111.5, 121.11, 145.11, 249.3, 247.20, 
329.2 for-, wi%- cwi% CP (H, C) 43.6, 
263.24, 329.8, CP (H) 407.33, 409.33,  
423.34, 453.2, 459.33, 461.1, 463.24, 
CP (C) 46.12, 110.5, 120.11, 144.11, 
248.3, 246.20, 328.2 

 
Class VI 
 
Unsyncopated 
 
faran ‘travel, to set forth’ 
3rd sg. fære% 1C, fere% 1H 
 
(ofer-, upa)hebban ‘heave’ 

3rd sg. (a-, upa) -hefe% 7H 1C 
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Syncopated 
 
 
Cosijn 1888: §98 
 
dragan ‘drag’ 
3rd sg. dræg% CP (H) 431.21 
 
faran ‘travel, to set forth’ 
3rd sg fær% 6H 4C 
 
forsacan ‘reject’ 
3rd sg. for-, wi%sæc% 5H 3C 
 
#spanan ‘allure’ 
3rd sg. spæn% 3H 1C, forspen% 1H 
 

(of-, wi%)sl"an ‘strike/slay’  
3rd sg. of- utasli(e)h% 8H, 6C (-flieh% 
CP (C) 70.6, ofslie% CP (H) 167.1)  
 
(ofa) %w"an, -%u"an ‘wash’ 
3rd sg. (a) %wi(e)h% 6H 3C 
 
(ofer-, upa)hebban ‘heave’ 
3rd sg. (a-, upa)hef% 6H 6C 
 
stæppan ‘go/advance’ 
3rd sg. stæp% 3HC 
 
standan/stondan ‘stand firm’ 
3rd sg. (ge-, for-, wi%)stent 18H, 8C 
 
 

 
(A1.2) Weak indicative present in 
EWS (Class 1) (Cosijn 1888: §125) 
 
(A1.2.1) Short syllables 
 

*According to Cosijn (1888), syncope 
occurs after s and t 
 
(a) nerian type 
 

gebyrian ‘to pertain to’ 
gebyre% CP (H, C) 39.6, 41.21, 
105.19, 109.25 etc. 24 H 17 C 
 
derian ‘to injure’ 
dere% CP (H, C) 31.10, 115.3, 173.19, 
CP (C) 236.10 etc. 10 H 8 C 
deret CP (H) 237.10 
 
ferian ‘to carry’ 
fere% CP (H, C) 369.13 
 
herian ‘praise’ 
here% CP (H, C) 347.8, 373.2, CP (H) 
457.27 
 
(a-, on)styrian ‘to stir’ 
-styre% CP (H, C) 63.13, 79.20, 175.7, 
189.3, 225.24, 285.22 
 
(b) fremman type 
 
fremman ‘to perform’ 

(ge)freme% CP (H, C) 73.13, 351.1, 
CP (H) 407.7 
 
gremian ‘to provoke’ 
(ge)greme% CP (H, C) 63.13, CP (C) 
218.14, CP (H, C) 289.6 
 
temian ‘to tame’ 
teme% CP (H) 433.12 
 
trymman ‘to make strong’ 
tryme% CP (H) 309.12 
 
dwellan ‘to mislead’ 
(ge)dwele% CP (H, C) 89.8, 93.20, 
95.20 
 
behelian ‘to cover’ 
behele% CP (H, C) 241.20 
 
cnyssan ‘to trouble’ 
cnys! CP (H, C) 143.19 
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hwettan ‘to whet, sharpen’ 
hwett CP (C) 186.5, hwæt H 
 
lettan ‘to hinder’ 
(ge)lett CP (H, C) 257.5.22, CP (C) 
256.4, lætt CP (H) 257.4 
 
settan ‘to set’ 
geset CP (H, C) 193.20, onsett CP (H) 
383.
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(A1.2.2) Long syllables 
 
*According to Cosijn (1888), syncope is the rule and the unsyncopated ones represent 
‘exceptions’. 
 
(a) Roots ending in -r 
 
geb,ran ‘to bear oneself’ 
gebær% CP (H, C) 225.17 
 
c(i)erran ‘to turn’ 
ge-, beci(e)r%, -cer% CP (H, C) 121.24 
CP (H) 433.5.7 
 
geh!eran ‘to hear’ 
gehier% CP (H, C) 111.11, 229.21, 
267.12, CP (H) 427.16 
 
l,ran ‘to teach’ 
forlære! CP (H, C) 239.16 
(ge)lær% CP (H, C) 27.12, 81.8, 85.11, 
163.6, 193.12.14, 225.25, 227.1, 255.12, 
257.14, 275.6, 373.9, 381.4, CP (H) 
381.22, 451.3, 453.15, 455.4, 463.30 
 

(a)mierran ‘to misguide’ 
amierre! CP (H) 39.1, (a)mi(e)r% CP 
(C) 38.1, CP (H, C) 97.17, CP (H) 
401.17, 453.4 
 
(up)ar,ran ‘to raise up’ 
(up)arær% CP (C) 122.13, 162.12, 
346.9, -ræ% H 
 
sc!ran ‘to declare’ 
scir% CP (H, C) 329.7 
 
st!eran ‘to steer’ 
(ge)sti(e)r% CP (H, C) 53.16, 79.15, 
275.6 
stiere! CP (H, C) 269.14, CP (H) 433.4 

 
(b) Obstruent+sonorant clusters 
 
atiefran ‘to paint’ 
ati(e)fre! CP (H, C) 157.13 
 
timbran ‘build’ 
timbre! CP (H) 383.32 
 
hyngr(i)an ‘to hunger’ 

hyngre! CP (H, C) 283.12 
 
b!cnan ‘to make a sign’ 
bicne! CP (H, C) 357.20 
 
gedieglan to hide’ 
gediegle! CP (H) 451.19 

 
(c) Root-final m 
 
d"man ‘judge’ 
dem% CP (H, C) 39.11, deme! CP (H) 
401.30 

 
afli"man ‘cause to flee’ 
afliem% CP (H) 455.33 
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g!eman ‘to take care of’ 
gi(e)m% CP (H, C) 61.8, 139.1, CP (H) 
345.12 
gem% CP (C) 344.12, gieme! CP (H, C) 
141.16 
 

cwielman ‘to torment’ 
cwilm% CP (H, C) 61.7 
 
hr"man ‘to cry out’ 
hrem% CP (H) 429.1 
 
wi%trem% CP (H) 441.27 (wi%tremman)  

 
(d) Root-final n 
 
forbærnan ‘to burn up’ 
forbærn% CP (C) 222.22 
 
giernan ‘to desire’ 
gi(e)rne! CP (H, C) 55.21, gi(e)rn% CP 
(H, C) 331.15, CP (H) 395.20 
 
h!(e)nan ‘to humble’ 
hi(e)n% CP (C) 116.16, 218.19, hen% CP 
(H) 117.16 
 
nemnan ‘to name’ 
nemne! Chron. 519, 584, nemne! Or 
10.1.3 
 
str!enan ‘to gain’ 
strien% CP (H, C) 55.10 
 
ge%w,nan ‘to soften’ 

ge%wæn% CP (H, C) 137.8 
 
w"nan ‘to suppose’ 
%u wenst CP (H) 463.21, wenstu CP (H) 
63.1, 113.25, 231.23, 425.1, 459.10, 
wenst %u CP (C) 112.25, 230.23, 
wenestu CP (H) 405.12, wenest %u CP 
(C) 62.1 
3 sg. wen% CP (H) 69.22, CP (H, C) 
111.14.16, 121.15, 185.25, 187.10, 
285.2, CP(H) 391.7.24.25, 451.25, 
457.11, wene! CP (H, C) 149.10, CP 
(C) 68.22 
 
wiernan ‘to hinder’ 
(for)wi(e)rn% CP (H, C) 257.9, 377.19, 
379.1, 381.6, CP (H) 391.19.26.35, 
411.30 

 
(e) Root-final l 
 
on,lan ‘to kindle’ 
onæl% CP (H, C) 259.12, 291.8 
 
(be-, to)d,lan ‘to deal’ 
(be-, to)dæl% CP (H) 69.23, CP (H, C) 
323.15, 335.23, 341.6, CP (H) 423.5 
bedæle! CP (C) 68.23 
 
fyllan ‘to fill’ 

(ge)fyl% CP (H, C) 93.2, 251.5.6, 291.7 
gefylle! CP (H, C) 283.24 
 
(a)g,lan ‘to hinder’ 
(a)gæl% CP (H, C) 257.6.6, 283.25, CP 
(H) 445.29 
 
(ge)h,lan ‘to heal’ 
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(ge)hæl% CP (H, C) 125.10, 183.22, 
261.1 (geheal% ‘salvat’ CP (H) 399.15)  
gehæle! CP (H, C) 261.13 
 
gestillan ‘to rest’ 
gestil% CP (H, C) 183.22 

gestille! CP (H, C) 173.21 
 
t,lan ‘to blame’ 
tæl% CP (H, C) 117.22, 273.1, CP (H) 
453.3 

 
(e) Root-final <g> 
 
geb!egan ‘to bow’ 
gebig% CP (H, C) 29.17, gebiege! CP 
(H) 401.4 
 
gebr"gan ‘to frighten’ 
gebreg% CP (H) 463.31 
 
c!egan ‘to call’ 
gecieg% CP (H, C) 39.9 
ciege% CP (H) 407.11.14 
 
adr*gan ‘to dry up’ 

adryg% CP (H) 419.15 
 
(ofer)fylgan ‘to pursue, attack’ 
(ofer)fylg% CP (H, C) 71.20, CP (H) 
145.9, CP (H, C) 167.15, CP (H) 407.8 
fylge! CP (C) 144.9 
 
gemengan ‘to mingle’ 
gemeng% CP (H, C) 269.3 
 
wiergan ‘to curse’ 
wierg% CP (H, C) 377.13 

 
(f) Root-final f 
 
gedr"fan ‘to disturb’ 
gedrefe! CP (H) 37.13 
gedref% CP (C) 36.13, CP (H, C) 
169.13, 227.19, CP (H) 425.27 
 
gehwierfan ‘to cause to go’ 
gehwi(e)rf% CP (C) 122.13, CP (H, C) 
249.23, CP (H) 255.15, 387.24 
gehwyrf% CP (H) 123.13 
gehwierfe! CP (C) 254.15 

 
l,fan ‘to leave’ 
læf% CP (H, C) 317.4 
 
a-, gel!efan ‘to trust’ 
a-, gelief% CP (H) 111.11, CP (H, C) 
331.20, CP (H) 403.26, 437.26 
geliefe! CP (C) 110.11 
alief(%) CP (H) 391.24 

 
(g) Root-final ð 
 
(ge)c*%an ‘to inform’ 
(ge)cy% CP (H, C) 156.21, 163.15, 
369.12, CP (H) 427.25 
gecy%% CP (H, C) 163.11, CP (C) 358.7 

geky%% CP (H) 359.7 
 
gesm"%an ‘to make smooth’ 
gesme% CP (H, C) 125.10 
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forsw!%an ‘to overcome’ 

forswi% CP (H) 387.22 

 
(h) Root-final s 
 
(be)r,san ‘to rush’ 
ræs% CP (H, C) 149.12 
beræs% CP (C) 142.6 -st H 

 
wyrmsan ‘to produce corrupt matter’ 
wyrmse! CP (H, C) 153.3 

 
(i) Root-final t/d 
 
ge-, ofer-, tobr,dan ‘broaden’ 
ge-, to-, oferbræt CP (H, C) 337.13.15, 
CP (H) 405.9, 407.12 
 
c!dan ‘to chide’ 
cit CP (H, C) 185.14 
 
f"dan ‘to feed’ 
fet CP (H) 303.1 
 
gefr"dan ‘to feel’ 
gefred CP (H) 139.18, 249.7, 407.25 
gefret CP (C) 138.18, 248.7, CP (H) 
431.19.22, 441.10 
 
hl*dan ‘to sound’ 
hlyt CP (H, C) 347.5 
 
h*dan ‘to hide’ 
(ge)hyt CP (H, C) 337.9, 377.9, CP (C) 
184.25, CP (H, C) 187.5.9, CP (C) 
376.13, CP (H, C) 243.9.10, 241.12 
hytt CP (H) 377.13 
hyd CP (H) 185.25 
 
l,dan ‘to lead’ 
læde! CP (C) 28.8 
læt CP (H) 29.8, CP (H, C) 133.20, CP 
(C) 294.20, CP (C) 449.30 
gelæd CP (H) 295.20 

 
(ge)"a%m"dan ‘to adore’ 
(ge)ea%med CP (H) 79.16, 425.29, -met 
CP (C) 78.16, CP (H) 391.31 
 
gen!edan ‘to force’ 
geniet CP (H, C) 93.10, CP (C) 220.11 
 
ge-, under%!edan ‘to render subject’ 
ge- under%ied CP (H) 103.17, 417.24, -
iet CP (C) 102.17, CP (H) 421.6 
 
b!eldan ‘embolden’ 
bi(e)lt CP (H, C) 129.11 
 
ablendan ‘to blind’ 
ablent CP (H, C) 129.15 
 
forieldan ‘to put off’ 
foriet CP (C) 283.25 
foriel% C 
 
gelendan ‘to approach’ 
gelent CP (H) 445.13 
 
(ge)sci(i)endan ‘to disfigure’ 
gesc(i)ent CP (C) 66.8, CP (H, C) 69.9, 
CP (C) 206.6, CP (H, C) 215.16, CP 
(H) 411.32 
gesci(e)nd CP (H) 67.8, 207.6 
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sendan ‘to send’ 
sent CP (H) 307.18 
 
forspildan ‘to destroy’ 
forspilde! CP (C) 332.9 
forspildt CP (H) 333.9 
 
(a-, ge)wendan ‘to turn’ 
awende! CP (C) 54.13 
gewend CP (H) 225.22 
(a-, an-, ge)went CP (H) 55.13, CP (C) 
224.22, CP (H, C) 227.6.15, CP (H) 
395.17, 403.4.5, 407.7, 411.24 
 
gewildan ‘to tame’ 
gewilt CP (C) 218.17 
 
awierdan ‘to corrupt’ 
awiert CP (H) 415.24 
 
geb"tan ‘to improve’ 
gebett CP (H) 35.9, CP (C) 272.21, CP 
(H) 423.35, 437.27 
gebet CP (C) 34.9, CP (H) 273.21 
 
gebi(e)rhtan ‘to brighten’ 
gebi(e)rht CP (H, C) 369.15 
 
"htan ‘to pursue’ 
%u ehtst CP (H) 443.24 
3 sg. eht CP (C) 362.3 (eft H) 
 
(be-, gelif)fæstan ‘to fasten’ 
-fæst CP (H, C) 313.1, CP (C) 316.3.19, 
CP (H) 465.2, CP (C) 258.12 
-fæs% CP (H) 317.3.19, 259.12 
 
gr,dan ‘to cry’ 
græt CP (H) 459.32 
 

gr"tan ‘to greet’ 
gret CP (H, C) 175.9 
grett CP (C) 292.19 (recte H grete) 
 
agyltan ‘to offend’ 
agylt CP (H, C) 347.18 
 
gehæftan ‘to take’ 
gehæft CP (H, C) 273.17, 283.16 
 
hlystan ‘to listen’ 
hlyst CP (H, C) 97.1 
 
(on-, geond)l!ehtan ‘to cause to shine’ 
-li(e)ht CP (H, C) 243.17.21, 
259.10.11.12, 365.15, 369.15 
 
lystan ‘to desire’ 
lyst CP (H, C) 279.6.7, CP (C) 350.8, 
CP (H) 441.22, 445.29, Or 102.25 
lys% CP (H) 351.8, 391.25 
 
gem"tan ‘to find out’ 
gemett CP (C) 272.17, CP (H, C) 283.24 
gemet CP (H) 273.17, 415.24 
 
gemieltan ‘to melt’ 
gemielt CP (H, C) 259.6 
 
hine (ge)restan ‘to rest’ 
reste% Chron. 716 
gerest CP (H) 463.10 
rest% CP (C) 142.21 
res% CP (H) 143.21 
 
sw,tan ‘to sweat’ 
swæt CP (H, C) 285.13 
 
gesu"tan ‘to sweeten’ 
gesuet CP (H) 303.13 
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tyhtan ‘to stretch’ tyht CP (H, C) 129.10, 289.5  
 
(j) Root-final w 
 
sierwan ‘to devise’ 
ge-, ymbsire! CP (H) 435.5.6 
 

geortr!ewan ‘to trust’ 
geortreow%, -triew% CP (H) 447.9.11 

 
 
 
(k) Root-final p 
 
beclippan ‘to challenge’ 
beclip% CP (H) 389.11.14 
 
ascirpan ‘to sharpen’ 

ascirp%, ascyrp% CP (H, C) 69.8 
 
geyppan ‘to open’ 
geypt CP (C) 220.10 

 
(l) Root-final affricate 
 
(ofer)drencan ‘over drench’ 
(ofer)drenc% CP (H, C) 261.14, 369.10, 
381.4 
 
ge!ecan ‘to increase’ 
gei(e)c% CP (H, C) 93.21, CP (H) 
411.30, 429.15 
 
sc"ncan ‘to break’ 
scenc% CP (H) 451.24 
 
a-, gescrencan ‘to cause to shrink’ 
ascrence! CP (H) 415.11 
gescrenc% CP (H, C) 73.2 

screnc(%) CP (H) 453.3 
 
swencan ‘to trouble’ 
(ge)swenc% CP (H, C) 347.7, CP (H) 
391.20 
 
ge-, of%ryccan ‘to oppress’ 
ge-, of%ryc% CP (H) 67.13, CP (H, C) 
77.21, CP (H) 389.13, 239.15, 455.25 
of!ryce! CP (C) 66.13 (the latter form 
incorrectly formed according to Cosijn 
1888) 

 
(m) Root-final <sc> 
 
adw,scan ‘to extinguish’ 
adwæsc% CP (H, C) 279.11, CP (H) 
427.7 
 
ge%ryscan ‘to oppress’  

ge%rysc% CP (H, C) 239.17, CP (C) 
238.15 
 
w*scan ‘to wish’ 
wysc% CP (C) 220.15 
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(n) polysyllables 

 
 

 
ondettan ‘to confess’ 
ondette! CP (H, C) 105.20 
 
l!cettan ‘to feign’ 
licet CP (H, C) 11.14, 27.4, 55.8.24, 
225.11, 269.4, (C) 54.15, 56.1, 120.22, 
220.24, (H) 453.5, licett (C) 55.15, 57.1, 
121.22 
 
onettan ‘to hasten’ 
onet CP (H, C) 93.18 
 
scofettan ‘to drive’ 
scofett CP (H) 169.13, -e! C (1) 
 
$leccan ‘to soothe’ 
olec% CP (H, C) 183.22, 313.12, (H) 
463.9, 
 
n"al,cean ‘to approach’ 
-l,c% CP (H) 461.3  
 
(A1.2.3) Sellan type (Wright & 
Wright 1925: §534)  
 
*Preterite not relevant for syncope, but 
present is similar to other Class 1 forms 
 
geleccan ‘to moisten’  
gelec% CP (H, C) 137.8 
 
recc(e)an ‘to recount’ 
rec% CP (H, C) 65.9, 113.22 
gerec% CP (H, C) 333.14 
 
sellan ‘to give’ 

sel% CP (H, C) 327.(4.10.20.21.23), 
369.(10.11.13), 335.23, CP (C) 368.13, 
CP (H) 397.3  
(ge)sele! CP (H, C) 249.24, 361.22, CP 
(H) 369.13 
 
stellan ‘to give a place to’ 
stele! CP (H, C) 191.12 
 
atellan ‘to reckon’ 
atele! CP (H) 463.12 
 
weccan ‘to wake’ 
wec% CP (H) 461.14 
 
secgan ‘to say’ Class 3 
(a-, ge-, fore)sæg% CP (H, C) 163.7.13, 
225.23, 273.20, 295.4, CP (H) 443.25, 
Or 46.33, 50.20, 128.23 
 
lecgan ‘to lay’ settan type 
lege! CP (H) 143.14, CP (H, C) 343.20, 
CP (H, C) 342.20, 342.21 
leg% CP (C) 142.14, CP (H) 343.20, 
293.17 
leget CP (H, C) 343.21 (liege! CP (C) 
292.17 
 
ger,cean ‘to reach’ 
geræc% CP (H) 463.13 
 
recean ‘reckon’ 
rec% CP (H) 421.14, 451.26 
 
s"cean ‘to seek’ 
sec% CP (H, C) 55.2.9, CP (C) 66.6, CP 
(H, C) 153.6, 161.22, 225.20, 227.14, 
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251.14, 259.10, 351.9, 371.24, CP (H) 
399.5, 451.15, 463.34, Or 136.30 
sec[%] CP (H) 67.6 (sec% %æt smealicor) 
 
wyrcean ‘to work, make’ 
(ge)wyrc% CP (H, C) 71.10.24, 157.15, 
163.5, 269.3, 283.8, CP (H) 435.22, Or 
8.18, 12.23 
 
%encan ‘to think’ 
!ence! CP (H, C) 55.12, CP (C) 154.25 
(ge)%enc% CP (H, C) 11.14, 55.15.19.20, 
57.16, 77.18, 79.14, 107.1.22, CP (H) 

155.25, CP (H, C) 227.23, 343.21, CP 
(H) 415.35, 447.17, 451.17 
 
%yncean ‘to think’ 
(ge-, of)%ync% CP (H, C) 7.6.6, 57.6, 
85.26, 105.24, 129.1, 161.2, 177.18.19, 
203.15, CP (C) 204.14, CP (H, C) 
225.19, 227.21, 231.20, 241.4, 285.4, 
295.4, CP (H) 415.31.32.34, 427.26.27, 
449.14, Or 92.27, 94.30, 182.22 
!ynce! CP (H, C) 321.24, CP (C) 24.9 
!yncet CP (H) 25.9 (%ync %ætte CP (H) 
203.14) 

 
 

Appendix A2  
Present indicative verbs in Lindisfarne 
 
 
Data are taken from Cook’s (1894) glossary. Tokens are listed under their infinitive 
form, and arranged according to number, person and tense. The tokens in this appendix 
include the weak and strong 1st, 2nd and 3rd sg.pres.ind. The 1st person is relevant to high 
vowel apocope, and the 2nd/3rd person is relevant as far as high vowel syncope is 
concerned. The classes of verbs prone to syncope I, II, VII III, which has a heavy 
consonant cluster. The classes of verbs that are not expected to undergo syncope are 
those with short stem vowels, including classes IV, V and VI. 
 
(A2.1) Strong verbs 
 

(A2.1.1) Light forms 
 

 
Class IV 
 
beran ‘bear’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. beres Mk. 13.14, L. 
14.27, bere% L. 1.13 
 
becuman ‘become’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. bicymo Mt. I 7.2 
3rd sg.pres.ind. becyme% Mk. 11.24 
 
cuman ‘come’ 

1st sg.pres.ind. cymo Mt. 8.7, L. 19.13, 
J. 5.7, 8.14, 14.28, 17.11, 17.13, 21.23, 
cymmo J. 14.18, cKmo J. 14.3 
2nd sg.pres.ind. cymes Mt. 3.14, L. 
23.42 
3rd sg.pres.ind. cyme% Mt. I. 10.1, 8.9, 
24.50, Mk. 4.15, 4.22, 8.38, 9.13, 12.9, 
15.36, L. 3.16, 6.47, 7.8, 9.26, 12.36, 
12.38, 12.40, 12.43, 12.46, 12.54, 14.9, 
14.26, 14.27, 14.31, 17.20, 18.5, 20.16, 
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J. 1.30, 6.37, 6.45, 7.31, 7.50, 9.4, 
11.56, 15.26, 16.2, 16.25, cymme% Mt. 
24.5, L. 17.20, J. 3.21, cyma% J. 3.8, 
cymed L. 8.17, cymmes Mt. 24.14, J. 
5.25, cymes Mt. 18.7, 24.46, 25.31, Mk. 
1.7, 9.12, 13.35, L. 12.37, 18.8, J. 3.20, 
5.24, 5.43, 6.35, 10.10, 12.15, 16.4, 16.7 
 
wilcyma  
1st sg.pres.ind. wilcymo Mt. 25, 23 
 
beforacuman 
1st sg.pres.ind. bef’a cymo Mk. 14.28 
 
forcuma 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’cyme% L. 11.22 
 
forecuma 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’ecym! L. 11.20 
 
gecuma 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gecyme% L. 12.38, 14.10, 
18.3, J 14.25, 16.8, 18.2, gecymmes Mk. 
13.36, gecymes J. 7.27, 16.13 
 
fromnioma ‘take’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. fronime% Mk. 2.21 
 
gebreca ‘break’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebrecce% Mt. 21.44 

 
s$%cuma  
3rd sg.pres.ind. so%cymes J. 15, 26 
 
ofcuma  
3rd sg.pres.ind. ofcymes Mt. 2, 6; 
ofcimes Mt. 15, 11 
 
incuma  
3rd sg.pres.ind. incyme% L. 18, 17 
 
genioma (niman) ‘take’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. genioma% Mk. 4, 15  
geniomas Mt 19,12; genime% Mt. 
12,29. L. 6,29. 11,22. J. 11,48; genimes 
Mt. 9, 16. J. 15, 2 mg. 
 
nioma  
1st sg.pres.ind. nimo J. 12, 32 
2nd sg.pres.ind. nimes J. 10, 24 
3rd sg.pres.ind. nime% Mt. 10, 38. L. 13, 
33. J. 1,29. 8,37. 10,12. 10,18. 10,28. 
15,2.16,22; n!me% L. 6, 30; nimmes L. 
19,22 
 
tócuma sv. IV 
3rd sg.pres.ind. tocyme% Mt. 6, 10; 
tocymæ% L. 11,2;  
 

 
Class V 
 
cw(o)e%an ‘speak’ 
-o 
1st sg.pres.ind. cuoe%o Mt. (x11), L. 
(x15), J. (x19), cue%o Mt. (x33), Mk. 
(x13), L. 3.8, 12.51, J. (x15), cuedo Mt. 
17.20, cuoedo J. 16.26, cuæ%o J. 12.49, 
16.20 
 

-ø 
cuoe% Mk. 11.23, L. 12.22, 19.26, cue% 
Mt. 6.5  
 
2nd sg.pres.ind. cue%estu M. 7.4, 
cuoe%estu J. 1.22, cui%estu Mt. 7.9, 
7.10, 7.16, cuoe%est L. 12.41, cuo%es 
Mk. 5.31, 15.2, L. 18.19, 20.21, 22.60, 
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23.3, J. 12.34, 18.34, 18.37, cwoe%es 
Mk. 14.68, cuoe%as Mt. 24.48, L. 8.45, 
cuoe%æs J. 14.9, cuo%as Mk. 10.18, 
cue%es Mt. 27.11, J. 8.33, 8.52, 16.29, 
cuæ%es J. 8.5 
 
3rd sg.pres.ind. cuoe%as Mk. 7.11, 11.3, 
11.23 (2), 12.35, 13.21, L. 12.10, 18.37, 
(mg?/?), cuoe%es Mt. 25.40, Mk. 15.28, 
L. 11.5, 13.27, 14.9, cuoe%æs L. 12.45, 
cuoe%e% L. 13.25, 17.7, 17.8, 20.5, 
cuoe%a% L. 14.10, cue%as Mt. 5.22 (2), 
15.5, 21.25, 24.23, J. 19.35, cue%es Mt. 
I. 22.6, 12.32, 25.34, cue%æs Mt. 7.21, 
coe%es Mt. 25.41, L. 22.11, cuæ%es J. 
6.42 
 
yflecwoe%a  
3rd sg.pres.ind. yflecuoe%æs Mt. 15,4 
 
becwoe%a 
3rd sg.pres.ind. becuoe% Lk. I. 5.3 
 
gecwoe%a 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gecuoe%a% L. 23.34, 
gecue%as J. 2.5, gecue%æs Mt. 12.32 
 
miscwoe%a 
3rd sg.pres.ind. miscuoe%as Mk. 7, 10 
 
w#%cwoe%a  
3rd sg.pres.ind. wi%cuoe%æs J. 19, 12;  
 
treda sv. ‘to tread’ V 
3rd sg.pres.ind. tred . . , Mt. 21, 33 mg55 
 
biddan ‘ask’ 

                                                
55 The form written in the margin in Mt. 
21.33mg: ‘tred…’ has not been counted, 
as the status of the vowel is unclear. 

1st sg.pres.ind. biddo Mt. 26.36, L. 
8.28, 9.38, 14.18, 14.19, 16.27, J. 17.9 
(x2), 17.15, 17.20 
3rd sg.pres.ind. biddes Mt. 7.8 
 
eatta ‘eat’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. eto L. 17.8 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ettes Mt. 11.19, Mk. 
2.16, ete% Mk. 11.14, 7.33, 7.34, J. 
10.10, eta% L. 15.2, etta% L. 14.15, ettæs 
Mk. 14.18 
 
forgeafa ‘forgive’  
1st sg.pres.ind. f’gefo Mt. 18.21, Mk. 
15.9, L. 23.16 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’gefes Mt. 6.14, 6.15, 
Mk. 11.26, f’gefæ% Mk. 11.25, f’gefe% 
L. 7.49 
 
gebidda 
1st sg.pres.ind. gebiddo J. 14.16 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebidde% L. 14.32 
 
sitta ‘sit’  
1st sg.pres.ind. sitto Mt. I 1, 2 
3rd sg.pres.ind. sitte% L. 14,28. 14,31; 
sittes Mt. 19,28. 25,31; sittæs Mt. 23, 
22  
 
geatta ‘eat’  
2nd sg.pres.ind. geetes L. 17.8 
 
%erhgebidda 
3rd sg.pres.ind. %erhgebiddes L. I 7,4 
 
gespreca sv. ‘speak’ V 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gespreces J. 3,34 
 
spreca  
1st sg.pres.ind. spreco (13 times); 
sprecco J. 8,26. 10,25. 12,50; sprec' J. 
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16, 25; sp' J. 12, 49;  
2nd sg.pres.ind. spreces Mt. 13, 10. J. 4, 
27. 16, 29; sprecces J. 19, 10;  
3rd sg.pres.ind. spreca% J. 3, 31. 7,26. 
8,44; sprece% J. 1 5, 6. 7, 18. 8,44. 
16,18; sprecas Mt. 12, 34; spreces Mt. 
10, 20. L. I 3, 14. 5,21.6,45. J.9,37. 
16,13; sprecæs Mt. I 5, 12; sprecces J. 
16, 13 
 
wræca  ‘avenge’ V 
1st sg.pres.ind. wræco L. 18, 5 
 
brecca ‘break’ V (confrincet in Lat.) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. brece% Mt. 12.20 
 

inbegeatta ‘confess’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. inbigeates Mt. I 9, 13 
 
ongeatta sv. ‘confess’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. ongetto J. 10, 14. 10, 15. 
10, 27;  
2nd sg.pres.ind. ongettes Mt. 16,23;  
3rd sg.pres.ind. ongette% J. 7, 17;  
 
begeatta  (weak in bt) 
2nd sg.pres.ind. begettes Mt. 17.27 
3rd sg.pres.ind. begettes Mt. 10.39 
 
licga V ‘to lie down’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. liges Mt, 8,6 
 

Class VI 
 
onsacca ‘refute’ VI 
1st sg.pres.ind. onsæcco Mt. 10, 33. 26, 
35. Mk. 14, 31;  
2nd sg.pres.ind. onsæcest Mt. 26, 75; 
onsæccest L. 22, 34. 22, 61;  
onsæcces J. 13, 38;  
3rd sg.pres.ind. onsæcca% L. 9,23. 12,9; 
onsæcæ% L. 14, 33; onsæccas Mt. 
10,33; onsæcces J. I 3.4  
 
tógægnesfara  
3rd sg.pres.ind. togeaegnesfæres Mk. 
16,7 
 
&tfara  
3rd sg.pres.ind. utfære% J. 10, 9 
 
%erhoferfara sv.  
3rd sg.pres.ind. %erhof’fære% L. 2, 35 
 
#hebban ‘exalt’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. ahefes Mt. 11.23 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ahefe% Mt. 12.35, 23.12, 

L. 6.45, J. 13.18, ahefes Mt. I. 19.16, 
12.35, 13.52, ahebba% L. 14.11, 18.14, 
ahebbe% L. 6.45 
 
beforefara ‘travel’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. bef’efares Lk. 1.76  
 
faran ‘travel’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. færo J. 14.3, 16.7, 16.17 
2nd sg.pres.ind. faeris J. 11.8, færes Mt. 
8.19 
3rd sg.pres.ind. færes Mt. 15.17, L. 
16.30, faeres Mt. 8.9, J. 13.3, færæs J. 
12.19, fære% Mt. 5.30, færa% J. 3.8 
 
infara  
3rd sg.pres.ind. innfære% J. 10, 9  
 
forfara 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’færas Mt. 10.39 
 
forestonda ‘defend’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’estondes Mk. 8.36 
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forstonda 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’stondes Mt. 19.10, J. 
6.63 
 
gefara ‘die’ 6 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gefæres Mt. I. 9.12, 
17.20 
 
gehebban ‘raise’ 6 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehebbes Mt. 12.11 
 
swoeriga56  
3rd sg.pres.ind suerias Mt. 23, 18. 23, 
20. 23, 21; suerias Mt. 23, 22; sueras 
Mt. 23, 20. 23, 21. 23, 22 
 
geswoeriga ‘swear’ VI 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gesuerias Mt. 23, 16 
 
 

                                                
56 This form is also listed in B&T as 
weak, with -ede pret. This form may be 
Class 2 weak.  
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Light strong 
forms  

apocopated total % apocopted 

1st sg.pres.ind. 4 (+ 2 
uncounted 
with abrev. 
marks) 

172 (-o in 
unapocopated 
forms) 

172 (-o in 
unapocopated 
forms) 

 
 
 
Light strong 
forms 

syncopated total % syncopted 

2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

1  269  

 
 
(A2.1.2) Heavy stems
 
Class I 
 
rioppa, rippa sv. ‘reap’ I 
1st sg.pres.ind. hrippo Mt. 25, 26;  
2nd sg.pres.ind. hripes Mt. 25, 24; 
hrippes L. 19, 21;  
3rd sg.pres.ind. hrioppa% J. 4,36(2). 4 
37; hrippes L. 19,22;  
 
gristbitiga ‘gnash’ (weak in B&T, but 
noted as strong in Cook 1894).  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gristbitte% Mk. 9, 18 
 
gestiga sv. ‘ascend’ I  
3rd sg.pres.ind. (opt?) gestige J. 5, 7;  
 
æthrinan ‘touch’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. æthrine% L. 16.13 
 
#risan ‘arise’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. ariso Mk. 14.28, L. 
15.18, Mt. 27.63, eftariso Mt. 26.32,   

 
3rd sg.pres.ind. arises Mt. 12.42, L. 
16.31, arisa% Mk. 4.27, 13.8, arise% L. 
1.78, 11.8 (2), 9.22, 11.31, J. 2.22, 7.52, 
efnearisas Mt. 24.7, eftarisas Mt. 
17.23, eftarisæs Mt. 20.19, eftarisa% 
Mk. 9.31, 10.24, eft arise% J. 11.23, 
eftarisæ% J. 11.24 
 
#stigan ‘move upward’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. astigo J. 7. 8, 20.17 
 
3rd sg.pres.ind. astiged J. 10. 1 
 
#writan ‘write’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. auwritte% J. 8.6 
 
beswican ‘betray’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. besuica% J. 7.12 
 
bitan ‘bite’ 
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3rd sg.pres.ind. bites L. 9.39 
 
drifan ‘drive’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. drifo Mt. 12.28 
3rd sg.pres.ind. drifes Mt. 12.24, 12.26, 
drife% Mk. 3.22 
 
drincan ‘drink’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. drinco Mt. 26.29 (x2), 
Mk. 10.38, 10.39, 14.25, L. 17.8, 22.18, 
J. 18.11 
2nd sg.pres.ind. dringes L. 17.8 
3rd sg.pres.ind. dringes Mt. 11.19, 
drinca% Mk 2.16, L. 7.33, 7.34 (x2), J. 
2.10 (mg), 6.54, 6.56, dringa% J. I. 5.7, 
drince% L. 1.15 
 
fordrifa ‘drive away’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. f’drifo Mt. 12.27 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’drifes Mt. 9.34 
 
gebita ‘bite’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebites Mk. 9.18 
 
gedrincan ‘drink’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gedrinca% J. 4.13 
 
geflitta ‘strive’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. geflittes Mt. 12.19 
 
tódr!fa ‘drive’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. todrife% J. 10, 12 
 
tósl!ta ‘slit’  
1st sg.pres.ind. toslito L. 12, 18; toslito 
Mk. 14, 58;  
3rd sg.pres.ind. tóslitta% Mt. I 2, 10; 
toslitte% Mk. 2, 22; toslita% L. 5, 36; 

toslite%  
L. 5, 37. 9, 39; toslittes Mt. 5, 19. Mk. 
15,29; toslites Mk. 9, 18 
 
sl!ta sv. 
3rd sg.pres.ind. slitta% Mt. I 1, 8;  
 
hr!na ‘to touch’  
1st sg.pres.ind. hrino Mt. 9, 21. Mk. 5, 
28. 14, 27 
 
ofst!ga ‘to descend’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. ofstiges Mk. 13, 15; 
ofstiges Mt. 24, 17 
 
fordw!nan ‘dwindle’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. forduine% L. 14.34 
 
oferwr!ga ‘to cover over’ (wreon)  
3rd sg.pres.ind. of’wriga% L. 1, 35;  
 
sc!na sv. ‘to shine’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. scine% L. 17, 24 
 
gesc#na sv. 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gescine% J. 1,5; L. 9, 29.  
 
r!sa sv.  
3rd sg.pres.ind. rise% L. 6, 2; rises Mk. 
13, 14. 
 
ger!sa sv.  ‘to rise’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehrise% L. 12, 12. 13, 
33. 17,25. 18,1; gehrise% L. 5, 36; 
gerise% L. 13, 14. 22, 37. J. 3, 7; gerises 
Mk. 13, 10. L. I 3, 8. I 4, 5. I 6, 14;  
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Class II 
 
bebeadan ‘announce’ 
 
1st sg.pres.ind.  
-e 
bebeade Mk. 9.25 
-o 
bebiodo L. 23.46, bebeado J. 15.14, 
bebeodo J. 15.17 
 
3rd sg.pres.ind. bebeadas J. I 7.19 
 
brucan ‘use’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. brucco L. 22.11, 22.16 
3rd sg.pres.ind. bruca% L. 14.15, J. 
13.18, brucca% J. 6.56, 6.58, bruce% J. 
6.57 
 
gebruca ‘use’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebrucce% J. 6.50, 
gebrucca% J. 6.54, gebrucces J. 6.51 

 
forbeadan ‘forbid’ (beodan 2) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’beades Mk. I. 4.9 
 
forebeada 
3rd sg.pres.ind. forebeadas Mt. I. 17.3 
 
c"asa ‘choose’ II 
1st sg.pres.ind. ceasa Mt I. 4.11 
 
gel&ta  ‘bend’  
3rd sg.pres.ind.  gehlutes Mt 8, 20 
 
tóworpa ‘to throw’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. towærpa% Mt. 27,40 
 
worpa sv.  
1st sg.pres.ind. uorpo J. 6, 37  
2nd sg.pres.ind. worpes Mt. 8, 31 
3rd sg.pres.ind. worpa% Mk. 4,26 
 

 
Class III 
 
tógægne Iiorna ‘run’  
3rd sg.pres.ind.togægnesiorne% L. 
22,10; togeaegniorna% Mk. 14, 13  
 
#worpan ‘cast out’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. aworpo L. 6.42, 11.19, 
11.20, 13.32 
 
3rd sg.pres.ind. aworpe% L. 11.15 
 
forgeldan ‘pay for’ 
 
1st sg.pres.ind.  
-o 
f’geldo Mt. 18.29, L. 10.35, 19.8 
- ø  

f’geldig Mt. 18.26 
 
2nd sg.pres.ind. forgeldes Mt. 5.33 
3rd sg.pres.ind. forgelde% Mt. 6.4, 
f’gelde% Mt. 6.18, f’geldes Mt. 6.6, 
16.27 
 
befregna ‘ask’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. befregnes Mt. 19.17 
 
blinnan ‘cease’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. blinnes Mt. 24.12 
 
delfan ‘dig’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. delfo L. 13.8 
3rd sg.pres.ind. delfæ% L. 6.48 
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forwor%a ‘perish’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’wor%es Mt. 5.13 
 
gebinda ‘bind’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebinde% L. 11.22 
 
gecearfa ‘cut’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gecearfas Mt. 7.19 
 
gefinda ‘find’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gefindes L. 15.9 
 
gegrindan ‘grate’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gegrindæs L. 20.18 
onbinda sv. III ‘bind’  
2nd sg.pres.ind. onbindes Mt. 16, 19 
gesinga ‘to sing’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gesinga% J. 13, 38  
 
wor%a ‘to be made’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. wor%es L. 1, 34. 23, 31 
 
gewor%a  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gewor%as Mt. 18, 13; 
geuor%es J. 10,16 
 
inginna  
2nd sg.pres.ind. inginnas L. 14, 9 
 
singa ‘sing’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. singe% L. I 4, 1; singes L. 
22.34 
 
swinga  
2nd sg.pres.ind. suingas Mt. 23, 34 
 
onginna  
3rd sg.pres.ind. onginne% Mt. I 1, 1. I 
16, 1. heading ch. 1. Mk. heading ch. 1. 
L. I 11, 18. heading ch. 1. 12, 45. J. 
heading ch. 1; onginnes Mt. I 9, 11. I 14, 

1; ong!nes Mt. I 8, 11; onginnes Mt. I 3, 
18 
 
gelimpa ‘happen’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gelimpe% L. 21, 13 
 
unbinda ‘untied’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. unbindes Mt. 16, 19 
3rd sg.pres.ind. unbinde% L. 13, 15 
 
infinda ‘to find’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. infindes Mt. I 4, 8 
3rd sg.pres.ind. infindes Mt. 7,8. 10, 39. 
16,25; ifindas Mt. I 9,13 
 
onfinda  
2nd sg.pres.ind onfindes Mt. I 4, 11. 1 
10,1. I 10,4. 17,27 
3rd sg.pres.ind. onfindes Mt. 10,39. 
13,44 
 
fregna ‘to inquire’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. fregno Mt. 21.24, 
fregna Mk. 11.29, frægno L. 22.68 
 
scrinca sv. ‘to shrivel’ III 
3rd sg.pres.ind. scrince% Mk. 9, 18. 
 
underdelfa sv. ‘dig’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. underdelfes Ml 13, 22  
 
tóstregda ‘to disperse’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. tostraigdes J. 10, 12; 
tostraegdæ% L. 11, 23 
 
stregda  
3rd sg.pres.ind. streigdæs Mt. 12, 30 
 
geberna ‘burn’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. geberna% L. 11.33, 
geberne% L. 3.17, gebernes L. 8.16 
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forbernan ‘burn’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’bernes Mt. 3.12 
 
bernan ‘burn’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. berne% L. 15.8 

 
wi%sæcga (strong in Cook, weak Class 3 
originally) ‘to renounce’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. wi%sæcces Mt. 26, 34 
 
 

 
Class VII 
 
ondreda ‘dread’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. ondredo L. 18, 4 
2nd sg.pres.ind. ondredes L. 23,40 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ondrede% J. 14, 27 
 
forl"tan ‘abandon’ 
 
1st sg.pres.ind. 
-o 
forleto Mt. I. 2.11, f’leto Mk. 8.3, 15.9, 
f’l"to Mk. 23.22, f’letto J. 14.27 
-e 
f’lette L. 5.5 
-ø 
flet J. 14.18 
 
2nd sg.pres.ind. f’letas J. 19.12 
3rd sg.pres.ind. forletas Mk. 10.11, 
f’letas Mt. 5.31, 19.9, 19.29, Mk. 10.12, 
L. 16.18, f’letes Mt. 5.32, 18.12, 21.3, 
Mk. 11.3, 12.19, L. 18.29, J. 10.4, 
f’lettes Mt. 19.5, f’lettas J. 10.12, 
forleites Mt. I. 17.3, f’leta% Mk. 10.29, 
f’lete% Mk. 10.7, L. 15.4, J. 8.29 
 
beh#ldan 
3rd sg.pres.ind. behaldas Lk. 9.62 
 
eftforletan ‘release’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. eftfl’eto J. 16.28 
 
fallan ‘fall’ 

2nd sg.pres.ind. fallas Mt. 4.9 
3rd sg.pres.ind. falle% L. 11.17, 14.5, 
fallæ% Mt. 10.29, fallas Mt. 17.15, 
21.44, fælles L. 8.10, faelles Mt. 21.44 
 
gef#lla  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gefalle% L. 20.18, 
gefallas Mt. 12.11 
 
gehalda ‘hold’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehalda% L. 11.21, J. 
8.51, gehalde% J. 8.52, gehaldæs Mt. I. 
9.3, gehaldas J. 12.23, 12.47, 14.21, 
14.23, 14.24, gehaldes J. I. 5.17 
 
gehatan ‘command’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehate% L. 4.36, gehates 
Mk. I. 15.16, I. 22.11 
 
h#ta  ‘command’  
2nd sg.pres.ind.hates Mt. I 1, 11;  
3 sg. hatte% L. 8, 25; hate% L. I 7, 17; 
hates Mt. I 16, 9. I 17, 1; h#tas Mk. 
1,27; hata Mt. 26,36; hæt (pret. 3 sg.?) 
Mk. I 3, 20 
 
wæxa ‘grow’ (originally Class VI) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. wæxa% Mk. 4, 27; wæxes 
Mk. 1, 6 
 
onwæxa  
3rd sg.pres.ind. onwæxes Mt. I 4, 2 
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inwæxa sv. ‘grow’ originally Class VI, 
now VII (Wright & Wright 1925: §516) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. inwæxa% Mk. 4, 27 
 
tósc"ada ‘to separate’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. tosceade Mt. I 2, 4; 
tosceado L. 22, 29 
3rd sg.pres.ind. tosceade% Mt. I 7, 16; 
tosceadas Mt. 13,49. 25,32; tosceades 
Mt. 25,32. L. I 2, 8 
 
ofsc"ada  
3rd sg.pres.ind. ofsceades Mt. I 14, 6 
 
gesceada ‘separate’  
3rd sg.pres.ind.gesceade% L. I 8, 15;  
 
oncn#wa ‘to know’  
2nd sg.pres.ind. oncnauas Mk. 8, 33 
3rd sg.pres.ind. oncnaua% Mk. 13, 14; 
oncnawe% Mt. 24, 15; oncnawes Mt. I 
9, 14 
 
tóstonda ‘to stand apart, distance’ 

(Class VI, short, but present has -nd- on 
analogy with Class VII, and hence is 
heavy). 
1st sg.pres.ind. tostondo L. 1, 19 
 
ymbstonda  
3rd sg.pres.ind. ymbstondas J. 11,42 
 
stonda  
3rd sg.pres.ind.  stonde% L. 11, 81; 
stondas 12 Mt. 12.25, 12,26. J.3.29; 
stondes Mt. 18,16. 22,40 
 
h#lda ‘to hold’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. haldo J. 8, 55 
2nd sg.pres.ind. haldes Mt. I 9, 18 
3rd sg.pres.ind. haldas Mt. 12,11. J 9.16 
 
l"ta ‘to let go’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. leto L. 13, 18. 23, 44   
3rd sg.pres.ind. lettes J. 16, 2; letes Mk. 
12, 19 
 
 

 
 
 
Heavy strong 
forms  

apocopated total % apocopted 

1st sg.pres.ind. 2 56  
 
 
Heavy strong 
forms 

syncopated total % syncopted 

2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

1?57 hæt (pret. 
3 sg.?) Mk. I 
3, 20;  
 

239 (72 with –
a-) 

 

                                                
57 This form may be preterite, as noted in Cook (1894).  
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(A2.2) Weak verbs (Class 1) 
 
A1(2.1.1) Light stems 
 
getrymma  ‘strengthen’ fremman type 
1st sg.pres.ind. getrymmo J. 8, 14; 
getrymo J. 8,18 
3rd sg.pres.ind. getrymme% Mt. I 5, 1. I 
16, 6. J. 21, 24; getrymmes J. 1, 15; 
getrymmas Mt. I 17, 5; getryme% J.I 4, 
3. I 7,9. 3,32. 5,32(2); getryma% L. I 10, 
10; getrymes Mt. I 17,15. J.8,13. 8,18. 
15,26; getria% J. I 7, 17 
 
trymma  
1st sg.pres.ind. trymmo J. 5, 31 
 
%erhtrymma  
1st sg.pres.ind. %erhtrymmo J. 18, 37; 
%erhtr*me J. 7, 7 
 
ymbstyriga ‘stir’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ymbstyre% L. 15, 8 
 
styriga ‘excite’ (nerian type) 
2nd sg.pres.ind. styres Mk. 5, 35 
 
sce%%a58  
3rd sg.pres.ind. sce%%a% Mk. 16, 18 
 
gesce%%a ‘to oppress’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gesce%e% L. 10, 19 
 
byrigan ‘bury’ Class 1 
                                                
58 swe%%an and sce%%an are classed as 
fremman tyypes in Wright & Wright (1925), 
but in pret. they seem to behave like settan 
(due to dental?). 
 

(sonorant+sonorant cluster) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. byre% Mk. 4.38, J. 
10.13, byres L. I. 1.1 
 
gebyriga ‘bury’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebyre% J. 2.4 (mg), 
12.6, gebyres Mt. I. 8.16 
 
sella59 ‘give’  
1st sg.pres.ind. sello (11 times); selo Mt. 
20, 4. J. 4, 14. 6,  
51. 13,34. 14,27( 2 ); silo J. 10, 28  
2nd sg.pres.ind. selles L. 22, 48  
3rd sg.pres.ind. sella% Mt. 24, 29. L. 11. 
13; selle% Mk.13,12. 14,42. L.11,11; 
sele% (19 times); sile% L. I 6, 14; sili% J. 
17, 2. 21, 13; sellas Mt. 26, 48; selles 
Mt. 10, 42. L. 11,8. J. 21, 20; seles Mt. 
7, 9. 16, 26. L. I 4, 8 
 
gesella 
3rd sg.pres.ind. geselle% Mt. 7, 11. 
J.13,21; gesele% Mt. 10,21. Mk. 9, 41. 
J. 16, 23; gesile% J. 1 1, 4; gesili% J. 
11.22. 14,16; geseallas Mt. 24, 10; 
gesellas Mt. 10, 17; gesellaes Mt. 5, 25; 
geseles J. 3, 34 
 
getella ‘tell’ (formed pret. without 
medial vowel already in prim. gmc. 
(Wright & Wright 1925: 534)) 
                                                
59 The ll is formed pret on analogy with 
type a. Forms like sellan, tellan pattern like 
fremman in the present system (Campbell 
1959: §753.9). 
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3rd sg.pres.ind. getelles L. 14, 28 
 
 

 
 

 
Light Class 1 
weak excl. 
dental forms 

apocopated total 

1st sg.pres.ind. 0 23 
 
 syncopated total 
2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

0 74 

 
 
 
 
(A2.2.1) Light forms with a root-final t/d: 
 
#settan ‘set, put’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. asette Mt. 27.48 
 
eftsettan 
2nd sg.pres.ind. eftsettes Mt. I. 3.13 
 
gesetta  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gesettes Mt 24,47. L. 
12,42. 12,44; gesetes Mt I 14, 13 
 
onsetta  
3rd sg.pres.ind. onsetta% L. 15, 5 
 
setta  

1st sg.pres.ind. setto (10 times)  
2nd sg.pres.ind.  settis J. 13,38 
3rd sg.pres.ind. sette% (8 times); sete% L. 
18,12; settes Mt. 24, 51 
 
tógesetta  
3rd sg.pres.ind. togesettes Mt. I 22, 3  
 
ondeta ‘praise’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. ondeto Mt. 7, 23. 11,25. 
L. 10,21; ondetu Mt. 10, 32 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ondeta% Mt. I 6, 12. Mk. 
I 4, 1; ondete% Mk. 8,38 

 
light Class 1 
weak dental 
forms 

apocopated total 

1st sg.pres.ind. 0 14 
 
 syncopated total 
2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

1 asette (final 
v) 

22 
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(A2.2.2) Heavy forms in Class 1 
 
(a) Obstruent+sonorant cluster forms  
 
hyngra ‘to hunger’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. hyncgre% J. 6, 35  
 
getimbra ‘to build’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. getimbro Mt. 16, 18. 
Mk. 14, 58  
3rd sg.pres.ind. getimbras Mk. 15, 29; 
getimbres Mt. I 17, 19. 7, 24 
 
ræfna ‘endure’ (like hyngran) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. hræfne% Mt. 6, 24 
 
gefregna strong/weak (son son) ‘to 
inquire’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. gefregno L. 23.14, 
gefraegno L. 16.9 
2nd sg.pres.ind. gefraignes J. 18.21 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gefraignas L. 19.31, 
gefregne J. 16.5 
 
efnigan ‘level’ (Originally Class 1 

according to Wright& Wright 1925: 
§532) 
2nd sg.pres.ind. efnes Mt. 20.12 
 
degla ‘to hide’ Class 1/2 in B&T 
3rd sg.pres.ind. degelde Mt. 13.33 part.? 
 
gedæfna ‘to be becoming, seemly’ 
(dafenian) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gedæfne% L. 4.43, 13.33, 
J. I. 6.10, gedæfna% J. 3.30, 9.4, 10.16, 
12.34, gedaefna% J. 19.7, gedaefne% J. 
3.7 
 
becniga ‘make signs’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. becne% L. 13.11 
 
drysna ‘to drench’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. drysnes Mt. 12.20 
 
 

 
 
 
Heavy Class 1 
weak obs+son 
forms 

apocopated total 

1st sg.pres.ind. 0 (0 stem 
epenthesis) 

4 

 
 syncopated total 
2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

0 epenthesis 
0 syncope  

21 
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(b) Heavy forms with t/d  
 
hyhta ‘to hope’ (deman type but with 
Class 2 endings) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. hyhtas Mt. 24,50; hylita% 
L. 12, 46 
 
senda ‘to send’  
1st sg.pres.ind. sendo (14 times) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. sende% (7 times); senda% 
L. 12, 58; sendes (5 times) 
 
foresendan 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’esende%  J I. 6.16 
 
insenda  
3rd sg.pres.ind. insendes Mt. 9, 10 
 
onsenda  
3rd sg.pres.ind. onsende% L. 5, 36 
 
%yrsta ‘thirst’ (send type) 
1st sg.pres.ind. %yrsto J. 4, 15. 19, 28 
3rd sg.pres.ind. %yrste% J. 4, 14. 7, 37; 
%yrstes J. I 5, 6. 6, 35 
 
ondwearda ‘answer’ (send type) 
2nd sg.pres.ind. ondueardest (%u) Mk. 
14, 60. 15, 4 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ondwearda% Mt I 1, 12; 
onduearde% Mt. 25, 45 
 
inl!hta (send type) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. inlihte% J. 1, 9. 5, 21; 
inlehta% L. 11, 36; inlihtas Mt. I 18, 11 
 
l!hta 
3rd sg.pres.ind. lihte% Mt. 5, 15; lehte% 
Mt. 5, 16 

 
#speafta ‘spit out’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. aspeaft J. 9.6. No ending 
- reduction after syncope? 
 
fæstan ‘to fast’ Class 1 heavy 
1st sg.pres.ind. fæsto L. 18.12 
2nd sg.pres.ind. fæstas Mt. 6.17 
 
læda ‘to lead’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. læda% L. 9, 23. J. 10, 3: 
læde% L. 16, 18. J. 1, 29; lædas Mt.7,13; 
lædes Mt. 7, 14. 19,9. L. 13, 15. 16, 18. 
J. 21, 18; lædges Mt. 5, 32 
 
inl,da  
3rd sg.pres.ind. inlæde% L. 1 6, 19. J. I 7, 
16 
 
forel,dan ‘to bring’ (deman type) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’elædas Mt. 15.14 
 
geb$eta ‘threaten’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebeotes  Mt. I. 14.13 
 
#w,ltan ‘roll’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. awæltes Mk. 16.3 
 
eftgeboetan  
3rd sg.pres.ind. eftgeboeta% Mk. 9.12 
 
b$etan ‘mend’  
2nd sg.pres.ind. boetas Mt. I. 3.13, 
boetes Mt. I. 2.3 
 
gescenda ‘to shame’ (send type) 
2nd sg.pres.ind. gescendes L. 12,33  
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f$edan ‘feed’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. foede% L. 12.24, foedas 
Mt. 6.26 
 
gegyrda ‘bind’ (send type) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gegyrde% L. 12.37, 
gyrde% J. 21, 18. 
 
geræsta ‘to rest’ (deman type) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ge(h)resta% L. 22, 27 
 
gew$enda ‘turn’ (send type) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gewoendas Mt. 10, 13 
 
r"da ‘to councel’  
2nd sg.pres.ind. redes Mt. I 3, 11 
3rd sg.pres.ind. redas Mt. I 3, 8; redes 

Mk. I 1, 11; redes Mk. 13, 14 
 
locceta ‘sigh’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. loccete Mt. 13, 35 
3rd sg.pres.ind. locete% Mt. I 7, 5 
 
#wædan ‘rage’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. auoede% J. 10.20 
 
l!ffæsta ‘to give life’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. liffæstas  J. 6, 63 
 
gewoeda ‘to rage’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. geuedes* Mt. 6, 30 
(*geuoedes changed to geuedes in MS.) 
 
n"da ‘to force’  
2nd sg.pres.ind.  neddes Mt. I 1, 1 

 
 
 
Heavy Class 1 
weak dental 
forms 

apocopated total 

1st sg.pres.ind. 0 18 
 
 syncopated total 
2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

1 aspeaft 
(x17 were –a-) 
 

69 

 
 
 
(C) Highly sonorous heavy forms (excl. obs+son) 
 
ondswariga60 ‘to answer’ 
                                                
60 This form is a Class 1 nerian type, 
with some Class 2 endings. Two are 
syncopated in weak pret. Note 
though the sressed prefix.  

2nd sg.pres.ind. ondsuæræstu J. 18,22 
 
gest,na  ‘to stone’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gestæna% L. 20, 6  
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st,ena  
2nd sg.pres.ind. stæna% L. 13, 34; stænas 
Mt. I 21, 18. 23, 37 
 
gehr!na ‘touch’   
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehrine% L. 7, 39 
 
get"la ‘accuse’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. getele% Mt. 6, 24. 12, 42. 
L. 18, 5  
 
t*na ‘enclose’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. tyne% L. 13,25 
 
ont*na  
1st sg.pres.ind. ontyno Mt. 13,35 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ontyne% J. 10, 3 
 
unt*na ‘to hide’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. untynes Mt. 5,19 
 
tóunt*na  
3rd sg.pres.ind. tountynes L. 2, 23 
 
getr"wa ‘to trust’ (treowan) (In B&T 
trewan is noted as having uncertain 
status) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. getrewe% Mt 27, 43 
 
geh"na ‘humble’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehene% L. 10.16 (x2), 
11.31, gehænas J. 8.10 
 
h"na ‘rebuke’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. henes L. 10, 16 (x2) 
 
l,ra ‘teach’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. læres Mt. 22, 16. Mk. 
12, 14. L. 20, 21 (x2). J. 9, 34 
3rd sg.pres.ind. læra% Mt. I 17, 12; 

lære% Mt. I 20, 5. 5, 19. Mk. I 3, 
10.14,8. 14,10. 15,4. 15,8. L. 16,6. 
16,11. 17,9. 19,7. 19, 14. I 11,14. J.I 7, 
12; lære% Mt.  
5, 19; læras Mt I 17, 10; laeras Mt. I 
17, 6; laeres Mt. I 17, 4. I 17,8. I 17, 16; 
læres J. I 2, 6 
 
geh"ra ‘to hear’  
1st sg.pres.ind.  hero L. 15,29. 16, 2, 
gehero L. 9.9 
2nd sg.pres.ind. unsyncopated geheres J. 
3.8, 11.42, heres Mt. 27,13 (x2), 
syncopated . gehers Mt. 21.16 
3rd sg.pres.ind. heres Mt. 13, 19. 13,22. 
13,23. 18,17 (x2); h"res Mt. 10,14; 
geheres Mt. 7.24, 7.26, 12.19, 18.15, 
18.16, J. 3.29, 5.24, 9.31, 12.26, 12.47, 
16.13, geheras Mt. 11.15, gehera% Mt. 
13.9, Mk. 4.9, 4.23, L. 8.8, J. 9.31, 
gehere% Mk. 6.11, L. 6.47, 10.16, 14.35, 
J. 3.32, geh’e% L. 10.16 
 
#cennan ‘bring forth’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. accennes L 1.31 
3rd sg.pres.ind. acennes J 16.21 
 
#cwœllan ‘kill’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. accuellæs J 16.2 
 
dælan ‘to divide’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. dæles Mt. 24.51 
 
tód,la  
3rd sg.pres.ind. todæle% L. 12, 46 
 
doema ‘judge’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. doemo J. 5.30, 8.15, 
21.25, doeomo L. 19.22, doema L. 
13.18, J. 12.47 
3rd sg.pres.ind. doeme% Mt. I. 7.16, J. 
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16.2, doema% J. 5.22, 7.51, 8.50, 
%oema% J. 7.51, doemes J. 12.48 
 
gedoema (d"man)  
1st sg.pres.ind. gedoemo J. 8.16 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gedoeme% J. 12.48 
 
f,man ‘to froth’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. fæme% Mk. 9.18 
 
#$ennan ‘extend’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. a%enes J. 21.18 
 
gecerra (cierran) ‘turn’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gecerre% L. 1.16, 23.5, 
gecerres L. 12.36 
 
cerran 
1st sg.pres.ind. cearro Mt. 12.44 
 
eftcerran 
1st sg.pres.ind. eftcerro L. 10.35, 11.24 
 
eftgecerran 
3rd sg.pres.ind. eftgecerre% L. 10.6, 
eftgecerres Mk. 13.16, eftgecerras Mt. 
24.18 
 
wo"na ‘suppose’ (-de in pret. in B&T) 
1st sg.pres.ind. woeno Mt. L. (8 times)  
2nd sg.pres.ind. woenes Mt. 24, 45. Mk. 
4, 41. L. 1,66, 12,42; woenest L. 8. 25; 
woenis L. 18, 8; woenæs Mt 26, 53; 
wenes Mt. 18, 1 
3rd sg.pres.ind. woenas Mt. 24, 50; 
uoenas J. 16, 2; woena% L. 12,46; 
woene% L. 8, 18 
 
geg"ma ‘heal’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gegemes Mt. I. 14.6 
 

gecenna ‘conceive’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gecennes Mt. 1.21, 1.23 
 
efnefro"fra ‘soothe’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. efnefroefres Mt. I. 1.10 
 
gefroefra 
1st sg.pres.ind. gefroefre Mt. 11.28 
 
nemna ‘to name’ (deman type) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. nemne% L. I 5, 6. I 8, 8  
 
geh,la ‘to heal’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehæl’ L. I. 5.1 
 
hæla 
1st sg.pres.ind. haælo Mt. 13, 15. J. 12, 
40 
3rd sg.pres.ind. hæle% Mt. I 18, 2. I 18,7. 
I 18, 10; hæled Mt. I 20, 7. L. I 6, 1. J. I 
4, 9; hæles Mt. I 19, 1. I 19,2. I 21,3; 
haeles I 19, 3 
 
gespilla ‘destroy’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gespille% L. 17,33; 
gespilles Mt. 6,20 
 
spilla  
3rd sg.pres.ind. spille% L. 17, 33. 20, 16; 
spilde% J. 10, 10. 12, 25 
 
oferl!ora ‘to pass over’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. of’lioræs J. 5, 24 
 
liora  
3rd sg.pres.ind. liora% Mt. 26, 39; liores 
Mt. 5, 18 
 
forel!oran ‘to depart’ (Class 1 in bt (no 
length in bt, but length in cook?) 
1st sg.pres.ind. f’liora Mt. 26.32 
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3rd sg.pres.ind. f’eliora% Mt. 28.7 
 
gefylla ‘to fill’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gefylle% J. 16.6, gefylles 
Mt. I. 21.6 
 
ben!oma ‘to name’  

3rd sg.pres.ind. benime%  
 
t"la ‘accuse’  
3rd sg.pres.ind.  tela% Mk. I 3, 14. 15,3; 
tele% J L. 10, 16; teles J. 12, 48 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Heavy Class 1 
weak sonorant 
forms 

apocopated total 

1st sg.pres.ind. 0 34 
 
 syncopated total 
2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

1  149 (-a x26, -
æ- x2) 

 
 
(C) ʻstandardʼ heavy forms 
 
w$epa ‘to lament/weep’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. uoepæs J. 20, 13; 
uoepestu J. 20, 15 
 
wo"rga ‘curse’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. werges Mt. 15, 4 
(altered from woerges to werges) 
 
wr,%a ‘to get angry’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. urae%es Mt. 5, 22 
 
stenca ‘to pant’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. stence% J. 11, 39 
 
geb"ga ‘traverse’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebega% L. 14.11, 
gebege% L. 18.14, gebeges Mt. 8.20, 
23.12 

 
gel"fan ‘allow’ 
1st sg.pres.ind.  
-o 
gelefo Mk. 9.24, J. 9.38 
 - ø 
gelef J. 20.25 
2nd sg.pres.ind. gelefe% J. 1.50, gelefes J. 
9.35, 11.26, 11.40 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gelefa% J. 7.38, gelefe% 
Mk. 16.16, L. 16.11, J (x9), gelefes Mk. 
9.23, 16.16, J. (x8) 
 
c"igan ‘to call’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ceiga% Mk. I. 3.3, ceige% 
Mt. I. 16.10, L. I. 5.7, 20.44, J. I. 4.12, 
I. 6.12, 2.9, 10.3, ceigas Mt. I. 6.17, I. 
18.7, 22.43, 22.45, 27.47, Mk. 10.49, 
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ceiges Mk. 15.35, J. 11.28 
 
efnegeceiga  
3rd sg.pres.ind. efnegeceiga% L. 15.9 
 
geceiga 
3rd sg.pres.ind. geceige% L. 14.9, 15.6, 
geceiges J. I. 5.3 
 
læfa ‘leave’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. læfes Mk. 12,19 
 
oferl,fa  
3rd sg.pres.ind. of’læafe% L. 11,41 
 
l,%a ‘accuse’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. læ%(u)es L. 14,26 
 
gebrenga ‘bring’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. gebrenges Mt. 5.23 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebrenga% J. 10.3, 
gebrenges Mt. 13.23 
 
tóbrenga  
3rd sg.pres.ind. tobrengas J. 12, 24 
 
brengan 
1st sg.pres.ind. brengo J. 19.4 
3rd sg.pres.ind. brenge% J. 15.2, brenges 
Mt. 19.9 (x2), J. 15.5 
 
gebirga ‘taste, eat’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gebirga% L. 14.24, 
gebirge% J. 8.52 
 
b"ga ‘humble’ (1) 
3rd sg.pres.ind. beges Mt. 18.4 
 
c*%an ‘know’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. cy%a% Mk. I. 5.5 
 

forcy%an ‘surpass’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. f’cy%as Mt. I. 21.16, I. 
21.7 
 
æfterfylgan (folgian) ‘pursue/follow 
after’  
3rd sg.pres.ind. æftfylges Mt. I. 8. 16 
 
gefylga 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gefylge% Mt. 16.24 
 
fylga 
1st sg.pres.ind. fylgo Mt. I.18.3, 8.19, L. 
I.6.12, 9.57, 9.61 
3rd sg.pres.ind. fylge% L. 9.23, J. 8.12, 
fylges Mt. 10.38, Mk. 9.38, L. 9.42 
 
r,ca ‘reach’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. ræco J. 13, 26 
2nd sg.pres.ind. reces Mk. 4, 38 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ræce% L. 11, 12; raece% 
Mt. 7, 9; ræces Mt. 7, 10 
 
n"ol"ca ‘move near’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. neoleces Mt. 26, 46 
 
tógen"ol"ca 
3rd sg.pres.ind. togeneoleca% L. I 10, 18 
 
sl"pa ‘to sleep’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. slepes Mk. 14, 37  
3rd sg.pres.ind. slepa% J. 11, 12; slepe% 
Mk. 4, 27. 5, 39. L. 8, 52. J. 11, 11; 
slepiaft Mk. 4, 27; slepes Mt. 9, 24 
 
d"pan  ‘baptize’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. %epe% Mt. 26.23 
 
ger*pa ‘spoil’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. gehrypes Mt. 12, 29 
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geyppa ‘to open’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. geyppe Mt. 13,35 
 
*The following forms have preterites 
without –i in Prim. Gmc. (including /ll/ 
forms which form their geminate on 
analogy with type 1(a) according to 
Wright & Wright (1925), but this is not 
relevant in the present. 
 
s$eca ‘seek’ 
1st sg.pres.ind. soeco Mt. I 2, 5. J. 5, 
30. 8, 50 
2nd sg.pres.ind. soecas J. 4, 27; soeces J. 
20, 15 
3rd sg.pres.ind. soeca% (10 times); 
soecas (6 times); soecæs Mt. 10,38 
 
insoeca ‘seek’ 
2nd sg.pres.ind. insoecas Mt. I 12, 3 
 
wyrca ‘form, work’  
1st sg.pres.ind. wyrco Mt. 26. 18. J. (5 
times); uyrco J. (5 times) 
2nd sg.pres.ind. wyrcas L. 11, 45. J. (3 
times); wyrces J. 2, 18. 10, 33; wyrcæs 
J. 6, 30; wyrca% J. 7,3; uyrces J. 13, 27; 
uirc' J. 3, 2 
3rd sg.pres.ind. wyrcas Mt. Mk. L. (9 
times). J. (4 times); wircas Mt. 5, 32; 
wyrca% Mk. 4,32. J. (7 times); wyrce% J. 
5, 19; uirca% J. 3, 21. 4, 1; wycas J. 7,4; 
wyrces J. 11,47; uyrcas J. 14, 10; 
wyrcæs J. 14, 12; wyrcaæ% J. 14, 12; 
wyrci% J. 19, 12; 1. 2 
 
gewyrca  
3rd sg.pres.ind. gewyrca% L. 9,25; 
gewyrcas Mt. 1,21; gewyrces Mt. 7, 17. 
J. I 3,3 
 

wæcca ‘to watch’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. wæcca% Mk. I 3, 8 
 
ge%enca ‘think’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. ge%ences Mt. 6, 27 
 
be%encan 
2nd sg.pres.ind. be%ences Mt. 5.23 
 
%enca  
3rd sg.pres.ind. %enega% L. 14, 31 
 
%ynca  
3rd sg.pres.ind. %ynces Mt. 26, 66 
 
#weccan ‘awake’ 
1st sg.pres.ind.  
-o  
auoecco J. 6.54, 11.11, auecco J. 2.19, 
aueco J. 6.40 
2nd sg.pres.ind. auecce% J. 2.20 
3rd sg.pres.ind. auæcce% J. 5.21, awecces 
Mt. 22.24 
 
bebycgan ‘buy’ 
3rd sg.pres.ind. bebycge% L. 22.36, 
bebyges Mt. 13.44 
 
bycga 
3rd sg.pres.ind. byge% L. 22.36, byges 
Mt. 13.44 
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‘standard’ 
heavy Class 1 
weak 

apocopated total 

1st sg.pres.ind. 1 30 
 
 syncopated total 
2nd/3rd 
sg.pres.ind. 

0 175 
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Appendix B 
The Weak Preterite  

 
 

B1 The weak preterite in Early West Saxon  
 
 
(B1.1) Short syllables in Class 1 
(Cosijn 1888: §116) 
 
-ede 
 
strewian ‘to strew’ 
strewede CP (H, C) 103.13 
 
gebyrian ‘to bury’ 
gebyrede ind. CP (H, C) 41.1, Or 
52.36, 118.32, 162.32, cj. CP (H, C) 
317.25  
 
derian ‘to injure’ 
derede Or 90.24, 230.16 
 
herian ‘to praise’ 
herede CP (H, C) 53.8, Or 254.14, we 
heredon CP (H, C) 213.1, cj hereden 
CP (H) 451.21 
 
styrian ‘to stir’ 
styrede CP (C) 306.5h 
 
werian ‘to clothe’ 
werede Or 164.35.34, 284.23, -on Or 
280.21 
 
nerian ‘to save’ 
generede Chron 755 
 
werian ‘to defend’ 
a-, bewerede Or 134.19.25, 172.14, -
on Or 210.33, 220.24, Chron 885, -en 
Or 138.10, 230.21 
 
fremman  ‘to perform’ 
gefremede Or 172.2, -on Or 146.33, cj 
ful(l)fremede CP (H, C) 265.4, -en CP 
(H, C) 329.8 
 

gremian ‘to provoke’ 
gremede Or 156.14, ge- gremedan Or 
158.26 
 
trymian ‘to make strong’ 
(ge)trymede CP (H, C) 73.2, Or 158.1, 
194.14, Chron 430, ge trymedn CP (H, 
C) 89.19, 3 pl Or 194.17, cj getrymede 
CP (H, C) 213.22 
 
be- oferhelian ‘to conceal’ 
be- oferhelede CP (H, C) 105.4, CP 
(H) 459.19 
 
wenian ‘to train’ 
wenedon CP (H, C) 239.19 
 
cnyssan ‘to press, strike’ 
cnysede Chron. praef. cnysedan Or 
96.9 
 
 
Light stems (excl.  t/d-final 
stems) total: 
x43 (0% syncopated)  
 
 
t/d forms 
 
ahreddan ‘to liberate’ 
ahredde Or 1.10  
 
gelettan ‘to delay’ 
gelette Or 72.27 
 
settan ‘to set’ 
sette CP (H, C) 93.1, 261.14, 113.9, -
on Or 4.3, -an Or 88.18, cj gesette CP 
(H, C) 131.15, 253.16, Or 206.26, 
258.9, -on Or 72.3 
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Root-final t/d total: 
x12 (100% syncopated)  
x56, +2 mænde CP, + 5 
mænde Or. 

 

 
 
 
(B1.2) Long syllables in Class 1 
(Cosijn §120)  
 
After vowel 
x1 syncopated 
Chron 718 
 
Root-final r 
 
ar,ran ‘to raise up’ 
arærode Chron 718 
 
f,ran ‘to frighten’ 
afærde Or 172.21 
 
f"ran ‘to journey’ 
(for%)ferde Chron 63, CP (H) 835, 
ferdon Or 44.23, 46.9, 72.14, 88.9, 
Chron 734, -un Chron 661, CP (H) 
737 
 
geh!(e)ran ‘to hear’ 
ic hierde Or 138.18, (ge)hi(e)rde CP 
(H, C) 39.19, 253.17 etc. Chron 835 
oferhierde Or 54.28, we hi(e)rdon CP 
(H, C) 381.8, Or 286.7, Chron 851, -
un CP (C) 210.9,  
3 pl (ge-, ofer)hi(e)rdon CP (H, C) 
3.33, Or 210.2, 236.17 etc. -un CP (C) 
212.20, Chron 755 
cj gehierde CP (H, C) 295.16, -en CP 
(H, C) 213.21, CP (H) 443.12, Or 
202.21 
 
l-ran ‘to teach’ 
lærde CP (H, C) 125.7 173.16 etc, -on 
CP (H, C)197.18, 239.18 etc., -an Or 
184.1,  
cj lærde CP (H) 385.28 
 
st!(e)ran ‘to steer’ 

(ge)sti(e)rde CP (H, C) 33.10, 53.9, 
257.12 etc., cj Or 190.21 
 
 
Heavy root-final r total61: 
 x 115 (100% syncope, with the 
exception of arærode (Chron 718), 
which looks like Class 2) 
 
 
 
Root-final m 
 
d"man ‘to judge’ 
demde Or 266.11, gedæmde Or 
258.10, -an CP (H) 415.5 
cj (ge)demde CP (H, C) 185.20, CP 
(H), 307.18, we demeden CP (H) 
415.8 
 
fl!eman ‘to cause to flee’ 
a-, gefliemde Or 5.13, 82.5, 84.20, 
236.25 etc. etc. Chron 552 etc 
geflemde Or 198.13, -on Or 44.15, 
54.6, 98.16 etc, Chron 797, 514 etc 
cj. gefliemde Or 126.13 
 
g!eman ‘to heed’ 
giemde Or 224.21 
 
geh,man ‘to marry’ 

                                                
61 The total includes those marked in 
Cosijn 1888 by ʻetc.ʼ: x39 + 76 = 115 
+13 hierde,CP, +5 Chron., +11 Or. 
+2 cp hierdon 
+4 Or. 
+4 Chron. 
lærde x6 Or, +21CP , lærdon x3 Or, +4 
CP 
+2 stierde Or, +1 cp 
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gehæmde CP (H) 415.17, hæmdon CP 
(H) 397.20 
 
ben,man ‘to deprive’ 
benæmde Or 146.25, 284.22 
 
(a)r!man ‘to count’ 
(a)rimde CP (H, C) 99.7, Or 156.22, 
we (a)rimdon CP (H, C) 75.16, 179.11 
 
(ge)r*man ‘to enlarge’ 
(ge)rymdon CP (H, C) 3.8 
 
ges"man ‘to compose, settle’ 
cj gesemde Or 114.18.24   
 
 
Heavy root-final –m total: 
x8762 (100% syncope)  
 
 
Root-final –n (Cosijn §120)  
 
(for-, on)bærnan ‘to burn’ 
(for-, on)bærnde Or 1.6, 52.7, 94.15, 
Chron 685, -on Or 94.6, 144.32, 292.3 
cj forbærnden Or 92.20, onbærndon 
Or 200.15, ind. forbærdon Or 222.9, 
forbær[n]don Or 68.23 
 
diernan ‘to conceal’ 
diernden Or 234.1 
 
gi(e)rnan ‘to desire’ 
gi(e)rnde Or 148.30, -on Or 98.2, 
278.10 
 
h!enan ‘to humiliate’ 
hiende Or 130.20, 214.13, 258.6, -on 
Or 160.12 
 
m,nan ‘to moan’ 

                                                
62 x30, +30 Or gefliemde, +11 Chron, -on: 
+6 Or, +10 Chron. 
 
 

mænde (meant) CP (H, C) 137.18, 
291.19 etc. (complained) CP (H, C) 
201.4, Or 5.23, 224.24 etc. 
 
r!nan ‘to rain’  
cj rinde Or 268.16 
 
(ge)- str!enan ‘to gain’ 
gestriende, gestrynde CP (H, C) 9.11, 
stri(e)ndon CP (H, C) 333.15.17, 
343.23, Or 46.10, cj -on CP (H, C) 
333.18, Or 56.26 
 
be-, ont*nan ‘to open’ 
ontynde CP (H) 309.17, Or 6.5, 
166.23, 248.8, -an Or 262.27 
cj be-, fortynde CP (H, C) 275.22, CP 
(H) 459.22 
 
w"nan ‘to believe’ 
ic wende CP (H, C) 465.15.21, 3 sg 
CP (H, C) 39.2, 113.15, -on CP (H, C) 
133.24, 213.6, -an Or 268.13, cj 
wende CP (H, C) 39.5, CP (H) 433.30, 
-en CP (H, C) 215.1, CP (H) 305.19, 
Or 218.19 
 
(for)wiernan ‘to hinder’ 
(for)- wiernde Or 164.29, 78.9, -on Or 
64.27, 216.31, 232.26 
cj wiernde Or 290.22  
 
Root-final –n total: 
x6363 (100% syncopated)  
 
 
Root-final l 
 
t$d,lan ‘to divide’ 
todældon Or 1.2, 8.3, ge-, tod(a)eldun 
Chron 718, 12, 12 
 
af*lan ‘to defile’ 
afylde CP (H) 421.9 
 
g,lan ‘to hinder’ 

                                                
63 x56, +2 mænde CP, + 5 mænde Or. 
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cj gælde CP (H, C) 171.23 
 
geh,lan ‘to heal’ 
gehælde CP (H) 399.14 
 
t,lan ‘to blame’ 
%u tældest CP (C) 22.10 
s% H, (ge)tælde CP (H, C) 39.21, 
131.13, 207.17 etc, Chron 885, -on CP 
(H, C) 333.23, cj 355.17 
 
 
Root-final –l total: 
x2664 (100% syncopated)  
 
 
 
Root-final g, ng, f 
 
geb!gan ‘to bow’ 
gebigde CP (H, C) 99.22, Or 124.9 
 
(ge)br"gan ‘to frighten’ 
(ge)bregde CP (H, C) 53.11, CP (H) 
443.19 
 
(be)byrgan ‘to bury’ 
(be)byrgde Or 108.21, -an Or 184.7 
 
ofadr*gan ‘to dry up’ 
ofadrygde CP (H, C) 71.11 
 
oferfylgan ‘to pursue’ 
oferfylgde CP (H, C) 295.14 
 
gemengan ‘to mingle’ 
gemengde CP (H, C) 167.23, %u 
gemengdest CP (H, C) 355.3 
 
tengan ‘to hasten’ 
cj tengden Or 108.9 
 
adr,fan ‘to drive away’ 

                                                
64 x15, + 10 CP tælde, +1 Or. tælde 
 
 

adræfde CP (H, C) 37.4, Or 228.12, 
282.10, Chron 755, -on Or 66.35, 
232.20, Chron 874 
 
gedr"fan ‘to disturb’ 
ge gedrefdon CP (H, C) 31.2 
 
(ge)hwi(e)rfan ‘to change’ 
(ge)hwi(e)rfde CP (C) 38.22, 98.22, 
CP (H, C) 257.18, Chron 601, cj CP 
(C) 364.18 
gehwyrfde CP (H) 39.22, 99.22, cj CP 
(H) 365.18, %u ahwyrfdes CP (H) 
465.19  
 
l,fan ‘to leave’ 
læfde Chron 755, læfdon CP (H, C) 
5.15 
 
a-, (ge)l!efan ‘to permit’ 
a-, geli(e)fde CP (H, C) 379.10, CP 
(H) 397.20, 451.29, 457.33, Or 118.9, 
296.23, -on CP (H, C) 5.6, 363.6 etc, 
cj -en CP (H) 389.36, 467.30, Or 
202.23, -on Or 102.19 
 
oftyrfan ‘to stone’ 
oftyrfdon Or 172.28 
 
 
Root-final –g, –ng, –f total: 
x42 (100% syncopated)  
 
 
Root-final –s 
 
wyrmsan ‘to produce corrupt matter’ 
wyrmsde, wyrsmde CP (H, C) 259.1 
 
utræsan ‘to rush out’ 
utræsde Chron 755 
 
 
Root-final –s total: 
x2 (100% syncopated)  
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Root-final %65 
 
c*%an ‘to make known’ 
(ge)cy%de CP (H, C) 35.23, 93.13, 
103.3 etc ((ge)ky%de CP (C) 146.18, 
150.23) 32 H 19 C 2 Or., (ge)cyde CP 
(H) 389.21, 435.8, cy%%e CP (C), 
380.10, gecy%don Or 296.3, cy%don 
Chron 755 
 
ge-, forn"%an ‘to dare’ 
gene%de Or 118.3 = genedde Or 
156.10 
forne%don Or 222.1 
 
 
 
Root-final –% total: 
x61 (100% syncopated)  
 
Breakdown: 
%d – x38 
%% – x1 
dd – x1 
de – x2 
 
 
 
Root-final –V+d66  
 
gebr,dan ‘to broaden’ 
gebrædde Or 218.25 cj Or 132.4 
 
c!dan ‘to chide’ 
ic cidde CP (H, C) 247.23, 355.15, %u 
ciddest -s% CP (H, C) 23.10, 3sg. 
cidde CP (H, C) 27.13, 89.17, CP (H) 
443.4, cj CP (H, C) 187.5 
 
f"dan ‘to feed’ 
feddon Or 46.10 
 
gefr"dan ‘to perceive’ 
                                                
65 Stem-final ð + de sometimes becomes -
dde (Cosijn 1888: §120). 
66 After vowels, stem-final d + de becomes 
a geminate after syncope has taken place 
(Cosijn 1888: §120). 

ic gefredde CP (H) 431.17 
 
a-, gehyldan ‘to bend’ 
gehydde CP (H, C) 33.15, Or 116.26, 
ahyddon Chron 418 
 
l,dan ‘to lead’ 
(ge-, for)lædde CP (H, C) 39.3, 125.8, 
CP (C) 304.7h, Or 52.27.32 etc, -on 
CP (H, C) 333.19, Or 218.34, cj lædde 
CP (H) 423.19 
 
ge"a%m"dan ‘to humiliate’ 
geea%medde CP (H, C) 301.5, Or 
64.9, 112.32 
 
geniedan ‘to compel’ 
geniedde CP (H) 415.22, Or 66.3, 
82.18 etc (see footnote), genieddon Or 
44.18, 70.32 etc, cj -on Or 240.19 
total with dd 24x in Or.;  
 
ge%iedan, under%iodan ‘to render 
subject’ 
ge%i(e)dde CP (H, C) 39.23, 353.3, 
under%eodde, -iedde CP (H, C) 
119.18, Or 264.25, 284.5, Chron 47, 
under%iode (marked as incorrect in 
Cosijn 1888) CP (H) 417.27 
 
(be)%*dan ‘thrust’ 
(be)%ydde CP (H, C) 295.17 (cj, CP 
(H, C) 297.14) -an Or 158.6 
 
aw"dan ‘to rage’ 
aweddon Or 234.16 
 
 
Root-final –V+d total:  
x10267 
(100% syncopated) 
(100% geminates) 

                                                
67 All of these forms have geminates 
l,dde 
x42 +2, +7, + 24 =75 
+20 niedde Or, +2 cp  
+5 nieddon Or.  
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Root-final C+d68 
 
begyrdan ‘to grind’ 
begyrdde Chron 189 
 
gebendan ‘to bend’ 
gebende Or 236.13 
 
hi(e)rdan ‘to harden’ 
hirde CP (C) 212.8 
 
ieldan ‘to delay’ 
i(e)lde CP (H, C) 151.22 
 
gelendan ‘to approach’ 
gelende Or 98.23, 166.33, Chron 886, 
cj -on Or 56.25 
 
gescildan ‘to shield’ 
gescilde CP (H) 399.20 
 
a-, (for)sendan ‘send’ 
a-, (for)sende CP (H, C) 9.14, 37.8, 
143.4, 227.10, CP (H) 307.10, 405.33, 
429.13, Or 44.7, 112.13, 120.13, -on 
Or 4.28, 46.20, 92.6, 96.11, -an Or 
114.17, cj sende CP (H, C) 49.6.17 
etc. 
 
forspildan ‘to destroy’ 
forspildon Or 222.12 
 
fortendan ‘to burn off’ 
fortendun Or 46.12 
 
(a)- wendan ‘to turn away’ 
ic awende CP (H, C) 7.25, 3 sg. CP 
(H, C) 9.13, CP (C) 222.10, CP (H, C) 
241.5, CP (H) 465.28, Or 78.6, 

                                                              
 
68 Cosijn (1888: §120) notes that after 
consonants dd is simplified: 
 

wendon CP (H, C) 5.22, 7.2.3.5, CP 
(H) 405.30, Or 44.17, -an Or 54.6 
cj wende CP (H, C) 193.13, pl awende 
Or 82.22 
 
gewieldan ‘to seize’ 
gewylde Or 224.31 
 
andwyrdan ‘to answer’ 
ic andwyrde CP (H, C) 5.22, 3 sg 
(ge)ondwyrde CP (H, C) 39.20, 
197.19, CP (H) 443.25, Or 156.30, 
178.19, 232.8, -on CP (H) 443.13, Or 
44.11, 156.3, cj geandwyrde Or 
204.33 
 
tornwyrdan ‘to address abusive words’ 
tornwyrdon Or 54.2 
 
after r d(d)  
 
hierd[d]e CP (H) 213.8 
begyrdde Chron 189 
 
 
Root-final –C+d total:  
x59 
(100% syncopated) 
(x2 are geminates r+d) 
 
 
Root-final –w69 
 
forsl,wan ‘to hinder’ 
cj he forslæwde CP (H, C) 285.4 
 
getr!ewan ‘to believe’ 
getriewde Or 148.17, getriewdon Or 
82.25, (fortruwdes %u CP (H) 463.25 
ist compromiss zwischen fortriewdes 
und fortruwodes?) 
 
#%"wan ‘to force away’ 
a%ewde Or 294.2 
 

                                                
69 The w remains after long vowels, 
but not after r. 
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Root-final r+w (with w being lost): 
 
gierwan ‘to prepare’ 
giredon Or 106.17, geredon Or 
202.13, cj gerede Or 246.3 [gierdon 
CP (H) 469.1] 
 
sierwan ‘to plan’ 
(be)si(e)rede CP (H, C) 37.9, CP (H) 
393.8, Or 84.24, 110.30, 116.25, 
170.2, 274.3 
besyrede Or 76.19, -on Or 138.6, 
144.35, cj gesirede CP (H) 435.4 
 
smierwan ‘to anoint’ 
smirede CP (H, C) 101.16 
 
 
Root-final –w total:  
x22 
(x7 syncopated) 
(x15 unsyncopated, with w 
dropped) 
 
 
Root-final V+ –p, –c, –t70 
 
sl,pan ‘to sleep’ 
slæpte CP (H, C) 101.18 
 
gewierpan ‘to recover’ 
pt. cj. gewierpten CP (H, C) 229.2 
 
hyspan ‘to mock’ 
hyspton Or 256.24 
 
(a-, ofer)drencan ‘over drench’ 
(a-, ofer)drencte CP (H) 413.11, Or 
90.21, 294.4, -on Or 222.6, Chron 890 
 
(ge)!ecan ‘to increase’ 

                                                
70 After –p, –c, –t, de becomes te (Cosijn 
1888: §120). When t + t occurs, due to 
syncope the geminate is retained if the 
stem-final t is not part of a consonant 
cluster. 
 

(ge)i(e)cte CP (H, C) 129.20, 161.18, 
233.21, Or 216.16, -on Or 234.31 
 
besencan ‘to sink’ 
besencte Or 172.10 
 
spilcan ‘to bind with splints’ 
ne spilcte ge CP (H, C) 123.10 
 
t$stencan ‘to scatter’ 
tostencte CP (H, C) 217.22 
 
swencan ‘to cause trouble to a person’ 
swenctan Or 102.19, geswencton Or 
214.19 
 
ge%ryccan ‘to compress’ 
cj (ge)%rycte CP (H, C) 213.22 
 
w*scan ‘to wish’ 
wyscte CP (H, C) 29.11, Or 256.26 
 
geb"tan ‘to improve’ 
gebette Or 154.11, cj gebeten (Marked 
as incorrect in Cosijn) CP (H, C) 
137.22 gebetton Or 98.27 
 
m"tan ‘to meet’ 
mette ic CP (H) 445.21, 3 sg (ge)mette 
CP (H, C) 117.5, CP (H) 393.5, 
415.23 etc, -on Or 78.25, Chron 755, 
cj gemette CP (H) 433.31, Or 242.12, 
-en Or 116.32, 134.31 
 
spætan ‘to spit’ 
spætton CP (H, C) 261.10 
 
a%r*tan ‘to weary’ 
cj a%rytton Or 238.10 
 
 
Root-final V+ –p, –c, –t 
total:  
x36 
(100% syncopated) 
 
 
Root-final cons+t: 
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Degeminated: 
 
"htan ‘to chase’ 
ehton CP (H, C) 375.3, Or 262.11 
 
fæstan ‘to firm’ 
befæste Chron 886, ge fæston, -un CP 
(H, C) 315.25, ne fæste ge CP (H, C) 
317.1 
 
agyltan ‘to offend, become guilty’ 
agylton CP (H, C) 123.5 
 
hiertan ‘to hearten’ 
hierte CP (H, C) 53.11 
 
oferhlæstan ‘to overload’ 
oferhlæston Or 176.27, -an Or 176.18 
 
gel,stan ‘to perform’ 
gelæste Or 74.1, 76.25, 178.11, 
gelæston Or 280.22, Chron 878, -an 
Or 44.15 
cj gelæsten Or 82.12, 190.20.32 
 
gel!htan ‘to lighten’ 
gelihte CP (H) 419.30 
 
lystan ‘to cause pleasure’ 
lyste CP (H) 459.3  
 
anm"ttan ‘to encourage’ 
geanmette Or 140.23 
 
gerestan ‘to rest’ 
gerestan Or 70.9 
 
tyhtan ‘to stretch’ 
tyhte CP (H, C) 51.21, 53.8 
 
aw"stan ‘to waste, lay waste’ 
a-, aweste Or 62.2, 90.20, 98.1, -on Or 
48.8, 204.13.22, -an Or 44.16, 56.12, 
92.2, 98.21, 142.19, 144.36, cj -en Or 
114.31 
 
fylstan ‘to help’ 

(ge)fylste Or 152.6, 154.27, 170.18, -
an 162.2, cj gefylste Or 148.8, 150.34 
 
Variable: 
 
%yrstan, %yrste CP (H, C) 329.3, CP 
(C) 260.16  
%yrstte CP (H) 261.16, cj. %yrste CP 
(H, C) 31.7 
 
  
 
Root-final C+t total:  
x47 
(100% syncopated) 
tt x 1 
 
 
 
Obstruent+sonorant clusters: 
 
Obstruent+r 
 
afr"fran ‘to comfort’ 
afrefredon, -an CP (H, C) 125.25 
 
hyngr(i)an ‘to be hungry’ 
me hyngrede CP (H, C) 329.2 
 
timbran ‘build’ 
(ic a)timbrede CP (H, C) 39.17, 3 sg. 
(ge)timbrede CP (H, C) 215.18, CP 
(H) 443.3, Or 62.15, 252.17.25, Chron 
722, -on Or 48.10, 46.19, 60.21, 
226.21, -an Or 2.15 
cj timbrede Or 262.22, 266.17, 284.9 
 
ofersylefran ‘to cover with silver’ 
ofersylefredan Or 138.31 
(total 17) 
 
 
obstruent + m:  
 
%rysman ‘to choke’ 
%rysmde Or 142.22, a%rysemodon Or 
224.34 in C 
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wyrsman ‘to produce corrupt matter’ 
wyrsmde CP (C) 258.1, wyrmsde in H 
 
 
obstruent +n:  
 
syllable forming n 2 unsyncopated, x5 
syncopated. (nemde CP H C 347.15 
etc): 
 
gebicnan ‘to point’ 
gebi(e)cnede CP (H, C) 311.5, Or 
156.25 
 
nemde CP (H, C) 347.15, 357.23, CP 
(H) 385.35, 439.32 
tonemdon Or 8.4 
 
obstruent +l: 
 
 
bytledon, symblede, wrixleden (x4), 
syncopated (without epenthesis) in 
eglde x5 etc. sigelede x1 (chron 887) 
 
 
 
 
 
Total 
obstruent+sonorants: 
Total syncopates (without 
epenthesis) 
Total unsyncopated: 
Total with syncope and 
epenthesis: 
Total with epenthesis 
without syncope (trisyllabic 
forms): 
 
 
Root-final geminates:71 
  
ci(e)rran ‘to turn’ 

                                                
71 Root-final geminates are simplified 
when inflected (and syncopated). 

(be-, ge-, to)ci(e)rde CP (H, C) 33.15, 
99.10, 197.15, 297.9 , Or 246.21, 
Chron 716, CP (C) 886, -on Or 17.21, 
46.5, 88.22.25, Or 112.5, 124.8, 
152.13, 192.36, 228.26, Chron 823, 
CP (H) 835, 867, CP (C) 878, cj ge- 
c(i)erdon CP (H) 405.17, Or 82.10, -
en CP (H) 445.33 
 
(#)mi(e)rran ‘to misguide’ 
amirdon Or 162.26, cj mierde Or 
262.21 
 
cennan ‘to bring forth’ 
cendon Or 46.10 
 
fyllan ‘to fill’ 
gefylde CP (H, C) 51.9 
cj afielde Or 258.7, gefylden CP (H, 
C) 137.22 
 
 
 
x32 (including one retained gem - 
gestillde) 
 
gestillan 
gestillde (CP (H) 183.25, gestilde CP 
(H, C) 353.20, CP (C) 182.25) 
 
 
 
Root-final geminates total:  
x32 
(100% syncopated) 
ll x 1 
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Appendix B2  
Lindisfarne Weak Past Verbs 

 
 
 
 
(B2.1) Class 1 Weak verbs 
 
(B2.1.1a) Light forms 
 
gestriciga ‘knit’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gestricedon Mt 4, 21. 
 
gestyriga ‘excite’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gestyrede Mk. 9, 20 ;  
 
geheriga ‘to praise’ (can show –od or 
–ed in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. geherede L. 16, 8. 
 
bewœriga ‘to forbid’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. bewoeredon L 11, 52 
 
efnegeheriga ‘praise’   
ind. pret. 3 pl. efnegeheredon L. I 4, 2 
 
feriga ‘carry’  1 (like nerian) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. feredon Mk. 2, 3 
 
oferferiga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. of’ferede Mk. 11, 16 
 
geferiga72 
pret. 3 pl. geferedon Mk. 1, 32 
 
gesmiriga ‘annoint’ Class 1 (like 
gierwan) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gesmiride L. 4, 18 
3 pl. gesmiredon Mk. 16, 1 
 
smeriga  ‘to anoint’ Class 2  (but 
confusion with 1) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. smerdon Mt. 9, 24 
 
smiriga ‘annoint’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. smiride J. 9, 11. 11, 2 

                                                
72 like nerian 

3 pl. smiredon Mk. 6, 13; 
 
ge%enna ‘to extend’ (-ede in BT) 
(Class 1 like fremman) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ge%enede Mt. 12, 13. 
12,49. 14, 31 
 
ge%enna ‘to extend’ (-ede in BT) 
(Class 1 like fremman) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ge%enede Mt. 12, 13. 
12,49. 14, 31 
 
getrymma ‘to strengthen’ (trymde, 
trymede in BT) 
pret. 1 sg. getrymede J. I, 34 
2 sg. getrymedis J. 3, 26 
3 sg. getry'mede L. I 2, 14. 22, 43; 
getrymede L. 22, 59. J. 1, 32. 5,33. 
5,37. 19,35; getrymedo J. 12, 17; 
getrymade L. I 6, 13; getr&made L. 3, 
18; getrumade L. 9, 51 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. getry'mede J. 1, 8 
 
ontrymma  
ind. pret.3 pl. ontrymmedon L. 23, 23; 
ontrymedon L. 23, 5 
 
%erhgetrymma 
opt. pret. 3 sg %erhgetr*mede J. 1.7 
 
%erhtrymma 
ind. pret. 3 sg %erhtrymede J 4.44  
opt. pret. 3 sg %erhtrymede J 2.25 
 
untryrmm(ig)a ‘to make weak’ (Class 
1 in Wright §526) ind. 3rd sg. pret. 
untrymade J. 11, 2; Untrymade J. 4, 46 
3 pl. untrymigdon J. 6, 2 
 
forestemma ‘to hinder’ 
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ind. pret. 2 pl. f’estemdon L. 11, 52 
 
foretrymma ‘to strengthen’ (like 
fremman) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. f’etr*mede J. 13, 21 
 

#%enna ‘to (like fremman)  
3rd sg. pret. a%enede Ml 8,3. 26,51. 
Mk.3,5. L. 5,13; a%enide L. 6, 10 
 
 

 
Total: 50 
 
 
(B2.1.1b)  
Light geminates (Settan type, Wright & Wright 1925: §525) 
 
 
beswe%%a ind. ‘to wrap’ like fremman 
(§526)  
pret. 3 pl. bisu"%dun J. 19, 40 
 
sce%%a ‘to oppress’ 
ind. pret. 3 sg sce%de L. 4.35 
 
swe%%an and sce%%an are classed as 
fremman tyypes in Wright, but here 
they appear to behave like settan  
 
gesetta ‘set’  
1st. sg. pret. gesette J. 15, 16; gesett L. 
19, 22;  
2nd sg. pret. gesettes J. 20, 15;  
3rd sg. pret. gesette Mt. (13 times). 
Mk. (6 times). L. (12 times). J. (3 
times); gisette J. P 187 8 ; gesætte Mk. 
I 3,4;  
3rd pl. pret. gesetton Mt. (3 times). Mk. 
(3 times). L. 17, 28. J. (5 times); 
geseton L. 1, 66. 23,26 
opt. pret. 3rd sg. gesette Mt 19, 13. L. 
1,9;  
3rd. opt. pret. pl. gesetta Mk. 6, 41; 
gesete L. 9, 16; 
 
onsetta 
3rd sg. pret. onsette Mk. 8, 25. 10, 16;  

3rd. pl. onsetton Mt. 27, 37. Mk. 11, 7. 
15, 17. L. 19, 35 
 
setta   
2nd sg. pret. settes L. 19,21 
3rd sg. pret. sette (13 times)  
2nd pl. pret.  setton J. 11, 34  
3rd pl. pret. seton Mk. 15, 19 
opt. pret. 3rd sg. sette Mk. I 1, 17 
 
t$gesetta 
3rd pl. pret. togeseton Mk. 8,6 
opt. 3rd pl. pret. togesette Mk. 8, 6  
 
ymbsetta 
3rd sg. pret. ymbsette Mk, 15, 36  
3rd pl. pret. ymbsetton J. 19, 29 
 
of#setta 
3rd sg. pret. ofasette L. 23, 53 
 
foresetta 
3rd sg. pret. foresætte Mt. 13.31, 
f'esette Mk. I 3,3. L. I 5,16; f’sætt Mt. 
13, 24.  
 
eftsetta 
3rd sg. pret. eftsette Mk. I 3, 17. L. I 9, 
19 

 
x93 
 
 
(B2.1.2) Heavy forms/two light (Class 1) 
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foregel,ra ‘to teach’  (long in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. f’egelærde Mt. I 16,4 
 
ger,sa ‘to rush’ (long in BT) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. geræsdon L. 5, 1 
 
ond,la ‘to impart’  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ondælde L. 10, 34 
 
gestr!oniga ‘gain’ 
3rd sg. pret. gestrionde Mt. 1, 2. 25, 
17; gestreonde Mt. 21, 41 
 
c"iga ‘to call’ -de, PP -ed 1 (no length 
mark in Cook, but long in Campbell + 
bt) 
pret. 1st sg. ceigde Mt. 2, 15;  
3rd sg. ceigde Mt. 1, 25. 15, 22. 20,32. 
Mk. 3, 13. 10,42. 12, 43. Lk. 8, 8. 8, 
28. 14, 16. 16, 2 J. 11,28. 18,33;  
3 pl. ceigdon Mt 20,30. Mk.3,31. 6,49. 
10.49. J. 9, 24. 12,13; 
 
t$gec"iga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. togeceigde Mk. 7,14; 
 
gec"iga 
3rd sg. pret. geceigede L. 1,42; 
geceigde (17 times) 
3 pl. geceigdon Mt. 8,29. 10, 25. 14. 
26. Mk.15,13. 15,14. J.9,18 
 
t$c"iga. 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. toceigde Mt. 18, 2 
 
efnec"iga  
ind.pret.3.pl. efneceigdon Mk. 15.16 
 
efnegec"iga 
3 sg. efnegeceigde Mk. 6, 7. L. 7, 19. 
18, 16; efnegeceigede Mt. 15, 32; 
 
gesw!ga ‘to be silent’ 
ind. pret 3 sg. gesuigde Mt 22, 12. Mk. 
14, 61; geswigde Mk. 10, 50 
3 pl. gesuigdon Mt I 21, 14. 12,23; L. 

20,26 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gesuigade L. 18,39 
 
,cge%r"aga ‘rebuke’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. aecge%reade L. I 7, 
11 
 
#l"sa ‘to redeem’ 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. alesde Mk. I 1, 18 
 
bef$era ‘to go’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. befoerde L. 10, 30 
 
eftf,ra  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. eftfoerd L. 4.13, 
eftfoerde L. 24.51 
 
foraf$era73 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. f’afoerde L. 19, 28 
 
f$era 
3rd sg. pret. foerde Mt. 19, 15. 20, 1. 
21, 33. Mk. (14 times), L. (22 times). 
J. 8, 1 
2 pl. foerdon Mk. 14, 48. L. 7, 24; 
foerde L. 7, 25 
3 pl. foerdon Mt. 14, 34. 28, 16. Mk. 
(8 times). L. (19 times) 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. foerde L. 8, 29. 9, 51 
 
forefo"ra 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. f’efoerde L. 22, 47 
 
fromf,ra 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. fr$foerde Mk. 11, 19 
3 pl. fr$foerdon L. 7, 24. 10, 30. J. 6, 
66. 8, 9 
 
fromgef$era 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. fr$gefoerde Mt 25, 
14. 
 
gef$era  

                                                
73 short in BT, but syncope expected. long 
in wright (§529). 
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ind. 3rd sg. pret. gefoerde Mt.3,5. 
4,18. 4,21. 9,9.11,1.12, 15. 13, 53. 14, 
13. 15, 21. 15, 22. 18, 28. 19,1. 20,3. 
24,1.26,39. Mk. 1 4,17. 7,30. 8,13. 
8,27. 11,11. 12,1. 13,1. 13,34 
3 pl. gefoerdon Mt. 8, 32. 22, 10   
opt. pret. 3 pl. gefoerdon L. 8, 31 
 
inf$era 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. innfoerde L. 1,9. 
17,12; infoerde Mt. 8,5. L. 14, 1; 
infoerde J. 18. 15; infoerde Mk. 2,1. 
5,40. 6,56. 7,25. 11,15. L. 1,28. 1,40. 
6.6, 7,1. 7,36. 7,44. 7. 45, 10,36. 19,1. 
19,45. 22, 3. J. 6,22. 18,1; foerde in J. 
5,4 
2 pl. innfoerdon J. 4, 38 
3 pl. innfoerdon L. 24, 3; infoerdon 
Mt. 25, 10; infoerdon L. 8, 33. 11, 26. 
11,52 ( 2 ); infoerden Mk. 1,21 
 
oferf,ra  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. of’foerde Mt. 15, 29. 
20,30. L.I 4, 15. 4,30. 10,32. 12,37. 
17,11. 18,37; oferfoerde Mt. 9, 1 
3 pl. of’foerdon Mk. 6, 53. 11, 20. L. 
6, 1 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. of’foerde J. 4, 4 
 
ofergef$era 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. of’gefoerde Mt. 8, 34 
 
off$era 
3rd sg. pret. offoerde L. 2, 37 
3 pl. offoerdon L. 8, 2. J. 12, 11 
 
%onaf$era 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. %onafoerde Mk. 2,14. 
7,31; foerde %ona J. 11, 54 
3 pl. %onafoerdon Mk. 14, 26. L. 
19,32 
opt. pret. 3 pl. %onafoerdo Mk. 16, 8 
 
br$ema ‘to rage’  
3rd sg. pret. bremmde J. 11, 33. 11, 38 
 
d,la ‘to divide’ 
3rd sg. pret. dælde Mk. 6,41. L. 15, 12 

 
ged,la 
opt. pret. 3sg. gedaelde Mt. 15, 35 
  
t$d,la 
3rd sg. pret. todæle Mk. 14, 3. L. 9, 
16. 10, 34. 11, 22 
3 pl. todældon Mt. 27, 35 (2). 
Mk.6,40. 15,24. L.23,34. J. 19. 24 
 
%erhged,la 
ind pret 3 sg %erhgedælde Mt. I 22.5 
 
d$ema ‘to judge’ 
pret. 2 sg. doemdest L. 7, 43 
 
ged$ema  
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gedoemde J. 3, 17 
 
"cge"ca ‘to increase’ 
ind.pret.3.sg. "cgeecte Mt. I. 19.10 
 
efnegeb"ga ‘to humble’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. efnegebegdon L. 5, 6 
 
eftgeb"ga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. eftgebeg L. 2, 7 
 
geb"ga 
3rd sg. pret. gebegde L. 24, 12 
 
fromgeb"ga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. fr$gebeg J. 5, 13 
 
fordr*ga ‘to dry’ (Class 1 but Class 2 
ending here) 
ind. pret. 3 sg.' f’drugade L. 8, 6 
 
gedr*ga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gedrygde L. 7, 38. J. 
11, 2; gegedrugade Mk. 4,6(2). 11, 21; 
gedrugde Mt 21. 20 
 
ofdr*ga 
ind. pret. 1 pl. ofdrygdon L. 10, 11 
 
fordw!na ‘to dwindle’ (strong in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. f’du!de L. 14, 34 
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forg,la ‘to hinder’ 
ind. pret. 1 pl. f’gældon L. I 3, 8 
 
ged!a ‘to suck’ 
ind. pret. 2 sg. gediides L. 11. 27 
 
gedr$efa ‘to vex’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gedroefde Mk. 9, 20. 
J. 11, 33 
 
ge"ca ‘to increase’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geecte Mt I 22, 1 
 
gef,la ‘to overturn’ (short in BT, long 
in Cook) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gefaelde Mt I 21.11. 
L,I 11,4 
 
gef$ela ‘to feel’ (if gefeldan) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gefoelde Mk. 5, 29 
 
geg"ma ‘to heal’ 
3rd sg. pret. gegemde Mk. I 2, 13. 6, 5. 
L. 16, 9, 18,9 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gegemde Mk. 3, 2  
 
geh,la ‘to heal’ 
pret. 3sg. gehælde Mt. I 18, 1. I 19, 19. 
Mk. 3, 10. 6, 5. L. I 4, 17. 9, 11. 9, 42. 
13, 14. 14, 4. 22, 51 
3 pl. gehældon Mk. 6, 13 
opt 3rd sg. pret. gehælde J. 4, 47 
 
geh"na ‘to humble’ 
pret. 3 pl. gehendon Mk. 14, 64. 15, 3. 
L. 23, 10 
opt. pret. 3 pl. gehendon L. 11, 54 
 
geh"ra ‘to hear’ 
pret. 1 sg. geherde J. 5, 30. 8,26. 8,40. 
15, 15 
2 sg. geherdes J. 11, 41 
3 sg. geherde Mt. (17 times). Mk. (11 
times). L. (18 times). J. (11 times) 
1 pl. geherdon Mk. 14, 58. L. 22, 71. 
J. 4,42. 8,33. 12,34; geherde L. 4, 23 
2 pl. geherdon Mk. 14, 64. J. 5, 37. 8, 

47. 9, 27. 10, 20 
14,28; geherdon J. 14, 24; geherde Mt. 
5,21. 5,27. 5,38. 5,43 
3 pl. geherdon Mt. (13 times). Mk. (12 
times). L. (15 times). J. (12 times); 
gherdon L. 8, 18; geherdo Mk. 12, 18 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. geherde Mt. 12,42 
3 pl. geherdon Mk. 3, 9. L. 5,1. 5,15. 
6,17. 15,1 
 
gel,fa ‘to leave’  
3rd sg. pret. gehlaefde L. 9, 17 
3 pl. gelæfdon J. 6, 12. 6, 13 
 
gel,ra ‘to teach’ 
3rd sg. pret. gelærde Mt. I 20, 15. 5, 2. 
9, 35. 13, 54. Mk. 6,6. 9,31. L. 11, 1. 
J. 8, 28; gelaerde Mt. 1 3, 3. 1 17, 1 
1 pl. gelærdon L. 13, 26 
 
l,ra 
pret. 1 sg. lærde Mt. 26, 55. J. 18, 20 
2 sg. lærdes L. 13,26 
3 sg. lærde Mt. 7, 29. 11, 1. Mk. I 3, 3. 
1, 21. 2, 13. 4,2. 11,17. 12,35. 12,38. 
L. I 8, 10. 4, 15. 4, 31. 5, 3. 6, 6. J. 6, 
59. 7, 14. 8, 2. 8, 20; laerde Mt. I 20, 
10. 4, 23. Mk. 10, 1; lærd L. 23, 5; 
lærdæ J. 7, 28 
3 pl. lærdon Mk. 6, 30 
 
gel"fa ‘to entrust’ 
3rd sg. pret. gelefde Mk. 5, 13. 11, 16. 
L.I 5,20. 4,41. 8,32. 8,51. J. 19, 38 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gelefde Mt. 14, 22. L. 
8.32 
 
gel"fa ‘to believe’ 
pret. 1st sg. gelefde J. 11, 27 
2nd sg. gelefdest Mt. 8, 13. L. 1, 20; 
gilefdes J. 20, 29 
3 sg. gelefde L. 1, 45. 11, 22. J. (5 
times) 
1 pl. gelefdon J. 4, 42. 6, 69. 16, 30 
2 pl. gelefdon J. 10, 26. 16, 27; gelefde 
Mt. 21, 25. 21, 32. L. 20, 5 
3 pl. gelefdon Mt. 21, 32. Mk. (4 
times), L. 18, 9. 24, 11. J. (20 times); 
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gilefdon J. 20, 29; gelæfdon Mt. I 6, 6 
opt pret.  2 pl. gelefde J. 5,46(2) 
3 pl. gelefdon J. 1, 7; gelefde Mt. 
21,32 
 
l"fa 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. lefde J. 2,24 
3 pl. lefdon J. 7.39 
 
%erhgel"fa 
ind pret 3 sg %erhgelefde Mt. I. 18.6 
 
g"ma ‘to care for’ 
3rd sg. pret. gemde Mt. 9, 35. 19, 2; 
g"mde Mk. 1. 34 
 
gem,na ‘to mean’ 
3rd sg. pret. gemænde Mk. 8, 12. L. 
12, 47 
2 pl. gemænde Mt. 11, 17 
3 pl. gemændon L. 23. 27 
 
gemenga ‘to mingle’ 
ind. pret. 3 sg gemengde L. 13, 1 
 
genemna ‘to name’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. genemde Mt. I 16, 13. 
L. 6, 13 
 
gen"ol"ca  ‘to move nearer’ (laehte pl. 
in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. geneolecade Mt. 8, 5 ; 
geneolacede Mt. 4, 3 ; geneolecde Mt. 
(15 times). Mk. 1,31. 6,21. 12,28. L. 
(14 times). J. I 4, 14. 2, 13; genealecde 
Mt. 8, 19. 21, 30; genelecde Mt. 1 
8,21; geneolecte L. 7, 12; geneolicde 
J. 1 3, 12; genoelecde 
3 pl. geneolecadon Mt. 13, 10; 
geneolecedon Mt. 5, 1; geneolecdon 
Mt. (17 times). Mk. 6, 35. 10,35. 
11,27. L. (8 times). J. 12,21; 
geneolecton Mt. 14, 12. L. 8, 24; 
genealecdon Mt. 15, 1. L5,30; 
genelecdon Mt l5,12. 17, 19 
 
t$gen"ol"ca 
3rd sg. pret. togeneolecde Mt. 10, 7. 

Mk. 1, 15. 14, 45. L I 10, 17; 
togeneolacede Mt. 4, 17; 
toge[h]nealacede Mt. 3, 2 
3 pl. togeneolecdon Mt. 8, 25. 13, 27. 
15,23. 16, 1. 24, 1. Mk. 10, 2. 11,1; 
togeneolocedon Mt. 4, 11 
 
gesm"aga ‘to search’  
ind. pret 3 pl. gesmeadon Mk. 11, 31. 
L. 20, 14; gesmeaudon L. 20, 5; 
gesmeawdun Mt 16, 7 
 
gest,na ‘to stone’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gestændon Mt. 21, 35 
opt.pret. 3 pl. gestændon J. 10, 31  
 
gest!ora ‘to correct, direct’  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gestiorde L. I 5, 19 
 
st!ora 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. stiorde Mk. 8, 30. 8, 
33. L. I 5, 19; stiordon Mk. 10, 48; 
stioredon Mk. 10, 13 
 
get"la ‘to accuse’ (-ede in BT) 
pret. 3 pl. geteledon Mk. 9, 34. L. 1 8, 
13; geteldon Mt. I 2, 18. 20,18. L. 12, 
1 
opt. pret. 2 pl. geteldon Mt. 12, 7 
3 pl. geteldon Mt. 12, 10. Mk. 3,2. 
12,13 
 
get*na ‘to hide’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. getyndon Mt. 13, 15  
 
ont*na 
3rd sg. pret. ontynde J. 9, 32; oNtynde 
J. 9,17. 
 
unt*na 
3rd sg. pret. untynde (13 times) 
3 pl. untyndon Mt. 2. 11 
 
h"ra ‘to hear’ 
pret. 3 sg herde Mk. I 4, 17. L. I 2,3; 
herde L 2,37 
2 pl. herdon Mt. 11,4. 26,65. L. 7,22; 
herde Mt. 5,33; herdon Mt. 10,27 
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3 pl. herdon Mt. 13, 17. Mk. I 3, 9. 3, 
8  
opt. pres. 3 sg. here Mt. 18, 17; 1 pl. 
here L.I, 74 
 
hr"ma ‘to boast’ 
pret. 3 pl. hremdon J. 11, 33 
 
inr,sa ‘to rush upon’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. inræsdon Mt. 7, 25. 7, 
27 
 
int*na ‘to enclose’ (like deman §530) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. intynde L. 3, 20 
 
lecga  ‘to lay’ (like settan) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. legdon Mt. 21, 8. Mk. 
11,8. L. 19,36 
 
m,na ‘to mean’ (like deman) 
pret. 3 pl. mændon L. 8, 52 
 
r,sa ‘to rush’ (like deman) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. ræsdon Mk. 3, 10 
 
sl"pa ‘to sleep’ (§513, like laetan, 
ondraedan, raedan) -te 
3rd sg. pret. slepde L. 8, 23 
3 pl. slepdon Mt. 27, 52 
 
gesl"pa 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geslepde Mt. 8,24 
3 pl. geslepdon Mt. 13, 25. 25, 5; 
geslepedon Mt 25, 5 
 
sm"aga ‘to mediate’ (originally Class 
3, now 2 according to wright in WS, 
but 1 here…) 
3rd sg. pret. smeade L. 12, 17 
3 pl. smeadon Mk. 2, 8 
 
sw!ga ‘to be silent’ (-de in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. swigade Mt. 26, 63  
3 pl. swigdon Mk. 1, 22 ; swigadon L. 
23, 56; suigdon Mk. 3, 4. 6, 51. 9,34. 
10,32. L. 9,36. 14,4 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. suigde Mk. 10, 48 
3 pl. suigdon Mt. 20, 31 

 
t"la ‘to blame’  
3rd sg. pret. telde L. 23, 11 
3 pl. teldon Mt. 21, 37. L. 7, 30. 8,53. 
16, 14. 18,9. 23,36; teledon L. 20,20 
 
t$d$ema ‘to judge between’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. todoemde L. 23, 24 
 
t$"ca ‘to increase’ (ecte) 
ind. pret. 1 sg. toecade Mt. I 1, 9 
 
t$ge"ca 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. togeecde L. 3,20; 
toge"cde L. 19, 11. 20, 11. 20,12; 
tog"cde J. I 5, 13;  
3 pl. togeecton Mt. I 3, 7 
 
t$sc,na ‘to break to pieces’  
3rd sg. pret. tosceænde Mk. 5, 4 
 
tw!ga ‘inspire into doubt’  
3rd sg. pret. tuiade L. 9, 7; 3 pl. 
tuiaton J. 13, 22 
 
%erhgeonga ‘to go’ (strong in BT)  
pret 3 sg %erheode L I 9.19, 5.15, 
11.24, 19.1 
 
w$ena ‘to suppose’ (-de in BT, like 
deman) 
3rd sg. pret. woende Mt. 13,8. L. 3,23. 
J. 18, 4; wende J. 20, 15; woende L. 3, 
15 
3 pl. woendon Mt. Mk. L. (6 times); 
woendon L. 24, 37; uoendon J. 11,13; 
uoendo J. 13,29 
 
cl,%a ‘to clothe’ 
ind. pret. 2 pl. clæ%don Mt 25, 36 
 
l,%a ‘to accuse’ -de 
pret. 3 pl. læ%edon Mt. 5, 44; læ%don 
L. 1,71 
 
forc*%a ‘to surpass’ 
3rd sg. pret. f’cy%de Mt. I 21, 12 
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gec*%a 
ind pret 3 sg gecy%de L. I 2.14, J. I. 
1.5 

 
c*%a 
pret 3sg. cydde L.I 7. 11. 

 
 

Class 1 Total number Number 
syncopated 

Number in     
-a- 

Percentage 
syncopated 

Light stems 
excl. dentals  

50 3 5 6% 

Light t/d 
stems 

93 93 0 100% 

Heavy stems  762 736 14 97% 

 

 
 
 Total 

number 
Number 
syncopated 

Unsyncopated In -a Percentage 
syncopated 

Notes  

Class 1 
dentals 
(heavy) 

514 505 9 5 98 geminate 
created 
through 
syncope: 
70 

Class 1 
light 
gemina
tes in 
dentals 

93 93 0 0 100 geminate 
reduced: 
5 

 
 
 
Root-final w forms 
 
 
bel"wa ‘to betray’ 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. beleede Mk. 14, 10 
 
getr"wa ‘to trust’ (treowan) (though in 
BT trewan is uncertain status) 
pret. 3 pl. getreoudon L. 18,9; 
getreudon Mt. 27, 20 
 
aed"awa ‘to expose, reveal’ 
1 sg. aedeaude Mt 17, 3. J. 10, 32. 
17,6 
2sg. aedeauades L. 10,21; aedeaudes 

Mt 11, 25  
3 sg. aedeauade Mt. I 16, 2. Mk. 9, 4. 
L. 1, 11; ædeaude Mk. I 1, 9. L. I 3,13. 
I 9,3. 2,15.4,5.9,8. 20,37. 22,43. J. I 
1,8(2). I 8,6 I 8,8. 2,11.20,20: 
ædea(u)de J. 21, 1; ædeawade Mt 2, 
19. L. 24, 34. 24,40; ædeawde Mt 
9,33. Mk. I 1, 7. I 5, 3; aedeawde Mk. 
16, 9; aedeude J. 5, 20 ; aetdeawude 
Mt 2, 7; ætdeaude Mt. 1, 20; 
aetdeaude Mt 2, 13; aeteawde Mt 16, 
17; aeteaude Mk. 16, 14. J. I 1, 5; 
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aeteuwdæ J. 21, 14; eatdeaude J. 21, 1 
3 pl. aedeaudon Mi 27, 53; aeteawdon 
Mt 1 5, 4 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. ædeawde Mt 16, 1 
 
"awa ‘to manifest’ 

opt.pret.3 pl æwades MK 3.12 
 
ge"awa ‘to discover’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geeaude Mt. 4, 8; 
geeawde Mt I 14, 8  
opt. 3rd sg. pret. geeaude L. I 2, 17 

 
 
1.3. Geminate forms (listed under the deman conjugation in Wright & Wright (1925: 
§530). Class 1 heavy) 
 
The fremman types are not listed here, as they do not show geminate forms 
throughout the paradigm and class as light. 
 
 
ge%rycca ‘crush’ (bt p. -rycte, -ryhte) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ge%ryde Mt. I 3, 7; 
gi%ryde J. P 188.3 
1 pl. ge%ryhton Mt. I 3,4 
 
gespilla ‘to destroy’  
3rd sg. pret. gespilde L. 16, 1. 17, 29; 
gispilde L. 15, 13 
 
gefylla ‘to fill’ 
3 sg. gefyllde L. 7, 1; gefylde Mt. 11, 
1. 27, 48. Mk. I 3, 18. 15, 36. L. 16,4. 
1,53. J.I 4, 15 
3 pl. gefyldon L. I 9, 7. 5,7. J.2,7. 6, 13 
 
gecyssa ‘to kiss’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gecyste L. 7, 38  
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gecyste L. 22, 47 
 
cenna ‘create’ (like deman) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. cende Mt. 1, 2(3). 1, 
3( 3 ). 1,4 (3)1,5(3). 1,6(2). 1,7(3). 1,8 
(3)1,9(3). 1.10(3). 1,11. 1,12 (2)1, 
13(3). 1, 14(3). 1, 15(3). 1, 16 
 
gecenna 
3rd sg. pret. gecende Mt. 1, 25 
3 pl. gecendon Mt. I 4, 1  
 
gecerra  
3rd sg. pret. gecerde Mt. I 3, 1. 9, 22. 
Mk. 1 4, 19. (gecerde ymb) 8,33. L. 
15, 17. 17,7. 19,7. J. I 3, 11 

3 pl. gecerdon L. 2, 39. 2,45. 7,10 
 
cerra ‘to turn’ 
3rd sg. pret. cerde Mt 21,12 
 
efnegecerra 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. efnegecerrde Mt. 16, 
23; efnegecerde Mk. I 4, 11. 5.30. L. 
7,9. J. 1,38;  
3 pl. efnegecerrdon Mt 17, 22 
 
eftcerra 
3rd sg. pret. eftcerde L. 1, 56. 8,37. 
14,21 
3 pl. eftcerdon L. 2, 20. 2, 43. 9, 10. 
10, 17. 23, 56: eftcerrdon L. 23,48 
opt. pret. 3 pl. eftcerdon Mt.2.12; 
eftcerrde Mt. 2, 12 
 
eftgecerra 
3 sg. eftgecerde Mt. 21, 18. Mk. 14,40 
3 pl. eftgecerrdon Mt. 2, 12 
 
ofcerra 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ofcerde Mk. 11, 15 
3 pl. ofcerdon L. 9,12 
  
ymbcerra 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ymbcerde J. I 3, 11. 
2, 15. 5, 4. 21,20 
 
#firra ‘to remove’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. afirde Mk. 1, 34  
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opt 3rd sg. pret. afirrade Mk. 5, 17 
 
#spilla ‘to destroy’ 
opt. pret. 3 pl. aspildon J. 12, 10 
 
spilla ‘to destroy’ 
pret. 1 sg. spildic J. 18, 9 
3 sg. spilde L. 17, 27 
opt. pret. 3 pl. spildon J. 11, 53 
 
 

#cenna ‘produce’  
3rd sg. pret. acende Mt. I 2, 9. L. 1, 
24. 1, 36. 1, 57 
3 pl. acendon L. 23, 29  
 
#cwoella ‘to kill’  
opt. pret. 3 pl. acuoeldon J. 11,53; 
acuoeledon J. 12, 10 
 
 

 
 
 
Class 1 
heavy gem 

Total 
number 

Number 
syncopated 

Unsyncopated In -
a 

Geminate 
retained 

% 
syncopated 

 112 111  1 7  
 
 
 
Forms with a pret. without –I in Prim Gmc (including /ll/ forms which form their 
geminate on analogy with type 1(a) according to Wright: 
 
t$cnycca ‘to tie’ (cnycte, cnyhte in bt) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. tocnuicte Mt. I 8, 15 
 
gesella ‘to give’  
pret. 2 sg. gesaldest Mt. 25,22; 
gesaldes Mt.25,20. 25,35. L. 15, 29. J. 
17,2. 17, 6( 2 ). 17,7. 17,8. 17.9. 
17,12. 17,24; 
3sg. gesalde Mt. (5 times). Mk. (3 
times). L. (4 times). J. (8 times); 
gisalde J. P187 13 
2 pl. gesaldon Mt. 25, 35;  
3 pl. gesealdon Mt. 27, 10; gesaldon 
Mt. 1 5, 3. 24, 38. Mk. 15.10. L.1,2. J. 
18, 35;  
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gesalde J. 13,13. 4,10 
1 pl. gesaldon J. 18, 30 
3 pl. gesaldon Mt. 26, 59 
 
sella (wgg – ll formed pret on analogy 
with type a) 
pret. 1 sg. salde (6 times)  

2 sg. saldest L. 7,44. 7, 45; saldes L. 
19, 23. J. 17,2. 17, 22. 17,24; sealdes 
J. 17, 4. 17, 11 
3 sg. salde (59 times); sealde Mt 
25,15. 26, 27. Mk. 14,22: salde Mk. 
13. 34;  
1 pl. sealdon Mt 25, 37; 2 pl. sealdo 
Ml 25, 42; saldo Ml 25, 42; saldon 
Mk. 7,13;  
3 pl. saldon (10 times); saldon Ml 13, 
8; sealdon Ml 27,34. J. 19,3 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. salde (6 times) 
3 pl. saldon L. 2, 24. 20, 10. 20, 20 
 
ymbsealla.  
pret. 3sg. ymbsald Mt. 21, 33; 
ymbsalde Mk. 12, 1. L.5, 9. J. 21, 7 
3 pl. ymbsaldon J. 10, 24. 19,2; 
ymsaldon Mt. 27, 28  
 
gecwoecca ‘to move’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gecoecton L. 6, 1 

 
(153: all syncopated) 
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1.4. Class 1 weak heavy forms ending in a dental 
 
 
Long vowel+dental: 
 
geb$eta ‘to mend, repent’  
3rd sg. pret. geboette L. I 7, 5; geboeta 
Mt. 4,24 
3 pl. geboeton Mt 4, 21 
opt. pret. 3 pl. geboeton L. 10, 13  
 
eftgeb$eta 
3rd sg. pret. eftgeboette L. 1 11, 7; 
eftgeb$edte Mt. 1 18, 5 
 
 
#gro"ta ‘to attack’ (Wright §531, like 
drencan) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. agroette L. 9, 42 
 
gro"ta 
ind. pret 3 pl. groeton Mk. 9, 15 
 
gegro"ta 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gegroette L. 1,40 
opt. pres. 2 sg. gegroeta L. 8, 28 
 
#h*da ‘to hyde’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ahydde J. 8, 59 
 
t$l,da ‘to bring’ (like deman) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. tolædde J. 1 3, 9 
3 pl. tolæddon Mt 21, 7. Mk.7,32. 
8,22. 14,53 
 
%erhl,da 
ind pret 3pl %erhlædon Mk 15.22 
 
ofgel,da 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ofgelæde Mk. 8,23 
3 pl. ofgelædon Mt. 13,48 
 
%onagel,da 
ind. pret. 3 pl. %onagelæddon Mk. 
15,20 
 
ofl,da 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. oflædde L. 24, 50; 

oflæde Mk. 14, 47 
 
ingel,da 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. inngelaede Mt. I 
5,15; In gelæded Mt. 24,24 
 
inl,da 
3rd sg. pret. inlædde L. I 9, 3; inlædde 
J. 18, 16 
3 pl. inlæddon L. 2, 27 
 
l,da 
pret. 1 sg. læde L. 14,20;  
3 sg. lædde Mt. I 6, 14. 17, 1. Mk. 
6,17. 9,2. L. 4, 5. 4,9. 10,34; læde L. 1 
8, 20 
3 pl. læddon Mk. 11, 7. 15, 16. L. 2, 
22. 4, 29. 22; 
54. 22, 66. 23, 1. J. 8, 3. 18, 13. 19, 
16; lædon Mk. 6, 29. L. 2, 19. 2,22. 
4,40. 17,27. 19,35 
 
gel,da 
3rd sg. pret. gelædde Mt. 27, 3. Mk. 
15, 1. L. 23, 26. J. 18, 28; gelædon Mt. 
26, 57; gelaedon Mt. 27, 2 
opt. pret. 3 pl. gelædde Mk. 6, 8 
 
efnegel,da 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. efnegelæde Mt. 20, 7 
 
r"da (‘gather/ appoint in Latin’) 
pret. 3 pl. redon J. 19,20 (MS reddon 
alt. to redon) 
 
rocgeta ‘to erupt, spring forth’ -te 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. rocgetede J. P187 12  
 
n"da ‘to force’ -de 
pret. 3 pl. nedon L. 24,29 
  
oferbr,da ‘to overspread’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. of’brædde L. 9,34; 
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of’bræde Mk. 9, 7. 
 
br,da 
ind. pret. 3 pl. br,don Mk. 11, 8 
 
geondeta 
3rd sg. pret. geondete J. I 3, 6; 
geondate J. 1, 20 
3 pl. geondeton Mt. 3, 6 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. geondetate J. 9, 22 
 
gew$eda ‘to rage’ -de 
pret 3 pl. gw"don Mt. 27, 28 
 
forebr,da ‘to broaden’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. f'bræde Mk. 9, 7 
 
gebr,da 
pret. 3 pl. gebrædon Mt. 21,8; 
gebredon Mt. 21,8 
 
gef$eda ‘to feed’ (fedde, bt) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gefoede Mt. 8, 30 
3 pl. gefoedon L. 23, 29 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gefoede L. 15, 15 
 
geh*da ‘to hide’ (Wright §530) 
pret. 1 sg. gehydde Mt. 25, 25 

2 sg. gehyddest L. 10, 21 
3 sg. gehydde Mt. 13, 33. 13, 44. 25, 
18. J. 12, 36 
 
f$eda ‘to feed’ 
pret. 3 pl. foeddon Mk. 5, 14 
 
gemo"ta ‘to find, meet with’ 
pret. 1 sg. gemoete L. 7, 9. 13, 7. 15, 
6. 23, 14; gemitte L. 23, 22 
3 sg. gemoette Mt. 20, 6, J. (6 times); 
gemoete Mt. 12, 43. 26, 40. 26, 43. L. 
11, 24. 11,25. 13,6. J. 2, 14. 12,14; 
gemitte Mt. 18, 28. Mk. 7, 30. 11, 
13(2). 14,40. L.4,17. 22,45; gemitta 
Mk. 14, 37 
1 pl. gemoetton J. 1,41; gemoettun J.I, 
45 
3 pl. gemoetton Mk. 14, 16. L. 22, 13; 
gemoeton Mt. 27, 32. L. (12 times). J. 
6, 25; gimoeton Mt. I 4, 7; gem$eton 
L. 24, 2; gemoetdn L. I 4, 2; gemitton 
L. 23, 2 
opt. pret. 3 pl. gemoete L. 6, 7 
 
gen"da ‘to compel’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. geneddon Mt. 27, 32. 
Mk. 15, 21 

 
 
 
VC+dental: 
 
 
eft#w,lta 
wv ind.pret.3.sg. eft*w:lte Mt 28.2 
 
t$w,lta ‘to roll’ (-de) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. towælte Mk. 15, 46 
 
#d&nesenda ‘send’ -de (like cerran, 
cierran)  
ind. pret. 3 pl. adunesendon Mk. 2, 4 
 
#senda 
ind. pret 3sg. asende Mt 27, 50. J.5, 
23. 5,24. 5,30. 5,36 
 

senda 
pret. 1 sg. sende (5 times) 
2 sg. (pres.?) sendes J. 11,42. 17,3. 
17,18. 17,21. 17, 23; 3 sg. sende (97 
times);  
3 pl. sendon (15 times) 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. sende Mk. 3, 14 
 
t$senda 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. tosende L. I 3, 1 
 
gesenda 
ind. pret. 2 sg. gesendes J. 17,8. 17, 25 
3 sg. gesende Mt. 11,2. Mk. 15,37. J. 
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3, 17. 4,34. 6, 57. 13,2 
3 pl. gesendon Mt.4, 18. 13,48. L. 
21,1. J. 1,19. 1,22. 5, 33 
no *sended 
 
efnesenda  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. efnesende Mk. 10, 11 
 
eftsenda 
ind. pret. 1 sg. eftsende L. 23, 15  
3rd sg. pret. eftsende L. 23, 7. 23, 11 
 
d&n#senda 
ind.pret. 3 pl. dunasendon L. 5, 19 
 
#h#elda ‘to hold’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. ahaeldon L. 24, 5 
 
woenda ‘to turn’ 
pres. 3 pl. wendas Mt. I 17, 17 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. woende L. 4, 10 
 
%onagewoenda 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. %onagewoende Mt. 4, 
12; gewoende %ona Mt. 2, 22 
 
ymbwoenda 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ymbuoende J. 20, 14. 
20, 16 
 
#woenda 
3rd sg. pret. awoende L. 19, 15 
 
gewoenda  
3rd sg. pret. gewoende L. I 9, 9. 15, 17 
 
eftgewoenda 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. eftgewende Mt. 1 19, 
7; eftgewoende Mt. 2, 14 
3 pl. eftgewoendon Mt. 2, 13 
 
#sp"afta ‘to spit out’ 
ind. pret 3 sg. aspeaft J. 9, 6 
 
sp"afta 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. speaft Mk. 8, 23  
3 pl. speafton Mt. 26, 67. Mk. 15, 19; 
speofton Mt. 27, 30 

 
#stylta ‘to be amazed’ 
ind. pret 3 pl. astylton L. 2, 47; 
astyltdon L. 4,32 
 
stylta 
ind. pret. 3 pl. stylton Mk. 6, 51. J. 
13,22; styldon Mk. 1, 22 
 
gestylta 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gestylte Mk. 9,15 
3 pl. gestyldon L. 8, 56; gestylton Mt. 
12, 33 
 
forestylta  
pret. 3 pl. f’estyldton Mk. 5, 42; 
f’estylton Mk. 16,5 
forstylta 
ind. pret. 3 pl. f’styldton Mk. 10, 24 
 
#swelta ‘to die’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. asuelte Mk. 15, 37 
 
swelta ‘to die’ *strong in Wright 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. suoelte J. 11, 37 
 
geswelta 
3rd sg. pret. gesuelte Mk. 15, 39 
 
#woerda ‘to injure’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. awoerdon L 20. l1; 
aweredon L, 18. 9  *epenthesis 
 
geondwearda ‘to answer’ 
3rd sg. pret. geonduearde Mt. (13 
times). Mk. (7 times). L. (6 times). J. 
(23 times); geonduaearde Mk. 6, 37; 
geonduarde Mt. (3 times). Mk. (2 
times). L. (7 times). J. (12 times); 
geonduærde L. I 10, 13. J. 1, 21. 13, 
26; geonduard J. 10,32. 
18,20;geonduaR J.9,11; geondU J. 9, 3 
; geonduorde Mt. 20, 22. L. I 7, 7. J. 
14, 23; geonduorde Mt. 12, 48; 
gewondworde Mt. 22, 1 
3 pl. geondueardon Mt. 21,27. Mk. 8, 
4. J. 2, 18. 8,48. 9,20. 9,34. 18,30; 
giondueardon J. 21, 5; geondueardun 
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J. 8, 33; geonduardon J. 7, 52. 10, 33. 
18, 5. 19,15; geonduærdon J. 8, 39; 
geonduordon Mt. 25, 9; 
gewondueardon Mt. 12, 38. 14, 17 
 
ondwearda  
3rd sg. pret. onduearde (38 times); 
onduarde Mt 12, 39. 15, 15. 19,27. L. 
3, 11. 3, 16. 4,4. 10,41. 13,8. 21,14; 
ondworde Mt. I 7, 3. 15, 3; onduorde 
Mt 24, 2. 26,23; ondearde Mk. 10, 24 
3 pl. ondueardon Mk. 8, 28. 11, 33. J. 
7, 46; onduardon L. 17,37 
 
b"afta ‘to lament’ (beafte, -ode) 
ind. pret. 1 pl. beafton Mt. 11, 17 
 
ymbgyrda ‘to bind round’ (like 
sendan, cerran) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ymbgyrde J. 13, 4 
 
%yrsta 
3rd sg. pret. %yrste Mt. 25, 42;  
 
t$renda ‘to tear in pieces’ (stressed 
‘tp’ §656) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. torende Mk. 14, 63 
 
renda  
ind. pret. 3 pl. rendon Mk. 11. 8 
 
ræsta ‘to rest’ 
3rd sg. pret. hræste Mk. 4, 39 
 
geræsta 
3rd sg. pret. geræste Mt. I 6, 14; 
giræsti J. 21, 20 
3 pl. geræstun Mt. 9, 10; gehræston L. 
13, 19; geræston Mk. 2, 15 
 
eftgeræsta 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. eftgeræste L. 24, 30 
 
inl!hta ‘to enlighten’  (-te in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. inlichtade J. I 6, 1; inlihte 
L. 1, 79 

 
geo"hta ‘to follow, persecute’ -te 
pret. 3 pl. geoehtadon J. 5, 16; 
geoehton Mt. 5, 12. J. 15, 20  
 
gerihta ‘to correct’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gerih%e L. 3, 19 
 
gescenda ‘to shame’ 
3rd sg. pret. gescende L. I 8, 10 
 
gescilda ‘to shield’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gescilde L. I 8, 8 
3 pl. gescildon Mt I 5, 9 
 
gescyrta ‘to shorten’ 
pret. 3sg. geseyrdte Mk. 13,20; 
gescyrte J. 2, 3 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gescyrte Mk. 13, 20 
 
gew,lta ‘to roll’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gewælte Mt. 27, 60 
 
geb"lda ‘covered’ 
pret. 3 sg gib"lde J. P 188(3) 
 
gefæsta ‘to fast’ 
3rd sg. pret. gefæste Mt. 4, 2. Mk. 12, 
1 
3 pl. gefæsdon Mt. 9, 15; gefeast’ L. 
12,48 
 
 
gehyhta ‘to hope’  
ind. pret. 1 pl. gehyhton L. 24, 21 
  
 
hyhta ‘to hope’  BT p. te Wright §530 
(like deman in Wright) 
3rd sg. pret. hyhtade L. 23, 8 
 
gehyrsta ‘to adorn’ (Wright §530) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gehyrston L. 15, 2 
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1.6. Class 1 forms ending in an obstruent+sonorant cluster 
 
 
 
Long root + cons+son 
 
l"%ra ‘to lather’ (obs son) (lithran) 
ind pret 3 sg le%rede J. 11.2 
 
getimbra ‘build’  
3rd sg. pret. getimberde Mt. 7, 26. 
21,33. Mk. 12, 1. L. I 5, 9; getimbrade 
L. 7, 5 
3 pl. getimberdon L. 17, 28; 
getimbredon Mt. I 21, 18; 
getimbradon Mk. 12, 10 
*syncope in one place or the other... 
no timberedon 
 
geglendra ‘to devour’ Wright & 
Wright §53274 -ade, -ede. 
opt. pret. 3 pl. geglendradon L. 4, 29.  
 
hyngra ‘to be hungry’ 
3rd sg. pret. hyngerde Mk. 2,25; 
hyngcerde Mt. 21, 18 
3 pl. hyncerdon Mt. 12, 1 
 
gehyngra ‘to be hungry’ *note 
epenthesis in stem. 
pret.1 sg. gehyncgerde Mt. 25, 35  
 
3 sg. gehyncgerde Mt. 4, 2. 25, 42 ; 
gehyngerde Mt. 12, 3. L. 4, 2. 6, 3; 
gewyncerde Mk. 11, 12 
 
fro"fra ‘to soothe’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. froefredon J. 11, 31 
 
hw,striga. ‘whisper’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. huæstredon Mt. 20, 11; 
                                                
74 According to Wright this is like 
hyncgran, biecnan, dieglan, frefran, 
symblan, timbran wrixlan, efnan, bytlan, 
eglan faefnan, eglan, raefnan, seglan, 
thrysman (Wright: §222). Class 1 (-ede 
even if heavy) but verbs of this kind often 
went into Class 2)  

J. 6, 61; hwæstredon J. 6,41; 
huuæstredon L. 19, 7 *(phonotactics 
against syncope?) 
 
 
 
Short vowel + cons+son  
 
#drysna ‘quench’ (-ede in bt) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. adrysnede Mk. I 3,6  
 
gedegla ‘to hide’ (Class 1/2 in BT 
ode/ede) 
3rd sg. pret. gedegelde L. 1,24. 8, 17 
gedeigeldes Mt. 11,25 
 
gedrysn(i)a ‘to quench’ (-ede in bt) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gedrysnade L. 24, 31 
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gefræpgiga ‘accuse’ *epenthesis 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gefræppegedon Mk. 
12,6 
opt. pret. 3 pl. gefræpgedon Mt 12, 10 
 

*epenthesis and syncope interaction: 
 
fræpgiga ‘accuse’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. fræppigdon Mt. 21, 37. 
 

 
sonorant+sonorant 
 
#wo"rga ‘to ward off’ (medial vowel 
not long in BT) (like nerian in Wright) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. awoerigdon J. 9, 28; 
 
#wyrga ‘to strangle’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. awurigde Mt. 27, 5. 
 
bebyrga ‘to bury’ 
pret. 3 pl. bebyrgdon Mt. 14, 12 
 
aefterfylga ‘to follow’ 
pret. 3 pl. aeft'fylgdon Mt. 21,9 
 
fylga  
3rd sg. pret. fylgede Mk. I 4,16. 5,24. 
J. 6, 2; fylgde Mk. 10, 52. L. 18, 43. 
20, 30. 23, 27. J. 20, 6 
1 pl. fylgede  Mt. 19, 27; fylgdon Mk. 
10, 28 
3 pl. fylegdon Mt 27, 55; fylgedon Mk. 
1, 20. 6, 1; fylgdon Mt. 8,10. 12,15. 
Mk. 2,15. 10,32. 11, 9. 15, 41. L. 18, 
28 
 
gefylga 
3rd sg. pret. gefylgede Mt. 26,58. Mk. 
14,51. J. 18,15; gefylgde Mt. 9, 19. L. 
12,2. 22,54; gefuilgide Mt. I 3, 3  
3 pl. gefylgdon Mt. 1 16, 10. 1 21, 2. 
4, 20. 4, 22. 4, 25. 8, 1. 8, 23. 9, 27. 
19, 2  
 

offylga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. offylgde L 1, 3 
 
underfylga 
ind. pret 3 pl. underfylgdon L. 23, 55 
 
gebirga  ‘bury’ 
pret 3 sg. gebirigde Mt. 27,34 
3 pl. gebirigdon Mk. I 4, 3 
 
biwærla ‘to pass by’ 
3rd sg. pret. biwærlde L. 10, 31 
 
ymbwærla ‘to turn’ (-de) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ymbwærlde L. 7, 9. 7, 
44 
 
forberna ‘to burn’ 
ind. pres. 3 sg. f’bernes Mt. 3, 12 
3rd sg. pret. f’bernde Mk. 6, 6  
 
giorna ‘to desire’ p. de, ade, ede. 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. giornade Mk. 10, 46;  
giornede Mk. 1, 40; giornde L. 18, 35; 
giornde J. 9, 8;  
3 pl. giorndon L. 5, 1; 
 
wærma ‘to warm’  
3rd sg. pret. wærmde Mk. 14, 54 ; 
uærmde J. 18, 18. 18, 25 
3 pl. uearmdon J. 18, 18 
 
 

 
Cl. 1 
cons
+ 
son 

Total  Number 
syncopated 

Unsyncopated Epenthesis 
(with 
syncope) 

Epenthesis 
(no 
syncope) 

% 
syncopated 

Light 
stem
s  

91 63 28 24 1 69 
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2. Class 2 Weak Verbs 
 
2.1. Light forms  
 
bodiga ‘announce’  
3rd sg. pret. bodade Mt. I 19,6. 3,1. 
4,23. 9,35. 11,1. Mk. I 1, 9. I 2, 9. 1, 4. 
1, 7. 1, 14. L. I 3, 1. 3, 3. 3, 18. 8, 1. 8, 
39 
3 pl. bodadon Mk. 7, 36. 16, 20 
 
bebodiga ‘announce’  
ind. pret. 3 pl. bebodadon L. 12, 48 
 
forebodiga ‘announce’  
pret. 3 pl. f'ebodadon Mk. 6, 12 
 
lufiga ‘love’  
pret. 1 sg. lufade J. 13,34. 15,9 
2 sg. lufades J. 17. 23. 17, 26 
3 sg. lufade Mk.10,21. L.7,42. 7,47(2). 
J. 3 16. 11,5. 11.36. 13,1. 13,23.19, 
26. 20,2. 21,7. 21,20; lufad L. 7,47. J. 
15, 12 
 
gelufiga ‘love’  
pret. 2 sg. gelufades J. 17, 23. 17, 24;  
3 sg. gelufade Mt. I 6, 13. J. 13, 1. 15, 
9;  
3 pl. gelufadon J. 12, 43; gelufadun J. 
3, 19;  
 
gewuniga ‘dwell’ 
pret. 3sg. gewunade Mt.4, 13. 27,15. 
L.I, 56. 8,27. 21,37. J.I, 39; geuunade 
J. 3, 22. 8,9; geunade J. 11, 6; 
gwunede J. 1, 32 
3 pl. gewunadon J. 1, 39; gewunedon 
Mt. 12, 45  
opt. 3rd sg. pret. geuunade J. 4,40 
3 pl. gewunadon Mt. 11,23; 
geuunadon J. 19, 31 
 
eftwuniga. ‘dwell’  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. eftwunade L. 1 4,4. 

2,43  
 
%erhwuniga 
3rd sg. pret. %erhwunade L. 1, 22; 3  
pl. %erhwunadun Mt l 5, 4; 
%erhwunadon L. 22, 28; %erhuunadon 
J. 8, 7 
 
wuniga 
3rd sg. pret. wunade Mt. 21, 17. J. 7,9; 
uunade J. 1,14. 4,40. 10, 40; uunade J. 
11, 54 
3 pl. uunadon J. 2, 12 
 
bifiga ‘shake’  
ind. pret. 3 pl. bifgedon Mk. 14, 5  
 
birliga (birilian) ‘draw/bear’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. birladon J. 2, 9 
 
cliopiga ‘call’ 
3rd sg. pret. cliopade Mt. 14, 30. 27, 
50. Mk. 9, 26. L. 8, 28. 8, 54. 16, 24. 
18, 38. 18,39. J.7,37. 12,44; clioppade 
L. 23,46; cliopad J. 11,43 
3 pl. cliopadon Mk. 3, 11. L. I 10. 4. J. 
12,13. 19,6. 19,12. 19,15; clioppadon 
Mt 14, 26. Mk. 6, 49. J. 18,40; 
cliopodan Mt 27, 23; cliopadun Mk. 
11, 9; clioppado L. 23,21 
 
gecliopiga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gecliopade Mt.27,46. 
Mk.9,24. 10, 48. L. 4,33. 9,38;  
3 pl. gecliopadon Mt. 11, 16 
 
dwoliga ‘err/wander’  
pret. 3 pl. duoladon Mt. 18,13 
 
gedwoliga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geduolade Mt 18, 12 
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fulwiga ‘baptise’  
pret. 1 sg. fulwade Mk. 1, 8 
3 sg. fuluuade J. 4, 2 
 
geasciga ‘learn’   
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geascade Mt 2, 4. 
Mk. 8, 5. 14,60. 15,2;  
pl. geascadon Mk. 13,3 
 
gegiwiga. ‘ask’ 
pret. 2 sg. gegiuuedes J. 4, 10 
3 sg. gegiuade L 1,63 
2 pl. gegiuade J. 16,24 
3 pl. gegiuudon Mk. 15, 6 
 
gegladiga. ‘gladden’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gegladade J. 8, 56 
 
gehlioniga. ‘protect’ (hl"onian 
‘protect’) 
pret 3 sg. gehlionade Mt. I 6, 14. Mk. 
14, 3. L 7. 36. 11, 37; gehlinade L. 22. 
14; gelionade J. 13, 12. 13, 23. 13. 25; 
gelionede Mk. 2, 15 
3 pl. gelionodon Mt. 14,9 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gehoruadon Mk. 12, 4 
 
hlioniga 
pret. 3sg. hlionade Mt. 26, 20. L. 7, 37 
 
gela%iga ‘invite’  
ind. pret. 3 sg gehla%ade L. 14.10. 
14,12 
 
gemaciga ‘make’  
3rd sg. pret. gemacade L. I 5, 13 
 
gesceomiga ‘be ashamed’ 
pret. 3 pl. gesceomadon L. 13, 17. 20, 
13 
 
getaliga ‘tell’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. getalade L. 11, 38 
 
getornomiga ‘to name’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. getornomade L. 6, 14 
 

ge%oliga ‘suffer’ 2 
pret. 3sg. ge%olade Mt 9,20. Mk. 5,26 
 
ofcliopiga ‘cry’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ofcliopade Mk. 1,23. 
15,34 
 
ofercliopiga 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. of’clioppade L. 23, 
18 
 
ongearwiga ‘prepare’ (Class 2 in 
Wright - §536)  
ind. pret. 3 pl. ongeredon Mt. 27, 31 
 
plægiga75 ‘to play’ Class 1/2? (traces 
of Class 3) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. plægede Mk. 6, 22 
2 pl. plægade (gie) L. 7, 32 
 
Syncopated: 
plægiga ‘to play’  
2 pl. plægde (ge) Mt. 11, 17 
 
sceomiga ‘be ashamed’ 
3rd sg. pret. sceomade L. 18, 2 
 
sticiga ‘stab’ 
ind pret 3 pl sticadun J 19 37 
 
gecunniga ‘find out’ (like sealfian) 
pret. 3 pl. gecunnedon Mt. 1 21,9; 
gecunnedun76 Mt I 2, 7; gecunnadun 
Mt. I 21, 11 
 
cunniga  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. cunnade Mt. 1, 25. 
22, 35. L. 10, 25 
3 pl. cunnedon Mk. 10, 2. J. 8,6  
 
dental: 

                                                
75 According to Wright (§538) this 
was originally Class 3 but has moved 
to Class 2. However, the Class 3 
inflexion is preserved in plaegde. 
76 Class 2 (Wright & Wright 1925: 
§536).  
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gesmi%iga. ‘forge, fashion’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gismio$ade J. P 188 
4. (Class 1 in BT, but -a in Li) 
 
 
167 total 

11 in –e 
x1 syncopated 
 
 
 

 
 
Class 2 forms with a short vowel and obstruent+sonorant cluster
 
 
gegeadriga pret. ‘connect’ 
3 sg. gegeadrade Mt. 19, 6; gegeadrad 
Mk. 10, 9 
3 pl. gegeadredon Mt. 13, 29. 
 J. 16, 10  
 
geadriga ‘gather’ 
pret 1 pl. geadredon Mt 13, 28 
 
%erhfæstniga ‘to fasten’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl %orhfæstnadon J 19 37 
 
gedaefna ‘to become’ 
3rd sg. pret. gedaefnade J. I 1, 9; 
gedaefnade J. 20, 9 
 
geendebredniga ‘set out’ 
pret, 3 sg. geendebrednade Mt. I 3,3 
opt. pret. 3 pl. geendebrednadon L. 1, 
1 
 
micliga ‘to enlarge’ 
3rd sg. pret. miclade L. 18, 43 
 
geopniga ‘to open’ (openian in WS) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. geopnadon Mk. 2, 4 
 
gesetniga ‘to lie in wait’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gesetnade Mk. 6, 19 
 
gesigfæstniga ‘to triumph’  
ind. pret 3 sg. gesigfaestnade Mt I 14. 
12 

 
gemicliga ‘to enlarge’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gemiclade L. 1, 58. 5, 
25. 17, 15 
 
#wisniga ‘to dry’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. awisnade L. 8, 6 
 
geni%riga ‘to subdue’ (-ode, -ade in 
BT, but one –ede here also) 
pret. 3 pl. geni%radon Mk. 14,64; 
geni!redon Mt.20,18 
 
geefniga ‘level’  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geefnade Ml I 21, 17. 
L. I 8, 6. 1 9, 10 Class 1 originally 
(Wright §532) 
 
efnegefæstniga  ‘fasten’ 
ind.pret.3.sg. efnegefestnade Mt. I. 
21.7 
 
genaegliga ‘fasten with nails’ (Class 1 
or 2? both in bt) 
opt. pret. 3 pl. genæglede Mt. 27, 31 
 
gefæstniga ‘fasten’ 
3rd sg. pret. gefæstnade Mt. I 14, 12. 
J. I 4, 13. I 5, 11 
3 pl. gefæstnadon Mt. 27, 66; 
gefeastnadon Mt. I 22,6 
 
sægniga ‘consecrate’ 
ind pret 1 pl sægnade J. 8.48 
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2.2. heavy stems (Class 2) 
 
efnegen"hwiga ‘agree’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. efnegenehuade L. 23, 51 
 
 

losiga ‘lose’  
pret. 1 sg. los#(-) J. 18.9 

3sg. losade Mt. 22. 7. L. I 9, 20. 9,42. 
11,51. 15,4. 15,6. 17, 27. 19,10 
3 pl. losodun Mt. 10 
opt 3rd sg. pret. losade Mk. 9, 22  
bel!ora ‘to die’  
opt. 3rd sg. pret. bileorade Mk. 14, 35 

 
gel!ora ‘to pass over, to depart’ (no 
length in BT.) (Class 1 in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. geliorade L. I 2, 4;  
opt. (ind.?) 3rd sg. pret. geliorade Mk. 
15, 44; 

 
ge[ondswar]iga ‘answer’  
Unsyncopated: 
pret. 2 sg. geondsuaredes L. 10, 28 
3 sg. geondsuarede Mt. 26, 25. Mk. 
15,9. L. 7,43. 8,50. 9, 20. 23,9. 24,18. 
J. 1,50. 4,13. 8, 54; geondsuarade L. 
22, 51. J. 3, 10. 5, 19; geondsuearede 
J. 18, 23; geondsuearade J. 2, 19. 5, 
11; geondsuaræde L. 14, 5; 
geondsuærade J. 3,3; geondsuaR Mk. 
15, 5; geonsuarede Mk. 14, 61 
3 pl. geondsuaredon L. 20, 7; 
geondsuearadun J. 7, 47 
 
Syncopated:  
geondswariga ind.  
pret. 2 sg. geondsuærde Mk. 12, 34; 
geonsuarde Mt 27, 12 

 
ondswariga ‘to answer’ 
3 sg. ondswarede Mt 28, 5 ; 
ondsuarede Mt 26, 62 (2 sg.?). 27, 14. 
27, 21. L. (10 times). J. (4 times); 
ondsuarade Mk. 3, 33. L. 5, 31. 13, 
14; ondsuorade Mt 26, 23. Mk. 13,2; 
ondsuorode Mt 26, 33; ondsuabrede 
L. 14, 3 ; onsuaerede Mk.  
14, 48; ondsuaraide L. 20,3; 
ondsuearade J. 6, 26 
3 pl. ondsuareedon Mt 26, 66. L. 9, 
19. 20, 24. 20,39; ondsuearudon J. 19, 
7 
 
sce#wiga ‘to look’  
3rd sg. pret. sceauade L. 20,23; 
sceaude Mk. 3,34. 10, 27; sceode J. 
20, 11

 
l*ciga ‘please’  
ind. pret. 3 pl. lycedon L. I 5, 1; 
lycoedon L. 18,9; lyceton L. 5, 30 
 
inl!xiga ‘shine’ 

ind. 3rd sg. pret. inlixade L. 23, 54 
 
gen"hwiga. ‘approach’ 
3rd sg. pret. genehuade L. 15, 15 ; 
gehnehuade Mt. 10, 7

 
geeggiga ‘excite’ (2 in bt) 
ind. pret. 3pl geeggedon Mk. 15,11 
 
genacediga ‘bare’ (Class 1 or 2? 2 in 
bt) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. genacedon Mk. 2, 4 
 
gelo:siga ‘lose’ 
3rd sg. pret. gelosade Mt. 18, 11. L. 
15, 24 

 
geendiga ‘end’ 
pret. 1 sg. geendade J. 17,4 
2 sg. geendades Mt. 21, 10 
3 sg. geendade Mt. I 21,5. 7,28. 11,1. 
13,53. 19,1. 26, 1(2). Mk. 10, 11.L. 
15, 14  
3 pl. geendadon L.2,39 
 
geefolsiga ‘blaspheme’, ind.  
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3rd sg. pret. geebolsade L. 23, 39 
3 pl. geebolsadon Mk. 15,29; 
geebalsadon Mt 27, 39 
 
efolsiga ‘blaspheme’  
3 sg. efolsade Mt. 26, 65  
3 pl. ebolsadon Mk. 3, 28  ebalsadon 
L. 22 .65 
 
forege#rwiga ‘honour’ 
pret. 3sg. f'egearuade L. 12, 47 
3 pl. j (opt?) f’egearuadon L. 9, 52 
 
foregege#rwiga ind. pret. 3 sg. 
f’egegearuuade Mt. 11, 10 
 
ge#rwiga  
pret. 1 sg. gearuade Mt 22, 4 
2 sg. gearuades L. 2, 31 
3 pl. gearuadon J. 19, 42 mg. 
 
g!wiga ‘to ask’ (ending –w…)  
3rd sg. pret. giwude Mt. 20, 20; giuede 
Mk. 15,43; giude Mk. 1 4, 16. L. 23, 
52;  
opt. pret. 1 sg. giude L. 19,23 
3 sg. giuiade Mt. 14, 7;  
3 pl. giudon Mt. 27,20 
 
gebl$edsiga ‘hallow’ 
ind 3rd sg. pret. gebloedsade (10 
times); gebledsade Mt. 14, 19. Mk. 10, 
16 
 
ge"%m$diga ‘humble’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gee%modade, Mt. I 
20, 10 
 
gecl,nsiga ‘cleanse’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geclænsade L. I 9, 8. 
7, 44 ; geclaensade Mt. I 17,20 
 
cumpiga ‘contend’ *MS compadi alt. 
to cumpadi 
opt. pret. 3 pl. cumpadi J. 18, 36 
 
edw!tiga ‘reproach’ (BT unclear 
whether long or short) 

ind.pret.3.pl. e%witadon L. 20.17 
 
fearriga ‘depart’  
pret. 3sg. fearrade L. 1,38 
3 pl. fearradon L. 2. 15 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. fearrade L. 4, 42 
 
foregemerciga ‘mark out’ 
3rd sg. pret. f’egemercade Mt. I 17,14 
 
efnege%onciga ‘to congratulate’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. efnege%oncadon L. 1, 
58 
 
for%l$ciga ‘to look forth’  
3rd sg.pret.ind. locade f’% J 20 11 
 
uppl$ciga ‘look up’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. upplocade Mk. 8, 24 
 
l$ciga  ‘look’  
3rd sg. pret. locade Mt. 14. 19. 19, 26. 
Mk. 6, 41 
3 pl. locadon Mt. 21, 38 
 
eftl$ciga ‘look again’ 
3rd sg. pret. eftlocade L. 1, 48. 9, 16. 
J. 1, 36 
3 pl. eftlocadon Mk. 16, 4 
 
#hongiga ‘hang’ 
ind.pret. 3 pl. ahongadon L. 23, 39 
 
ber"afiga ‘spoil’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. bereofadon L. 10, 30 
 
blo"dsiga ‘hallow’ 
3rd sg. pret. bloedsade Mk. 14, 22 
1 pl. bloedsade J. 8, 48 
 
c"apiga ‘bargain’ 
opt. pret. 3 pl. ceapadon J. 4, 8 
 
gefr#siga ‘ask’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gefrasade Mt. 2,4.  
16,13 
 
gefr!ga ‘to embrace’ 
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3rd sg. pret. gefrigade Mk. 10, 16 
 
gefulwiga ‘baptize’ 
3rd sg. pret. gefulguade J. 3, 22; 
gefulwade Mk. 1, 4 
 
gef!aga. ind. ‘to hate’ 
pret. 3 pl. gefiadon L. 19, 14. J. 15,24 
 
gegearwiga ‘prepare’  
pret. 2 sg. gegearuades L. 12,20 
3 pl. gegearuadon Mt. 26, 19. L. 22, 
13. 23,56. 24,1; gegearwadon Mk. 
14,16. 15,17. 15,20; gegeredon Mt. 
27, 31 
 
gegræppiga ‘sieze’ (BT has –ade as 
the ending for grappian, but for 
grippan (also weak) the ending is –de, 
meaning grippan is Class 1 – potential 
source of confusion) 
3rd sg. pret. gegræppde Mt. 14, 31 
 
geh#lgiga ‘hallow’ 
3rd sg. pret. gehalgade J. 10, 36 
opt. pret. 3 pl. gehalgodon J. 11, 55 
 
geh#miga. ‘establish in a home’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gihamadi J. P 188.7 
 
gel"swiga ‘to feed’ (not long in BT) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gelesuadon L. 8, 34 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gelesuade L. 15, 15 
 
gel!ciga ‘to please’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gelicade Mt. I 22,5. 
17,5. Mk.6,22(2). L. 10, 21; gel!cade 
Mt. 14, 6 
 
gemerciga ‘to mark out’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gemercade Mt. I 9, 3. 
Mk. I 1, 18. L. I 2, 7. J. 3, 33. 6, 27 
3 pl. gemercadon Mt. I 22. 7. 27, 66 
 
gemilciga ‘to give milk’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gemilcadon L. 23, 29 
 
 

gemilsiga ‘to show mercy’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gemilsade Mt. 9, 36. 
18, 27 
 
gemyndgiga ‘to remember’ (Wight 
§536) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gemyndgade Mt. I 19, 
6. L. I 7, 8  
 
ger"afiga ‘to steal’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gehreafadon Mk. 15,20 
 
gespelliga ‘to speak’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gespelledon L. 24, 15 
 
gesynngiga ‘to act wrongly’ 
3rd sg. pret. gesynngade Mt. 5, 28 
 
getw!ga ‘to doubt’ (in BT this is Class 
1, with tweode as past) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. getwiedon Mt. 28, 17 
 
ge%r$wiga ‘to suffer’ (not long in BT) 
3rd sg. pret. (opt?) ge%rowade L. 
24,46 
 
geunr$tsiga ‘to offend’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. giunrotsade J. 21, 17 
 
gew!tgiga ‘to prophesy’ (gew!tegian) 
3rd sg. pret. gewitgade Mt. 15, 7. Mk. 
7, 6. L. 1,67. J. 16,11; geuitgade J. I 2, 
1. 11,51 
1 pl. gewitgedon Mt.7, 22 
3 pl. gewitgedon Mt. 11, 13 
 
h"afiga ‘to lament’ 
ind. pret. 2 pl. heafegde Mt. 11, 17 
*syncope 
 
licciga ‘to lick’ (ode in BT, but –ede 
in Li) 
ind. pret. 3 pl. liccedon L. 16,21 
 
l!ciga ‘to please’  
3rd sg. pret. licade Mt. 12, 18. 
Mk.1,11 
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m"rsiga ‘to glorify’ 
opt. pret. 3 pl. mersades  
Mk. 3, 12 
 
milsiga ‘show mercy’ 
pret. 2 sg. milsades Mt. 18,33 
 
oferglo"siga. ‘to gloss’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. of’gl$esade J. P 
188.7 
 
ofersc*iga ‘to overshadow’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. of’scyade Mt. 17, 5 
 
offearriga ‘to depart’ (length depends 
on geminates) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. offearrade L. 5, 13.  
 
ofgemerciga ‘to mark out’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ofgemercade L. 10, 1; 
ofgemærcade L. I 6, 14 
 
r!xiga ‘to rule’  
3rd sg. pret. rixade Mt. 2, 22  
 
s"ofiga ‘to lament’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. seofade Mk. 8, 12 
 
sibbiga ‘to make people friends’  
(length depending on gem) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. sipbade L. I 11, 2 
 
somniga ‘to assemble’  
1 pl. somnadon Mt. 13,28. 25, 38 
3 pl. somnadon Mt. 25, 35  
 
synngiga ‘to sin’ 
pret. 1 sg. synngade L. 15, 18. 15, 21 
3 sg. synngade Mt. 27, 4. J. 9,2. 9,3 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. syngade J. I 5, 10 
 

%erhcl,nsiga ‘clean’ 
pret 3 sg %erhclaensade Mt. 3.12 
 
%onciga ‘to thank’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. %oncade Mt. 26, 27 
 
unr$tsiga ‘to be sad’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. unrotsade Mk. 3,5; 
unrodsade Mk. 6,26 
 
welgel!ciga ‘to please’ 
3rd sg. pret. woel gelicade Mt. 3, 17; 
gelicade woel L. 12, 32 
 
beh$figa ‘need’ 
pret. 3 pl. behofadon L. 6, 11 
 
ymbl$ciga ‘to look round’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ymblocade Mk. 3, 34. 
10, 23 
3 pl. ymblocadon Mk. 9, 8. J. 13, 22 
 
ymbsc"awiga ‘to look’ (Class 2 in 
Wright §536) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ymbsceawade Mk. 5, 
32; ymbsceuade Mk. 8, 24; 
ymbsceawde Mk. 3, 5; ymsceawde 
Mk. 11, 11; ymbsceaude J. 1,42 
 
ge%r"aga ‘to rebuke’ (Class 2, 
originally belonged to Class 3 – wright 
§537) 
3rd sg. pret. ge%reade L. 1 10, 11. 
4,35. 4,41. 8,24. 9,21. 9,42. 9, 55. 23, 
40; ge%reate Mt. 17, 18. Mk. 6,45 
3 pl. ge%readon L. 18, 15. 18, 39  
 
tr&gia ‘to confide’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. trugude J. 2, 24 
 

 
 
Class 2 Total 

number 
Number 
syncopated 

Number in -
e 

Percentage 
syncopated 

Light roots  167 1 11 0.59 
Heavy 
roots  

261 14 56 5.6 
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Heavy 
Class 2 
forms 
ending t/d 
 

Total Number 
syncopated 

In -e % 
syncopated 

 61 3 0 4.9 
 
 
 
2.3. Class 2 son+son clusters 
 
 
geleorniga ‘to learn’ 
3rd sg. pret. geliornade J. 6, 45. 7, 15 
2 pl. geleornadon L. 6, 3 
 
firiniga ‘sin’ (Class 1 converted to 
Class 2) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. firinade Mt. 27, 4 
 
geearniga ‘earn’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geearnade Mt I 6, 15 
3 pl. geearnadon L. I 9,3. 
 
gewillniga ‘desire’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gewillnadon Mt. 13, 17 
 
willniga ‘desire’ 
3rd sg. pret. wilnade Mk. 6, 25. L. 15, 
16. 16, 21. 22, 15; willnade L. 23, 20;  
3 pl. wilnadon J. 7, 44 
 

earniga ‘to earn’  
ind.pret.3 sg. earnade Mk. I. 2.1 
 
geondspurniga ‘to tempt’ 
pret. 3 pl. geondspurnedon Mt. 13, 57 
 
gesomniga ‘to assemble’ 
3rd sg. pret. gesomnade Mt. 2,4. 21,33 
2 pl. gesomnade Mt. 25, 43  
3 pl. gesomnadon Mt. 22, 10. 22,34. 
27,27. 27,62. Mk. 1, 45. 10,1. J. 6,13. 
11,47. 18,20; gesomnadun Mt. 27, 17 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gesomnade J. 11, 52 
 
leorniga ‘to learn’ 
pret. 2 pl. leornadon Mt. 19, 4; 
liornadon Mt. 21,16; leornade Mt. 
12,3. 12,5. 22,31. Mk. 2,25; leornadæ 
Mk. 12, 26; leornada Mk. 12, 10; 
leornade Mt. 21, 42 

 
x38 total 
 
 
2.4. Heavy forms (Class 2) ending in an obstruent+sonorant cluster 
 
geb#sniga ‘expect’  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gebasnade L. 23, 51 
 
geberhtniga ‘glorify’  
1 sg. geberhtn# J. 17, 4 
3 sg. geberhtnade J. 13,32(2); 
geberhtade J. 16, 14; gebrehtade J. 1 
6, 18 

 
gedruncniga ‘drown’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gedruncnadon L. 5, 7 
 
gel*tliga ‘to diminish’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gelytlade J. I 1, 9 
 
berhtniga ‘glorify’ 
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pret. 1 sg. berhtnade J. 12, 28 
 
#wundriga  ‘wonder’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. awundradon L. 1, 21, 4, 
22. 5, 26. 8, 25. 20,26 
 
gewuldriga ‘to glorify’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gewuldrade L. 23, 
47; gewul' L. 13, 13 
3 pl. geuuldradon Mt. 9,8 
 
wor%iga ‘to value’ 
3rd sg. pret. wor%ade Mt. 8,2. 20,20. 
Mk. 5,6; uor%ade J. 9, 38 
3 pl. wor%adon Ml 15, 31. 28, 9; 
wor%adun Mi 28, 17; wor!edun Mk. 
2, 12 
 
wuldriga.  
pret. 1 sg. wuldrade J. 17,4 
 
wundriga ‘to make wonderful’ 
3rd sg. pret. wundrade Mt. 27, 14. L. 
18, 43. 24, 12 
3 pl. wundradon Mt. 15, 31. Mk. I 3, 
8. 12,17. L.7,16. 8,56. J.7,15; 
wundradun Mt. I 19, 13. 15, 31 
 
gewundriga  
3rd sg. pret. gewundrade Mt. 8, 27. 
Mk 11,18. 15,44; geuundrade Mt. 8, 
10 
3 pl. gewundradon Mt. 13, 54. 19, 25. 
22, 33. Mk. 5, 20. 10, 26. L. 1,63. 
9,43; geuundradon Mt. 22, 22. J. 4, 
27; geundradon Mt. 15, 31 
 

ofwundriga ‘to make wonderful’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. ofwundredon Mk. 2, 12 
 
t$gewundriga 
ind. pret. 3 pl. togewundradun Mk. 
7,37 
 
l"cniga ‘to cure’ 
3rd sg. pret. lecnade Mk. 1,34. L. 
4,40. 7,21; leicnade Mt. 12, 15 
 
sundriga ‘to separate, sunder’ 
ind. pret. 1 sg. sundrade Mt. I 1, 3 
 
foregeb"cniga ‘fortell’  
3rd sg. pret. foregebecnade Mt. I 7, 14 
 
geb"cniga ‘point out’ 
2 sg. gebecnades Mt. 1 4, 10  
3 sg. gebecnade J. I 7, 3 ; geb"cnade J. 
13, 24 
3 pl. gebecnadon L. 1, 62 
 
b"cniga ‘to make signs’  
3rd sg. pret. becnade L. I 7, 11. 8, 47. 
J. 12, 33. 18, 32. 21, 19;  
3 pl. becnadon L. 5, 7 
 
geh"rcniga (not long in BT, but still 
consonant cluster) ‘hear’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gehercnadon Mt. 22, 22 
 
gel"cniga ‘to cure’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gelecnade Mt. I 18, 
12. 14, 14. 15,30; geleicnade Mt.12,22  
opt. pret. 3 pl. gelecnades L. 9, 1 

 
x75 total 
 
 
2.5. Class 2 heavy forms ending in a dental 
 
 
geembehtiga ‘minister’ 
3rd sg. pret. geembehtade Mk. 1, 31  
3 pl. geembehtadon Mt.4,ll.Mk, 
15,41;geembihtatun Mt I 5, 3 

opt. 3rd sg. pret. geembehtade Mk. 10, 
45 
 
hondbæftiga ‘lament’ 
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ind. pret 1 pl- hondbeafton L. 7, 32  
3 pl. hondbæftadon L. 23, 27 
 
geb!otiga ‘threaten’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gebiotate J. I 7, 19 
 
gecostiga ‘tempt’ 
ind. pret. 2 pl. gecostadon Mk. 10, 2   
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gecostade J. 0, 6 
 
costiga 
pret. 3 pl. costadon L. 11, 16 
 
d"adiga ‘die’ 
3rd sg. pret. deadade Mt 2, 19 . L. 8, 
42 
 
forhtiga ‘be afraid’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. forhtade Mk. 5, 33 
 
dihtiga ‘dictate’ 
ind.pret.3 sg dihtade L. I 2,6 
 
ell%!odiga  ‘live abroad’  
ind. 3rd sg. pret. ell%iodegde Mt. 21, 
33, ell%iodade Mk. 13, 34; ell%eodigde 
L. 15, 13 
 
embehtiga ‘minister’  
pret. 3sg. embihtade L. 1 5, 15. 4,39. J. 
12,2 
1 pl. embigto Mt. 25, 44 (*embigtade) 
3 pl. embehtadon L. 8, 3 
 
gefyrhtiga ‘frighten’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. gefyrhtadon L. 24,22; 
 
geœfistiga ‘to hurry’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. geoefistade Mt. I 7, 

15 
 
geriordiga ‘to take food’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. gehriordade L. 16, 
19. 22, 20; geriordade  Mk. I 4, 6 
3 pl. gihriordadon J. 21, 1.5 
opt. 3rd sg. pret. gehriordade L. 11,37 
 
gesceortiga ‘to fall short’ 

ind. 3rd sg. pret. gesceortade J. 2, 3 
 
ges$%fæstiga ‘to justify’ 
ind. pret. 3 pl. geso%fæstadon L. 7, 29 
 
getrahtiga ‘to treat’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. getrahtade Mt. I 
19,9. L. I 3, 2 
2 pl. getrahtade Mk. 9, 33 
3 pl. getrahtadon Mk. I 4, 8 
 
instihtiga ‘to arrange’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. instihtade L I 2, 6 
 
lattiga ‘to linger’ (latian) (short 
depending on gem) 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. hlattade L. 1,21 
 
gewor%iga ‘to value’ 
3rd sg. pret. gewor%ade Mt. 15, 25. L. 
13, 13; gewordade Mt. 9, 18 
2 pl. geuor%adon J. 4, 21 
3 pl. gewor%adon Mt. 14,33. Mk. 15, 
19. L. 24, 52; gewor%adum Mt. 2, 11. 
J. 4, 20; geuor%adun J. 4, 23 
opt. pret. geuor%adun 4.23 
opt. pret 3 pl. geuor%adon J 12 20 
 
gewundiga ‘to wound’ 
ind. pret. 3pl. geuundadon Mk. 12,4. 
L. 20,12 
 
oefistiga ‘to hurry’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. oefistade L. 19, 6 
 
ofblindiga ‘to blind’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. of blindade J. 12, 40 
 
plontiga ‘to plant’ 
3rd sg. pret. plontade Mt. 15, 13 
 
riordiga ‘to speak’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. riordade J. 4, 27 
ind. pret. 1 pl. hriordadun Mt. 25, 37 
 
s$%iga ‘to prove true’ 
3rd sg. pret. so%ade J. I 5, 2  
3 pl. so%adon J. I 7, 2 
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trahtiga ‘to explain’ 
ind. 3rd sg. pret. trahtade Mk. 4, 34 
 
unwor%iga ‘to devalue’ 
ind. pret. 2 pl. unuor%ade J. 8, 49 

 
onst!%iga ‘wither’ 
ind pret 3 sg $nsti%ade J. 12 40 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Total 
cons+son 
Class 2 

Total Number 
syncopated 

In -e % 
syncopated 

 144 0 2 0 
 
 
Heavy Class 
2 forms 
ending with a 
dental 
 

Total Number 
syncopated 

In -e % 
syncopated 

 61 3 0 4.9 
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Appendix C 
The past participle 

 
 

C1 The past participle in Early West Saxon 
 
 
 
(C1.1) Weak -ed past participles 
 
(C1.1.1) Uninflected Short syllables (Class 1) (Cosijn 1888: §117) 
 
(a) excl. t/d-final 
 
onerian ‘to plough up’ 
onered CP (H) 411.18 
 
herian ‘to praise’ 
hered CP (H) 451.19 
 
nerian ‘save’ 
genered CP (H, C) 167.17, Or. 176.19 
 
on-, astyrian ‘to stir’ 
on-, astyred CP (H, C) 159.7, 215.10 
Or. 166.12. (astyred CP x4, onstyred 
CP x5) 
 
werian ‘to hinder’ 
gewered CP (H, C) 279.15 
 
 
 

fremman ‘to perform’ 
(ful-, ge)fremed CP (H) 445.21.23, 
463.25, Or. 130.27 
 
gremian ‘to provoke’ 
gegremed CP (C) 220.15 
 
trymman ‘to make firm’ 
getrymed CP (H, C) 83.10, 161.25.25, 
165.7, Or. 160.28 
 
a%enian ‘to stretch out’ 
a%ened CP (H, C) 85.25, 87.15, 97.23 
(+ 4 more) 
 
a-, underwre%ian ‘to support’ 
a-, underwre%ed CP (H, C) 113.11, 
125.25, 141.18 
 
 

 
 
Uninflected light forms 
(excl.  t/d-final) total: 
x36 (0% syncopated)  
 
 
(b) t/d forms 
 
oftreddan ‘to tread to death’ 
oftredd Or. 260.18 
 
ahwettan ‘to whet’ 
ahwet Or. 280.14 

 
gelettan ‘to hinder’ 
gelett CP (H) 257.19, 257.1 (gelet C) 
 
settan ‘to set’ 
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a-, be-, gesett CP (H, C) 77.13, CP 
(C) 78.10, CP (H, C) 119.22, 127.17, 
195.19, CP (C) 220.4, 222.10, CP (H, 

C) 319.21, CP (C) 338.14, Or. 52.3, 
202.27, 264.20 
asset CP (H) 79.10, 339.14 
geset Or. 86.32, 274.24 

 
 
Uninflected light t/d forms total: 
x20 (100% syncopated)  
 
Geminate status: 
tt x14 
d x1 
t x 5 
 
 
 
(C1.1.2) Uninflected Long syllables (Class 1) (Cosijn 1888: §121)  
 
(a) excl. t/d-final 
 
 
untyd ‘ignorant’ CP (H, C) 371.6 
 
cirran ‘to turn’ 
ge-, beci(e)rred, -cerred, cyrred CP 
(H, C) 27.2, 31.21.22, 57.10, 99.19, 
251.10, 269.2, (H) 411.2, Or. 138.25, 
148.17 
 
asyndran ‘to put asunder’ 
asyndred CP (H) 269.14 
 
afr"fran ‘comfort’ 
afref(r)ed CP (H) 395.22 
 
geh!(e)ran ‘to hear’ 
gehi(e)red CP (H, C) 81.17, 93.7.9, 
147.15 
 
l,ran ‘to teach’  
(un)gelæred CP (H, C) 59.1, 217.3, 
279.22 etc. (gelæred x3 Or, +2 CP, x1 
Chron) 
 
amierran ‘to hinder’ 
amierred CP (H, C) 243.5, (H) 415.36 
 
(upp)aræran ‘to raise up’ 

(upp)aræred CP (H, C) 107.23, 169.5 
 
besc!eran ‘deprived’ 
besciered Chron. 821 
 
gesci(e)red ‘digestus’ CP (H, C) 295.7 
 
stieran ‘to steer’ 
gestiered CP (H, C) 71.16, 117.20, 
205.22, 269.20, 341.11, Or. 288.24, 
218.4 
 
asyndran ‘to put asunder’ 
asyndred CP (H, C) 81.20.21 
 
atiefran ‘to paint’ 
ati(e)fred CP (C) 152.23, (H, C) 
157.4.10, 161.21 
 
atæfred CP (H) 467.19 
 
timbran ‘to build’  
getimbred Or. 1.7, 42.25, 78.1 
 
cwielman ‘to torment’ 
cwielmed CP (H) 309.7 
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d"man ‘to judge’ 
ge-, fordemed CP (H, C) 185.11, 
377.16, (H) 399.32 
 
flieman ‘to put to flight’ 
a-, gefliemed Or. 1.26, 78.29, 92.13 
etc. etc., Chron. 836, 
geflemed Or. 172.33 
 
i(e)rman ‘to make miserable’ 
gei(e)rmed CP (H, C) 189.16 
 
ges"man ‘to compose’ 
gesemed Or. 52.25, 70.6 
 
gewemman ‘to defile’ 
gewemmed (CP (H) 423.24 gewemed 
CP (H, C) 113.20, 133.22, 313.25, (H) 
405.6 
 
for- onbærnan ‘to set alight’ 
for-, onbærned CP (H, C) 5.9, 165.3, 
293.14 etc. Chron. 687 
 
acennan ‘to bring forth’ 
acenned CP (H, C) 107.19, (C) 
312.20, Chron. 1 
akenned CP (H) 313.20 
 
h!enan ‘to humble’ 
gehi(e)ned CP (H, C) 67.19, 165.7, 
299.14 (H) 391.7 
forhiened Or. 118.22.26 Or. 252.24 
gehened CP (H) 465.29, 53.18 
 
(ge)l,nan ‘to lend’ 
gelæned CP (H) 387.12, 389.6.30 
 
(ge)nemnan ‘to name’ 
genemned CP (H,C) 7.19, 75.7, (H) 
385.31, Chron. 449, 477, 552, nemned 
Chron. 477, 508, 794 
 
be-, ont*nan ‘to open’ 
be-, ontyned CP (H, C) 157.15.22, 
277.22, Or. 250.21 
 
ge%w,nan ‘to moisten’ 

ge%wæned CP (H, C) 373.10, (H) 
413.12 
 
færwiernan ‘to hinder’ 
færwirned CP (H) 387.8 
 
on,lan ‘to kindle’  
onæled CP (H, C) 159.8, 163.20. 
165.6 etc. (9H, 7C) 
 
be-, todælan ‘to deal’  
be-, todæled CP (H, C) 37.9, 67.10 
etc. (9HC) 
 
bedieglan ‘to conceal’ 
bediegled CP (H) 303.15 
 
(a-, ge-)fyllan ‘to fill’ 
(a-, ge-)fylled CP (H, C) 23.6, 43.21, 
111.3 etc. (10H, 8C, 3Or) 
 
gefylled Or. 174.15, 
 
ag,lan ‘to hinder’  
agæled Or. 134.20  
 
geh,lan ‘to heal’ 
gehæled CP (H, C) 267.10.11, 275.6, 
(H) 397.30, Or. 136.1 
 
gehwelan ‘to bellow’ 
gehweled bi% CP (H, C) 273.22 
 
oferstælan ‘to confute’ 
oferstæled CP (H, C) 47.16 
 
gestillan ‘to rest’ 
gestilled CP (H, C) 227.15, Or. 106.5, 
260.5 
 
t,lan ‘to blame’ 
getæld CP (H, C) 337.23, getæled CP 
(H, C) 339.1, (H) 439.27 
 
geb!gan ‘to bow’  
gebi(e)ged CP (H) 29.10, 67.18, 
133.2, 245.13, 439.17 
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gebigged CP (C) 28.10, 66.18, 132.2, 
244.13 
 
gebr"gan ‘to frighten’  
gebreged CP (H) 443.22 
 
bebyrgan ‘to bury’  
bebyrged Or. 3.6 
 
c!egan ‘to call’  
gecigged, gecieged CP (H, C) 379.19 
 
gef"gan ‘to unite’ 
gefeged CP (H, C) 99.25, 253.19, 
361.18 
 
glengan ‘to lengthen’  
geglenged CP (H, C) 337.25 
 
ymbhringan ‘to ring around’  
ymbhringed CP (H, C) 111.8 
 
gemengan ‘to mingle’  
gemenged CP (H, C) 115.1, 289.19, 
321.23, 323.16 
 
t!egan ‘to tie’  
geti(e)ged CP (H, C) 111.19, (H) 
31.18, getigged CP (C) 30.18 
 
awiergan ‘to corrupt’  
awierged CP (H, C) 343.3, 377.16, CP 
(H) 377.25 
awyrged CP (C) 376.25 
 
awiergan 
awierged CP (H, C) 331.19, Or. 
294.11 
 
adræfen, adræfed Or. 150.23 
 
(ge)drefan, un-, gedrefed CP (H, C) 
31.7, 105.21, 165.21, 231.23, 251.12 
etc. (+5 CP, +1 Or.). 
 
be-, gehwierfan ‘to change’ 
be-, ge-, hwi(e)rfed CP (H, C) 167.13, 
185.6, (C) 182.10, 222.3 etc. (+1 Or., 

+2 CP) Chron. 34  gehweorfed CP 
(H) 183.10 
 
l,fan ‘to leave’ 
læfed Or. 88.6 
 
al!efan ‘to permit’  
aliefed Or. 4.34, 202.20 etc. (+1 CP) 
 
bew,fan ‘to cover’  
bewæfed CP (H, C) 83.8 
 
cy:%an ‘to make known’  
gecy%ed CP (H, C) 211.14, CP (H) 
409.3, Or. 100.8 
 
ofersw!%an ‘to overcome’  
oferswi%ed CP (H, C) 123.4, 135.23, 
227.2 etc. (+3 CP) Or. 112.23 
 
al!esan ‘to redeem’  
aliesed Or. 62.5 
 
(#)t,san ‘to tear’ 
a-, getæsed CP (H, C) 297.18 
 
frætwan ‘to adorn’  
gefrætwed Or. 252.27 
 
gierwan ‘to prepare’  
gegiered CP (H) 469.8, Or. 70.34 
 
nierwan ‘to constrain’  
genierwed CP (H, C) 231.21, (C) 
304.17 
 
besirwan ‘to plan’  
besi(e)red Or. 140.22, 166.3, gesired 
CP (H) 435.16 
 
ascirpan ‘sharpen’  
ascirped CP (H, C) 69.13 
 
yppan ‘to bring forth’  
geypped Or. 108.31 
 
(ofer)-drencan ‘to over drench’ 
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ge-, oferdrenced CP (H, C) 373.11, 
381.7, (H) 431.20,  
 
(ge)!ecan ‘to increase’ 
gei(e)ced CP (H, C) 315.16, 361.12, 
373.12, 381.2, Or. 116.11 
 
besencan ‘to sink’  
besenced CP (H, C) 135.24 
 
sticcan ‘to stick’  
gesticced ‘transfixed’ CP (H, C) 217.6 
 
swencan ‘to trouble’ 
geswenced CP (C) 62.21, CP (H, C) 
87.24, 107.3, 127.24, 315.6, 377.8 

 
%ryccan ‘to press’  
ge%ryced CP (C) 268.9 
 
%ryscan ‘to press’  
ge%rysced  CP (H, C) 165.19, (H) 
269.9 
 
onw,can ‘to weaken’ 
onwæced CP (H, C) 83.20 
 
oferwlencan 
oferwlenced ‘opulent’ Or.44.12 
 
 

 
 
 
Uninflected heavy forms (excl. 
t/d forms) 
Total: x258  
x1 syncopated (but sellan type) 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) t/d- final forms 
 
(b1) V:+t/d  forms 
 
bædan ‘to constrain’  
gebædd CP (H, C) 251.13 
 
tobr,dan ‘to broaden’  
tobrædd CP (H, C) 171.4, tobræd Or. 
188.12 
 
c!dan ‘to chide’  
gecid(d) CP (H, C) 123.9 (gecid in 
corpus) 
 
af"dan ‘to feed’  
afedd CP (H, C) 55.5, (C) 380.7, afed 
CP (H) 381.7 
 
h*dan ‘to hide’  

gehyd CP (H, C) 197.12, Or. 288.32, 
gehyded CP (H, C) 55.23 
 
l,dan ‘to lead’  
(ge, -for)læd CP (H) 465.7, 467.21, 
441.27 
a-, keled CP (H, C) 57.9 (according to 
B&T, this use of k is in place of g) ær 
wæs keled of his gewunan 
gelædd Or. 230.3, 266.11, 286.18 
ge- for%læded CP (H, C) 99.7 Or. 
290.10 
 
ge"a%me:dan ‘to humiliate’  
geea%meded CP (C) 34.6, -med CP 
(H, C) 299.12, -medd CP (H) 35.6 
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gen(i)edan ‘to take’  
geni(e)ded CP (H, C) 39.10, gen(i)ed 
CP (H, C) 81.5, (H) 467.20 
 
under%!edan ‘to subject’  
under%i(e)ded CP (H, C) 35.10, 47.15, 
73.16, (C) 112.19, Or. 44.5, 60.8, 
106.23, 112.11, under%i(e)dd CP (H, 
C) 51.13, Or. 48.32, a-, under%ied CP 
(H) 113.19, 305.9, CP (H, C) 349.6, 
Or. 112.20 
 
(ge)b"tan ‘to improve’  

ungebett CP (C) 210.7 -bet H 
 
onh,tan ‘to inflame, heat’ 
onhæt CP (H) 411.7 Or. 54.28  
 
gem"tan ‘to measure’ 
gemet CP (H) 385.25 
 
n,tan ‘to subdue’ 
genæt CP (H) 111.6 CP (H, C) 189.16 
genætt CP (C) 110.6 
 
unre:tan ‘to sadden’ 
geunret Or. 140.6 

 
Uninflected V:+t/d forms: 
Total: x47 
Syncope: 35 (12 unsync): 
 
Breakdown: 
ded x12 
d x23 
dd x12 
 
 
(b2) VC+t/d forms 
 
gebendan ‘to bend’  
gebend Or. 220.1 
 
ablendan ‘to blind’  
ablend CP (H, C) 69.16, 241.3 
 
onbryrdan ‘to violate’  
onbryrd CP (H, C) 169.10, (H) 423.22 
 
begyrdan ‘to surround’  
begyrded CP (H, C) 47.11, begyrdd 
CP (H) 171.5, begyrd CP (C) 170.5 
 
gepyndan ‘to pound’  
gepynd CP (H, C) 277.6  
 
(ge)scildan ‘to shield’ 
gesci(e)lded CP (H, C) 141.7, gescild 
Or. 76.1, 100.23 
 
gesc(i)endan ‘to shame’ 

gesc(i)ended CP (H, C) 27.11, 95.21, 
101.4, 165.5, 181.10, 183.14, (H) 
63.21, (C) 244.24, gescend Or. 82.6 
 
(on)sendan ‘to send’  
(on)sended CP (H) 429.15, 441.30, 
Or. 200.28, 234.15, Chron. 430, 
(a)send CP (H, C) 213.18 
 
a-, on-, gewendan ‘to turn’  
on-, gewend CP (H, C) 181.11, 267.6, 
(H) 405.26.35, awended CP (H, C) 
35.13 
 
gewi(e)rdan ‘to corrupt’  
gewi(e)rd CP (H, C) 69.3 
 
andwyrdan ‘to answer’  
geandwyrd CP (H) 443.23 
 
fæstan ‘to make firm’ 
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befæst CP (C) 192.7, 320.14, CP (H) 
419.9 
gemetfæst CP (C) 88.5 
-sTH CP (H) 89.5, 193.7, 321.14 
 
gehæftan ‘to take captive’ 
gehæfted CP (H, C) 85.8  
gehæft ‘captive’ CP (H, C) 193.5, CP 
(H) 415.17.25, 465.5.6 
gihaft cf. gehæfTH CP (C) 126.14 (-ft 
H) 
 
amæstan ‘to fatten’ 
amæst CP (H, C) 381.3 
 

anm"ttan ‘to encourage’ 
geanmet Or. 152.4 
 
geryhtan ‘to set right’ 
geryht CP (H, C) 279.22 
 
atyhtan ‘to extend’ 
atyht CP (H, C) 301.19, 293.13 
 
aw"stan ‘to lay waste’ 
awest Or. 72.25, 94.20, 128.27.29.30 
268.6 
awested Or. 64.21 
 

 
 
Uninflected VC+t/d forms: 
Total: x56 
Syncope: 38 
 
Breakdown: 
ded x 18 
d x 37 
dd x 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(C1.1.3) Inflected short -ed forms (Class 1) 
 
(a) Strong adjectival inflexions (excl. t/d forms) 
 
gen.sg.neut. 
fulfremedes ‘fulfilled’ CP (H, C) 
65.15 
 
gen/dat.sg.fem.  
ful(l)fremedre CP (H) 385.18, 413.7 
 
acc.sg.masc.  
ful(l)fremedne CP (H, C) 73.7 
 
nom.pl.masc.  
gecnysede ‘beaten’ Or. 142.6  

ful(l)fremede CP (H, C) 177.14, (H) 
467.12,  
a-, onstyrede ‘stirred’ CP (H, C) 
213.16.23, (H) 423.9, 451.30, 461.29,  
getrymede ‘strengthened’ CP (H, C) 
85.20,  
a%enede ‘extended’ CP (H, C) 175.7 
 
nom.pl.fem.  
getrymede CP (H, C) 245.21,  
 
acc.pl.neut. getrymedu & ymbtrymedu 
CP (H, C) 245.8  
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onstrede Or. 52.11  
 
nom.sg.fem.wk. 
sio ful(l)fremede ‘fulfilled’ CP (H, C) 
263.20 

 
gen.sg.wk. 
%æs fulfremedan ‘fulfilled’ CP (H) 
385.18, 417.18 

 
 
Inflected light stems (excl. t/d) 
Total: x19 
Syncope: 0 
 
 
 
(C1.1.4) Inflected long -ed forms (Class 1)  
 
a) excl. t/d forms 
 
nom.sg.fem. 
unsyncopated 
unl!efedo ‘permitted’ CP (H) 397.31 
 
apocope: 
ge!eced ‘increased’ Or. 116.11 
 
nom/acc.pl.neut. 
ar,redu ‘raised up’ CP (H) 311.10, -
ede C  
ofersylefreda ‘silver-covered’ Or. 
146.23 
unar!mede ‘countless’ Or. 102.22  
asyndrede ‘put asunder’ CP (C) 
268.19 (H uninflected) 
genemde ‘named’ Or. 14.24 
forbærndu ‘burnt’ CP (C) 222.24, -
ede Or. 94.14,  
acende ‘brought forth’ CP (C) 96. 3, -
nnedu H 
todældu ‘dealt’ CP (H) 413.27, -e CP 
(H) 233.4, -ede CP (C) 232.4 
geh,lede ‘healed’ CP (H) 395.34  
adrygde ‘dried’ CP (H) 445.3 
gehwirfdo ‘taken’ CP (C) 164.17, -
edo H,  
unal!(e)fedu ‘unlawful’ CP (H, C) 
265.10 
ge#ewde, geeawde ‘taken’ CP (H, C) 
195.18 
 

predicative; gen.sg.masc.neut.  
unali(e)fedes CP (H, C) 61.14.15, 
191.6, 339.4, (H) 155.12, 425.9 
 
unal#fdes CP (C) 154.12 
 
dat.sg.  
gefrætwedum ‘taken’ Or. 70.26 
 
acc.sg.masc.  
ber,dne ‘deprived’ Chron. 887  
onbærnedne CP (H, C) 295.25 
gegieredne ‘adorned’ Or. 164.31 
gesuencedne ‘disturbed’ CP (H, C) 
295.25 
 
acc.sg.fem.  
betynede ‘inclosed’ CP (H, C) 379.21 
 
Inst.sg.  
forhwirfede ‘taken here’ CP (H) 
369.23, forhwerfde C mode. 
 
nom/acc.pl.masc.  
gecierde ‘taken here’ CP (H, C) 
271.12 
af$rde ‘terrified’ CP (H) 441.24  
afi(e)rrede ‘removed’ CP (H, C) 139.5 
(ge-, un-)l,rede CP (H, C) 9.4.17, 
373.17, Or. 132.1, CP (C) 24.14 
unl$rde ‘unlearned’ CP (H) 25.14  
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ar$rde ‘raised up’ CP (H) 443.35 
atiefrede ‘painted’ CP (H) 153.23 
(uninflected in C), CP (H, C) 157.7  
for-, gedemde ‘judged’ CP (C) 190.15, 
CP (H, C) 191.17, -ede CP (H) 
191.15, Or. 190.35 
a-, gefliemde ‘put to flight’ Or. 44.24, 
174.23, 176.11, 180.10, 192.31, 
200.24, 208.11, 216.20, 230.25, -ede 
Or. 208.12, 238.21 
gesemede ‘settled’ Or. 64.34 
totw$mde ‘divided’ Or. 118.20 
onbærnde ‘burnt’ CP (C) 26.18, -ede 
H, 
gedrycnede ‘dried up’ Or. 102.10  
forhiende Or. 200.29 
genemde ‘named’ CP (H, C) 359.11 
(C) 358.12 (H uninflected), 429.26 
genemnede CP (H, C) 91.5 
genemnde Chron. 891  
stænde ‘stoned’ CP (H, C) 205.12  
on$lde ‘kindled’ CP (H, C) 283.2 (C) 
330.12 -ede CP (H, C) 45.16 (H) 
331.12 
bedælde  ‘dealt’ CP (C) 332.6, -ede H,  
gefylde ‘filled’ CP (H, C) 41.15, 
331.12, CP (C) 250.1, 324.11, -ede CP 
(H) 251.1, 325.11,  
gehælede ‘healed’ CP (H) 399.18 
untælde ‘untold’ CP (H, C) 25.12, 
351.21, (H) 387.32 
drygde ‘dried’ CP (H) 69.2 
gef"gde ‘united’ CP (H) 361.21, -ede 
CP (H, C) 253.14, (C) 360.21 
behrin(c)gde ‘surrounded’ CP (H, C) 
163.16 
gemengde ‘mingled’ CP (H) 399.3 
getigde ‘tied’ CP (C) 134.15, -ede H  
gew$gde ‘oppressed’ CP (H) 415.1 
awiergde ‘defended’ CP (H) 329.6, -
ede C  
adr$fde ‘driven away’ Or. 240.6 
gedrefde CP (H) 213.5, 443.12, 
455.15.18, (H, C) 271.14, Or. 178.5, -
ede CP (H, C) 127.21, 293.24, (C) 
212.5 
gehwi(e)rfde ‘taken here’ CP (H, C) 
205.1 (x2), 267.20, -ede Chron. 30 

unaliefde ‘unlawful’ CP (H) 77.21, 
433.12, -ede CP (H) 383.6, (C) 76.21 
oferswi!de ‘overcome’ CP (H, C) 
21.8, 205.4, (H) 429.30.34, 431.12, 
457.17, Or. 182.7, -ede CP (H, C) 
179.3 
gesme!de ‘smoothed, evened’ CP (H, 
C) 253.14  
al#esde ‘redeemed’ CP (H) 301.9, Or. 
214.24 = aliesede CP (C) 300.9 
alælwede Or. 194.10,  
gegi(e)rede ‘taken’ CP (H, C) 93.14, 
besierede ‘ensnared’ Or. 120.27  
ascrencte ‘tripped up’ CP (H, C) 
133.1, 129.7, 215.12 
besencte ‘submerged’ CP (H, C) 
233.18 
geswencte ‘troubled’ CP (H, C) 
259.19, ge-, for-,  
of!rycte ‘oppressed’ CP (H, C) 51.24, 
271.17, (C) 118.15, (H) 302.7, -ccede 
CP (H) 119.15 
 
nom/acc.pl.fem. 
gef%lda ‘defiled’ CP (C) 4.10, -æ H, -e 
CP (H) 449.8  
gehælda ‘healed’ CP (H, C) 271.1, -
ede CP (H, C) 183.21 
nemnede ‘named’ Or. 72.12  
bety:neda ‘enclosed’ Or. 106.19.21, -e 
CP (H, C) 245.21 
 
gen.pl.  
awiergedra ‘defended’ CP (H, C) 
251.7 
 
dat.pl.  
ge,tredum ‘poisoned’ Or. 134.34  
ætiewdum ‘manifested’ CP (H, C) 
155.10 
awiergdum ‘defended’ CP (H) 401.25 
 
dat.sg.  
%æm ungetydum folce (ty:an) ‘the 
untaught people’ CP (H, C) 365.22 
 
gen.pl 
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%ara ungetydra ‘untaught’ CP (H) 
103.15 
 

nom.pl.masc 
ahi(e)rde ‘heard’ CP (H, C) 363.20 

 
 
nom.sg.masc. 
se ancenneda ‘brought forth’ CP (H) 
47.3 
se forhwi(e)rfeda CP (H, C) 79.19 
se gel,reda ‘learnt’ CP (H, C) 59.2 
se al!efeda ‘permitted’ CP (H) 401.4 
 
nom/acc.sg.neut. 
%æt #hr"rede ‘moved’ CP (H, C) 
297.16 
%æt gehwelede ‘inflamed’ CP (H, C) 
275.5  
%æt (un)aliefede ‘permitted’ CP (H, C) 
145.10, (C) 425.15,16 
 
gen.sg. 
%æs forhwirfedan ‘taken here’ CP (C) 
66.16 
%ære unliefedan ‘permitted’ CP (H) 
397.13 
 
acc.sg.  
%one al!efedan CP (H) 397.13 
%one unl!efedan CP (H) 397.36 
%a gedr"fedan CP (H) 425.26 

 
nom/acc.pl. 
eowre agæledan ‘hindered’ honda CP 
(C) 64.17 
%a unge-, gelæredan CP (H, C) 9.18, 
25.16, 29.18, (H) 385.2.26 
%a unal!(e)fedan CP (H, C) 21.4, 
177.25, (H) 427.8, 431.22 
%a awiergedan ‘wicked’ CP (C) 
248.15, (H) 373.25 
 
 
gen.pl. 
%ara awiergedena CP (C) 248.23 
 
dat.pl. 
%æm gelæredum CP (H, C) 205.8 
%æm awiergedum CP (H) 375.6 
 
w- forms  
nom.sg.fem. 
sio gesirede ‘ensnared’ CP (H) 436.13 
 
acc.sg. 
%a gesiredan CP (H) 435.13 

 
 
 
nom.sg.masc. 
se getyda (ty:an) ‘to instruct’ CP (H) 
397.15 
se ancenda ‘brought forth’ CP (C) 
46.3 
se aw(i)ergda ‘wicked’ CP (H, C) 
361.16. (H) 463.30 
 
nom.sg.fem.  
sio unl#fde ‘unallowed’ CP (H) 401.5 
 
nom/acc.sg.neut.  
%æt unliefde CP (H) 427.11 
%æt ungetyde CP (H) 389.33 
 

gen.sg.  
%æs forhwirfdan ‘taken here’ CP (H) 
67.16, 435.24 
%æs aliefdan CP (H, C) 339.5 
%æs geswenctan CP (H, C) 87.25 
%æs awi(e)rgdan CP (H, C) 285.19 
 
dat.sg.  
anum nicealtan huse ‘washed’ Or. 
286.30 
%æm adræfdan ‘driven’ Or. 232.23 
(TH) 
!æm forhwi(e)rfdan CP (H, C) 243.4 
 
acc.sg.  
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%a besengdan ‘singed’ Or. 92.32 TH 
 
nom/acc.pl.  
%a afyrdan ‘removed’ CP (H) 407.33, 
409.1 
%a awierdan CP (H) 249.15, 372.25 
hiera awiergdan CP (H, C) 269.19 

 
gen.pl.  
%ara awierdena CP (H) 249.23 
%ara ungetydena CP (C) 102.15 
 
dat.pl.  
%æm awierdum CP (C) 374.6 

 
Inflected heavy roots (excl. t/d) 
 
Weak PP, Weak adj. inflexions: 
Total: 55 
x31 unsyncopated 
x24 syncopated  
(excl. dental) 
 
Weak PP, Strong adj. inflexions:  
Total (excl. nom/acc.pl.neut & 
nom.sg.fem): x139 
Syncope: x80 
 
Total heavy: 194 
Syncope: 104 
 
 
 
Inflected heavy roots (excl. t/d) 
Total Strong (adj.) nom/acc.pl.neut & 
nom.sg.fem: x22  
Syncope: x8 
Apocope: x1 
 
 
 
 
(b) Inflected forms with root-final d and t 
 
 
(b1) V̆+t/d 
 
nom.pl.neut. 
besett ‘beset, appointed’ CP (H, C) 
195.19 
 
acc.sg.fem.  
gesette ‘set’ Or. 160.8 

 
nom.pl.masc.  
gesette ‘set’ CP (H, C) 117.19, 
119.25, 171.19, 197.1, 319.19, 
321.7.10, Or. 200.12 
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with masc ending:  
gesette ‘set’ CP (H, C) 167.2 
 
nom/acc.pl.wk. 

%a gesettan CP (H, C) 175.15, 191.6, 
189.15.16 
 
dat.pl.wk. 
%æ ofergesettan CP (H, C) 189.23 

 
 
V̆+t/d 
Total: 16 
tt: 16 
apocope (n.a.p.n) x1 

 
 
 
(b2) V̄+t/d 
 
nom/acc.sg.neut.wk. 
%æt forhydde CP (H, C) 377.6 
 
acc.sg.wk. 
%a geea%meddan ‘humiliated’ CP (H) 
425.26 
 
nom/acc.pl.wk. 
%a under%!oddan ‘subjected’ CP (H, 
C) 131.19 etc. (8 HC) 
 
nom.pl.neut. 
m"tte CP (H, C) 355.5,  
 
gen.sg.masc.neut.  
gehyddes ‘hidden’ CP (H, C) 153.15, 
157.18 
 
nom.pl.masc.  
anidde ‘forced’ Chron. 823 
gen!(e)dde CP (H, C) 11.10, 47.22, 
49.1, 137.19, (C) 302.11.19h, (H) 
455.19, Or. 250.14 
oftdr,dde ‘terrified’ CP (H, C) 
109.23, 239.7 

af"dde ‘fed’ Or. 152.19 
al,dde ‘lead out’ CP (H, C) 267.15 (p 
102) 
ge"a%m"dde ‘humiliated’ CP (H) 
423.10, 443.12 
a%iedde ‘separated’ CP (H, C) 355.8 
under%i(e)dde CP (H, C) 37.9, 79.7, 
103.20, 107.15, 109.15,24, 111.4.7.13, 
135.10, 159.6, 189.22, 191.5, 195.2.3, 
201.17.21, (H) 302.15.18, Or. 184.35 
gel!c(c)ette ‘imitated’ CP (H, C) 149.3 
 
nom.pl.fem.  
ungeb"tta ‘uncorrected’ CP (C) 
220.17 
gebr,dda ‘broadened’ CP (H, C) 
31.13 
 
with masc. ending:  
gen!edde ‘forced’ Or. 110.1 
 
gen.pl 
%ara under%ied(d)ra ‘subjugated’ CP 
(H, C) 147.1 

 
 
V̄+t/d 
Total: 55 
tt/dd: 55 
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(b3) VC+t/d 
 
nom/acc.pl.wk. 
%æt gehæfte CP (H, C) 257.11 
%a ofergyldan CP (H, C) 171.22 
%a gehæftan CP (H) 443.10 
 
nom.pl.neut. 
onhielde CP (H, C) 61.12,  
gesciende CP (H) 245.24 (uninflected 
in C)  
gewende ‘turned’ CP (H, C) 57.12 
 
Inst.sg.  
awende mode ‘changed mind’ CP (H, 
C) 39.22 
 
nom.pl.masc.  
afyrhtede ‘terrified’ Or. 194.10 (only 
one without syncope) 
gebielde ‘emboldened’ Or. 156.16  

gereorde ‘satisfied’ CP (H, C) 137.24, 
283.12  
gesciende ‘shamed’ CP (H) 389.32 
gewende ‘turned’ CP (H) 405.30.36 
be-, o%fæste ‘entrusted’ CP (H, C) 7.2, 
191.24 
gehæfte ‘taken captive’ CP (H) 307.7, 
(H, C) 329.9 
 
with masc. ending:  
fortende ‘burnt off’ Or. 46.14, awende 
Or. 250.30 
ungewilde ‘uncontrolled’ Or. 284.6 
 
dat.pl. 
to gewildum Or. 234.4, 148.9, 154.6 
to gewildon gedon Or. 132.9, -um Or. 
134.32  

 
 
 
VC+t/d 
Total: 26 
Syncope: 25 
dd,tt : x0  
 

 
(c) t/d roots inflected with -ne 
 
acc.sg.masc.  
gehæftne CP (H) 423.19 
gesc(i)endne CP (H, C) 229.21 
gesetne CP (H) 441.31 
gewildne CP (C) 218, 21, Or. 132.22 
 
(d) sellan type  
 
gebrohte ‘brought’ CP (H, C) 269.35 
acwealde ‘slew’ Or. 88.5 
ge-, oferreahte ‘related’ CP (H, C) 
205.3, 377.22, (H) 307.6 

astreahte CP (H, C) 109.23, getyde 
Or. 152.29 
unbe%ohte ‘thought’ CP (H) 435.2 
for%ohte Or. 190.17 
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nom.sg.fem.  
ge%oht syn CP (H) 417.16 
 
nom.pl.neut. 
geworht weorc ‘wrought’ CP (H, C) 
235.15, (masc ending)  
gebrohte CP (H, C) 179.18,  
gesealde ‘given’ CP (C) 364.14 
(uninflected in H),  
gewarhte Or. 216.4 
 
(sellan type) 
masc. endings 
brohte CP (H, C) 343.4  
geworhte CP (H) 449.7 
gesealde Or. 214.5, 240.7 
 

dat.pl. 
forworhtum CP (H, C) 37.1 
 
nom.sg.fem.wk. 
sio ge%ohte CP (H) 419.11.15 
 
nom.acc.pl.wk. 
%a ge%ohtan CP (H, C) 19.24 etc.  
%a geworhtan CP (H, C) 19.24, (H) 
413.3 
hiera geworhtan CP (H) 413.5.7 
 
acc.sg.wk.  
%a ge%ohtan CP (H) 419.16 
 
gen.sg.wk. 
%ære be%ohtan CP (H) 435.5 
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(C1.2) Strong -en past participles (Cosijn 1888: §54) 
 
(C1.2.1) Short syllables  
 
(a) Root-final stop forms 
 
brecan ‘to use’  
acc.sg.fem. tobrocene ‘broken’ CP (H, 
C) 65.4, Or 202.4    
nom/acc.pl.masc. for-, tobrocene CP 
(H) 389.26, 405.4    
predicative with masc. ending -e: 
forbrocene CP (H) 405.1   
     
locen ‘locked’ 
acc.sg.fem. onlocene ‘unlocked’ CP 
(H, C) 155.6     
nom/acc.pl.masc. belocene ‘enclosed’ 
CP (H, C) 227.25, CP (H) 399.29 
      
predicative with masc ending -e,  
belocene ‘inclosed’ Or. 112.35  
  
freten ‘eaten’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. fretene ‘eaten’ CP 
(H, C) 235.11     
  
gegripen ‘snatched’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. gegripene 
‘snatched’ CP (H, C) 19.11, 375.16 
 
ongietene ‘perceived’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. ongietene 
‘perceived’ CP (H, C) 235.17,  
    
gesceapen ‘formed’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. gesceapene CP (H, 
C) 201.12, 233.21, 249.17, (C) 218.25, 
(H) 405.27     
     
geseten ‘set’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. gesetene ‘set’ Or. 
104.27      
dat.pl. gesetenum ‘set’ Or. 10.19,  
     
predicative with masc ending -e,  

ge-, tosetene Or. 130.16, 14.18,  
     
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. ofsetene CP (H, 
C) 119.20     
 
besmiten ‘polluted’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. besmitene CP (H, C) 
104.24, (H) 409.7     
 
(ge)sniden ‘cut’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. (ge)snidene ‘cut’ CP 
(H, C) 205.13, 253.14    
 
una%roten ‘unwearied’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. una%rotene CP (H, 
C) 171.9     
 
begieten ‘obtained’ 
nom/acc.pl.fem. begietena Or. 66.24 
  
gewi(e)ten ‘known’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. gewi(e)tene ‘known’ 
CP (C) 310.4, CP (H, C) 277.4, 
213.16   
nom/acc.pl.fem. wietena ‘known’ CP 
(C) 152.1    
predicative with masc ending -e,  
witene CP (H) 153.1   
  
writen ‘written’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. awritene ‘written’ 
CP (H, C) 79.6, Or. 258.14  
  
predicative with masc ending -e, 
awritene CP (H, C) 5.13  
      
toslopen ‘relaxed’ 
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. 
toslopene CP (H, C) 283.12 
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Light root-final stop forms  
(strong -en PP) 
 
Total: 38 
Syncope: 0 

 
 
(b) Non-stop light forms 
 
%urhtogen ‘carried through’  
nom.sg.fem.  %urhtogen syn CP (H) 
417.16 (apocope) 
nom.sg.fem.wk. (un)%urtogene 
‘(un)performed’ CP (H, C) 329.14 x2
  
fulboren ‘full born, noble born’  
nom/acc.pl.neut. fulborene CP (H) 
383.35      
 

(un)boren ‘(un)born’  
nom/acc.pl.masc. geborene ‘born’ Or. 
214.22     
nom/acc.pl.wk. unborenan ‘unborn’ 
CP (H, C) 367.20    
 
forsæcen ‘forsaken’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. forsæcene, -sacene 
CP (H, C) 349.16 

   
 
 
(b1) Contracted verbs: 
 
gesewen ‘seen’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. gesewene Or. 4.22, 
184.20      
acc.sg.fem. gesewene CP (H) 413.15 
     
nom/acc.pl.masc. gesewene ‘seen’ CP 
(H, C) 241.17   
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. gesewene CP (H, 
C) 259.24,     
nom/acc.pl.fem. gesewena CP (H, C) 
241.1      
acc.sg.wk. ungesewenan CP (H, C) 
257.8,      
Predicative with masc. ending -e 
gesewene CP (H) 413.15.16, Chron. 
773,      
 
a%wægen ‘washed’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. a%wægene CP (H, C) 
105.17    

nom/acc.pl.masc. a%wægene CP (H) 
435.1      
 
slægen ‘slain’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. ofslægene Chron 2 
     
nom/acc.pl.masc.  ge-, for-, ofsla-, 
slægene ‘slain’ CP (H, C) 137.23, 
205.14, (H) 433.35, Or. 44.29,31, 

56.9, 
64.32, 70.17, 80.22, 88.3, 178.30, 
230.33, Chron (x8),    
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. geslægene CP 
(H) 441.25     
gen.sg.wk. ofslægenan CP (H, C) 
167.3.21     
 
getogen ‘restrained’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. a-, getogene 
‘restrained’ CP (H, C) 171.18, (H) 
389.30   
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%urhtogen ‘carried through’ 
dat.pl. %urhtogenum CP (H) 403.15 
    
predicative with masc. ending -e,  
%urhtogene CP (H) 457.8  
  
acc.sg.wk. %urhtogenan CP (H) 
435.13   
inst.sg.wk. %y %urhtogenan weorce CP 
(H, C) 367.12   
nom/acc.pl.wk. %urhtogenan CP (H, 
C) 177.22, (C) 20.1, (H) 419.17   
%a %urhtogena scylda CP (H) 21.1 
   
dat.pl.wk. %æm %urhtogenum scyldum 
CP (H) 413.8     
 
gebogen ‘submitted’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. gebogene Or. 78.7  
     
gecoren ‘chosen’  
nom/acc.pl.masc. gecorene ‘chosen’ 
CP (H, C) 27.18, CP (H) 467.32  
  
dat.pl. gecorenum ‘chosen’ CP (C) 
218.23, CP (H, C) 237.20    
nom/acc.pl.wk. gecorenan ‘chosen’ 
CP (H) 381.18, 409.12  
   
cumen ‘come’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. (ofer)cumene Or. 
178.5, 224.6,     
 
drifen ‘driven’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. adrifene ‘driven’ CP 
(H, C) 25.12, 249.15,    
 fx2 
 
faren ‘departed, gone’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. tofarene ‘departed’ 
Or. 78.12, 116.29,     

utafærene CP (H) 385.8   
     
  

nom.sg.masc.wk. gefarena ‘travelled’ 
CP (H, C) 43.18    

gen.sg.wk. gefarenan CP (H, C) 43.22 
      
dat.sg.wk. gefarenan CP (H, C) 43.14 
nom/acc.pl.wk. gefarenan Or. 86.28 
      
forgi(e)fen ‘forgiven’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. forgi(e)fene 
‘forgiven’ CP (H, C) 135.14, Or. 
162.15    
nom/acc.pl.fem. forgifena ‘forgiven’ 
CP (H) 411.11    
  
predicative with masc ending -e,  
(un)forgiefene CP (H) 419.4   
unforgifne CP (C) 220.17  
  
(up)ahæfene ‘uplifted’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. (up)aha, 
(up)ahæfene ‘uplifted’ CP (H, C) 
181.8,22, 197.3, 205.1, 211.3.11, 
271.21, 215.12, 321.11, CP (H) 
391.12, 393.1, Or. 96.5   
  
nom.sg.masc.wk. upahafena ‘uplifted’ 
CP (H, C) 121.10, 183.14,   
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. upahafene CP 
(H, C) 257.15    
dat.sg.wk. upahæfenan CP (H) 305.2, 
    
nom/acc.pl.wk. upahafenan CP (H, C) 
15.12, 17.11, 177.2, 181.20, 209.2, 
299, (H) 301.3.6, (C) 302 (ter)h, 
304(1)h     
dat.pl.wk. %æm upahæfenum CP (H, 
C) 299.5, 371.5, (H) 301.15, 303.17,  
  
forloren ‘forlorn’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. forlorene CP (H, C) 
233.22, CP (H) 387.29   
  
acc.sg.wk. fo(r)lorenan CP (H, C) 
123.11, 251.14   
    
forlegen ‘defiled’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. forlegene ‘defiled’ 
CP (H) 403.34    
dat.sg.wk. forlegenan CP (H) 405.15 
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belifen ‘dead’  
nom/acc.pl.masc. belifene ‘dead’ Or. 
86.26     
 
scofen ‘banished’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. togescofene CP (H, 
C) 375.20    
  
oferstigen ‘surmounted’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. oferstigene CP (H, 
C) 111.16      
beswicen ‘deceived’ 
nom/acc.pl.masc. beswicene CP (H, 
C) 363.13, (H) 431.1.2, Or. 176.8, 
196.2     
  
ge%i(e)gen  
nom/acc.pl.masc. ge%i(e)gene CP (H, 
C) 19.10, 375.15, (H) 389.25  
  
unwri%en ‘unbound’ 
nom/acc.pl.fem.  
unwri%ena ‘unbound’ CP (H, C) 
125.16  
 

wrecen ‘driven’ 
predicative with masc ending -e,  
gewrecene CP (C) 220.18,   
  
beswicen ‘laboured’ 
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. beswicene CP 
(H) 415.35,     
gen.sg.wk. beswicenan CP (H) 465.8, 
   
foresprecen ‘afore said’ 
nom.sg.masc.wk. se foresprecena 
‘afore said’ Chron. 885    
 
holen ‘hidden’ 
nom.sg.masc.wk. 
forholena ‘hidden’ CP (H, C) 377.7 
  
scoren ‘shaved’ 
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. scorene CP (H, 
C) 215.8   
 
%ræwen ‘thrown’ 
nom.acc.sg.neut.wk. tweo-, ge-, 
%ræwene CP (H, C) 87.22, 89.2   

 
Light root-final non-stop forms  
(strong -en PP) 
 
Total: 130 
Syncope: 1 

 
(c) Consonant-initial suffixes 
 
acc.sg.masc.  
cymenne ‘come’ CP (H, C) 229.20,      
forgietenne ‘forgotten CP (H, C) 159.9     
benumenne ‘deprived’ Chron. 658      
ofslægenne Chron. 755      
 
gen.pl.   
his, %ara a-, gecorenra ‘chosen’ CP (H, C) 43.22, 219.7, 237.21, CP (H) 381.21, 
465.10, 467.11    
ofslægenra ‘slain’ Chron. 871 
ofslagenre Or. 94.12      
%ara for%gefarenra CP (H, C) 77.19,    
%ara gefarenra Or. 162.24,      
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(C1.2.2) Long -en syllables  
 
(a) Root-final stop forms 
 
(a1) [t]+en 
 
gehaten ‘commanded’ 
nom.sg.fem. (ge)hatenu Or. 112.10, 
116.5.12, 162.31, 168.21, 132.26, 
134.2 nom.pl.masc. (ge)hatene ‘CP 
(H, C) 121.3, 139.15, 183.5, 187.16, 
Or. 44.25, 118.2, 146.22, 150.8, 
176.16, 196.2      
nom/acc.pl.fem. hatene Or. 46.16  
  
 
forl,ten ‘permitted’ 
nom.pl.masc. forlætene CP (H) 439.14
    
nom/acc.pl.fem. forl$tna CP (H, 
C)163.20    
 
Syncope after [t]: 1/20 
 
(a2) [p]+-en 
 
bewopen ‘bewailed’ 
nom.pl.masc. bewopene ‘bewailed’ 
Or. 92.30   
 
toworpen ‘thrown away’ 
nom.sg.fem.  toworpenu Or. 128.28  
nom.pl.masc. toworpene ‘cast away’ 
CP (C) 134.3     
a-, toworpne CP (H, C) 133.11, 
235.4.13, 247.2, CP (H) 135.3  
nom/acc.pl.fem. toworpena ‘cast out’ 
Or. 5.11    
nom/acc.pl.wk. aworpnan ‘cast off’ 
CP (H, C) 249.18    
dat.sg.wk. aworpnan CP (H, C) 113.4, 
357.16, (H) 405.16    
gen.sg.wk. aworpnan CP (H, C) 
301.18.      
nom.sg.masc.wk. aworpna CP (H, C) 
357.23     

   
Syncope after [p]: 11/15 
 
(a3) [d]+-en 
 
worden ‘perished’ 
nom.pl.masc. for-, gewordene 
‘perished’ CP (H, C) 117.3, Or. 64.33
   
befealden ‘involved’ 
nom.pl.masc. befealdne ‘involved’ CP 
(H, C) 271.12     
   
gehealden ‘satisfied’ 
nom.pl.masc. gehealdne CP (H) 
403.15   
 
a%unden ‘swollen’ 
nom.pl.masc. a%undene ‘swollen’ CP 
(H, C) 181.22, 211.3, 321.11, 
302.10(h)  
nom/acc.sg.neut.wk. a%undene 
‘swollen’ CP (C) 184.13, a!undne CP 
(H) 185.13    
    
forsceaden ‘scattered’ 
nom.pl.masc. forsceadene ‘scattered’ 
CP (C) 134.16, forsceadne CP (H) 
135.16,     
    
bunden ‘bound’  
nom.pl.masc.  
gebundene ‘bound’ CP (H) 19.7, CP 
(H, C) 139.24, 177.21, 179.4, 305.4, 
CP (H) 393.23.24, Or. 70.29   
    
gebundne ‘bound’ CP (C) 18.7, CP 
(H, C) 117.23, CP (H) 393.20, 399.20, 
401.20, 413.8, 417.31, 433.36  
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nom/acc.pl.fem. gebundne CP (H, C) 
123.15.17    
 
agolden ‘repaid’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. agoldene Or. 250.31
      
 
wealden ‘under control’ 
Inst.sg.masc. mid gewealdene fultume 
Or. 192.12  
 
anfunden ‘found’ 
nom.pl.masc. anfundene CP (H) 
239.24     
onfundne CP (C) 238.24   
      
 
Syncope after [d] 15/34 
     
(a4) [k]+-en 
 
besolcen ‘slow’ 
nom.pl.masc. besolcne ‘slow’ CP (H, 
C) 289.15     
   
bearne:acen ‘pregnant’ 
nom/acc.pl.wk. bearn"acnan 
‘pregnant’ CP (H, C) 367.14 (-can C)
  
nom/acc.pl.fem. bearneacne CP (C) 
366.3, bearneacene ‘pregnant’ CP (H) 
367.3  
 
druncen ‘drunken’ 
nom.pl.masc. (a)druncne ‘drunk’ Or. 
130.25, 226.11   
  
gen.sg.wk. fordruncnan ‘drunk’ CP 
(H, C) 295.6  
 
besuncen ‘sunk’ 
nom.pl.masc. besuncene ‘sunk’ Or. 
88.14      
 
Syncope after [k] 6/7 

 
(a5) [g]+-en 
     
  
anbestungen ‘pushed’ 
%a anbestungne CP (H) 171.11 
   
anbestungen  ‘thrust in’ 
nom/acc.pl.wk. 
anbestungnan CP (C) 170.11 
   
 
 
Contracted verbs 
 
onfongen ‘taken’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. ge-, onfangnu CP 
(H) 303.10, (C) 234.7  
((no -n) onfonge CP (H) 235.7, CP (H, 
C) 235.4) 
nom.pl.masc.  
gefongene ‘taken’ Or. 70.30  
   
be- gefongne CP (H, C) 171.15, 
377.23, CP (H) 393.2, Or. 154.7  
  
nom/acc.sg.neut.wk. 
underfongne CP (H, C) 59.13, 367.11 
  
dat.sg.wk. anfangenan ‘received’ CP 
(C) 120.10   
anfangnan CP (H) 121.10  
  
 
gen.sg.wk. 
underfangenan CP (H) 37.14   
  
underfangenan CP (H) 35.14   
  
 
ofer%ungen ‘excelled’ 
nom.pl.masc.  ofer!ungne CP (H, C) 
111.15    
 
Syncope after [g] 12/16 
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Heavy root-final stop forms  
(strong -en PP) 
 
Total: 92 
Syncope: 45 

 
(a6) Consonant-initial suffixes 
 
gen.pl. 
gefangenra Or. 126.4 
 
acc.sg.masc.  
gebundenne Or. 146.32, 196.28, 230.29, 238.13, Chron. 796 
aworpenne Chron 867 
gehealdenne CP (H) 409.7, 411.4 
gewealdenne Or. 138.7 
 
 
(b) Root-final non-stop forms 
 
Stop+non-stop clusters and 
affricates 
 
(b1) [ks]+-en 
 
fulweaxen ‘grown’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. fulweaxne CP (H) 
381.17     
nom/acc.pl.fem. 
predicative a-, fulwe[a]xene CP (H) 
383.30, 401.14   
 
Syncope after [ks]: 1/3 
 
a) Fricatives and sonorants 
 
(b2) [l]+-en 
 
o%feallen ‘fallen’ 
nom.sg.fem. o%feallenu CP (H, C) 
3.13    
nom.pl.masc. afeallene ‘fallen’ CP 
(H) 391.13,      
 
aweallen ‘welled up’ 

nom.pl.masc. aweallene CP (H, C) 
271.15   
 
Syncope after [l]: 0/3 
 
(b3) [f/v]+-en 
 
acorfen ‘carved, cut’ 
nom/acc.pl.neut. acorfena Or. 160.15 
      
nom.pl.masc. forcofene ‘cut’ CP (H, 
C) 339.19,20    
 
Syncope after [f/v]: 0/3 
 
(b4) [n]+-en 
 
twispunnen ‘twice spun’ 
dat.sg. twispunnenum CP (H, C) 83.23
   
 
gewunnen ‘fought’ 
acc.sg.fem. gewunnene Or. 56.27 
  
nom.pl.masc. oferwunnene 
‘conquered’ CP (H) 387.26 Or. 222.28 
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gesponnen ‘persuaded’ 
nom.pl.masc. gesponnene CP (H) 
399.2    
 
Syncope after [n]: 0/5 
 
(b5) [w]+-en 
 

toflowen ‘flown’ 
nom.pl.masc. toflowene CP (H, C) 
271.18     
 
a-, beheawen ‘beaten’ 
nom.pl.masc. a-, beheawene CP (H, 
C) 253.18, CP (H) 411.17   
 
Syncope after [w]: 0/3 

 
 
Heavy root-final non-stop 
forms  
(strong -en PP) 
 
Total: 17 
Syncope: 1 

 
 
(b6) Consonant-initial suffixes 
 
acc.sg.masc. 
forcorfenne CP (H) 199.17 (-edne C),  
gewunnenne CP (H, C) 227.6 
 
acc.sg.fem.  
no final -n 
gebune Or. 96.4   
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Appendix C2 
 Past Participles in Lindisfarne 

 
 
(C2.1) Weak Class 1 uninflected -ed forms 
 
 
(C2.1.1) Light uninflected forms in -ed  

 
 
#styriga ‘to stir, excite’  
astyred L. 10, 41 
 
gestyriga ‘excite’  
gestyred Mt. 15,22. 21,10. 24,6. 24, 
29. Mk. 5, 39. 6, 50. 13,25. L. 1, 12. 
15, 20. J. I 7, 4. 5, 7. 12, 27. 13, 21. 
14, 27  
 
#wæliga  
auæled Mk. 5, 18. 
 
forwered   
(pp.) f'uered Mt. 9.16. 
 
geberiga (Class 1 nerian type) 
gebered Mk. 5, 15. 5,18. 9,20 
 
geferiga (Class 1 nerian type) 
gefered Mt. 14, 11. L. 24, 51.  
 
ge%reaga ‘reproach’ (uncertain, 
strong/weak in BT) 
ge%read Mk. I 4,2. L. I. 5 14, ge%rea% 
Mk. I, 5. 13 
 
heriga ‘praise’  
hered Mk. 1 2, 12 
 
inhroera   
inhroered Mt. 27, 51. 
 
efnegetrymma (sub a) 
efnegetrymed J. I 8, 7 

 
getrymma  
getrymed L. I 4, 7. J. I 7, 4. 13, 21 
 
getella ‘tell’ Class 1 
geteled Mt. 7,24. L. 14,12. 22,37 
 
 
Light forms (excl.  t/d-final 
stems) total: 
x34 (0% syncopated)  
 
 
Root-final dentals (light) 
 
geondeta ‘to confess’ 
geondetad L. I 9, 7. J. I 3,10; 
geondeta% L. 12, 8 
 
#setta77 ‘set’  
asetted Mt 28,6. J. 20, 7. 20, 12 
 
t$gesetta  
togesetet Mt. I 9, 11. I 9, 14; 
togesetted L. 10, 8   
 
gesetta  
gesetted Mk. 4, 21. L. I 4, 2. 2, 12. 2, 
16. 3, 13. 23, 55. J. 19, 41; gesettet 
                                                
77 The settan type also includes atreddan, ‘to 
search out’; cnyttan, ‘to bind, knit’; hreddan, ‘to 
rescue’, hwettan, ‘to whet’ and lecgan, ‘to lay’ etc 
(sub division (a) in Wright & Wright 1925). 
Therefore, these would be expected to class as 
light. 
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Mk. 4, 21. 15. 47. L. I 6, 10. 6, 48. 23, 
53. J. I 2,2. 19,29; geseted Mt I 5, 15. 
5, 14. 7, 25. L. 3, 9; gesetet Mt 1 14, 
1.114, 5.3, 10. L. 13,6 
 
geinsetta  
geinsetet J. I 1, 10. 
 
foregesetta  
foregeseted Mt. I 9, 18; f’egesettet L. I 
9, 14. 
 
eft#setta  
eftasettet L. 19, 20. 
 
efnegesetta  
efnegesettet L. 7, 8;  
 
ofergesetta  
ofergesetted J. 11, 38. 
 

ofersetta  
of’setted J. 21, 9. 
 
ofsetta  
ofsettet J. I 2, 5. 
 
ymbsetta  
ymbsetet L. 21,20. 
 
 
Light t/d-final forms total: 
x39 (0% syncopated)  
 
 
 
Light forms (all) 
x73 
(0% syncopated)  
 

 
 

 

 
Sellan/sald type: geminates 
 
 
Forms with a pret. without –I in Prim Gmc (including /ll/ forms which form their 
geminate on analogy with type 1(a) according to Wright & Wright (1925). 
 
#sealla (Class 1) 
as#ld Mt 28, 18. 
 
ymbsealla  
ymbsald Mk. 9, 42. L. 21, 20 
 
sella  
sald (13 times). 
 
eftgesella 
eftgesald L. 14, 14 
 

gesella  
gesald Mt. (13 times). Mk. (13 times). 
L.  
(14 times). J. (4 times); ges#ld Mt. I 
19,14. 4,12. 13,11(2). 14 11. 20,18. 
21,43. L. 18,32. 21, 16. 24,7; gsald 
Mk. 10,33;  
 
x72 sellan types 
 
 

Sellan types: 
x72  
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(C2.1.2) Heavy uninflected Class 1 -ed participles 
 
 
(a) Syncopated 
 
gec"iga ‘to call’  
geceigd Mt. 5, 9. 5, 19. 23,8. Mk. I 
2.15. 3,23. L. 2,21. 21,37; geceid L. 

1,35; geced L. I 5, 1 
 
x9 syncopated (ceigan) 

 
 
(b) Unsyncopated
 
inl,da wv ‘to lead’  
inlæded Mk. I 4, 4 
 
gewr$ega ‘to accuse’  
gewroeged Mt. 27, 12 
 
ofgeb"ga ‘to bow’  
ofgebeged L. 24, 29 
 
underl,da ‘bring’  
underlaeded Mt I 3, 12 
underlæded L. 5, 11 
 
gel,fa ‘to leave’  
gelæfed Mt. 15, 37 
 
æfterfylga ‘follow’  
æfterfylged Mk. I 5, 1 
 
gefylga  
gefylged Mt. 20, 29. Mk. I 2, 17 
 
geceiga ce!ga ‘to call’ -de, PP -ed 1 
geceiged (27 times); geciged J. 1, 42; 
geceged L. 1 10, 11; gecegid L. 19, 13 
 
gelæra ‘to teach’  
gelæred Mt. 1 10, 13. 2, 22. 13, 52. 
28, 15. L. 1, 4; gelaered Mt. I 1, 6  
 
foregel,ra  
f’egelæred Mt. 14, 8 

 
ingem$eta ‘to find, meet with’  
ingemoetet J. I 2, 3 
 
abærna ‘to burn’  
aberned L. 12, 49 
 
#drysna ‘to quench’  
adrysned Mk.9,46 
 
#l"fa ‘permit’  
al"fed Mk. 2, 24. 3, 4; alefed L. 6, 9 
 
#$ehta ‘follow, persecute’  
aoehtad L. 21, 12 
 
o"hta  
oehtad L. 11, 49 
 
ge$ehta  
gewoehtat Mt. 23, 34 
 
#h"na ‘humble’ 
ah"ned L. 21, 24 
 
#senda  
asended L. 4, 26; asendet J. 1, 24. 9,7 
 
senda  
sended Mt 1 5, 13; sendet L. 1, 19 
 
bebyrga ‘bury’  
bebyrged L. 16, 22 
  
b"ga ‘bow’ 
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beged Mk. 10, 17 
 
belyrta  ‘to deceive’  
bilyrtet Mt. 2, 16 
 
besenca ‘to sink’  
besenced Mt. 13, 6 
 
bet*na ‘to enclose’  
betyned L. 4, 25; bityn' J. 20, 19 
(abbrev.) 
 
get*na  
getyned Mt 25, 10 
 
unt*na  
untyned (8 times); untuned Mt. I 4, 4; 
untvned J. 1, 51 
 
d$ema ‘judge’  
domad Mt. 10, 34 
 
ged$ema wv. 
gedoemed Mt. I 1, 5. 7, 1. 7.2. L.6,37. 
J.3, 18 ( 2). 16,11 
 
eft#w,lta ‘roll’  
efetawaelted Mk. 16, 4 
 
eftgeb$eta ‘repent’   
eftgeboetad Mk. 3, 5. J. 3,4 
 
t$geb$eta  
togeboetad L. 22, 55 
 
forberna  ‘burn’  
f’berned Mt. 13, 6. 13, 40 
 
forc*%a ‘to tell’  
f’cy%ed Mt. I 15, 2, I 15, 3. Mk. I 1,20  
 
gec*%a  
gecy%ed L. 6, 44. 16, 28. J. I 1, 7. I 6, 
19 
 
forsw!%ed ‘overcome’  
f'sui%ed Mt. I 20, 20 
 

from#w,lta  ‘roll’  
fr$awælted L. 24, 2 
 
geb"ga ‘bow’ Class 1 
gebeged Mt. 23, 12. 27, 29 , L. 3, 5. 
12, 50. 13,11. 18,14 
 
gebismeriga ‘mock’ (traces of Class 3) 
gebismered L. 18, 32  
 
geb$eta ‘repent’  
geb$etad L. 23, 16; geboetat Mt. I 2, 
17 
 
gebr,da ‘broaden’  
gebræded J. 19, 13 
 
gec,lca  
gecælcad Mt 23, 27 
 
gecl,%a ‘to clothe’  
gecladed Mk. 5, 15 
 
gedærsta ‘fermented’ 
gedærsted Mt. 13,33. L. 13,21 
 
ged!%a ‘to put to death’ 
gede%ed Mk. 7, 10. L. 23, 32; gede%et 
J. 12, 33 
 
gedrenca ‘drench’  
gedrencgad L. 10, 15 
 
ofgedrenca ‘overdrench’ 
ofgedrenced Mt. 18, 6 
 
gedro"fa ‘disturb’  
gedroefed Mt 2, 3. J. 12, 27. 14, 1; 
gedroefad L. 1,29 
 
gedr*ga ‘to dry’  
gedrugad Mt 21,19. Mk. 5,29 
 
gedrysn(i)a ‘quench’ 
gedrysned Mk. 9, 44. 9,48. L. I 3,4 
 
ge"ca ‘to increase’  
geeced Mt I 2, 15. Mk. 4,24; geecad 
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Mt I 2, 3 
 
gefo"da ‘feed’  
gefoeded L. 4, 16 
 
gefro"fra ‘soothe’  
gefroefred Mt. 5,4. L. 16, 25 
 
gegro"ta ‘attack’  
gegroeted L. I 3, 15 
 
gegyrda ‘bind’  
geryded J. 13, 5 
 
ymbgyrda ‘bind’  
ymbgyrded Mk. 14, 51 
 
geh,la ‘to heal’  
gehæled Mt. I 18,3. 8, 13. 15, 28. Mk. 
I 2, 19. 5, 28. 5,29. L. I 4, 17. I 5,6. 
8,2. 8,47. 13,23. J.I 5, 19. 3,17. 5,10. 
10, 9; gehaeled Mt. I 19, 19. 8, 8. J. 1 
4, 6 
 
geh"na ‘to humble’  
gehened Mk. 16, 16; geh"ned Mk. 9, 
12 
 
geh"ra ‘to hear’  
gehered Mt I 6,12. I 7,12. 6,7. 15,12. 
19,25.28,14. Mk. 11,18. L. 110,5. 
1,13. 20, 16. 20,45. J. 9,32; geh"red 
Mk. 2, 1; geheræd Mt. 2, 18 
 
gehr!na ‘sieze’ (weak in North.) 
gehrinad Mt. 14, 36; gehrinad Mt. 12, 
44; gehrined L. 21, 5 
 
gehwerfa ‘turn’  
gehwerfad Mk. 4, 12 
 
geh*da ‘hide’  
gehyded L. 8, 17. 12, 2. 14, 34. 19, 42; 
geh*ded Mt. 10,26 
 
geinl!hta ‘enlighten’ 
geinlihted Mt. I 21, 2 
 

inlihta  
inlichtet J. I 6, 2; inlihte% Mk. I 4,16 
 
gel,da ‘bring’  
gelæded Mt. 4, 1. 10, 18. L. 16, 22; 
gelædet L. 23, 32; gelaeded Mt. I 2, 
10; gel#eded L. 21, 24 
 
efnegel,da ‘bring again’  
efnegelæded Mt. I 2, 16 
 
t$gel,da  
togelaeded J. I 5, 9 
 
oferl,da  
oferlæded Mt. I 2, 15 
 
gel"fa ‘to entrust’  
gelefed Mt. 12, 2. 12, 4. 12, 10. 12, 12. 
14, 4. 14, 23. Mk. 6, 18. 10, 2. 12, 14. 
L, 6, 4. 13, 14. 14, 3. J. 5, 10 
 
gel!ora ‘to depart’  
geliored Mt 9, 18; geliorad L. 21, 33; 
gehliored Mk. 13, 31 
 
gemenga ‘to mingle’ 
gemenced Mt. 27, 34; gimencged Mt. I 
3, 9 
 
gemo"ta ‘meet’  
gemoeted L. 15, 24. J. I 4, 17; 
gemoetad L. 9, 36. 15,32. 24,23; 
gemoetet L. 17,18; gemoetat Mk. 4, 
19; gimoetid Mt. I 3, 9 
 
gen"da ‘compel’  
geneded Mt. I. 6 18. I 17,2. L.14,8 
 
genemna ‘to name’  
genemned Mt. 9, 9. (9 more). Mk. (5 
times). L. (5 times). J. (4 times) ; 
genem (abrv.) J. 11.54 (abrv. form not 
counted)  
  
nemna  
nemned Mk. 7, 26 
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geonw,lda  
geonwældad L. 22, 25 
 
ger"da  ‘gather’  
gereded L. I 11, 16. I 11, 17. 
 
gerihta  ‘to correct’  
gerehtad L. 13, 13; girihtad Mt. I 2, 
17 
 
ges,lta ‘to salt’  
gesælted Mt. 5, 13 
 
gescirpa ‘equip’ 
gescirped Mt. 11, 8 
 
unscirped  
unscirped Mt. 22, 11 
 
gescyrta  ‘shorten’  
gescyrted Mt. 24, 22(2) 
 
gesenda ‘send’  
gesended Mt(l0times). Mk. I 1,10. 
9,42. L. (8 times). J. (4 times): 
gæsended L. 1,26; gesendet Mt. 23, 
37. J. I 3, 5. 1, 6. 3,24. 3,28; gesendad 
Mt. 5, 29. L. 13, 34. 23,25; gesendat 
L. 19, 32 
 
gesp"afta ‘spit’  
gespeoftad L. 18,32 
 
gestrenga ‘withhold’  
gestrenced L. 1, 80; gestrencgid L. 
2,40 
 
gesw!ga  ‘to be silent’  
gesuiged L. I 11, 10 
 
geswinga ‘to beat’ (weak in Lind) 
gesuincged L. 18, 32; gesuuinged Mk. 
13, 9 
 
geswoenca ‘harrass’  
geswoenced Mk. 1, 34 
 
get"la ‘accuse’  

geted Mt. I. 22.1,12,37; Mk. 9, 12. 
14,60; geteled Mt. 22, 6. L. 18, 32 
 
getimbra ‘build’  
getimbred L. 4,29. J. 2, 20 
 
ge%ringa ‘to crowd’ 
ge%ringed L. 8, 42 
 
forswi%ed  ‘overcome’  
f’sui%ed Mt. I. 20.20 
 
ofersw!%a  
of’sui%ed Mt. I 16, 14; of’sui%et L. I 4, 
11; of’swided Mt. I 16,8 
 
gewoenda ‘turn’  
gewoendet L. 17, 4 
 
gewoesta ‘to lay waste’  
gewoested Mt. 12, 25 
 
gewrynda ‘to found’  
gewrynded Mt. 7, 25 
 
ofergel,fa ‘to leave over’  
of’gelæfed Mk. 8, 8 
 
ofergylda ‘guild/ornament’ 
of’gylded J. P. 188.5 
 
t$d,la ‘divide’  
todæled Mt. I 4, 6. 12, 25 (2). 12, 26. 
Mk. 3, 24. 14,24. L. 17,14. 11,17. 
11,18. 12,52. 12,53 
 
t$ge"ca ‘to increase’  
t$ge"ced Mt. 6,33; toge"ced L. 12,31 
 
t$renda ‘to tear in pieces’  
toreded Mk. 15, 38 
 
%erhgel"fa ‘trust’  
%erhgelefed L. I 2, 16 
 
unceaped ‘given without payment’  
unceaped Mt. 10. 8; unceap . . . Mt. 
10, 8 mg. (abrv. form not counted) 
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underb"ga ‘bowed under’  
underbeged Mt I 3, 11 
 
under%ioda ‘join together’ 
pp.under%ioded L. 2, 51 10, 17. 10,20; 
vnder%iodid Mt.13,12 
 
unascended ‘unharmed’ 
nsm. unascended J. I 1, 12 
  
un#woerded ‘uncorrupted’ 

nsm. unauerded J. I 1, 12 
 
unb*ed ‘to dwell’  
nsm. unbyed Mt. 23, 38. Mk. 6, 35; 
unbyed Mt. 14, 13; unbyid Mt. I 19, 
19 

 
ged"gla ‘to hide’ 
gedeglad L 18,34; gedegled Mt. I. 7.8, 
10, 26(2) Mk. 4,22. L. 12,2

 
 
Heavy uninflected PP 
Unsyncopated: x365 
(including x113 dental final 
stems) 
Syncopated: x9 (c"igan) 
 
Within these, no timbran 
types were syncopated, 
and there were no 
epenthesised timbran 
types. 
 
 
Underlying geminates (heavy forms) 
 
ungewoemmed ‘to spoil’  
nsm. ungewæmmed J. I 1,6, 
nsm.unauæmmed J. I 1, 12 
 
#cenna ‘create’  
acenned Mt. 1, 20. L. I 3, 14. I 3, 16. 
J. 9, 34; accenned Mt. 2, 2. 2,4. 21,19. 
26,24. L. I 3, 13. I 3, 14. 1, 35. 2,6. 2, 
11. J. 3, 3. 3, 4(2). 3, 6(2). 3, 8. 9, 2. 
9,19. 9,20. 16,21(2). 18,37  
 
eft#cenna  
eftaccenned J. I 3, 4 
 
gecenna  
gecenned Mt.I 14,11. I 15,1. I 16,3. 
1,16. 2,1. J. 8, 41; gecened J. 1, 13 
 

efnegecerra  
efnegecerred L. 22, 61. 23, 28 
 
eftgecerra ‘return’ 
eftgecerred L. I 3, 16 
 
fromymbcerra  
fr$ymbcerfed Mt I 9, 15 
 
gecerra  
gecerred Mt. I 2, 5. 18, 3. 21, 29. Mk. 
3, 21. 4, 12. L. 7, 13. 7,24. 10,33. 17,4. 
22,32. J. 7,53. 16,20; gecærred Mk. I 
1, 6 
 
of#cerra ‘turn’  
ofacerred L. I 10,4 
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ymbcerra  
ymbcerred Mt. I 2, 3. J. 20, 14.  
 
#cwoella ‘kill’  
acwelled Mt l5,4 
 
gefylla ‘to fill’ 
gefylled Mt. (22 times). Mk. (5 times). 
L. (21 times). J. (12 times); gifyllid J. 
19,28. 19, 30; gifillid J. 19,28 
 
t$gefylla  
togefylled Mt. 13, 35 

 
efnegecwoecciga ‘to shake’ 
efnegequoeccad L. 20, 18 
 
gef#lla (strong Class VII, but declines 
weak here) 
gefælled L. 20, 18 
 
gespilla  ‘to destroy’  
gespilled Mt. 6, 19 
 
geyppa ‘bring forth’  
geypped L. 12, 2 

 
 
Heavy uninflected gem. PP 
x125  
 
Within these, no timbran types 
were syncopated, and there were 
no epenthesised timbran types  

 
 

 
 
 

 
(C2.2) Class 2 uninflected past participles 
 
(C2.2.1) Class 2 light uninflected 
 
bodiga ‘announce’  
bodad Mt. 26, 13 
 
gelufiga ‘to love’  
gelufad Mk. 12, 33 
 
gecliopiga  
gecliopad Mk. 8, 34 
 
geplontiga ‘plant’  
geplontad L. 13, 6 
 
getaliga ‘tell’  
getalad Mt. 10,30. L. 12, 7; getaled 

Mk. 15,28. J. 6, 10 
 
gela%iga‘invite’  
gehla%ad Mt. 22.3, L. 14, 8; gehla%ed 
L. 14, 8; gela%ad J. I 1, gela%at Mt. 
21, 11 
 
t$gela%iga  
togehl%ad Mt. 22, 8 
 
ge%rowiga  ‘suffer’  
ge%roued Mt. 17, 12; ge%roued Mt. 1 
14, 11; ge%rouad L. 16, 25 

 
 
Light uninflected Class 2 
PP 
x17  
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(C2.2.2.) Class 2 heavy uninflected 
 
gedæfna ‘become’ Class 2 
gedæfnad Mt. 3, 15. J. 1 2, 4. 4, 20. 4, 
24; gedæfned L. 19, 5. 21, 9. 24, 7. J. 
13,14; gedeafnad J. 3, 14. 
 
ge"cniga  
geecnad L. 2,21 
 
geedn!wiga ‘restore’ 
geedniuad Mt 12, 13 
 
%erhgeendiga ‘end’ 
%erhgeendad L. 1, 45 
 
geendiga  
geendad Mt. I 7, 4. I 19, 2. 8, 17. 22, 
10. L,1 3,4.I 11,16. 2,21.4,2. 4,13. 12, 
50. 13,32. 18,31. J. 19,30; geendat L. 
22, 22. J. 19, 28 
 
gew$eda  ‘to dress’  
gewoedad L. 12, 27; geweded Mt. 11, 
8.  L. 8,35 
 
unw$eded ‘unclothed’ 
pp.unweded Mt. 22, 11 
 
gewoeddiga ‘bethroth’ 
gewoedded L. 1, 27 
 
biweddiga ‘to betroth’  
biwoedded Mt. 1, 18 
 
gef$tiga ‘footed’ 
gefotad Mk. 15, 44 
 
gem,nsumiga ‘marry’ 
gemænsuad Mk. 12, 15 
 
undermerciga ‘mark out’  
undermercad Mt I 9, 19 
 
ofergemerciga  
ofergemercad Mt. I 20, 7 
 

gep!niga ‘torment’  
gepined L. I 9, 4 
 
gegerliga [internal ge] ‘clothe’ 
gegerelad Mk. 1,6. 5,15. 
 
gesc"ada (weak form, also some 
strong forms, listed separately). 
‘remove from association’ 
gesceadad Mt. 14, 21, tosceaded L. I 
4, 9 
 
ge%!ostriga ‘to dim’ 
ge%iostrod Mk 13.24, of’ge%iostrad 
Mt 24, 29 
 
forege%iostriga  
f’ege%istrat Mk. 6, 52 
 
gew!dliga ‘defile/pollute’  
gewidlæd J. 18,28  
 
gewintriga ‘to age’  
geuintrad J. 21, 18 
 
m"gwlitiga ‘to shape’ 
megwlitgad Mt. 17, 2 
 
of#wyrtrumiga ‘to root’  
ofawyrtrumad Mt. 15, 13 
 
oferh!wiga ‘transfigure’  
of’hiwade Mk. I 4, 4; of’hiuade L. I 
6,8; of’hiuad Mt 17,2; of’hiued Mk. 9, 
2 
 
temesiga ‘sift’  
temised Mk. 2, 26 
 
unr$tsiga ‘to be sad’ 
unrodsad Mk. 6, 50 
 
geyfliga ‘to injure’  
geyfled Mt 22, 6. 
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gegeadriga ‘connect’   
gegeadrad Mt. 1 10, 3; gegeadred L. I 
4, 10 
 
gehorwiga ‘to defile’  
gehoræd L. 18, 32 
 
ge%r"atiga ‘force away’  
ge%reatad Mt. I 6, 18. L.I 6, 9 
ge%reatad Mk. I 4, 2 
 
gelo:siga ‘to lose’  
gelosad Mt 8, 25 
 
#fyrhtiga ‘frighten’  
afryhtad L. 8, 23; afyrhtad L. 12, 4 
 
#wuldriga ‘glorify’  
auuldrad J. 12, 16 
 
gewuldriga 
geuuldrad J. 7, 39; geuuldred J. 11, 4. 
12,23. 14, 13; giuuldrad J. 21,19 
 
#wundriga ‘wonder at’ 
awundrad Mk. 15,5. L. 8, 25; aundrad 
L. 7, 9 
 
gewundriga  
gewundrad Mt. 8, 10. 9,33. Mk.6,6. 
11,18 
 
befæstniga ‘secure’  
befeastnad Mt. 1, 18. 
 
fæstniga  
fæstnad L. 1, 27 
 
gefæstniga 
gefæstnad L. I 10, 12. 16, 26. 
 
eftgen!wiga ‘renew’ (w stem) 
eftgeniua% L. 6, 10. 
 
eftn!wiga  
eftniuad Mk. 8, 25. 
 

foregenotiga ‘to use’ [internal ge-] 
f'egenotad Mt. I 10, 1 
 
ge#r%iga ‘to dwell’ 
gear%ad Mt. 6, 2. 
 
 
ge*sciga ‘learn’ Class 2 heavy 
geascad Mt. 10, 26.  
 
geberhtniga  ‘glorify’  
geberehtnad J. 13,31. 15,8; 
geberhtnad J. 13, 31. 13, 32. 17, 10; 
gebrehtnad J. 21, 19. 
 
gebiseniga ‘to set an example’ 
gebisened L. I 6, 20 
 
geblo"dsiga  ‘hallow’  
gebloedsad (9 times); gebleodsad Mt. 
21, 9; gebledsad Mt. 23, 39. J. 12, 13 
 
gec"apiga ‘bargain’  
geceopad L. 19, 15 
 
gecl,nsiga ‘cleanse’  
geclænsad (10 times); geclaensad Mt. 
11, 5; geclænsed L. I 4, 19 
 
gecostiga ‘tempt’  
gecostad Mt 4,1. L. 4, 13. 12, 56; 
gecosted Mt. 8,6. L. 4, 2. 6, 18; 
gecosta% Mk. 9,49 
 
geefniga ‘even’  
geefned Mt. 7, 24 
 
gefr!ga ‘embrace’  
gefriod J. 8,33; gefreod L. I 8, 9. 
12,58; gefreouad L. 1, 74; gefria% Mk. 
I 4,7 
 
gefulwiga ‘baptise’ 
gefulwuad Mk. 7,4. 10,38. 10,39 (2); 
gefuluwad L. 12, 50; gefuluad J. 3, 23; 
gefulwad Mt. 3, 6. 3, 13. 3,16. Mk. 
12,9. 1,5. 1,9. L. 7,29. 7,30. 11,38; 
gefuluad Mk. 16, 16. L. 3, 7. 3, 12. 3, 
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21 (2); gefuulwad L. I 4, 8. 
 
gefyrhtiga ‘frighten’  
gefyrhta% Mk. 9, 6  
 
gegearwiga ‘prepare’  
gegearwuad Mt. 22, 8; gegearuad Mt. 
11, 8. Mk. 6, 9. 10, 40. 14, 51. L. I 1l, 
17. 7,25. 8,27. 12,22. 12, 27. 14, 17. 
16, 19. 23, 11. 24, 49; gegearued Mt. 
6, 29; gegearwad Mt. 20,23; gegerwad 
Mt. 22, 4; gegearwa% Mt. 25, 34. 
 
ymbgearwiga  
ymbgearuad Mk. 16, 5 
 
foregegearwiga  ‘prepare’  
t'egegearuuad Mt. 25,42; 
f’egegearuad  L. 6, 4 
 
geg"ma wv ‘to heal’  
gegemed L. I 4, 19 
 
geh#lgiga ‘hallow’  
gehalgad Mt. 6,9. L. 11,2. J. 17,19 
 
geha%riga ‘to restrain’ 
geha%rad L, 12, 50 
 
gel"cniga ‘to cure’  
gelecnad L. 6, 18; gelecued L. 5, 15. 
8, 43 
 
gel!ciga ‘to please’  
gel!cad Mk. I 4, 15, geliced Mt. 7, 24 
 
t$geliciga  
togel#cad Mt. 18, 23.  
 
gemerciga  ‘to mark out’  
gemercad Mt. I 4, 8. L. 2, 1. 
 
gem"rsiga ‘to glorify’ 
gemersad Mt. I 22, 8. 28, 15. L. I 11, 
3. 1, 65. 4, 37. 16, 1. 16, 16 
 
gemicliga ‘to enlarge’  
gemiclad L. 4, 15 

 
gemonigf#ldiga ‘to multiply’ 
gemonigfalded Mt. I 20, 4 
 
gemyndgiga ‘remember’  
gemyndgad Mt. I 19,2. L. 1,54; 
gemyndged L. I 3, 13 
 
genægliga ‘nail’ Class 2 
genæglad Mt.27,22; genægled Mt. 27, 
26 
 
geni%riga  ‘to subdue’ Class 2 (-ode, -
ade in BT, but one -ede here also) 
geni%rad Mt. 12, 37. 27, 3. 27, 12. 
Mk. 9,12. 16,16. J. 15, 9; gehni%rad L. 
6, 37. 14,11. 21,24. 
 
geondspurniga ‘tempt’  
geondspurnad Mt. 13, 21. 24, 10. Mk. 
4,17. L. 7,23; geondspyrnad Mt. 26, 
33. Mk. 14, 27. 14, 29; geondspyrned 
Mk. 6, 3 
 
ger"afiga ‘to steal’  
gehreafad L. I 4, 20. 
 
geriordiga ‘to take food’  
gehriorded L. 6, 21. 15, 29; 
gebriordad Mt. I 19, 15. L. 15, 23; 
geriordad Mt. 14, 20; geriorded Mt. 
5,6 
 
ges#weliga  
gesaweled Mk. I 1, 11 
 
gesigfæstniga  ‘triumph’ gesigfæstnad 
J. I 8, 12.  
 
gesomniga ‘assemble’  
gesomnad Mt. 13, 2. 13, 40. 18, 20. 
22, 41.24,28. 24,31. 25,32. 26,3. 28, 
12. Mk. 1, 33. 4, 1. L. 17,37 
 
ges$%fæstiga ‘justify’ 
geso%fæstad Mt. 11, 19. 12, 57, L. 
7,35. 18,14.  
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getemesiga ‘to sift’ 
getemesed L. 6, 4 
 
getrahtiga ‘treat’  
getrahtad Mk. 5,41. J. 1,38. 1,42; 
getrachtad J. 1,41; getrahted Mk. 15, 
22. 15,34; getrahtet Mt. 1, 23; 
getractat J. 9, 7 
 
geunr$tsiga  ‘offend’  
gewunrotsad L. 18, 23; geunrodsad 
Mk. 10, 22 
 
gewelgiga ‘to enrich’  
gewelgad Mt. 25, 9 
 
gewor%iga ‘to value’  
gewor%ad J. I 6, 2 

 
ge#rwyr%iga  
gearwyr%ed L. 6, 34 
 
l;siga ‘lose’  
l$sad Mk. I 2, 1; losad Mk. I 1, 13 L. 
19, 10 
 
#cunniga ‘to try’ 
acunnad Mk. 1, 13 
 
forcunniga  
f’cunned Mt. I 15,2 
 
gecunniga  
gecunned Mt. 1 21, 12. 4, 1. 8,6 
 

 
 
 
Heavy uninflected Class 2 
PP 
x266 (no sync.) 
 
 
 
(C2.3) Inflected past participles 
 
(C2.3.1) Light Inflected Class 1 Weak Past participles  
 
(a) excl. t/d forms 
 
geberiga ‘to happen’ 
nom.pl.masc. geberede Mt. 9, 36 
 
efnegestyriga  
nom.pl.masc. efnegestyredo L. 24, 37 
 
gestyriga ‘to excite’  
acc.sg.fem. gestyredo J.I 6. 17  

nom.pl.masc. gestyredo L. 24, 38  
nom.pl.neut. gestyredo L. 21, 26 
 
getrymma ‘to strengthen’ 
gs. getrymmedes J. 4, 39 
 

 
(b) t/d forms  
 
#setta ‘set’ 
nom.pl.fem. asettedo J. 21,9;  
acc.pl.neut. asetedo J. 20, 6 

 
efnegesetta  
nom.sg.fem. efnegesettedo J. 5, 13. 
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gesetta  
nom.pl.fem. gesettedo J. 2, 6, 
acc.pl.neut. gesettedo L. 12, 19. 24, 12. 
J. 20, 5 ; gesattedo J. 20, 6 
 
t$gesetta 

acc.pl.masc. togesetedo Mt. I 10, 3. 
 
foreondeta  
f’eondete L. 2, 5 
 
 

 
 
x10 t/d no syncope 
x6 lights excluding t/d 
 
 
Li. light past 
participle inflected 
forms in -ed 

Total Number 
syncopated 

Syncope by root-
final consonant 

% 
syncopated 

Class 1 16 0 10 forms in t/d, no 
syncope. 

0 

 
 
 
 
Li. heavy past 
participle inflected 
forms in -ed 

Total Number 
syncopated 

Behaviour of t/d 
forms 

% 
syncopated 

Class 1 85 50 Total: 9 
Sync: 4 

59% 

 
 
 
(C2.3.2) Heavy inflected Class 1 forms in –ed 
 
(a) Syncopated forms: 
 
efnegeceiga ‘to call’  
nom.pl.masc. efnegeceigdo Mk. 3, 23;  
dat.pl.masc. efnegeceigdum Mk. 8, 1; 
efnegeceigdū L. 23, 13 
 
geceiga  
nom.pl.masc. geceigdo Mt. 20, 16. 22, 
14; geceigde Mt. 23, 10; geceigd Mt. 
10,1 
 
eftonf$a  
acc.sg.masc. eftondfoende  Mt. I 18, 

15 
 
geb"ga ‘bow’  
dat.sg.neut. gebegdum J. 19, 30 
 
ged,la ‘divide’  
nom.pl.neut. gedaelde J. 19, 24 
 
geh,la ‘to heal’  
nom.pl.masc. gehældo L. 6, 17 
 
gehwerfa ‘turn’ 
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nom.pl.masc. gehuerfde Mt. 13, 15 
nom.pl.neut. gihwerfde Mt. I 2, 2. I 2, 
3 
 
gescrinca ‘shrink’ (strong in some 
texts) 
nom.pl.masc. gescrencde Mt. 13,6. 
(note the CC.CV cluster) 
 
t*na ‘enclose’  
nom.pl.fem. tyndo J. I 8, 5. 20, 19. 
 
unt*na  
nom.pl.masc. untynde J. 9, 10; 
untuende Mt. 27, 52;  
nom.pl.neut. untyndo Mk. 7, 35. L. 
24, 31; &ntynde Mt. 9,30; untynde 
Mt. 20, 33;  
acc.pl.masc. untyndo Mk. 1,10.  
 
bet*na  

dat.pl.fem. bityndU J. 20, 26 
 
harmcwoe%a  
dat.pl.masc. harmcuoed& L. 6, 28 
 
geswoenca ‘harrass’  
nom.pl.masc. gesuoencde Mk. 1, 34 
 
underdrenca ‘drench’  
nom.pl.masc. underdrencdo Mk. 5, 13 
 
yfelwyrcende  
dat. yfelwyrcendum Mt. 9, 11 
 
gefylga ‘follow’  
nom.pl.masc. gefyl'de L. 5, 11 
welfremmende ‘beneficent’ 
nom.pl.masc. welfremmende L. 22, 25.  
(though the verb is a light fremman 
type, it retains n, becoming heavy) 

 
 
 
(b) Syncopated Dental 
 
efne#woenda ‘turn’  
efneawennde L. 14, 25 
 
l,da ‘lead’  
læde Mt. 22, 25 
 
#senda ‘send’  
nom.pl.masc. asende Mt 26,47. 

 
gewoenda ‘turn’  
nom.pl.masc. gewoendo Mt. 7,6   
 
eft#woenda ‘turn again’ Class 1 dental 
eftawoende L. 8, 55.   

 
 
x35 syncopated heavy Class 1 weak 
inflected forms, including x5 t/d 
final forms 
 
 
(c) Unsyncopated forms in t/d 
 
br"da ‘broaden’ 
gsm, brededes L. I 11,14 

 
foregegyrda ‘bind’  
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nom.pl.masc. f’egegyrdedo L. 12, 34 
 
ymbgyrda  
acc.pl.masc. ymbgyrdeno L. I 7, 17 
 
gebr"da  
gen.sg.masc. gebrededes L. 24, 42 
 

eftgeb$eta ‘to repent’  
nom.pl.neut. eftgeboetat Mt. I 2, 2 
 
gerihta ‘to correct’  
nom.pl.neut. (inf.?) girihtæ Mt. I 2, 2.  
(not counted, as Cook questions 
whether the form is an infinitive) 

 
 
x5 unsyncopated heavy 
Class 1 weak inflected t/d 
final forms 
 
 
 
(d) Unsyncopated forms not in t/d 
 
gec"iga ‘to call’  
nom.pl.masc. geceigedo L. 14, 24. 16,5 
 
,rgel,ra ‘teach’  
nom.sg.fem. aergelered Mt. 14,8 
(apocope) 
 
#wo"rga ‘to curse’ 
nom.pl.masc. awoergedo Mt. 25,41; 
auoergado J.7,49 
 
gedo"ma ‘judge’  
acc.sg.fem. gedoemedo J. I 5, 9 
 
gedro"fa ‘disturb’ Class 1 
nom.pl.masc. gedroefed Mt 14, 26; 
gedroefedo J. I 6, 1.  
 
gedrysn(i)a ‘quench’  
nom.pl.neut. gedrysned Mt 25, 8. 

(apocope) 
 
gefylga ‘follow’  
nom.pl.masc. gefylgede Mt. 12, 15 
 
genemna ‘name’   
acc.pl.masc. genemnedo Mt I 2, 12 
 
timbra ‘build’  
gsn. timbredes J. I 6, 5 
 
ged"gla ‘hide’  
npn gedegledo L. 19, 42 
 
t$ged"gla   
dat.sg.neut. togedeglede Mt. 1 3, 44  
 
unb*ed ‘dwell’  
dat.sg.neut. unbyedu Mt. I 7, 12.  

 
 
x15 unsyncopated heavy 
Class 1 weak inflected 
forms, excluding t/d final 
forms 
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(C2.3.3) Heavy geminates 
 
gemerra ‘hinder’  
nom.pl.masc. gemerredo L. I 2, 11 
 
#cenna ‘bring forth’ 
nom.pl.neut. acen (abbrev. mark)  Mt. 
I 2 15 (not counted). 24, 32; acenda 
Mk. 13, 28 
 
frumcenned ‘first-born’ 
acc.sg.masc. frumcende Mt. 1, 25; 
frucende L. 2, 7 
 
frumcenned ‘first-born’ 
asm frumcende Mt. 1.25, fr&cende L. 
2.7 
 
eftcerra ‘turn’  
nom.pl.masc. eftcerde L. 2, 20 
 
gecerra  
nom.pl.masc. gecearredo J. 7,53; 
gecerredo J. I 1,10. 12,40; gecerdo 
Mt. 7,6; gecerde L. 2, 45 
 

gecwoella  ‘to kill’ 
nom.pl.masc. gecuelledo L. 23,32 
 
gefylla ‘fill’ 
asn. gefylede L. I 4, 12;  
nom.pl.masc. gefyllde Mt 15, 37. J. 6, 
11; gefylde Mt. 1 19,  
15. Mk.6,42. 8,8. L.I 5, 4. 1,23. 9,17; 
gefylledo L. 21, 22;  
nom.pl.neut. gefylde L. I 4, 18; 
gefylledo L. I 2, 14. 22, 16. 24, 44. J. 
12, 38 
 
un#woemmed ‘spoil’  
nom.pl.masc. unawoemdo Mt. 19, 12.  
 
onginna ‘begin’ 
nom.pl.neut. ongindo L. I 2. 14 
 
yfelwyrcende ‘wicked’ 
Mt 6, 23. 13,38;  
 
 

 
32 total (not including the sellan type) 
 
 
x32 heavy Class 1 weak 
inflected geminate forms, 
x16 of which syncopated 
 
 
sellan type: 
 
gesella ‘give’ 
nom.pl.neut. gesald Mt. 11, 27. 
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Li. heavy past 
participle 
inflected forms in 
-ed 

Total Number 
syncopated 

Behaviour of t/d 
forms 

% 
syncopated 

Class 1 87 50 Total: 10 
Sync: 5 

50% 

 
 
 
(C2.3.3) Light inflected Class 2.  
 
unhiwed ‘discolour’ 
acc.sg.fem. unhiwed Mt. I 4, 3 
 
nacediga ‘to make naked’ 
dat.sg.masc. nacode L. I 5, 8 
 
#hefgia ‘to weigh down’ 
nom.pl.masc. ahefigad L.21,34; ahefgade Mt.26,43 
 
gehefgiga  
nom.pl.masc. gehefigad L. 9, 32 
 
 
 
(C2.3.4) Class 2 heavy inflected past participles 
 
 
gew$erged  ‘weary’  
(pp.) gpm. gewergedra Mt. I 1, 11. 
 
gehl!oniga ‘to recline’  
nom.pl.masc. gehliouad Mt. 14, 9 
(apocope) 
 
gesomniga ‘assemble’  
nom.pl.masc. gesomnade Mt. 26. 57 
dpn. gesomnadum J. I 2, 5 
acc.pl.masc. gesomnado L. 24, 33 
 
ingefulwiga ‘baptise’  
nom.pl.masc. !gefulwuade Mk. 10, 38 
 
%erhgel!ciga   
acc.pl.masc. %erhgelicade L. I 10, 2 
 

geondspurniga ‘tempt’ 
nom.pl.masc. geondspurnedo Mt. 13, 
57 geondspyrede Mt. 15, 12 
 
getemesiga ‘sift’  
acc.pl.masc. getemeseda Mt. 12, 4 
 
gefyrhtiga ‘frighten’  
nom.pl.masc. gefyrhtedo L. 24, 37 
 
unh!wed ‘discolor’ (w stem) 
acc.sg.fem. imhiwed Mt. I 4, 3. 
 
oferh!wiga ‘paint over’ 
dat.pl. of’hiudu (abbrev.) Mt 23, 27 
 
#wundriga ‘to make a wonder of’   
nom.pl.masc. awundrade L. 2, 18. 2, 
48  
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nom.pl.fem. awundrade L. 11, 14 
 
geendiga ‘end’  
nom.pl.masc. geendade L. 2,43; 
geendado J. 17, 23  
nom.pl.neut. geendado Mk. 13, 4; 
geendedad (wk.) Mk. 1 1,18. 
 
efneunr$tsiga ‘offend’  
nom.pl.masc. efneunrotsade Mt. 17, 
23 
 
geunr$tsiga  
nom.pl.masc. geunrotsade J. 16, 20 
geunr$tsade Mt. 26, 22 
 
unr$tsiga   

nom.pl.masc. unrotsade Mt. 18, 31. 
 
gewundriga ‘wonder’ 
nom.pl.masc. gewundrade Mt. 21, 20. 
Mk. 6, 2; geuundrade Mt. 7, 28 
 
gesparriga ‘bolt’  
dat.sg.neut. gesparrado Mt. 6, 6 
 
gewo:erged  ‘weary’  
(pp.) gpm. gewergedra Mt. I 1, 11. 
 
gecunniga  ‘try’  
nom.pl.masc. gecunnate Mt. 15, 2; 
gecunnad Mt. I 5, 9 

 
 
 
Total: 31  
no syncope 
- appears to be a few cases 
of final –e deletion 
(underlined) 
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(C2.4) Strong Past Participles in -en
 

(C2.4.1) Inflected strong -en forms in Li 
 
(C2.4.1.1) Light forms 
 
(a) Root-final stops 
 
(a1) [k]+-en 
 
t$breca ‘to use’  
tobrocene J. 13, 26 
 
gebreca   
acc.pl.masc. gebroceno L. 4, 18 
 
t$breca  
nom.pl.masc. tobroceeno J. 19, 31 
 
Syncope afer [k]: 0/3 
 
(a2) [d]+-en 
 
#cwoe%a  
dat.sg.masc. acwoedni Mt. 26,30  
 
forcwoe%a ‘to speak’   
f’cuoedne J. I 7, 13 
 
cwoe%a  
acc.sg.masc. cwoedne Mk. 14, 58 
dpn. cuoednu (abbrev.) Mk. 14, 26 
 
forcwoe%a  
nom.pl.neut. f’cuodeno J. 3, 20 
 
gecwoe%a  
dat.sg.masc. gecuedne J. I 1, 13 
nom.pl.neut. gecuoedno L. 19,28 
acc.pl.neut. gecuoedna Mk. I 2, 3 
 
wi%ercwoe%a  
as. wi!ercwedna Mt. I 20, 4 
 
beb"ada ‘to command’ 

nom.pl.neut. bebodeno L. 17, 10 
 
forb"ada  
ns. f’boden L.I 4, 17; f’bodeno L.I 5, 
2. 
 
Syncope afer [d]: 8/11 
 
(a3) [t]+-en 
 
gesetta78 ‘to set’ 
geseteno L. I 9, 6;  
dpn. gesetnU L. 22, 41;  
 
foresitta ‘to sit’ 
acc.pl.neut. f'esetna Mt. 1 19, 12 
nom.pl.masc. f'esetne Mt. 12, 4 
 
insetta  
nom.sg.fem. insetena Mt. I 9, 13 
acc.pl.masc. inseteno L. I 6, 2 
 
forgeatta ‘to forget’ 
nom.pl.masc. f’getne Mk. 8, 14 
 
begeatta ‘to obtain’ 
begetne L. I 8,16 
 
(in)writa ‘to write’ 

                                                
78 This form is usually Class 1 weak, 
and shows both weak and strong 
endings in Lindisfarne. The weak 
ending forms can be ofund in the 
relevant section above. 
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acc.pl.neut. inwurittena Mt. I 21.10 
 
onsetta ‘to set’  
dat.pl. onsetenu (abbrev.) L. 10,30; 
onsetnu (abbrev.) Mk. 6, 5. 8, 23. 
 
#wr!ta ‘to write’ 
dat.sg. awrittne L. I 6, 17 
nom.pl.masc. auritteno J. 12, 16 
nom.pl.neut. auritteno L. 21, 22. J. 20, 
31; awritteno L. I 2, 7. 10, 20. 24,44; 
awrittinæ L. 1 2,5; awriteno L. 18, 31 
 
begeatta ‘to obtain’  
nom.sg.fem. begetna Mt. 13,46 
gsf. bigetna Mt. 1 19, 12 
nom.pl.neut. bigetne Mt. 1 3,11 
acc.pl.masc. begetna Mt. 4, 24 
 
sl!ta  
dat.pl.masc. slitenU Mt. I 8 , 9. 

 
%erhg+ata  
nom.pl.masc. %erhgotteno J. I 6, 11.  
 
 
Syncope afer [t]: 12/27 
 
 
(a4) [p]+-en 
 
begrioppa ‘to sieze’ 
acc.sg.fem. begrippene J. I 5, 8 
 
forrepen ‘caught’ 
acc.sg.fem. f’repene J. I. 5.8 
 
Syncope afer [p]: 0/2 
 
 
 

 
 
Total light inflected -en 
stop-final PP in L# 44 
  
 
 
 
 
(b) Root-final non-stops 
 
 
(b1) [r]+-en 
 
blindboren ‘born blind’ 
gen.sg.masc. blindborenes J. 9,32 
 
geswoeriga ‘to swear’ 
dat.sg.masc. gesuoeren& Mk. 6, 26. 
 
Syncope afer [r]: 0/2 
 
(b2) [m]+-en 
 

cuman ‘to come’  
dat.pl.masc. cummenum Mt. I 5, 14 
 
forcuma  
nom.pl.fem. f’cumeno L. 24,4 
dat.pl. f’cUmenU L. 21, 26 
 
n!wcumen ‘newly arrived’ 
dat.sg.masc. niw[e]cumenu Mt. 10, 14 
mg. 
 
benioma ‘to name’ 
nom.sg.neut. benumene J. I 1, 7 
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fornioma  
acc.pl.masc. f'numena Mt. 4, 24 
 
efnefornioma 
nom.sg.neut. efnef’numene J. I 1. 7 
 
genioma  
nom.pl.masc. genumeno J. 19, 31 
nom.pl.neut. genumeno J. 20, 23 
 
Syncope afer [m]: 0/9 
 
(b3) [f]+-en 
 
fordr!fa  
nom.pl.masc. f’drifeno L. 13,28. J. 
12,42 
dat.pl.  f’drifenu (abbrev.) Mk. 5,40 
acc.pl.neut. fordrifena Mt. I 18, 1. 
 
t$dr!fa  
nom.pl.masc. todrifeno Mk. 14,27. 
 
underdrifa ‘to drive’ 
dat.sg. underdrifen  L. I 6, 16 
 
#hebba ‘to lift up’ 
dat.pl.fem. ahefenu L. 24, 50 

 
Syncope afer [f]: 0/7 
 
(b4) [j]+-en 
 
un%wegen ‘unwashed’  
(pp.), dat.pl. un%uegenum Mk. 7, 2 ; 
un!uegnum Mk. I 3, 14; un%uenum 
Mt. 15,20; un%weanu (abbrev.) Mt. I 
19, 17. 
 
ofslaa  
nom.pl.masc. ofslægeno Mt. 22, 4. L. I 
8, 1.  
 
gelicga  
nom.pl.fem. gelegeno L. 24, 4. 
 
Syncope afer [j]: 1/7 
 
(b5) [t!]+-en 
 
besw!ca ‘to deceive’ 
nom.pl.masc. besuicceno L.I 2,11 
 
Syncope afer [tʃ]: 0/1 
 
 

 
 
Total light inflected -en 
non-stop-final PP in Li. 26 
  
 
 
Total light inflected -en 
(stop + non-stop) 
x70 
Total syncopated light 
forms: x21 
(1x j, 20x stop-final forms) 
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 (C2.4.1.2) Heavy forms 
 
(a) Root-final stop forms 
 
gew,lta ‘to roll’ 
gewælteno Mt. 17,14 
 
ablonga ‘to irritate’ 
np. abloncgne Mt. 26, 8 
 
wor%a ‘to arise’ 
dat.pl. wordnum Mt. I 18, 18 
 
#wor%a 
acc.sg.fem. awordeno L. 23, 19  
nom.pl.fem. awordna L. 10, 13; 
awordeno L. 10, 13; auordeno J. 16 17 
nom.pl.neut. awordne Mk. 9, 3. 15,33; 
awordeno L. 24, 18. 24, 21; auordeno 
J. 19, 36  
acc.pl.neut. awordeno L. 4, 23 
 
efnegewor%a  
acc.pl.masc. efnegewordena Mt I 8, 15 
 
gewor%a  
nom.sg.fem. (nom.pl.neut.?) 
gewordeno Mt. I 17, 12;  
dat.sg.neut. gewordne L. I 3, 4;  
nom.pl.masc. gewordeno Mt. 4, 3. 
19,12;  
nom.pl.fem. geuordeno J. 2, 1; 
gewordne Mt. 11, 23;  
nom.pl.neut. geuordeno J. 3, 21; 
gewordne J. 1 3, 16.  
 
beh#lda  
nom.pl.neut. (?) bihaldne Mt I 8, 15 
 
beswinga  
acc.sg.masc. besuingene Mt. 27, 26 
 
drinca   
dat.sg. druuncen L. 21, 34 druncene  

L. 1 10, 18;  
dat.pl.masc. !runcnu (abbrev.) Mt. 
24,49. 
 
eftforfinda  
acc.pl.masc. eftf'fundeno Mt. I 18, 20 
 
eftforl"ta ‘leave’  
nom.pl.masc. eftf'letno J. I 7, 17. 
 
unforl"ten  
dat.sg.neut. unf’letne Mk. 12, 20. 
 
forl"ta ‘to permit’ 
gen.sg.masc. fletenes Mk. 1 1, 16 
nom.sg.fem. f’leteno L. 16, 18 
acc.sg.fem. f’leteno Mt. 5, 32. 19, 9 
nom.pl.masc. forletne Mt. 16,4; 
f'letno Mt. 21, 17 
nom.pl.neut. f’letno L. 5, 11  
dat.pl.masc. f’letnum Mt. 13, 36; 
f’letnu (abbrev.) L. I 9, 17; f'letno  L. 
5, 28 
dpn. fletnu Mk. 1, 18 
 
forscrinca ‘shrink’  
acc.sg.fem. f’scriuncen Mt. 12, 10 
 
gebinda ‘to bind’ 
acc.sg.masc. gebundene Mt 27, 2 
nom.pl.fem. gebundeno J. 11, 44 
nom.pl.neut. gebundna Mt.18,18 
dat.pl. gebundenu (abbrev.) Mt 22, 
13. Mk. 15, 6 
 
gefinda 
nom.pl.masc. gefundena Mt. I 4, 10 
 
geh#lda ‘to keep’ 
nom.pl.neut. gehaldeno J. 20,23 
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geh#ta ‘command’  
acc.sg.masc. gehatne Mk. I 1, 19 
nom.pl.masc. gehatne J. I 1, 14 
 
geh!wiga ‘to form’ 
acc.sg.masc. gehiuadne L. I 9, 2 
 
gesenda ‘to send’ (strong PP endings) 
gen.sg.masc. gesendnes Mt. I 21,6 
nom.pl.masc. gesendeno Mt. 22, 7 
acc.pl.masc. ungesendena Mt. I 5, 14 
 
ge%r"atiga swv  
nom.pl.masc. ge!reatne Mt. 20, 31 

dat.pl.masc. ge!reatnum Mk. I 2, 17 
 
indrinca ‘to drink’ 
nom.pl.masc. indrungno J. 2, 10.  
 
unbinda ‘to unbind’ 
nom.pl.neut. unbundena Mt. 18, 18 
 
#h$a sv  
nom.pl.masc. ahongne Mt. 27, 44; 
ahongene Mk. 16,6;  
 
 
 
 

 
 
(b) Root-final non-stop forms 
 
forbl#wa ‘to blow’ 
dat.sg.masc. f’blauene J. 6, 18.  
 
gedelfa ‘to delve’ 
dat.sg.neut. gedolfene J. I 2, 1 
 
 
 
Total heavy inflected -en 
(stop + non-stop) 
x63 
Total syncopated heavy 
forms: x28 
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Appendix D 
Lindisfarne -ig adjectives 

 
The purpose of this appendix is to assess whether the historically light, but non-high 
affix found in -ig1 adjectives has come to be affected by HVD, rather than by N-
HVD, that is, whether it has become weight-conditioned. The historically heavy, but 
high ig2 suffix should resist both forms of deletion. These have been included in the 
appendix for reference purposes, and can by identified by rejection of all forms of 
deletion, and i-mutation in the root, caused by the historically high derivational affix. 
 
Heavy -ig1 
 
#dlig ‘sick’ 
gen.pl.masc. adligra J. 5.3 
 
ell%!odig ‘foreign’ 
gen.pl.masc. ell%iodigra Mt. 27, 7 
dat.pl.masc. ell%iodigum Mt. 17, 26 
 
"adig ‘wealthy’ 
nom.sg.fem. eadigo L. 1, 45  
acc.sg.fem. eadigo L. 1, 48  
nom.pl.masc. eadge Mt. 5,3. 5, 3 mg. 
5, 4. 5, 5. 5, 6. 5, 6 mg. 5, 7. 5, 7 mg. 
5,8. 5,9. 5, 9 mg. 5, 10. 5, 11; eadgo L. 
6, 20. 6, 21(2). 6, 22. 11, 28. 12, 37. 
12, 38. J. I. 8, 8. 13,17. 20,29 
nom.pl.fem. eadgo L. 23, 29 
nom.pl.neut. eadgo Mt. 13, 16. L. 10, 
23 
 
h#lig 
nom.sg.fem. (wk) h'lga Mt. 7.6 mg 
acc.sg.fem. h#lig Mt. 4.5, 27.53, (wk) 
h'lga Mt. 27.53,  
 
gen.sg.masc. h'lges Mt. 28.19, L. 
2.42, J. P. 187 (13) (2)  
gen.sg.neut. h'lges L. 1.72 
gen.pl.masc. h#ligra L. 9.26, h'lga 
Mt. 27.52 
 
dat.sg.masc. h'lgum J. I. 5.4, 2.23, 
4.45 (2), P188 (2), h#lig& Mk. 14.2, 
h'lge L. I. 2.6, 1.15, 1.41, 1.67, J. I. 
3.7, 1.33(wk),  

apocope h#lig Mt. 1.18, 1.20, 3.11, 
24.15, Mk. I. 5.16, 1.8, L. I.2.4, 2.26, 
J. 1.33,  
dat.pl. h'lgum J. I. 6.6, h'lg& Mk. 
8.38 
 
monigfaldig aj.   
nom.sg.fem. monigfaldge Mt. 5, 20. 
 
æcræftig  ‘skillful’ (original æ; not 
mutation) 
nom.pl.masc. aecræftigo Mt. 12.24  
dat.pl.masc. æcræftgum Mt. 12.38 
 
-nig ‘any’ (original -, not mutation) 
acc.sg.fem. ænige Mk. 6.5  
gen.sg.masc æniges L. 12.15  
dat.sg.masc. ænigum Mt. 27.14, Mk. 
8.30, 16.8, L. 9.21, ænigu Mk. 7.36, 
9.9, L. 8.43 8.56, 9.36, syncope: 
ængu Mt. 18.12, ængum Mt. I. 1.4, I. 
2.14  
dat.sg.fem. ængu L. 4.26  
 
tungulcræftig aj. ‘star crafty/ magic’ 
nom.pl.masc. tungulcræftiga Mt. I 1 6, 
3; tungulcraeftga Mt. 2,1;  
dat.pl. tungulcræftgU Mt. 2, 16  
acc.pl.masc. tungulcraeftiga Mt. 2, 7 
 
nænig indef. prn. aj,  
dat.sg.masc. nænigum J. 8, 33; ne 
ænigU L. 5, 14. 9, 36; nængum Mk. 1 
3, 20;  
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80 heavy -ig1 forms (excluding apocopated forms - only forms with vowel initial 
suffixes) 
51 syncopated 
 
 
 
Light -ig1  
 
dysig ‘stupid’ 
dat.sg.masc. dysge M. 7.26 
 
hefig ‘heavy’ 
nom.sg.fem. hefig L. 18, 5 
nom.pl.masc. hefigo Mk. 14, 6. 14,40; 
hefege Mt. 11,28 
nom.pl.neut. hefigo Mt. 23, 23 
apf. hefiga Mt. 23,4 
 
welig aj. ‘prosperous’ 
dat.sg.masc. welige L. I 7, 14 
acc.sg.masc. welige L. I 9, 2; weligo 
L. I 9, 16 
nom.pl.masc. wealigo Mk. 12,41 
dat.pl.masc. weligum L. 6, 24 
acc.pl.masc. weligo L. I 8, 11. 1, 53. 
14, 12. 21,1 
 
monig aj. (short, historically ig 1) 
nom.sg.fem. monigo Mt. 9, 37. Mk. 6, 
35. 8,1. L. 7, 11 
asn. monige Mt. 25, 19 
nom.pl.masc. monigo Mt. (14 times). 

Mk. (8 times). L. (5 times). J. (3 
times); monige Mt.I 5, 1. I 19,16. I 
19,18. 8,11. 19, 30. Mk. 9, 26; monigæ 
Mt. I 5,2; monege Mt. 6, 26; monig 
Mt. 24, 5. Mk. 5, 9 
npf. monige Mt. 1 1, 20; moniga Mt. 
4, 25 ; monigo L. 4. 25  
nom.pl.neut. monigo Mt. 27, 55; 
moniga Mt. I 3, 9. 27,52. L. 7, 12 
gen.pl. monigra Mt. I 2, 14. I 6,19. 
8,30. 19,22. 24,12. L.I 4, 16. 2, 34; 
monigo L. 8, 32 
dat.pl. monigum (12 times); monigU 
(8 times); monigO L. I 7, 18  
acc.pl.masc. monigo Mt. (6 times); 
Mk. (3 times). L. 1,16. 7.21; monige 
Mt. 117,14. 119,2;  
monigæ Mt. 3. 7; monig Mt. 16, 10 
apn. monigo (11 times); moniga Mt I 
18, 17. I 21,19 
 
unmonig aj. 
dat.pl. unmonigum J. 2,12 
acc.pl.masc. unmonige Mt. I 17, 14 

 
x126 light -ig 1 types 
x1 syncopated only 
 
(monig shows signs of being ig 2, rejecting apocope in WS. In Li, there is not enough 
evidence from apocope, but if we exclude the monig ones, the total -ig 1 lights is: 15) 
 
 Syncope Total 
-ig1light 1 (8) 15 
-ig1 heavy 51 (44) 80 
total 52 95 
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Heavy -ig2 
 
cK%ig ‘known’ 
acc.pl.neut cy%igo J. 15.15 
 
_______ 
 
-ig2 
 
efenmetig ‘equally mighty’ 
nom.pl.masc. efenmeti Mt. 26.26 
 
gemyndig aj. ‘mindful’ 
nom.pl.masc. gemyndigo L. 17, 32.  
 
eftgemyndig  
Mt. 26, 75. Mk. 14, 72. L. 22, 61 
gen.sg.fem. eftgemyndig J. I 7, 16 
nom.pl.masc. eftgemyndig Mt. 27, 63; 
eftgemyndigo L. 24, 8. J.2,17; 
eftgemyndgo J.2,22. 16,4. 
 
eftmyndig  
nom.sg.masc. eftmyndig Mk. 11, 21 
nom.pl.masc. eftmyndigo J. 12, 16 
 
bærsynnig ‘notoriously guilty’ (down 
as N in Clark Hall, and note lack of 
acc.sg.masc. adjectival suffix) 
nom.sg.masc. Mt. 18.17, bærsynig L. 
18.10 bærsy& L. 18.11, 18.13, 
bærsuinnig Mt. I. 6.4 
acc.sg.masc. bærsynnig L. 5. 27 
nom.pl.masc. Mt. 21.31, bærsunigo 
Mk. 2.15, bærsy& L. 3.12 
 
gen.sg.masc. bærsynnig L. I. 9.14 
gen.pl.masc. bærsynnigra Mt. I. 18.8, 
bærsynnigra Mk. I. 2.15, L. I. 5.2, L. 
7. 34, bærsuinnigra Mt. 11.19 
dat.pl.masc. bærsynnigum Mk. 2.16 
 
mæhtig aj.,  
nom.pl.neut. mæhtiga Mk. 9, 23; 
mæhtigo L. 18,27; mæhto Mk. 10, 27 
acc.pl.masc. mæhtigo L. 1,52. 

 
næfig aj  
nom.sg.masc. næfge J. 9, 8  
dat.pl.masc. næfigu J. 12, 5. 13,29 
 
scyldig aj.  
dat.sg.masc. scyldge L. 11, 4 
nom.pl.masc. scyldgo L. 7, 41. 13,4; 
scyldiga Mt. I 20, 13 
gen.pl. scyldigra L. I 5, 14 
dat.pl. scyldgum Mt. 6, 12. L. 16, 5 
 
syndrig aj.  
dsn. syndrig Mt. 25, 15 
nom.pl.masc. syndrio L. 2, 3; syndrigo 
L. 2. 3; syndrige J. 2,6 
npf. s(u)yndriga Mt. I 9, 1 
nom.pl.neut. syndrigo J. 10, 12; 
suindrig Mt. I 3, 9; suiudrige Mt. I 
9,9. 26, 22;  
dat.pl. suindrigum Mt I 3, 12. I 4,10. 
18,1. 110,4; syndrigum L. 4, 40. J. 8, 
44; syndrigU L. 16, 5. J. 10, 3; 
swindrigum Mt. 1 4, 1 
acc.pl.masc. suindrige Mt. 17, 1; 
syndrigo Mt. 20, 10; syndrio L. I 9, 
11; suyndriga L. I 3, 7;  
apf. syndriga Mt. I 9, 10; suindriga 
Mt. I 9, 12; sundria Mt. I 9, 17; 
sundrigo Mt. I 10, 3  
apn. syndrigo Mk. 12,2. J. 10, 4; 
suindrigo Mt. 20, 9; suindriga J. I 2, 
5; syndrio Mt. I 17, 12; suindrio Mk. I 
1, 17; syndrigi J. 21, 25; syndrige J. 
16, 32; suindrig Mt. 13,18 
 
unsp$edig aj. ‘poor’,  
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nom.pl.masc. unspoedge Mt. 5,3mg.  
 
unsynnig aj. ‘innocent’,  
nom.pl.masc. u:nsynnige Mt. 5, 3 mg. 
acc.pl.masc. unsuinnigo Mt. 12, 7 
 
untrymig aj.  
nom.sg.fem. untrymig Mk. 14, 38 
acc.sg.masc. untrymig Mt. 25, 39. 
25,44 
nom.pl.masc. untrymigo L. 14, 19; 
untryrnig J. 6, 2; untrumige Mt. 1 18, 
2 
gen.pl. untrymmia L. I 4,16 
dat.pl. untiymigu Mk. 16, 18 
acc.pl.masc. untrymigo Mk. 6, 5. 6, 
13. 6, 56. L. 4, 40. 10, 9; untrymiga 
Mt. 10, 8; untrymige Mt. I 16, 11; 
untry:migo Mt. 14, 14. 
 
unmaehtig  
nom.pl.neut. unmaehtigo L. 18, 27. 
 
hu menigo  
nom.pl.masc. huu menigo L. 15, 17 
 
menigo aj. (light ig2) 
nom.sg. (mf.) Mt. 26, 47. Mk.3,7. 4,1. 
5,21. 5,24. 12,37. 14,43. L.5,29. 6,23. 
8.4.22,47.  J. 12, 9. 12,12;  
dat.sg. (fn.) menigo Mt. 24,30. L. 23, 
8;  
acc.sg.fem. menigo L. 18, 4; menig 
Mk. 4, 5;  
nom.pl. (mfn.) menigo Mt. 8, 1. 10, 2. 
24, 10. Mk.2,15. 6,31. 7,4. 10,48. 
11,8. 15,41. L. 7,47. 8,3.10.24. 13,24. 
21,8. 23,27. J. I 6. 7. 2, 23. 3,23. 4,39. 
4.41. 6,60. 6,66. 8,30. 10,20. 10,41. 
10,42. 11, 45. 11,55. 12, 11. 12,42. 
19,20. 21,25; mænigo L. 14,25; 
meniga  J. 14, 2 ; meni: J. 7. 31;  
dat.pl. menigum J. I 5, 6. I 6, 9. I 7, 10. 
2. 12; menigU L. 4, 41. 12,1. 15,13. 
15, 29. J. 14,4. J. I 6,6; menigo L. 12, 
47;  
acc.pl. (mfn.) menigo Mt. 8, 16. 8, 18. 
Mk. 1, 34. 4, 2. 5, 26. 6,13(2). 6,20. 

13,6. L.3,18. 10, 41. 14,16.22,65. J. I 
2,1. 1 3. 14. I 5, 1. I 5, 2. I 5, 6. I 5, 16. 
I 5, 18. I 6,1. 16,18.4,1. 6,9. 7,31. 
10,32. 11,47. 14,30. 16,12. 20, 30; 
meniga Mk. 12, 41; menig  
Mk. 10,22. 
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